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PREFACE 
The research ~or this study was conducted while 1 was 
pa r t of a research team concerned, during the period 1975-78, 
wi t h the sociology of migrant labour in Southern Africa. 
This team initially worked under the auspices of the 
Institute of Social and Economic Research, Rhodes University, 
and was established as an independent research unit of the 
university in May 1977. 1 wish to acknowledge . the interest 
and general involvement of the 1.S.E.R. and the university in 
this study. 1 am indebted to the other members of the 
research team - Philip and 10na Mayer, Andrew Spiegel and 
Cecil Manona for numerous suggestions and comments at 
various stages of the reseach and writing up process . 
Professor Philip Mayer was also the supervisor of this thesis 
and I am grateful to him for his continuous interest and most 
helpful suggestions. 
During fieldwork 1 was assisted at various times by the 
Xhosa-speaking interpreters attached to the team Percy 
Qayiso, B.A., Mlungisi Nduna and Songo Mlotywa - to whom my 
thanks are due. 1 was fortunate to have the services of Mr. 
Qay iso, widely exper ienced in this kind of work, dur ing the 
crucial first stages of fieldwork and again in the closing 
months. 1 am par ticular ly indebted ' also to Patr ick Wallace, 
a J ohannesburg 
assistance with 
colleague and a Xhosa speaker, for much 
the transcription and translation of tape 
recor dings. Mr . G .H. Nduna of Grahamstown also assisted in 
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this regard. Sections of the material contained in this study 
were presented at various seminar groups at Rhodes university 
and one at the University of the Witwatersrand. The 
par tic ipants at these seminar s offered many useful .comments 
and criticisms . I am indebted to Kent McNamar·a and Andrew 
Spiegel both of whom read earlier drafts of this thesis, 
parts of it a number of times, and made many helpful 
suggestions . I am grateful also to Terry Silberberg for the 
typing of the manuscript. 
I am indebted to the many residents of willowvale 
village who rendered assist.ance at various times, to the 
magistrate, Mr. Kruger, for permission to work in the 
district and Chief Sponono Dumalisile (A! Jongikwezi), acting 
head of Jingqi Tribal Authority, for his hospitality and 
permission to work in Shixini location. Finally, I must 
thank the Gcaleka with whom I worked, particularly those of 
Folokhwe and Ndlelibanzi wards. Among the latter I would 
single out Mzilikazi Tshemese and Bavumile Kenkebe, and their 
immediate families, with whom we lived during fieldwork and 
who went out of their way to help us. 
A note on the text 
In order to avoid unnecessary bulk in the text, 
particular ly with regard to Chapter II, I have relegated to 
appendices much of the field matedal on which the findings 
are based. It is hoped that this will facilitate reading but 
without loss of evidence in the form of examples, case 
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studies and so on. 
Secondly, much use has .been made of verbatim statements 
of informants and of speeches or announcements made at beer 
drinks, rituals and other occasions. Many of these were 
tape-recorded in the field and later transcribed and 
translated. The Xhosa originals of some of the more important 
and lengthy ones are reproduced in an appendix. In the 
English translations in the text an attempt has been made to 
preserve the Xhosa idiom and manner of expression, but also 
to ensure a reasonable standard of English. Where a literal 
translation in acceptable English has not been possible I 
have in most cases opted for the former at the expense of the 
latter. 
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I INTRODUCTION 
Abstract 
The Xhosa people of the south-eastern part of South 
Africa have been involved in migratory labour for three 
generations and more. This study is concerned with the 
experience of migrant labour among the Gcaleka, who form part 
of the Xhosa cluster, and who reside in the willowvale 
district of the Transkei. It is primarily an attempt to 
examine and understand the ways in which conservative ("red") 
Gcaleka society has adapted to the institution of large 
scale, oscillating labour migration, by looking at the 
"meaning" of migrant labour to the people involved, and in 
terms of the relationship between rural social structure and 
going out to work in town or mine. 
Much of this meaning and of the relationship between 
structure and migration is evident in certain ritual and 
symbolic actions which are associated with a labour migrant's 
departure from and return to the community. The bulk of the 
study, therefore, is taken up with a description and analysis 
of these "rituals of labour migration". An attempt has been 
made also to relate the rituals of labour migration to the 
structural principles of society and to underlying moral and 
religious beliefs and values, and also to the wider Southern 
African socio-political framework of which the Gcaleka are 
part. 
Dur ing fieldwork constant reference was made by 
informants to 
(ukwakh' umzi) 
2 
the importance of "building the homestead" 
and the role of migrant labour in this. The 
procedure followed here, therefore, after having dealt with 
basic "background" material and having given an indication of 
the economic dependence of Gcaleka on migrant labour, is to 
take the individual homestead as a central reference point. 
Certain important aspects of social and religious life 
(kinship, ward section organization, economic relationships 
and the ancestor cult) are discussed from the point of view 
of the homestead and the relationships between homesteads in 
order to outline basic social organizational principles and 
to identify the socio-economic importance and cultural 
meaning of migratory labour to conservative Gcaleka. 
This leads into a discussion of Gcaleka morality in an 
attempt to demonstrate that the two basic organizational 
pr inc iples, patrilineali ty and neighbourhood, and their 
interrelationship, have a counterpart in moral thought. This 
discussion involves also some tentative ideas regarding the 
nature of the relationship between morality and religion in 
this society. 
All this, it is hoped, provides a basis for the 
description and analysis of the rituals of labour migration, 
which follow and which express, inter alia, the importance of 
the homestead, the organizational importance of kinship and 
neighbourhood, and certain basic moral precepts. Particular 
attention is paid to the most elaborate and spectacular of 
these rituals, the umsindleko beer drink. A separate section 
is devoted to an attempted analysis of the rituals in terms 
of Van Gennep's well known schema of rites de passage. Here 
the absent migrant is viewed as being one who has been 
separated from society and who has entered a liminal state, 
to be incorporated back into society once he returns from 
work. The extent to which liminality is accompanied by the 
experience of what Victor Turner calls "communitas" is also 
considered. 
The general conclusion is that the rituals of labour 
migration serve as a cultural device to rigidly separate the 
world of work from the morally superior home reality, to 
reinforce acceptance of the culturally determined role of 
migratory labour and migrant labourers and to relate the 
migratory experience to rural social structure in such a way 
that the threat of migrant labour is overcome and the rural 
structure strengthened. To answer the question of why this 
standpoint towards labour migration has been adopted, it is 
necessary to outline the position of the Gcaleka within the 
political economy of Southern Africa, and it is argued that 
the maintenance of conservatism and the interpretation of 
migrant labour in terms of the rural structure is largely a 
response to this position. 
The Gcaleka of Shixini and Folokhwe 
The Gcaleka are the senior branch of the Xhosa chiefdom 
cluster, one of the twelve such clusters inhabiting the 
Transkei (Hammond-Tooke, 1965). The other major section of 
4 
the Xhosa, the Rarabe, are subdivided into a number of 
independent chiefdoms while the Gcaleka form a unified body -
one chiefdom - as they have for the past two hundred years. 
Each of these two great divisions has a paramount chief who 
are independent of one another, though the Gcaleka paramount, 
Xo1ilizwe Sigcawu, is genealogically senior and the nominal 
head of the Xhosa as a whole (Hammond-Tooke, 1957). 
The Gcaleka numbered some 75 000 people in 1970, the 
majority of whom lived in Willowvale district, with smaller 
numbers in the adjoining districts of Kentani, Idutywa and 
Elliotdale (Jackson, 1975) (see Figure 1) . Like other 
Traqskeian districts willowvale is divided into 
administrative areas 
Tr iba1 Authori tie s. I 
(" locations") 
The head 
grouped into a number of 
of the Tribal Authority 
(usually a chief) exercises control over the locations under 
him largely through the location headmen. (see 
Hammond-Tooke, 1975). 
There are seven Tribal Authorities in Willowvale, and 
the Gcaleka are concentrated in three of them (representing 
nineteen of the forty locations). The other four are 
inhabited largely by "Mfengu", a term used to denote a 
variety of non-Gcaleka and historically non-Xhosa Nguni 
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groups. 
Jingqi tribal authority is situated in the centre of the 
rugged coastal part of the district and consists of the two 
locations of Ntlahlane and Shixini (see Figure 2). The term 
"Jingqi", strictly speaking, applies only to Shixini, which 
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in 1970 had a population of 3 
fieldwork for this study was 
056 and where most of the 
conducted. The people of 
Shixini call themselves "amaJingqi" in certain contexts, 
while those of Ntlahlane are of the amaVelelo sub-chiefdom 
(Jackson, 1975) and an alternative name for Ntlahlane is 
Velelo. The Jingqi of Shixini are in no way related to the 
Jinggi of Kentani and the Ciskei who are Rarabe and 
associated with Chief Maqoma. 3 The Shixini Jingqi are Gcaleka 
and their chief, Mandlenkosi Dumalisile, is the direct 
descendant of Ncaphayi, oldest son of Hintsa in the right 
hand house. 4 
According to oral tradition Ncaphayi was sent by his 
father to rule over the area now known as a Shixini, probably 
between 1810 and 1830; and he was accompanied by an ox, known 
as the lawula ox, "the ox of authority" or "of government" 
(cf Peries, 1976, 41, 65). The name of this ox was Jingqi, 
from which the area took its name. The people of Shixin i 
identify first and foremost as Gcaleka and as Xhosa, and the 
term Jingqi is reserved almost exclusively for large festive 
occasions when meat and beer are distributed on the basis of 
location in the customary ukulawula 
apportion) manner. 
(to administer or 
The fieldwork for this study was conducted primarily in 
Folokhwe and to a lesser extent in Ndlelibanzi, two of the 
eleven constituent wards of Shixini (see Figure 3). These 
areas are inhabited by conservative , traditionally oriented 
people, and as such are representative of Shixini as a whole 
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and of the conservative section of the Gcaleka in general. 
This was apparent from visits to other locations, attendance 
at events there and from information obtained from 
non-Shixini residents. Care was taken to ensure that data 
obtained in Folokhwe and Ndlelibanzi were applicable to a 
wider area. 6 
Terms such as "conservative" and "traditional", however, 
are not easy to define. Here they refer to what are called 
"red" people as opposed to those who may be designated as 
"school" (Soga, 1931. Mayer, 1961). In Folokhwe (the ward 
with which we shall be primarily concerned) and surrounding 
areas, red conservatism is apparent, firstly, from 
of settlement, superficial observation, in dress, 
construction of dwellings and stock 
mode 
enclosures, absence of 
and opposition to land rehabilitation schemes, etc. 7 These 
provide clues, though it is in beliefs and values and in the 
rituals and other "customary" activities of the people that 
conservatism is evident at the ideological level. The 
ancestor cuI t and its associated rituals thr i ve, the full 
Xhosa male initiation ritual, marriage ceremony and female 
initiation are still practised, though the latter two but 
rarely. The umtshilo, dance of the abakhwetha (male 
initiates) still takes place every year, though there is some 
evidence that it died out for a period and was revived circa 
1968 by a prominent man living in Ntlahlane. Belief in magic 
and witchcraft and in the powers of diviners and herbalists 
is strong. The vast majority of people do not belong to any 
10 
Christian church. In Folokhwe ward, for example, the only 
evidence of involvement in non-traditional religion is in two 
women (both widows) who are members of an independent 
(Zionist-type) church based elsewhere in Shixini . Great 
emphasis is placed on "the law" (umthetho), custom (isiko) 
and the Xhosa way of 1 ife (isiXhosa). Education seems to 
have had little influence on traditional values. Although 
many children attend school, most leave after only a few 
year s, and the vas t major i ty of senior men have no formal 
education whatsoever. 8 
Despite the fact that the plough, the mud-brick built 
hut and other items of material culture as well as certain 
beliefs and values 
homestead soon after 
(e.g. the 
marriage) 
ideal 
are 
of an independent 
relatively recent 
innovations, the people speak of living as their forefathers 
did. They identify as Xhosa traditionalists, as "red" people, 
and often refer to themselves as "thina ' maqaba" "we 
smeared ones", referring to the opposition between school and 
red people or amaqaba, 
ochre]" It will be 
"those who smear themselves [with red 
argued that the persistence and 
maintenance of this conservatism is primarily a response to 
the wider South African socio-political framework in which 
the Gcaleka live and to which they have had to adjust. 
In 1976/77 Folokhwe was inhabited by 409 people 9 (see 
Table 1) divided into seventy-nine homesteads, each 
consisting of one or more huts (mean average 1.83 huts per 
homestead) and, usually, one or more stock enclosures. The 
TABLE 1 
KOLOKHWE DE JURE POPULATION 1976/77 
Age Male Female Total 
Under 16 years 69 82 151 
16 to 60 years 115 114 229 
Over 60 years 13 16 29 
Total 197 212 409 
This table excludes absconders (amatshipha)but 
includes people resident in the ward on a semi-
permanent basis, such asyouths employed by 
Folokhwe homesteads, women who have left their 
husbands and returned home, etc. 
TABLE 2 
FOLOKHWE DE JURE HOMESTEAD ~OPULATION 1976/77 
Number of people Number of 
per homestead homesteads 
1 to 2 8 
3 to 4 26 
. 
5 to 6 27 
7 to 8 11 
9 to 10 4 
11 to 12 2 
13 1 
Total 79 
This table includes the three second homesteads of" : 
polygynists. 
11 
12 
mean average number of people per homestead was 5.18 (see 
Table 2). 
Twenty-five homesteads were composed of a nuclear family 
(husband, w~fe and their children) or part thereof (excluding 
those second homesteads of polygynists occupied by a wife or 
a wife and children). There were twenty-two three generation 
homesteads in which married sons, along with their wives and 
children, lived with one or both of their parents (in some 
cases the sons were dead), and one of four generations. 
Forty-two homesteads included other kin (somtimes in addition 
to marr ied sons and their families). Seventeen homesteads 
were headed by widows (see Table 3). The range of "other kin" 
resident in homesteads was quite wide, as is indicated in 
Table 4, though husband's mother, husband's brothers and 
sisters, husband's sister's children and daughter's children 
feature quite 
classificatory 
prominently. 
kin and two 
relationship was traced. 
Four homesteads 
had people with 
included 
whom no 
It is evident that some sort of extended family unit is 
relatively common in Folokhwe, though the composition of such 
units varies considerably. It is possible also to identify 
an extended family as a number of residential units which 
co-operate closely in everyday (particularly economic) 
affairs, as where fathers and sons or a number of brothers 
have adjoining but independent homesteads. There were ten 
such cases in , Folokhwe, involving twenty-one homesteads. 
Homesteads are widely scattered in more or less distinct 
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
9 
10 
11 
12 
13 
14 
15 
16 
17 
18 
19 
TABLE -: 
HOMESTEAD COMPOSITION 1976(77 
Husband and wife 
Husband, wife and children 
Husband, wife and other kin*. 
Husband, wife, children and other kin 
5 
14 
5 
22 
Husband, wife, children, married sons and their 
wives and children 
Husband, wife, children, married sons and their 
wives and children and other kin 
Husband, wife, children and non-kin** 
Widower, married sons and their wives and children 
Widower and other kin 
Unmarried man and other kin 
Widow 
Widow and children 
Widow and other kin 
Widow, children and other kin 
Widow, children, married sons and their wives and 
children 
Widow, children, married sons and their wives and 
children and other kin 
Wife*** 
Wife and children*** 
Wife, children and other kin*** 
5 
2 
2 
2 
1 
1 
2 
4 
2 
5 
3 
1 
1 
1 
1 
Total number of homesteads 79 
* The range of 'other kin' is shown in Table 4 
** 'Non-kin' excludes classificatory kin 
*** These are the second homesteads of polygynists 
The 'other kin' in all categories except 6, 10 and 13 
include mothers (see Table 4). These are cases where the 
mother is not the homestead head. In 1 - 10 the homestead 
head is male, in 11 - 16 female. In 17 - 19 the head is 
the husband, who lives in his other homestead. 
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TABLE 4 
"OTHER KIN"IN FOLOKHWE HOMESTEADS 1976/77 
Ego is male 
homestead head 
Relationship Number of 
to ego people 
M 8 
B 8 
s 7 
Fs 4 
FsS 2 
Fsd 1 
FBS 1 
FBd 2 
FFFBSS 1 
sS 7 
sd 7 
dS :3 
dd 10 
MBS 1 
WsS 2 
Wsd 2 
WBS 2 
WMsd 1 
Classifica- 6 tory kin 
Total 75 
M = mother 
B = brother 
s = sister 
F = father 
Ego is female 
homestead head 
Relationship 
to ego 
W = wife 
H = husband 
S = son 
M 
dS 
dd 
dH 
s 
sS 
HE 
HEW 
Hs 
Hsd 
HsdS 
Total 
d = daughter 
Number of 
people 
2 
1 
4 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
2 
16 
14 
15 
clusters, usually on hilltops or ridges. The ward is divided 
into three named sections, which are largely but not solely 
geographical, and two of these ward sections are further 
sub-divided. These divisions are of some importance in 
social life and will be discussed later. Homesteads are also 
grouped into agnatic kinship groups (lineages, lineage 
segments or parts thereof), representing fifteen clans. 
Kinship groupings correspond with territorial divisions to 
some extent, largely because sons tend to settle close to 
their fathers. Marriage is virilocal and, ideally, 
polygynous, though there were only three polygnists in 
Folokhwe in 1976, each with two wives and two homesteads. 1O 
The political authority at ward level is the ibhodi or 
isibonda (ward head or sub-headman):1 who serves as an 
intermediary between the people and the location headman, who 
in this case is also the "chief of the amaJingqi" and head of 
the Tribal Authority. The isibonda's court or moot (ibandla) 
consists of all the senior men of the ward and hears petty 
cases as well as being charged with certain administrative 
duties. Ideally the isibonda is always a member of the royal 
Tshawe clan and a descendant of Ncaphayi . The position is 
hereditary and if the heir is too young the people nominate a 
regent until the heir is mature enough to assume his rightful 
place. This was the situation in both Folokhwe and 
Ndlelibanzi in 1976-1978. In Folokhwe the regent was of the 
Bamba clan, whose father and grandfather had on occasion 
acted as regent before him. 
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The Economy of Folokhwe 
Both agriculture and animal husbandry are practised, 
though the local economic product cannot meet subsistence 
needs and there is a marked dependence on mi grant labour in 
order to provide the money required to purchase food and 
other necessities. Furthermore, local economic activity, 
including subsistence agriculture, depends largely on cash 
inputs and thus on migrant labour earn i ngs. The economic 
dependence on migrant labour is great and this fact must be 
borne in mind in considering the rituals of migration. 
Maize is by far the most important crop produced . A 
variety of other crops of lesser importance are also 
cultivated but sorghum, important in the past, is no longer 
grown, In theory, each homestead is entitled to both a field 
and a garden. Fields are in short supply however, and 
twenty-one homesteads are without one . A further six have not 
yet laid out gardens, though they have fields, while ten have 
neither garden nor field . Only slightly more than half the 
homesteads (fifty-three per cent) have both a field and a 
garden to cultivate. Homesteads without gardens and/or 
fields ar e detailed in Table 5. I t will be noted that new 
homesteads, headed by fairly newly married men, feature 
prominently in this table. Tenants (people living in 
homesteads which are not theirs) do not have a right to land, 
since they do not have homesteads and permanent residential 
status in the ward, and immigr ant fami I ies have a weaker 
claiM to land than older inhabitants. 
17 
The land shortage is not as acute as it appears at first 
glance. Each homestead has the right to an adjoining garden 
site, but many have failed to layout gardens due to lack of 
labour and capital for fencing, ploughing, and so on. 1\ 
number of fields are available but not wanted by anyone due 
to their reputed infertility. These are fields that have 
been abandoned by their original holders. Three homesteads 
have officially abandoned their fields (i. e. they are no 
longer registered as being the holders) while at least twelve 
others use their fields very infrequently (once every four or 
five years) or not at all. The most frequently mentioned 
reasons for abandoning or not using land were the infertility 
of fields and lack of labour power. 
Gardens are often as large as fields (up to three 
hectares in extent, though their average size is more like 
1.5 to two hectares) 12and are more fertile than mos t fields. 
The fields are concentrated away from the homesteads in the 
low-lying areas next to the Shixini and Ngadla rivers and 
many have been worked for generations, to the extent that the 
soil appears to have become exhausted. Gardens adjoin 
homesteads, their boundaries are constantly being extended or 
moved (this is not possible with fields) and they are 
relatively easy to fertilize with manure. Being closer at 
hand and generally smaller than fields, gardens are easier to 
tend and are used more extensively than fields for subsidiary 
crops such as beans, peas, pumpkins, melons, sweet potatoes, 
etc . Also, they are fenced (fields are not) and the crops 
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TABLE 5 
HOMESTEADS WITHOUT GARDENS AND/OR FIELDS 
Homestead category Number Number Number 
without a without a without garden 
garden field and field 
New homesteads(1-4 years 
old) 0 7 5 
Homesteads i nhabited by 0 0 2 tenants 
Second bomesteads of I 1 1 polygynists 
Widows who have returned 0 2 1 to their natal homes 
Other widows 1 3 0 
I =igrants 0 4 1 
Other 4 4 0 
Total 6 21 10 
MAIZE YIELDS IN 1975 AND 1976 
Yield in bags Number of homesteads obtaining 
this yield 
1975 1976 
1 to 1+ 5 7 "2 
• 2 to 4 18 18 
4+ to 6 8 11 
6t to 8 5 7 
8t to 12 4 5 
12t & over 8 6 
Total Homesteads 46 54 
This table only includes homesteads which actually obtained 
yields in t hese years. It excludes those that did not use 
their lands and those which had crop failures . The years 
1975 & 1976 were cons i dered by the people to be 'average' to 
'poor' in terms of the yie l ds obtained. 
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protected from the depredations of livestock. 
A compar ison of the yields obtained frPIJI garQens an<l 
fields , involving fifteen homesteads in 1975 and thirteen in 
1976, which actually obtained a harvest from both garden and 
field, reveals that the total yield of maize from gardens was 
76 bags in 1975 and 86.5 bags in 1976, whereas that from · 
fields was 55 bags in 1975 and 52 bags in 1976. The total 
number of bags reaped in Folokhwe in 1975 and 1976 was 323.25 
and 333 respectively, a mean average of 7.02 bags per 
homestead in 1975 and 6.16 in 1976 (see Table 6). The 
distribution of the total yield is uneven, however, with 
twenty-three homesteads obtaining 4.5 bags or more and six 
obtaining 12 . 5 bags or more in 1976. These six homesteads, 
eleven per cent of the total number which obtained a harvest, 
together harvested 117.5 bags, thirty-five per cent of the 
total crop. These are homesteads which have larger than 
average land holdings and are headed by wealthy, influential 
men who are able to attract sufficient labour. One of these 
men also employs fairly progressive farming methods. 
These figures must be viewed wi th a great deal of 
caution and are almost certainly underestimates. Some of t'he 
difficulties in establishing an accurate reflection of 
harvests have been pointed out by Lipton (1976). In Folokhwe 
it was found that: 
1 . When people speak of a "bag", they refer to a bag that 
is filled to the brim with maize and which probably 
weighs some ten to twenty per cent more than the 
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standard 200 lb. shop-bought bag. 
2. Many homesteads transfer their harvest directly into 
storage pits and not into bags, and are able to give the 
yield only in terms of the number of sledges of maize on 
the cob brought in from the fields and gardens. Sledges 
vary considerably in size a large one providing 
possibly four to five bags of grain, a smaller one two 
to three bags. with a very small harvest woven grass 
baskets and tin basins may be used to transport the 
cobs. 
3. The harvest figures presented above refer only to the 
number of bags harvested and stored, and exclude the 
green cobs consumed directly from the fields for a 
period of about three months before the actual harvest, 
which takes place in June or thereabouts. Excluded also 
is harvested maize set aside for immediate consumption. 
This may include the maize used to brew "beer for 
harvest" a fairly large beer drink held by many 
homesteads each year. 
4. The Xhosa characteristic of understatement. People who 
at first said that they obtained "nothing" from the land 
were later found to have harvested at least a few 
basketsfull. "Very little" often meant a bag or half a 
bag. 
That little reliance can be placed on the harvest 
figures obtained from the people and presented above was 
confirmed in a number of cases where the initial inquiry was 
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followed up shortly afterwards to find out how much maize was 
still left in storage. The follow-up was conducted in 
November, five months after the harvest, and the figures 
obtained compared with the earlier ones on the size of the 
total harvest. Taking into account likely consumption during 
these five months it was evident that the initial figures had 
been far too low. One example here will suffice. 
Gunyuvu claimed to have reaped only two bags from 
his garden, and in mid-November one bag remained in 
stor age. This homestead consisted of two adults 
and two children and had no external source of 
income, there being no migr ant workers. Gunyuvu 
explained that they had been eating maize not 
removed from the cob and not counted as "bags 
harvested". This had been put aside for immediate 
consumption and, together wi th the one bag stored 
and later consumed, had provided for the family for 
at least four months. Allowing one 200 lb. bag per 
month for this family (6.5 pounds of grain per 
day), this means that the maize set aside for 
immediate use amounted to three bags. 
Even if the total number of bags of maize produced in 
Folokhwe is twice .that of the figures obtained, however, Le. 
666 in 1976, it is evident that production is insufficient to 
meet consumption needs. Allowing 1.5 pounds of maize per 
person per day on average13 this would require 223,927. Ibs. or 
1120 bags weighing 200 lbs. per annum. This does not allow for 
the vast quantities of beer brewed and for other uses to 
which maize is put (e . g. feeding of poultry and pigs), which 
would require an additional number of bags. On the other 
hand, no allowance has been made for other crops 
particularly beans, peas and pumpkins, of which considerable 
quantities are grown. Although Folokhwe possibly has the 
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potential to produce enough food to feed its inhabitants, the 
absence of men as migrant workers, shortage of oxen, lack of 
capital and, to some extent, lack of modern methods, all 
mitigate against realizing it. 
Yields fluctuate according to climatic conditions and 
the rate of labour migration is closely tied to this. 
Drough ts and floods lead to poor harvests and arise in the 
number of 14 workseekers. Other factors affect individual 
yields - stock diseases and the death of oxen, illness or 
death in the family, availability of manure or of cash for 
artificial fertilizer, etc. All have a bearing on yields and 
on migrant labour. 
The Gcaleka attach great value to livestock, 
particularly cattle, which have social, religious and 
political as well as economic value. Cattle and goats · are 
the primary means of communicating with the ancestors and are 
slaughtered at ritual, and the use of cattle as bridewealth 
ensures the reproduction of the lineage and a line of 
descendants to worship the ancestors. wealth and social 
standing are measured largely in terms of cattle and the 
ukungoma system allows a man to extend his influence by 
putting out cattle to others (see p. 55 ). Cattle provide 
amasi (sour milk), manure for fuel and fertilizer, skins for 
thongs and meat when slaughtered or when they die of other 
causes . They are essential for agr icul tur al production, for 
the ox draught is the major means of turning over the soil. 
Only one homestead regularly hires a tractor for this 
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purpose.'5 The ox-drawn sledge is the only means of 
transporting heavy goods since there are no motor vehicles or 
wagons in the ward. 
Sheep and goats too are important, the former 
particularly for their wool, which provides a fairly 
16 important source of cash income to some homesteads. Horses, 
pigs and poultry are kept too, but these are relatively 
unimportant economically. 
A large proportion of cattle died in 1974 as a result of 
an outbreak of red-water fever. People who managed to 
survive the outbreak without loss are considered to be very 
fortunate, and some homesteads lost all their cattle. Data 
obtained from twelve homesteads revealed that they lost a 
total of thirty-four cattle, including fourteen oxen. Three 
lost their entire herd and only one escaped unscathed. 
In 1976 Folokhwe people held 591 head of cattle, 515 
goats, 1267 sheep and thirty horses. Virtually every 
homestead also keeps poultry and pigs. Table 7 indicates the 
distribution of cattle, sheep and goats among the homesteads. 
A large proportion of livestock is concentrated in the 
hands of a few homesteads and the mean average figures of 7,7 
cattle, 16 . 7 sheep and 6.7 goats per homestead are therefore 
misleading. One man and his brother's son between them own 
313 (53 per cent) of the cattle, 760 (60 per cent) of the 
sheep and 96 (18 per cent) of the goats. If these two 
homesteads are excluded from our figures the means fall to 
3 . 70 cattle, 6.76 sheep and 5.58" goats for the remaining 
1ABLE 7 
NUMBER OF HOMESTEADS*WITH LIVESTOCK HOLDINGS IN CATTLE, SHEEP AND GOATS (NOVEMBER 1976) 
Number of 
cattle 
0 
l - 5 
6 - lO 
II - l5 
l6 - 20 
2l & over 
Number of Number of Number of Number of Numbe r of 
homesteads sheep homesteads goats h ome steads 
30 
24 
l3 
3 
3 
3 
76 
0 48 0 39 
l - lO 9 l - 5 lO 
II - 20 8 6 - lO lO 
2l - 50 2 II - 20 lO 
5l & ove r 6 2l & over 4 
no data 3 no data 3 
76 76 
--
* Holdings of the second homesteads of polygynists 
have been added to those of the ir f i rst ('great') 
homesteads . There fore the total number of homesteads 
here is 76 . 
I\J 
~ 
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seventy-four homesteads. One need hardly state that precious 
little subsistence can be obtained from this source for the 
majority of Folokhwe homesteads. 
Although differences in livestock holdings, and thus in 
wealth, are great, the community as a whole benefits to some 
extent from the fact that there is a relatively good supply 
of cattle - not only the 
dealt wi th more fully 
relationships. The fact 
"owners" of 
in the 
remains 
these herds. 
section on 
however, that 
This is 
economic 
thirty 
homesteads have no cattle, forty-eight no sheep and 
thirty-nine no goats. Twenty-two homestea ds are without any 
of these categories of livestock. On the other end of the 
scale there ar e twenty-two homesteads with six or more cattle 
s ixteen with eleven or more sheep and fourteen wi th eleven 
or more goats. 
Stock of all kinds change hands fairly regularly, though 
cattle are seldom sold by those trying to build up a herd. 
Maize is sold very seldom and then only when there is a 
surplus available. Tobacco and wool sales provide a fairly 
important source of cash income to some, while a number of 
women make and sell basketwork and other woven grass 
articles. Hunting is no longer important due to the scarcity 
of game and is a leisure-time activity rather than an 
economic one. The sea provides the source of most gathering 
activity and large quantities of shellfish are consumed by 
women and children, though rarely by men. Women and girls 
come from as far as about ten kilometres inland to gather 
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shellfish, though the numbers probably vary in inverse 
proportion to distance from the sea. 
There are seven full-time specialists in the ward -
builders, herbalists, thatchers and an angler, though three 
of these also migrate to the labour centres occasionally, as 
do most of a number of other part-time specialists. 
with one exception (a widow who is employed by the 
secur ity police to keep an eye open for suspicious looking 
strangers) there are no opportunities for regular wage 
employment in the ward, and the most common way of raising 
money is through the sale of alcoholic beverages. This may 
be bottled liquor bought in the village (Willowvale) and 
resold at a profit at horne, "Jabulani" · beer bought in 
powdered form from the store and brewed overnight, or 
traditional maize beer. Ten elderly men and women receive 
disability or old age pensions . None of the above methods of 
obtaining money, wi th the exception of some of the 
specialists, is sufficient to support a homestead without 
there also being a labour migrant in that homestead. 
The Economic Importance of Labour Migration 
There is a Gcaleka song , usually sung by women but also 
by men , that expresses the importance of migrant labour and 
that goes something like this: 
A man who has no pass is a scoundrel 
A man who has no pass is a scoundrel 
I may leave him, if I like, because he has no pass 
I may leave him, if I like, because he has no pass 
A man without a pass is a scoundrel 
If he has no pass I may go back to my home 
A woman who has no pass does so 
I may leave him, if I like, because he has no pass 
I t is shameful, we [women)" should return to our 
homes 
It is shameful, we should return to our homes 
It is shameful, this man has no pass 
A woman who has no pass does so 
Hee Ha, Dompasil Dompasil 
Heee, Dompasi! 
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The words indicate that a man with no idompasi (pass or 
reference book) ,17which entitles him to be in a "white" area 
while working, is not worth having as a husband, and the wife 
may as well return to her home of birth, because he will not 
be able to support her and his children. The pass symbolizes 
the ability to become a migrant worker and therefore to 
provide for a family. As one Folokhwe woman said: 
If he has no 'dompasi he will not be known to 
whites. The wife should go home, because how will 
this man be able to pay his taxes if he has no 
'dompasi? He is a thing that has nothing - no 
'dompasi, no work, no money, no homestead. He 
cannot even pay taxi 
I~ost Folokhwe homesteads are supported by at least one 
migrant worker, but there are fourteen which do not have one 
at all (see Table 8). Of the 128 males aged sixteen years and 
over, ninety-nine are regular migrant labourers, seven are 
occasional migrants, and twenty-two are non-migrants (see 
Table 9) . The latter include elderly men whose migratory 
careers have come to an end, specialists, relatively wealthy 
men and "professional" caretakers (osipatheleni men who 
look after the homesteads of absent migrants - see p.44-6). 
Only one man has never been a migrant worker, due largely to 
a sizeable inheritance . There are only four female migrant 
TABLE 8 
MALE MIGRANT WORKERS PER HOMESTEAD(1976) 
Number of Number of 
migrant workers homesteads 
1 36 
2 23 
3 5 
4 1 
0* 14 
Homestead total 79 
* Homesteads without a migrant worker include 5 that are 
headed by widows, the 6 homesteads of the 3 polygynists, 
that of one of the specialists and two others. 
TABLE 9 
Number 
Regular migrants 99 
Occasional migrants 
- specialists 3 
-elderly men 2 
-other 2 
Non-migrants 
-elderly ex-migrants 7 
- wealthy men 3 
-osipatheleni 2 
-specialists 3 
-mentally ill 1 
-boys aged 16 to 19 5 
- other 1 
Total 128 
Table 10 overleaf. 
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TABLE 10 
PLACES OF WORK OF REGULAR LABOUR MIGRANTS . (OCTOBER 1976) 
Place of work Migrants away Migrants at home 
Western Cape 25 12 
Witwatersrandl 12 5 
Mines2 10 8 
Other3 11 1 
Unk."lown or n/a4 2 13 
60 39 
1 Excluding mines 
2 Of the 17 miners 7 work on Rustenburg Platinum mine 
and 5 on various gold mines 
3 This includes those who work in East London, Port 
Elizabeth, Umtata and Butterworth 
4 Of the regular migrants who were at home 13 did not know 
where they would be going to work in the future. In 
the case of 2 men who were away it was not possible to 
establish their workplace. 
TotaJ 
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17 
18 
12 
15 
99 
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workers - two widows and two unmarried young women. 
Not all migrant workers are away at anyone time. In 
October/November 1976 there were sixty men and boys away at 
work (see Table 10), a figure that decreased considerably 
during December 1976 and January 1977 as men came home and 
rose again in February/March 1977 as some of them, and others 
who had been at home, started to leave for work again. 
A characteristic of labour migration from Folokhwe is 
that the amount of time spent at home is roughly equal to the 
time spent at work. An analysis of the migrant patterns of 
forty-two men and boys showed that the average length of stay 
at work was 12.6 months and the average home stay eleven 
months . Men who stay at work for short periods also tend to 
spend a short time at home, and the longer the work spell, 
the longer the home stay. A certain amount of rotation takes 
place between brothers or between father and son, the one 
looking after both their homesteads while the other is at 
work and then reversing roles. Four such cases were recorded. 
In general, older men migrate less often than boys and young 
men and it is a norm that a father migrates less frequently 
or stops migrating altogether once he has a son who is able 
to go out and earn money. 
The Western Cape is the most popular workplace, though 
many also go to the witwatersrand and to the mines (see Table 
10). Nearly half of those who go to the Western Cape work in 
the fish factories a t Saldanha Bay. The fishing industry 
recruits extensively in the district and men are transported 
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to Saldanha in batches, one batch relieving the other at 
regular intervals. 
On the one hand labour migration facilitates the 
purchase of oxen, ploughs, seed, etc., wi thou t which local 
economic endeavour would cease, provides money for food and 
taxes, for maintaining the homestead and so on. With migrant 
earnings people are able to purchase stock from others and to 
pay for the services of specialists. A certain amount of 
-
money stays within the community, or at least circulates for 
a while before coming to rest in the trader's till. On the 
other hand, a large proportion of migratory earnings stay s at 
the work-place and does not benefit the rural economy. Also, 
the labour power of young men is lost for long periods and 
agriculture and pastoralism suffer. Men arrive home too late 
to plough their fields, lambs stray or are stolen, 
cattlebyres and garden fences remain unrepaired. Labour 
migration is thus both necessary to the survival of the 
people of Folokhwe and a threa t to tha t sur vi val. This 
essentially ambiguous character is most evident in the 
economic sphere, but it is only one facet of the ambiguity of 
the system, a feature, it will be argued, that is expressed 
and to, some extent resolved in the rituals of labour 
migration which shall be turned to later. 
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Footnotes to Chapter 1 
1. In South Africa, "Tribal Authorities" were provided for 
by the Bantu Authorities Act (Act 68 of 1951). This Act 
was implemented by proclamation in the Transkei in 1955 
upon the decision of the United Transkeian Territories 
General Council (Hammond-Tooke, 1975). As far as is 
known by the author the situation has remained unchanged 
since Transkei's independence in October 1976. 
2. In Willowvale district "Mfengu" include Zizi, Bhele and 
Hlubi. There are also groups of Bhaca, Ntlangwini and 
Maduna (Sotho). (Hammond-Tooke, 1957: 12, 18-19). 
3. There is no J ingqi "tribe" or portion of such a tr ibe in 
Willowvale, as has been stated by Jackson (1975), who 
seems to identify the Shixini amaJingqi with the 
amaJingqi of Chief Maqoma. 
4 . See genealogies in Soga (1930) and Hammond-Tooke (1957). 
5. Since Ncaphayi was of the right hand house he was 
probably older than Sarili, Hintsa's heir in the great 
house, due to the fact that Xhosa Chiefs usually married 
their- "great" wives later in life (Hammond-Tooke, 
1975:33). Sarili was twenty to twenty-five years old at 
the time of Hintsa's death in 1835 (Brownlee, 1916:158. 
Hammond-Tooke, 1957: 40). 
6. See "Fieldwork and Methodology" (Appendix A) for details 
of the various areas visited. 
7. All women, with the exception of three or four, wear the 
flowing ochred garments and elaborate headdresses 
commonly associated with conservative "red" Xhosa. 
western-type clothing is common among the men, many of 
whom , however, also wear blankets, ear-rings, beadwork, 
and copper or brass leggings and bracelets. Hand-made 
Xhosa pipes and goat or animal skin tobacco bags are 
standard among men while the women smoke the traditional 
long- stemmed pipe. As far as material culture is 
conce r ned , all the dwellings in Folokhwe are huts of the 
circular mud-brick and thatch variety, cattlebyres are 
also circular and made of brUShwood, and the only wire 
fencing is that around gardens to keep livestock out . 
Underground maize storage pits are still made and used, 
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though shop-bought galvanized iron grain tanks are also 
popular. There is a marked absence of "Western" 
furniture, each homestead having little more than a 
wooden or steel kist in which valuables are stored and a 
wooden bench or two. The people are emphatically 
opposed to land rehabilitation schemes and the 
consequent fencing, "camping" of cattle, stock reduction 
schemes and village-type settlement that rehabilitation 
would involve. Agricultural methods are largely 
uninfluenced by progressive innovations, and there is no 
terracing, grass stripping, etc . 
8. See Appendix B. 
9 . This is the de jure figure -
officially resident in the 
migrant workers, etc . Thus 
facto population - the number 
there at anyone time. 
i.e. it includes all those 
ward, including absentee 
it is higher than the de 
of people actually living 
10 . The number of polygynists increased to four in 1978. 
11. Ibhodi is the technically correct term and isibonda 
means headman rather than sub-headman. Since most 
headmen in Willowvale are also chiefs, they are never 
addressed as isibonda (but as inkosi - chief), and the 
term isibonda is commonly applied to sub-headmen . 
Ibhodi 1S hardly ever used . 
12. The estimate of field and garden size is a rough one, 
based largely on the pacing of a random sample of fields 
and gardens. Very few informants knew the acerage of 
their lands. 
13 . A figure that appears to be adequate in terms of 
Lipton's (1976) estimates . 
14 . This is reflected, for example, in 
"District Record Book " kept 
magistrate's office. 
the recordings in the 
at the willowvale 
15. At least four other homesteads have on odd occasions 
hired a tractor and driver for ploughing purposes, but 
have found that the expense (R18 per day) is not 
justified in terms of the harvest obtained. 
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16 . In 1976/77 woo) could be sold to traders for around RS.50 
per 15-20 lb. bag. A more profitable product than wool 
was tobacco, grown by many Folokhwe homesteads, and which 
fetched prices of around R20 per 12 lb. bag. 
17. The term idompasi is a derogatory one, literally meaning 
"foolish pass", indicating the contempt with which the 
pass system is viewed by those who are subject to it. 
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II . THE SOCIAL AND MORAL FRAMEWORK 
As indicated earlier the focus of this study is on the 
individual homestead (umzi), because migrant labour is 
motivated by and rationalized in terms of the need to "build" 
the umzi. To fully understand the rituals of labour 
migration , in which the link between the umzi and going. out 
to work is explicitly and symbolically stated, we need to 
examine the role of the umzi in Gcaleka society. The umzi is 
a basic unit of social organization and is of importance in 
moral-religious life. Red Gcaleka morality stresses the need 
to build an umzi and to use it and its assets to the benefit 
of other people, and the umzi is closely associated with the 
ancestor cult, for it is here that communication between man 
and shades takes place and that rituals are performed. 
A parallel and complementary theme running through this 
study (and one which has been much discussed in classical 
British social anthropology) is the dual importance of 
kinship and neighbourhood in Gcaleka social life and 
organization . This too is expressed in the rituals of labour 
migration, since migratory labour is perceived to be of 
benefi t to both kin and wider community. It is in relation to 
the umzi that the importance and operaion of these two 
organizational principles - kinship and community - becomes 
ev iden t , and that the relationship between them may be 
explained . Gcaleka morality is acted out in terms of the 
umzi and involves "right behaviour" towards both kinsmen and 
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neighbours . The economic survival and the material 
"building" of the umzi depends on both kinsmen and neighbours 
and bo th are important in the religious sense also, because 
the successful performance of rituals, for example, depends 
on neighbours as well as on kin, and the favour of the 
ancestors depends not only on ritual but qn right behaviour 
towards people in general . 
In the sections that follow then, it is necessary to go 
through a number of steps . Firstly , the general importance 
attached to the umz i by the Gcaleka is ou tlined. Secondly, 
we look at the umzi in terms of its membership of a kinship 
group and the involvement of kin in the affairs of each 
others imizi. This step is then repeated in a discussion of 
ward sections, with regard to neighbours the wider 
community in which the umzi is set. The economic dependence 
of the umz i on both k in and neighbours is illustr ated in a 
section on economic relationships. Finally, we turn to 
religion and morality, to try and illustrate that the 
ancesto r cult is not kinship bound but also inv.olves 
neighbours, that morality is similarly oriented, and that the 
close relationship between religion and morality is 
demonstrable in terms of the umzi - kin - community triad. 
It is necessary to follow this rather lengthy path to 
the rituals themselves , in order to interpret and understand 
them . But in so doing it is hoped that the reader will at 
the same time be provided with a background, a social setting 
in which the specific rituals that we are to examine take 
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place. However, there is much literature on the Cape Nguni, 
and an attempt i s therefore made to limit the discussions of 
kinship, ancestor cult and so on, to aspects relevant to the 
two themes umzi and kin/community relationship as 
outlined above. 
The Social Significance of the Homestead 
The central impor tance of the umz Lin each Gcaleka' slife 
is often stressed in that rich source of Xhosa values, the 
admonitions to male initiates (particularly at the coming out 
ceremony) , as is indicated in the following extract from one 
such admonition recorded during fieldwork (cf Wilson, et aI, 
1952. Pauw, 1975). 
Here is a word, Veneveti, child of Ngqwala, of the 
Tahla clan, I have been told that you are a 
Nyawuza . Here in this homestead [the seclusion 
hut] which you have been given by your father 
today, you are being blessed by him, so that you 
should become a man, so that you will later be able 
to bu ild your own homestead . A man does not have 
only the homestead that is given to him. [He must 
also build one for himself . ] It is similar to when 
an eldest son inherits cattle from his father. The 
matter does not end there . For the inheritance not 
to be depleted he should increase the herd. 
Likewise , your father has given you this homestead 
[circumcised him and placed him in the seclusion 
hut] so that when you leave it and go to work you 
will be able to build your own homestead. A man 
builds for himself. Fellow! You must become a man 
and be kind to your mother and father, to youF 
brothers and sisters, and to the whole nation 
One of the commonest phrases heard in conservative areas 
such as Folokhwe is ukwakh' umzi, "to build the homestead". 
It occurs in many contexts and is applied to various types of 
activities , for the word "build" here has wide connotations. 
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It refers firstly, to a physical and material building 
improvement of the umzi and its assets, cultivating the 
fields, etc. More importantly, perhaps, is the 
moral-religious and social "building", because these are 
essential for material well-being. The three aspects are in 
fact inseparable and interdependent, and it is this 
interrelationship that is one of the primary concerns of this 
study. Let us look then at what it means to have a homestead 
and outline its importance in Gcaleka society. We will be 
concerned primarily with the homestead as a unit and the 
relationship between homesteads and not with an analysis of 
the homestead in itself - e.g. of relationships within the 
homestead, though aspects of this nature will be touched on 
where the need arises. 
A homestead, firstly, is composed of a number of 
observable features - huts, cattlebyre, garden and so on. It 
has a number of inhabitants - wife, children and other kin, 
cattle, goats and other stock. Secondly, the umzi is a place 
of worship and of sanctity, the place where a man enters into 
a relationship with the shades of his forefathers. And it is 
a social entity, through which a man enters into a 
relationship with the community. Chief S.M. Burns-Ncamashe, 
chief of the amaGwali and a man with deep knowledge of Xhosa 
history, custom and belief, has expressed the importance of 
the U1nzi in this way: 
A man without a homestead has little status in the 
community. Everi if he has no stock and no money, 
he wants his own homestad, if only one hut to begin 
with. Having established a homestead he also needs 
a cattlefold, an altar, so that he has a place of 
worship of his own. To be able to point and say 
"there is my homestead" is what he wants and what 
he derives satisfaction from. Even if the 
cat tlefold is empty he hopes to fill it one day, 
through the migrant efforts of himself and his 
sons, and through the bridewealth that he will 
receive when his daughters marry.2 
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In Folokhwe the emphasis on establishing an umzi is 
often referred to isiXhosa (Xhosa custom) and to the desire 
for independence. Although the present inclination of men to 
establish their own homesteads soon after marriage is a 
departure from the traditionally large umzi inhabited by an 
extended family (see Hunter, 1936. Wilson, 1969), this new 
trend has come to be regarded as "traditional", as the 
following statements from informants indicate. 
It is important to build a homestead because a man 
ought to have a homestead of his own. This is the 
custom as it was done by my forefathers. 
This is how we were created. You must first get a 
wi fe and then bu ild your own umz i. I t is the law 
that once you have a wife you leave your father's 
homestead unless you are the inkulu [first born]. 
You must have a place to live. 
Each man strives to establish his own homestead and thus 
also a measure of independence and, having established it, he 
must "build" it in order to ensure that it will be a success. 
A successful homestead is seen as one that has some degree of 
self-sufficiency - "if you do not have to ask others for 
food", and which has livestock. It is one where people work 
hard, through migrant labour and in cultivating the fields. 
But it is also one that conducts the "customs of the home" 
(ritual killings) and one where beer is brewed regularly. It 
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will be successful, say informants, "when one br ews beer, 
people come and there are men who speak". A homestead is a 
failure "if you do not brew beer and do not slaughter", if no 
ploughing is done, "if people starve there" (the significance 
of these references to beer will become apparent later). 
There must be children "that will preserve your name even 
when you are dead", and if sons abscond (ukutshipa) the ' 
homestead will die. 
After initiation and marriage the establishment of an 
umzi is the critical stage in the achievement of full, 
independent manhood. This step, which involves an important 
change in status, is marked by the ritual of ukwazisa 'mzi -
"to make known or introduce the umzi" (see p. 62). He who 
fails to establish and "build" a homestead is looked upon 
with some misgiving. He is regarded not as a person (umntu) 
but as a "thing" (Pauw, 1975; 321). He has failed to live 
according to the Xhosa norm and in the words of a Folokhwe 
informant, people will say 
that he has no brains, since he does not care about 
building his umzi. They will be surprised, since 
it is known that he is a human being with brains, 
yet he does not have a homestead. The ancestors 
will be worried and they might not protect him 
against evil. If one has a homestead they will 
protect one .•• 
The Homestead in the Context of the Kin Group 
Each homestead is part of a kin group within which the 
patr ilineage, the descendants of a common male ancestor, is 
the most important unit. Lineages vary in depth from three 
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to seven generations and tend to form localized settlement 
groups, though the local group is rather a lineage segment or 
part thereof, the descendants of a common grandfather or 
great-grandfather.3 The Xhosa word for homestead, umzi, also 
means a 1 ineage group, a number or a group of homesteads 
(Kropf, 1915: 488. Wilson, et al 1952: 59), and the term 
umzi wakowethu means "people of our homestead", Le. lineage 
group. The more common terms for lineage among the Gcaleka 
are abantu basekhaya (people of the home), abantu bomzi 
(peoPle of the homestead), amalowo (those of one blood) and 
amawethu (our people). 
Lineage solidarity extends also to the patronymic, 
exogamous clan, members of which share a common clan name, 
clan praises and clan ancestors, and who are putative blood 
kinsmen. The terms used to denote lineage are also used to 
refer to all local members of the clan, who form a de facto 
group of patrikin and who are involved in each others ritual, 
economic and socio-political affairs.4 This does not occur 
where clansmen are not close at hand and some Folokhwe 
lineages do not include other clansmen as de facto members, 
while others do. A noticeable difference between lineage 
proper and clan is that distant clansmen are not called to 
rituals as distant lineage members are. No man knows all his 
clansmen, though he knows most of his lineage members and his 
exact genealogical relationship with each of them. 
Lineage and local clan ("pseudo-lineage") solidarity is 
evident in many spheres of life . It is the core worshipping 
group, it stands 
disputes between 
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united against outsiders and settles 
members within itself. Economic 
co-operation among members is extensive and the group as a 
whole has an interest in the economic affairs of its 
individual homesteads. Each member of the lineage proper is 
a potential inheritor of livestock held by other members and 
there is also a corporate interest in land. An eldest son 
inherits the field used by his mother and the field of a 
senior brother without an heir goes to the junior brother or 
his son and so on, depending on the composition of the 
lineage segment. Failing such inheritance being taken up, or 
when lands are abandoned, informants say that fields pass to 
outsiders only when they are "released" by the lineage or 
clan group. Mzilikazi (Cira), for example, uses a field that 
he inherited from his elder brother, who got it from Ntlekwa, 
a Cira of a different lineage and a classificatory 
grandfather. 
Lineage members are hierarchically ranked in terms of 
the principles of primogeniture and "house" seniority. 
Ideally, the genealogically most senior male is the head 
(inkulu) of the lineage and he has certain responsibilities 
in this regard. (See, for example, wilson, et aI, 1952; 
63-64). Every lineage head is something of a patriarch and it 
is significant that the handful of prominent, powerful and 
highly regarded figures in Folokhwe are also lineage heads. 
These are the heads of the Ngqunu, Bamba, Ntlane, Ntshilibe 
and largest Cira lineages. The Bamba lineage head is also 
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Folokhwe's acting sub-headman, the Ngqunu lineage head is the 
wealthiest man in the area and traditional councillor to the 
Tshawe sub-headmen . These men are community leaders as well 
as heads of specific agnatic groups, for their influence and 
their supporters extend into the local community and beyond. 
Thi s featur e is assoc iated with two factor s both of 
which tend to blur the division of Folokhwe soc i ety into 
agnatic groups. Firstly, homesteads (individually or in 
small groups) which are the only local representatives of a 
specific clan have become closely associated with larger, 
localized I ineage groups on the bas is of the aff inal or 
matrilateral links between them. We have already noted that 
different local lineages of the same clan tend in practice to 
form a unified, solidary group hardly distinguishable from a 
lineage in functions and ideology - a link based on putative 
patrilineality and sealed by adherence to a common set of 
clan ancestors. In the case of two groups associated with 
one another through matr ilateral ties, it is the maternal 
ancestors who are held in comon, and since maternal ancestors 
are also important, this kind of association also has a 
religious basis and is reinforced in ritual, as we shall see 
below. 
Examples of this kind of relationship between homestead 
heads are (i) Gulakulinywa's homestead, which is closely 
associated with and to some extent dependent on one of the 
Cira lineages. Gulakulinywa is of the Qocwa clan but born of 
a C ira mother, who returned to her home of birth with her 
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children when widowed. She later established her own 
homestead, which was taken over by her son when she died. 
(ii) Mgilimbane, a young married man of the Qinebe clan whose 
elder brother, the only other Qinebe in the area, lives some 
distance away and is relatively poor. Mgilimbane was born of 
a Ngqunu woman and he is closely associated with her lineage. 
He regards the Ngqunu lineage head (his mother ' s brother) as 
his leader and is dependent on him in many respects. 
Secondly, there are a number of homesteads associated 
with and economically and politically dependent on one or 
other of the larger lineage groups, without there being any 
close kinship tie between them. Usually these are fairly 
poor homesteads, often headed by widows and the only local 
representatives of their dead husbands' clans. The basis of 
the relationship is largely one of mutual assistance and the 
moral obligation to assist those in need. The dependent 
homesteads look to the larger, wealthier lineages for 
economic and political support, and view the heads of these 
lineages as their leaders and spokesmen. 
For example, (i) Mgilimbane' s elder brother mentioned 
above, is associated with the Ntlane lineage, with which he 
has no close kinship tie. He ploughs wi th the amaNtlane and 
at beer drinks he sits with them for the allocation of beer . 
(ii) Nosajini, widow of Johannes (Tshawe) is dependent on the 
Ngqunu lineage head. He organises rituals at her homestead 
and assists her also in economic activities . He is the 
"caretaker" at her homestead (see below). 
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The lineage or lineage segment then, although the most 
important single kinship group and a major structural 
pr inciple in this society, is by no means a functionally and 
. 
ideologically isolated uni t. Othe r kinship link s are also 
very important, and a man may go to other clansmen, his 
mother's people, or even to his affines for assistance, be it 
economic, political, or whatever-. Men whose lineage mates 
live far away are of necessity forced to re1y on whatever 
kinship or friendship links exist locally . 5 
The discussions of the "caretaker", ward sections, 
economic relationships, religion and morality that follow 
below will serve to illustrate further the importance of the 
lineage in Gcaleka life, but it will become evident that 
agnatic groups and homesteads are embedded in a wider system 
of relationships which involves neighbours and fellow members 
of the community, to the extent that it becomes difficult to 
isolate the agnatic group as a meaningful unit for the 
analysis of social life. 
The involvement of kin in the affairs of each other's 
homesteads is well illustrated in the institution of the 
homestead's "caretaker", the usipatheleni.6 Homestead heads 
who are labour migrants have "caretakers", who act for them 
and attend to their interests while they are at work . Of the 
sixty homesteads in Folokhwe that have a regular caretaker, 
forty-three had caretakers of the same lineage as the head of 
the homestead. Of these, the great majority were of the same 
lineage segment (descendants of a common grandfather), and 
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more than half were full or half brothers o~ the homestead 
head. Many informants say that the term usipatheleni is 
inappropriate when the caretaker is a fellow lineage member 
and should be applied only to non-kin, because a man cannot 
be a mere caretaker at a homestead which is also his in terms 
of lineage ideology. For convenience sake however, the term 
is used here irrespective of the relationship between the two 
parties. 
A caretaker should be a person who is trusted, someone 
who works closely with the homestead head in everyday life. 
"It should be someone who thinks as you do, someone you 
normally discuss things with. Ther e should be harmony in 
your way of think ing". Some said he should also be a 
ploughing partner. "How can you have a person at your home 
if he is not one who ploughs wi th you? Even your oxen are 
bor r owed from him". A close kinsman is often prefer red, 
"because he will be patient and do his job properly. It is 
also his homestead, and he will come often to see that 
everything is all right". But usipatheleni may be an 
unrelated neighbour or friend and he performs the same duties 
that a kinsman would with the exception that he usually 
cannot organize and conduct ritual killings on the absentee's 
behalf, but has to delegate this to a member of the migrant's 
lineage. 
Usipatheleni's duties are many and varied, for he has 
total responsibility for the homestead left in his care, in 
conjunction with the wife and other members of the homestead, 
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and in consultation with the other members of the local 
agnatic group. He attends to all matters regarding the 
homestead's livestock, sees to it that the ploughing and 
other tasks are done and organizes wo r k parties to this 
effect if need be. He acts as the host at rituals and beer 
drinks and at the latter makes public prestations of beer 
(iminono) on behalf of the absentee. He represents the 
homestead at the ward moot and is responsible for the actions 
of all members of that homestead. As one migrant worker put 
it, "when I am away, he is I". The wife calls him when 
something requires his attention, informs him when she wants 
to brew beer, visit her home or when visitors arrive. He 
consults her in all things involving the homestead and may 
instruct her to perform tasks that need to be done. 
Ward section Organization as Illustrative of the 
Neighbourhood Principle 
The largest social units in Folokhwe, and which are 
largely geographical, are the three ward sections. These are 
named and hierarchically ranked. Komkhulu, the highest 
ranking, is associated with the royal Tshawe clan and the 
sub-headmanship. Cibi is the largest and second ranked 
section, while Nqingqi is the smallest and lowest ranking; 
since "it was once one with Komkhulu", having broken off some 
thirty years ago when Komkhulu became too large (Figure 4). 
Although kinship is of basic importance in Gcaleka society, a 
fact that has been amply illustrated by writers on other Cape 
Nguni (e.g. Hunter, 1936. Wilson, et al, 1952. 
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Hammond-Tooke, 1962), we have seen that kin group boundaries 
are not easily definable and that such groups may include 
non-kin and distant or classificatory kin who, in a 
functional sense, are full members. Ward section 
organization forms a counterpart to the kinship system and 
illustrates well a second basic social principle, that of 
neighbourhood or community. Ward sections provide the basis, 
along with kinship, 
such they feature 
of social organization in Folokhwe. As 
prominently in the rituals of labour 
migration and in the moral-religious and social structural 
meaning with which labour migration has become endowed. 
Ward sections are most commonly referred to by their 
names or as iilali (locations). They are also izithebe 
groups and are called as such, though like ilali isithebe is a 
relative term. It refers to one of the important functions 
of the ward sections, that of "hospitality" groups in terms 
of which food (meat and beer) is distributed at social and 
ritual occasions (see Hammond-Tooke, 1963). Folokhwe ward 
sections are izithebe only within Folokhwe, while the whole 
ward forms one isithebe at occasions in other wards . Ilali 
is usually used to refer either to the ward or the ward 
se.ction, seldom to the administrative area (Le. to Shixini 
"location"). 
Just as the lineage group includes people who are not de 
jure members of the lineage, with the result that we may say 
that neighbourhood encroaches on kinship organization and 
tends to blur the division into kin groups, so does kinship 
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enter into ward section organization, making it difficult to 
ignore the lineage principle in what is essentially a 
territorial division. On the one hand ward sections are based 
on ties which cut across kinship boundaries while on the 
other the lineage system runs parallel to them to some 
extent. Table 11 indicates the association between ward 
section and lineage or clan. While each section is strongly 
associated with two or more of these groups, only one of them 
(Yalo) is found only in one section (excluding all the 
smallel- groups consisting of only one or two homesteads). 
Also, each section contains representatives of at least nine 
clans/lineages, and no one section is identified exclusively 
with only one agnatic group. Two factors contribute to the 
general association between ward sections and kin groups -
the tendency for lineage members to settle close to one 
another and the hereditary nature of ward section membership, 
which means that even if a son settles at some distance from 
hi s fathe r he retains the r igh t to belong to the father 1 s 
ward section if he so wishes. 
Thus although Kolindawo, for example, has established 
his ~ in the area associated with Ngingqi, he remains a 
member of Komkhulu ward section, where he was born and where 
his father still has a homestead. Similarly Mkeni, who is of 
the Samba clan, most of whose members live in Cibi, is a 
member of cibi ward section though he lives in Komkhulu. 
Komkhulu and Cibi are further divided into two and three 
sub-sections respectively. In Cibi the division is strictly 
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TABLE 11 
LI NEAGE AND WARD SECTION DISTRIBUTION OF FOLOKHWE HOMESTEADS 
Clan Number of Number of Number of homesteads Total 
lineages* homesteads per ward section 
represented per lineage Komkhulu Cibi Ngingqi 
Tshezi 2 1,3 3 1 
-
4 
Cira 3 5,5,2 11 - 1 12 
Ngqunu 1 8 - 2 6 8 
Kwayi 2 1,4 
-
1 4 5 
Yal0 1 3 - - 3 3 
Nt lane 3 1,1,9 3 6 2 11 
Ntshilibe 3 1,1,12 1 13 - 14 
Bamba 2 1,6 1 6 - 7 
Qinebe 1 2 
- 1 1 2 
Ndaba 1 2 2 
- -
2 
Ganu 1 1 
- 1 - 1 
Vulane 1 1 2 - - 2 
Giqwa 2 1,2 
- 1 2 3 
Tshawe 1 1 1 
-
-
1 
Qocwa 1 1 1 - - 1 
Jwara 1 1 1 - - 1 
Jola 1 1 
- -
1 1 
Nyawuza 1 1 
- -
1 1 
Total 27 79 26 32 21 79 
This table includes 3 widows who have returned home to establish 
homesteads and one who has come to live near her daughter. 
These home8teads are here regarded as being of their dead 
husbands' clans. 
*This includes segment s or'fragments'of lineages ~ee Wilson, 
et al, 1952) 
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in accordance with the three large agnatic groups resident 
there, the Bamba, Ntshilibe and Ntlane each forming one 
sub-section, which is named accordingly. Other 
homesteads are affiliated to one or other of 
eibi 
these 
sub-sections. The Komkhulu sub-sections are geographical 
rather than lineage based. The difference between eibi and 
Komkhulu in this regard it related to lineage fission and 
conflict between lineage groups and to the fact that there is 
no one large lineage group at Komkhulu, though the eira clan 
is numer ically dominant.8 The hereditary nature of section 
membership applies also at sub-section level, so that 
sub-sections do not coincide exactly with distinct 
territorial divisions. 
Ward sections perform a number of functions in Gcaleka 
life which are not related to the distribution of food at 
beer drinks and rituals. They play an important (unofficial) 
role with regard to land rights and the control of pasturage. 
A section may "close" areas to grazing in order to allow the 
grass to recover, and it is generally accepted that a man 
does not graze his stock in areas controlled by sections 
other than his own without asking for permission to do so. 
Our ing fieldwork e ibi section had closed a large area to 
grazing and no one was allowed to graze stock in this area. 
For uninhabited land areas to be made available for homestead 
sites requires the agreement of the section concerned and 
applications for sites in already inhabited areas must be 
approved by at least part of the section - those living close 
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to the proposed site - or even the entire section if it is 
small (such as with Ngingqi). A ward section may apply as a 
group to have part of its area proclaimed as land for 
cultivation. For example, in 1967-68 Ngingqi dec i ded to do 
this and seven of the eight fields that were established went 
to Ngingqi members. 
Men whose geogr aphical location does not coincide wi th 
section membership are for grazing purposes regarded as part 
of the section in which they reside. This applies also with 
regard to applications for homestead sites, which may also 
require the approval of nearby homesteads of an adjoining 
section. There therefore appears to be a distinction in some 
spheres between the "hospitality" group and the ward section, 
though in practice the overlap is very great. For example , 
there are only two Komkhulu members who do not reside in the 
area associated with Komkhulu. One is Kolindawo, mentioned 
above, while the other is Ngquthu's widow, who lives in the 
Ngingqi area but is a member of Komkhulu section due to the 
fact that her husband was a m~mber . Ngquthu was of the 
Ntshilibe clan, but he moved from Cibi, where the Ntshilibe 
live, to establish a homestead at Ngingqi, which at the time 
was still part of Komkhulu, and he changed his section 
affiliation to Komkhulu . 
Ward sections do not have formal leaders, but all the 
senior men of a section constitute its ibandla (moot) . The 
ibandla meets to discuss issues such as those regarding land 
mentioned above, to make decisions, settle d i sputes and try 
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offenders. Decisions made are forwarded to the ward ibandla 
for further discussion and ratification. Minor disputes 
between members are ideally resolved within the ward section 
while more serious offences go to the ward ibandla, from 
where they may be forwarded to the Tribal Authority. 9 
Ward sections are also concerned with certain wider 
"poli tical" functions. The rna intenance of Ngadla school and 
10 
the provision of dip for goats, for example, are organized on 
a ward level and require the co-operation of a number of 
wards. Each has a fund from which withdrawals are made in 
order to provide the money for dipping fluid and for 
maintenance of the school buildings . The money is raised at 
ward level by means of inkazathi beer drinks, where the beer 
is sold, and in Folokhwe the ward sections are responsible 
for this. Each section organizes its own beer drinks, with 
each of its homesteads contributing a portion of the maize 
required, and has its own fund from which it contributes to 
the ward fund. 
Co-operative economic tasks may involve the whole of 
Folokhwe, sometimes along with people from other wards, or 
they may be confined to one or two sections, depending on the 
size of the task to be done. Komkhulu and Ngingqi usually 
work together and have a permanent relationship with one 
another in this respect. "Ngingqi is one with Komkhulu. 
When we work we work together." Economic co-operation of 
this type involving ilima or iscelo work parties is discussed 
below. 
.::K"ii;.:n-=-:-;::a..::n:.:d~N:,:e=-=i.2g-;.h:.:b=-o=-u:;-:.r-=s,-,,-,E=-=c-=o:.:n=om i c R e 1 a t i on s hip s 
of the Homestead 
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Some indication has been given of the importance of 
kinship and neighbourhood the two major organizational 
features of social life in Folokhwe. i\lthough analytically 
separate, these two principles in practice overlap to some 
extent. We have been concerned wi th this due to the fact 
that they overlap also in the rituals of labour migration, 
and these introductory chapters are an attempt to provide the 
social background against which these rituals should be 
vi ewed . Here we are concerned wi th the economic dependence 
of the homestead on both kin and neighbours, important for an 
understanding of why migrant labour is interpreted in the 
rituals as being of some consequence fo r the homeste·ad and 
kin group, on the one hand, and also for the wide r community, 
on the other. 
Each homestead relies on others for its economic 
well-being and is involved in a complex network of economic 
relationships. i\s among other Cape Nguni economic links 
extend beyond kin groups and serve to demonstrate the 
location of each homestead within a wider system, upon which 
it is dependent. Agnatically based economic co-operation is 
an important element within the wider framework, notably with 
regard to activities involving cattle. 
Relationships involving livestock, particularly cattle, 
feature prominently in the lives of the Gcaleka. People give 
and receive stock on loan, pay for various servi ce s (suc h as 
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that of the diviner or herbalist) with stock, make and 
receive stock prestations, nqoma (put out) their cattle to 
other homesteads, are involved in br ideweal th tr ansactions, 
help each other to meet bridewealth obligations, II etc. 
Homesteads group their cattle together for herding purposes, 
and combine them in ploughing groups. 
Herding "companies" serve to overcome labour shortages 
and also to ensure that cattle belonging to absent workers 
are not neglected. An analysis of seven herding groups 
involving thirty-four homesteads reveals that only two are 
composed exclusively of fellow lineage members, but that only 
one of them transcends ward section membership. A common 
strategy for labour migrants is to leave their cattle with a 
man who does not migrate. Homesteads with only one or two 
cattle also do this, but on a more permanent basis. This may 
occur between kinsmen or between non-kin, but only one case 
was encountered where homesteads of different ward sections 
were involved in such a relationship. 12 
Ukungoma, on the other hand, would appear to occur 
infrequently within the ward section or even within the ward, 
possibly because it involves a greater emphasis on status 
relationships. Ukungoma means "to put out" cattle to other 
people and data from Folokhwe indicate that it is desirable 
that this does not occur too close to home. The wide 
distribution of cattle has certain advantages to both lender 
and bon-ower (see Hammond-Tooke, 1962; 157. Wilson, 1936; 
135) • Borrowers are placed under an obligation to provide 
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reciprocal assistance and possibly political support to the 
lender if and when required. Since such support would 
normally be forthcoming from neighbours and close agnates in 
any event, it is unnecessary to establish a nqoma 
relationship with them. It is therefore to a man ' s advantage 
to put out cattle to homesteads outside of his immediate 
locality and outside of his immediate kin group . 13 
'rhere is a strong moral as well as a transactional 
element. It is only men with sizeable herds who are able to 
put out cattle and who are in fact expected to do so. 
Informants state that a man ought to have twenty to forty 
cattle "to be respected", but spontaneously qual i fy this with 
the condition that respect is gained not merely by the fact 
of possession. "He must help those in need". Cattle are put 
out to relatively poor men and the community as a whole is 
able to benefit from a man with large herds and many nqoma 
relationships. Communal loyality has a distinct practical 
dimension and there is some truth in Soga ' s statement that 
Xhosa people regard what they have "as held in trust for the 
community" (1931,385). 
The most extensive form of economi c co- ope r ation and 
organisation in Folokhwe is in ploughing "companies", of 
which there were ten in 1976 , involving sixty-one out of 
seventy-nine homesteads plus two in a neighbour ing ward .14 
Some informants state that "a man ploughs with whom he likes" 
and that these companies have no link with clan or lineage 
affiliation, but in practice the two overlap. For example, 
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all the Ngqunu I ineage member s ar e in one company and the 
Bamba in another. The Ntshilibe group is divided into two 
companies, reflecting the division between the great and 
r igh t-hand houses in this lineage, and all bu t two of the 
Ntlane homsteads are divided into two companies, though this 
division is a function of spatial rather than gene<;l.logical 
distribution. All these groups also include members of other 
lineages and clans, some of which are widely distributed 
among the ten companies. The majority of members of anyone 
company are invariably of one ward section but only three 
companies do not have members of more than one section and 
one includes two homesteads from another ward. 
Ploughing companies partly overcome the problem of 
shortages of oxen, implements and labour and enable many to 
plough at what they consider to be the right time and to get 
the work done quickly once the decision to plough has been 
made. In addition to this many people, including the 
families of absent migrants, would not be able to cultivate 
at all without the assistance of others due to their lack of 
some or all of the necessary inputs. It is with regard to 
oxen and labour that shortages are most acute and informants 
stress the manpower shortage. Most young men and senior boys 
are away at work at anyone time and it is these two age 
categories which are associated with the most arduous part of 
agriculture, ploughing and planting. 
Each company has a head or leader and a nucleus of long 
standing members (a core), and some have a number of 
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affiliated members, defined as such by the fact that they 
"asked to join" an already established company. The 
companies are named according to their heads or past heads, 
and are often refered to by the clan names of the majority of 
their members, reflecting the association between lineage and 
core membership. In six of the companies the head is also a 
lineage head or lineage segment head and the company includes 
members of his descent group. In no case are father and son 
members of different companies, though there are four cases 
of full brothers being divided in this way. Core members are 
not necessarily all of the same lineage, and sometimes 
include neighbours, friends and other kin. 
There is another class of affiliated members consisting 
of homesteads which are poor in cattle and labour, with few 
prospects for improvement. Often they are headed by widows, 
and are entirely dependent on their company for ploughing and 
planting. These homesteads are often (but not always) of the 
same agnatic group as the core members and they remain 
dependants of the company for long periods. Work done for 
them is apparently not conditional upon some contribution to 
the operation of the company. 
The structure of ploughing organization is flexible at 
any given momen t and ther e is an exchange of labour and 
implements between individual companies. A plough may be 
lent to another company, a labourer from one might assist in 
the ploughing done by another and so on . The ideal of mutual 
assistance thus cuts across the boundaries of individual 
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companies. Only part of a company may be required to perform 
smaller tasks. When Ndabanduna decid.ed to plough his garden, 
for example (in November 1976), he did not calIon the other 
members of his company. He asked some of their sons to assist 
with the work but used his own oxen and implements. At times 
two or more companies come together to perform large 
operations on the request of an individual homestead. This 
is termed umqibelo. 15 
A prominent feature of Gcaleka economic life is the 
reliance on work parties for a wide variety of tasks. These 
are essentially ad hoc groups which come together in response 
to an appeal by an individual homestead to perform tasks such 
as harvesting, cutting thatching grass and so on. In some 
cases a small number of neighbouring homesteads enter into a 
standing reciprocal relationship with one another and form a 
group which is distinguishable from the more well known work 
party (isicelo or ilima). As with many other forms of 
economic co-operation, the evidence on work parties in 
Folokhwe confirms the finding of Wilson, et al (1952;70) that 
the obligation to assist agnates is not greater than that 
towards neighbours. 16 
The various forms of economic co-operation and mutual 
assistance discussed above all involve a certain amount of 
formality and organization. Two other such forms, the loan 
(ukunqoma, in its broader sense) or sharing of fields and the 
use of maize storage pits in other men's cattlebyres, may 
also be mentioned~7 Once again, such relationships occur 
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between both kin and non-kin. In a sense all these are 
atypical, for by far the most frequent manifestation of 
economic assistance to others is informal and ad hoc, 
occurring on a daily basis between kin, neighbours and 
friends, usually within the same ward section, and involving 
smaller tasks or less important forms of assistance - the 
loan of a horse in order to travel to town; a few hours 
assistance with the building of a hut; the loan of a bag of 
maize; provision of a sledge and oxen in order to transport 
bricks or manure; gifts of food, seed, fertilizer, etc . 
various moral principles underly this - the obligation to 
give, to help those in need, to reciprocate, to be a good 
neighbour and/or kinsman. Reciprocation may be delayed for 
years, it may take an intangible form or it may be in terms 
of an established norm .IS Or the renderer of assistance may 
receive and expect nothing in return, as was so often stated 
by informants, apart from the knowledge that he can turn to 
the receiver for political support and that he gains a 
certain status by helping the less fortunate . 19 
It is evident from this brief survey that the economic 
survival of the homestead depends to a great extent on its 
relationships with others, and in this respect neighbours and 
non-kin seem to be as important as kinsmen. 
20 
Kin and Neighbours : "The Religion of the Hearth" 
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Gcaleka religious belief and action are centered on the 
homestead, which is a sacred place. The cattlebyre, inkundla 
(c.ourtyard - space between cattlebyre and huts) and great 
hut, particularly the cattlebyre gateway and the back (entIa) 
part of the hut, are closely associated with the ancestors, 
and it is here that communication with the dead takes place 
in the form of invocation, ritual killing and dreams. The 
ancestors are said to be ever-present in the homestead and it 
is in the cattlebyre or near its gateposts that previous 
homestead heads lie buried. Christian influence has affected 
the traditional conception of God and some informants speak 
of God (uThixo or uDali) as being able to guide the ancestors 
and also to influence men directly. Bu t the ancestor cult 
operates independently of such beliefs and is the heart of 
the religious system. 
As among other Nguni, ancestor s or 21 • • shades (lZ~nyanya, 
abantu abadala "old people", or amawethu "our people") are 
associated with moral good and with the well-being and 
prosper ity of men, but also with "merited" misfortune. They 
take a keen interest in the lives and homesteads of their 
descendants, "brood" over them, protect and aid them and 
allow them to prosper (Bigalke, 1969;76. Hammond-Tooke, 
1974) . The living depend on the shades for good fortune, 
health and prosperity, while the dead rely on the living for 
the attainment, recognition and maintenance of their 
ancestral status. It is a relationship involving reciprocal 
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rights and duties. The living have ritual and moral 
obligations towards the shades which, if neglected, arouse 
the wrath of the latter, which is manifested in illness, 
misfortune or some form of punitive action aimed at bringing 
the descendants back into line. 
A man's homestead is closely identified with his 
ancestors - informants say that "it is their homestead as 
well as his", whether or not the ancestors lived there while 
alive (as is the case in the homestead of an eldest son). 
There is no sharp distinction between lineage living and 
lineage dead, and just as lineage living are involved in the 
affairs of each others homesteads, so are the lineage 
ancestors identified with and involved in the homesteads of 
the living. For example, all the homesteads of the Ntshilibe 
lineage in Folokhwe are known as the homesteads of Poni, the 
lineage founder and pre-apical ancestor. By extension, 
anything associated with one of these homesteads - a plough, 
field, ox or wife - may be referred to as Poni's. Each 
lineage member is a living representative of the lineage as a 
whole and he is responsible to it (including the shades) for 
its good name and for the building up of his homestead. 
The interest of the shades in the homesteads of their 
descendants is well illustrated in the ritual of 
ukwazisa 'mzi, "t o make known the homestead". This is the 
first ritual that a man conducts at his homestead and other 
ritual killings may not take place unless it has been done. 
"H e must make himself known to the ancestors", inform them of 
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his new abode and that he has left his father's umzi. A goat 
is slaughtered, beer brewed and "words are spoken". "He 
invokes the shades, so that they should know where he is. He 
prepares a place for them". Shades and community are 
, 
verbally informed that "this is the umzi of so and so", aftef 
which the homestead will be protected and blessed by the 
shades and " known" to the community. Informants say that 
people should be able to point and say, "there is the umzi of 
the son of so and so", or "there is so and so's homestead" 
(mentioning the name of the dead father or grandfather), if 
the umzi is to be successful and if the shades are to be 
satisfied . 22 
After ukwazisa 'mzi, "all the customs that one does at 
the homestead will strengthen it" and it will be protected 
against evil influences. Whenever a ritual is conducted at 
one's homestead it is thought to be strengthened, because the 
shades "come closer" to it and their goodwill is ensured. 
They wi ll visit it regularly and appear in dreams in order to 
advise their descendant and to indicate what is required of 
him. "The homestead is bui It with the spear ~ I f you do not 
do things at home you will not have health. If you do not do 
the customs the homestead will not succeed". 
The core worshipping group is the agnatic lineage who 
direct their worship at the lineage dead. It is on ritual 
occasions that lineage solidarity is most evident and when it 
is reinforced, a point that is made explicitly by informants. 
All lineage members must be called for important rituals such 
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as amadini (propitiatory killings) and ukuguqula (to bring 
back to the umzi the shade of a deceased). Distant lineage 
members are not called for lesser rituals, though it is 
publically stated at these that they are present in spirit 
(ngomoya) . But remoter clan ancestors, female lineage 
ancestor s and maternal ancestors are also impor tant, though 
to a lesser extent. All local clansmen are called to rituals 
and participate as fully as members of the celebrating 
lineage . Informants state that in the inkobe ritual - the 
brewing of beer and killing of a goat for mother or mother's 
mother, both lineages (i.e. that of the celebrant and that of 
his mother or mother's mother) participate. 
[camagusha] to the ancestors of her lineage". 
"We both pr ay 
This extr a-I ineage aspect of ritual occur s, in fact, at 
all rituals, since it is not only the lineage or clan unit 
that is involved but also other kin, some of whom are called 
to be present and whose involvement is important. For 
example , female lineage members ("daughters of the home") are 
called , and their children, who belong to their father's 
clans but whose shades include those of the mother. Mother's 
brothers and sisters, if alive, and their immediate 
descendants too are called if they live nearby. 
Representatives of a number of lineages may therefore be 
present at rituals held by any other lineage. 
The worshipping groups therefore, overlap, though the 
number of 1 ineages involved in the rituals of the "host" 
lineage will vary according to demography and the occasion. 
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The point is that these extra-lineage kin are c~lled to 
r i tual if they live nearby and, from observatioQ 'at a number 
of rituals attended, the males participate in all the crucial 
stages of the ritual - the ibhunga (meeting of the lineage 
group) , the ritual dance (intlombe) that occurs with certain 
rituals just before the killing, and the ritual tasting of 
the meat and beer (ukushwama). All must sleep at the 
hOnJestead for two nights at rituals which are spread over 
three days, so that they can "discuss their affairs and be 
together with the ancestors". The obligation of these 
ext r a-lineage kin to attend and to participate is not as 
strong or as important as with lineage members, though it is 
thought desirable that they be present. 
Neighbours too are important at ritual. They are 
informed of the event and they attend, though the extent of 
their involvement varies with the nature of the occasion. 
They too are given a formal explanation of the reason for the 
r i tual , attend (but do not dance or speak at) the intlombe and 
are pr esent in the cattlebyre when the invocation and killing 
take place. At many rituals it is on the second day that 
most of the meat is eaten and the beer distr ibuted and the 
"location people" feature prominently here. Their 
attendance, consumption of the food and their words 
contribut e in no small way to the success of the ritual in 
genera l. As Bigalke states for the Ndlambe, the larger the 
crowd the more successful the occasion (1969;104).24 
Ce r tain rituals of lesser importance, such as 
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ukubingelela (for a newly born child, marking its 
"introduction" to the ancestors) do not require the presence 
of all lineage members, even if they live nearby. Instead, it 
is celebrated by those members of the lineage living close 
together in the ward section involved, together with 
neighbours - other members of the ward section. For example, 
one ukubingelela that occur red dur ing fieldwork in Folokhwe 
involved the fair ly large Ntlane lineage, which is 
distributed in two of the three ward sections, Cibi and 
Komkhulu (a distr ibution that does not co- inc ide wi th any 
division within the group). The ritual took place in Cibi and 
those members living in Komkhulu were not called or invited 
to be present, but other unrelated members of Cibi section 
were (cf Wilson, et aI, 19521 65). 
On this occasion, after the goat had been killed and 
eaten, Ndabanduna, representing the Ntshilibe lineage, stood 
up and asked for permission to leave. He said that they had 
been called to attend and they had come. They could not 
merely leave without asking for permission, lest people think 
that they were unhappy about something. The Ntlane lineage 
head replied, saying that they were free to go and adding 
that "a person cannot do anything without location people" 
and that they had been invoking on behalf of the child in 
order to strengthen it. 
So the lineage group is not an isolated or, at first 
sight, even an easily identifiable unit as far as ritual is 
concerned, although it remains the most important and the 
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core worshipping group. 
Wilson et al (1952;60-66) have recorded basically 
similar findings. They note, inter alia, that ritual is the 
concern of other lineages of the clan and that clansmen, 
though not invited, "have the -right to be present at ritual" 
(in Folokhwe local clansmen are called to attend). Clansmen 
and their wives sleep at the celebrating homestead, "so that 
the ancestors will send them the same dreams". "Lineage 
daughter s" who have mar r ied locally mus t attend and close 
maternal kin are invited "because they are of the same 
blood", though their attendance "is not regarded as vital to 
the successful performance of the ritual". Sisters' sons and 
daughters are "specifically invited to attend rituals at 
their maternal uncles' homes". They are given special 
portions of the ritual meat and partake of the ritual beer 
immediately after the host lineage. Affinal kin must be 
presen tat rituals such as ukudl iswa amasi (the eating of 
sour milk by a newly wed bride at her new homestead) and 
intambo yobulunga (the making of a cow-hair necklace to drive 
off illness). 
The ancestor cult and its essential "goodness" is 
balanced by witchcraft and sorcery beliefs. Witches are 
innately evil persons, usually believed to be women, who are 
able to cause death and misfortune to others. The victims 
are usually neighbours and kin and witch beliefs are largely 
an expression of the tensions of communal and family life 
(Mayer, 1954) and also provide "an explanatory theory of evil 
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and misfortune" (Hammond-Tooke, 1975a). witches attack the 
homestead and its inhabitants, work ing through a var iety of 
familiars. 
Neglect of custom and of the shades causes the shades to 
"turn their backs" on one, with the result that attacks by 
wi tches are likely to be successful (cf Mayer, 1961). They 
may attack the homestead, causing illness and death to people 
and livestock, or they may cause the homestead to fail using 
more indirect means - inducing a man to waste his money, 
become a fool or a simpleton, or making him abscond in town. 
On the other hand, the shades themselves and said to send 
such misfortunes and failure to "build" the homestead may be 
explained in this way also. But the shades have different 
motives, they want the homestead to prosper, and move against 
it only to correct their errant descendant. Only if this has 
no effect will they abandon him entirely. 
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Migrant Labour and . the Shades 
For most men migrant labour is necessary in order to 
marry , establish and "build" the homestead and to become a 
valued member of the community. We have noted the link 
between the homestead and the shades and that in building the 
homestead a man is also ensuring his good standing with the 
dead . Gcaleka say that "the ancestors only help a person who 
builds his homestead. They will not help you it" you do not". 
"Building" of course, refets also to the ritual obligations 
to the shades, but there is in addition the material 
building . 
It is important to build the homestead because when 
you are alive you want to have a big homestead and 
you aim at this, but die before you achieve it. 
When you are dead you still want the umzi to be 
built up and the living must build it for you . The 
eldest son has the greatest responsibility here but 
the younger sons too must build their homesteads. 
They [shades] like this also. 
The shades are thought to accompany the migrant to town 
and to protect him at work just as they do at home, subject 
to similar conditions - i.e. that he has fulfilled his ritual 
obligations and acts as a moral man (cf Mayer, 1961). They 
help to ensure the success of the migratory venture. 
They help you spiritually [ngomoya] and you see 
your self escaping from danger. When you earn money 
you say that it is the shades who have given it to 
you. If you return safely without an accident you 
say they have helped you • • • 
They help also if one is forced to go to town in search of 
wo r k without a pass or labour contract. 
I do not know how they do this but you see yourself 
not being arrested. They do this because you have 
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also been helping them. They see that you have a 
sore heart [are in difficulty] ••• 
Mayer records that a man occasionally brews beer for his 
ancestors in town, as a gift to them "for having looked after 
him so well" (~l 154). 
Since the pdmary aim in going to work is seen by red 
Gcaleka in terms of the need to "build" one's homestead~ the 
ancestors have an interest in the work behaviour of their 
descendants. Behaviour at work is prescr ibed by certain 
mystically sanctioned moral norms and directives aimed at 
ensuring that the worker keeps his mind on the task at hand. 
Actions which jeopardize his chances of attaining what he set 
out to do are regarded as immoral and may bring forth 
ancestral displeasure. The migrant ought to work hard, save 
his money and return home safely. He must avoid the dangers 
and pitfalls of the town or mine. Prostitutes and "town 
women" ought to be avoided for they will "eat" his money and 
induce him to forget about his wife and home. Associating 
with town women angers the shades because this will "spoil" 
one's work and money will be wasted. "You are killing your 
homestead" by doing this. 
As Mayer (1961) and Wilson and Mafeje (1963) have shown, 
one of th e major means of ensur ing that men do not "forget" 
their objectives 
("encapsulation") 
in coming to work is their. · involvement 
25 in a "home-boy" (amakhaya) group . To break 
one's ties with one's abakhaya (home boys) is regarded as a 
potential source of ancestral wrath, since the implication 
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would be that one has opted for the town life-style. Red 
Gca:).eka say that if one starts going about with townspeople 
and ignoring the abakhaya the shades "will not look after you 
because you will not be looking after them. You will be 
looking towards your town friends and not at your own 
people " • "This is the first step in becoming an absconder 
and the shades will not like it". Loyalty to the country 
home is loyalty to the shades (Mayer, 1961). 
Social events such as parties or dances associated with 
townsmen should be avoided - "because you are a person who 
should 1 ive according to isiXhosa. You are not following 
isintu [the human wayj26 i f you do such things." Fighting, 
heavy drink ing and theft lead to trouble and possibly to 
fines and jail terms. "In jail you will have to work for 
nothing . You will be like a dead person like an 
absconder". Gambling ough t to be avoided it leads to 
fights and loss of money and this might lead to a situation 
where the individual decides to stay longer than he 
anticipated , since he has no money to take home. He is 
therefo r e in danger of absconding. All these moral 
injunctions aim to ensure that a man or boy does not 
jeopardize his chances of saving his money and that he does 
not forget his rural home because this, as Mayer has shown, 
is equivalent to forgetting the shades (~, 157). Even in 
the work situation, one ought to obey instructions, work hard 
and ensure that one does not lose the job. 
A person who fails to comply with the expected behaviour 
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of a migrant at work is thought to be in danger of suffering 
mi sfor tune. The shades are said to become angry and may 
wi thdr aw their protection "because you have turned your back 
on them". "Bad" behaviour in town is always associated with 
possible loss of money and neglect of the rural home. 
Punishment in the form of loss of employment, physical 
injury, etc., results, "so that you should learn to behave 
well in future." But misfortunes at work ,may also be 
attributed to witchcraft or to failure to fulfil one's ritual 
obligations to the shades. "When you have been injured you 
become frightened and there must not be a second accident. 
If there is another one this means that there is something 
you have overlooked at home." 
Morality, Ancestol-s afid Community 73 
We have been concerned up till now with three things : 
the social, economic ana religious background againat which 
migrant labour takes place, the position of the individual 
homestead in Gcaleka society and the two major pr inciples 
underlying social life - kinship, particularly the agnCitic 
lineage on the one hand, and neighbourhood or the local 
community on the other. The dominant structural principle, 
patrilineality, is considerably blurred in many spheres of 
life, even in ritual. By look ing outwards from the 
individual homestead at its relationships with others, these 
two principles emerge and blend together to give an idea of 
the social fabric into which homesteads are woven. 
It is against this background that the rituals of labour 
migration are perhaps best understood, because it is out of 
this complex network of relationships, institutions and 
structures that the migrant comes and to which he returns. 
But the immediate problem that faces us here is the nature of 
the link between kinship and neighbourhood within the social 
system. On the one hand we have lineage, the solidarity of 
kin and the ancestor cult. On the other, extensive economic 
co-operation among neighbours, ward sections as an important 
aspect of social organization and the general importance of 
community, in some spheres, it seems, even above kinship. It 
is necessary to ask how these two principles are linked at 
the ideological level. What is the relevance (if any) of 
good neighbourliness to the ancestor cult? Are kinship and 
neighbourhood separated on the ideological or moral-religious 
plane, although being organizationally integrated, - or are 
they 1 inked in terms of mystical though t as well as in 
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structure? 
To answer we have to look more closely at some of the 
beliefs and values underlying the data presented in the above 
chapters. The merging of the two major principles of 
organization noted in actual behaviour become more evident 
here, in moral-religious ideas, in concepts such as ubuntu. 
It will be argued that the beliefs and values associated with 
the ancestor cult appear to be connected to a wider communal 
morality and that the essentially familial practice of the 
ancestor cult to some extent transcends kinship boundar ies 
and involves the community as a whole . 
Morality among the Cape Nguni (and the southern Bantu 
generally) has in the past been viewed primarily as narrow 
and kinship-bound, based on the dominant structural (kinship) 
pr inciples of society and backed by religion . The 
predominant moral values here are those based on the lineage 
and the ancestor cult obligations towards and mutual 
assistance among kinsmen, respect for senior kin and the 
performance of the ritual observances associated with the 
ancestors (Hammond-Tooke, 1974) . The moral code derives from 
the "particular istic" nature of the ancestor cult (Pauw, 
1975a) , is structurally rooted and functions to reinforce 
st r ucture. It is firmly tied to the kin group and is highly 
select ive, excluding non-k in and sanctioned largely by fear 
of the wrath of the shades. Among the Mpondo (and Nyakyusa), 
for example, the shades "were concerned only with obligations 
to kinsmen, they were not concerned with behaviour towards 
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other people". Thus "the range of moral obligations was very 
narrow" (Wilson, 19711 90). Bhaca morality, according to 
Hammond-Tooke (19621 241-242) was similarly oriented. 
On the other hand, wide mention is made of the high 
value placed on good neighbourliness, generosity, mutual 
co-oper ation and respect for the dignity of other s, 
irrespective of kinship affiliation (Callaway, 19261 Hunter, 
1936; Wilson, et al 19521 Mayer, 1961; Hammond-Tooke, 1962, 
1974, 1975). Here it seems we have a wider moral code 
existing side by side and to some extent contrasting with the 
narrower one based on kinship and the ancestors. But while 
the latter is sanctioned by the shades, the former (good 
neighbourliness) is sanctioned 
(Hammond-Tooke, 1962; 160-66). 
by magic and witchcraft 
Both Mayer (1961) and Hammond-Tooke (1974) have 
indicated the way in which the two codes are linked. In 
Mayer's rich account of the social life of "red" Xhosa 
migrants in East London, he outlines the moral code "which 
they have to satisfy in 
protection of their spirits 
order to merit 
[ancestorsl ... 
the continued 
" (ibid 156). 
This moral code takes "people" or the "community" as its 
frame of reference, rather than the kin group, and the 
emphasis is on "r ight conduct towards people". Noting that 
this may seem unusual among Bantu-speakers, Mayer identifies 
a 1 ink between this wider mor ali ty and the k in group. The 
shades are concerned with the good name of the group, 
therefore its members should avo'id behaviour that offends the 
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community and reflects badly on the group as a whole. 
Furthermore, wrong behaviour on the part of the living 
discredits the shades in the eyes of other ancestral groups, 
as well as in the eyes of men, and lays them open to reproach 
from the high God, Qamatha, to whom they are ultimately 
responsible for their descendants' behaviour (ibid; 157). 
Now this tells us something about the relevance of the 
wider morality to the kin group and the shades but little 
about the opposite. The wider moral values are relevant only 
insofar as they affect the relationship between kin or 
between man and shades. The moral code as a whole remains 
inward-look ing focussing on k in and the shades, with the 
central concern being the "good name" of the kin group. The 
basic questions arising from this then are: What bearing does 
the wider morality have on the kin group and the relationship 
between man and shades, and secondly, the one that is so far 
largely unanswered, what is the relevance of the narrower 
kinship morality to the wider community? 
Hammond-Tooke (1974) too has said that although most 
work on the southern Bantu has seen morality as kinship bound 
and narrow, it is in fact wider than this. Respect, for 
example, a basic tenet of Cape Nguni morality, is due not 
only to lineage seniors but to all members of the senior 
generation . And this general principle of respect for 
seniors is reflected in all ritual killings and life crises 
rituals . The basic values of health and fertility are linked 
to harmonious social life and illness, for example, may be 
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linked to the social relation between man and the shades or 
kin, or to that between man and man (ibid). To Hammond-Tooke, 
religion ba~ks the moral code and is distinct from it. 
Religion involves the relationship between man and the 
mystical, morality that between man and man. Yet the two are 
closely related - both are "firmly rooted" in world view and 
moral norms are "founded on a people's conceptions 0t the 
nature of things, of the world and of reality" and refer to 
"absolutely basic values; the very essence of social life 
" (ibid, 359). 
What follows is an attempt to identify more clearly the 
link between morality and religion, although we may retain 
the analytical distinction between the two as outlined above. 
In order to do this we have to show that neither of the two 
sets of moral values can be properly understood in isolation, 
that they are fused into a wider and more comprehensive 
Gcaleka morality. We may attempt to do this, firstly at the 
conceptual level, with an outline of some basic Gcaleka moral 
ideas and values. We then try to show how these receive 
concrete expression and indicate how the interrelationships 
identified at the level of belief are articulated in 
practice . 
Xhosa moral thought is complex and this study cannot 
claim to have examined it in any great depth. It is possible 
here only to give an outline of what seem to be some 
'l7 -
important concepts. ' Let us examine firstly, the well known 
concept of ubuntu, "humanity" or "humaneness" (Wilson, 1978), 
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the state of being a human being or person (umntu). According 
to the principles of ubuntu as enumerated by red Gcaleka, one 
ough t to help others - those who are poor or who require 
assistance of any kind. As far as is possible one's 
homestead and its assets ought to be made available to 
others. Visitors and travellers must be made welcome, fed, 
and given accommodation. Consideration for others, 
approachability and honesty are also viewed as being 
char acter istic of ubuntu. The man who is sympathetic and 
even-tempered, who speaks his mind and is as good as his 
word, is regarded as a man with ubuntu, because he respects 
the dignity of his fellows and responds to them in a manner 
worthy of a human being. Harshness, deviousness and lack of 
consideration indicate lack of respect and are seen as a 
denial of the ubuntu of others. 
Folokhwe people frequently refer to the dictum that "a 
person is a person by means of another person" (umntu ngumntu 
ngomnye umntu), and ubuntu is demonstrated by a degree of 
conformity and by one's ability to work and live in harmony 
with others. Each man has obligations to this effect and we 
have noted that mutual assistance and co-operation are a 
regular feature of social life . Ubuntu is generated through 
approved social action. To red Gcaleka it does not exist nor 
can it be attained outside of social intercourse. In the 
words of an informant, a man who does good 
is elevated (uphakanyiswe] and his ubuntu 
grows . A person is praised because of his ubuntu. 
He does not know if he has it - it is known by the 
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next person. [see also p. 165] • 
In this way he acquires isidima (worth, good character). 
Basic to ubuntu is respect (intlonipho) and respectful 
behaviour (isimilo also meaning good character) . This 
includes not only respect for seniors but for all people. 
The acting out of ubuntu, say informants, indicates that the 
participants respect each other. The term for "respect" does 
not imply subservience among the Xhosa. It means rather 
right and proper behaviour, respect for the moral norms of 
society. He who has no character (akanasimilo) and does not 
show re spect i s regarded as a moral outsider and as one who 
does not invite the practice of ubuntu towards himself . 
There are a number of other related concepts, not always 
easily distinguishable from ubuntu, and some of which have a 
physiological referent as well as a moral one. Many of these 
related concepts are used in speech as alternatives for 
"ubuntu". Isintu, for example, means "the human way'~ . and a 
man who is said to "have isintu" (unesintu) is one who acts 
out the qualities of his human-ness - i . e . he "has ubuntu", 
and this is the overt and publically demonstrable indication 
of his personhood. 
Possibly the most important concept after ubuntu is what 
is referred to as umphefumlo. I'.t its simplest umphefumlo 
means breath but it symbolizes something more complex, a 
"life principle" (Hammond-Tooke, 1975a) or "life fo r ce", 
what Tempels (1959) calls "vital force". In itself not, 
strictly speaking, a moral principle, umphefumlo is used as 
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metaphor to express moral right and wrong. The physical 
action of being alive (breathing) is linked, judging by the 
statements of informants, to the social and moral 
implications of being a live human being. For example, a man 
who is said to have "no umphefumlo" is one whose actions are 
morally unacceptable . 
In everyday usage umphefumlo is a synonym for ubuntu 
although there is some conception of umphefumlo as being 
"right thinking" rather than "right acting". 
If you have umphefumlo you are able to think [think 
correctly). It is almost the same as one's ability 
to think although one does not know where it is 
within one. If one is unable to think about 
helping so and so one has no umphefumlo. 
Umphefumlo comes out of the mouth [as breath) but 
when you think deeply you say it is within you. If 
I help you when you are in difficulties you are 
satisfied with my umphefumlo and you will realize 
that I have ubuntu. You go about telling people 
that I have helped you and this makes them know 
that I have ubuntu. 
As a human being one lives (socially and physically) by 
virtue of umphefumlo, which guides one's actions and allows 
one to act in a manner deemed fit of a member of the human 
race. 
There are a number of other concepts similar in general 
meaning to ubuntu and umphefumlo. These include umoya, a 
term used to denote a number of things, including the 
"spirit" of a human being and which is also linked by 
informants to right thinking and breath or wind. The heart 
(intllziyo) also has both moral and physical referents and is 
• 
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used metaphorically to indicate ubuntu, very much as 
westerners speak of a person with a "good" heart (cf 
29 
Vilakazi, 1962). All these ideas are subsumed under the 
overall morality prescribed by ubuntu, which can be summed up 
as generosity, good neighbourliness (ubumelwane), reciprocity 
and respect for the dignity of others. The simple act of 
giving incorporates most of these concepts, and the value of 
generosity and sharing among Nguni speakers is great (see 
Hunter, 19361 21, 135-36. Hammond-Tooke, 19621 165-66). One 
gives gifts by virtue of one's umphefumlo (life force) and 
thus acquires ubuntu (humanity) and strengthens it at the 
same time. 
The shades are closely identified or associated with 
umphefumlo (Hunter, 19361 237. Hammond-Tooke, 1975a) . Red 
Gcaleka say that conception requires the co-operation of both 
father's and mother's ancestor sand that the umphefumlo of 
the father is passed on to create that of the son, along with 
a contribution from the mother's umphefumlo. 
It is through this umphefumlo along with adequate 
socialization that the potential for becoming a social and 
moral being is thought to be realized and ubuntu acquired. 
There is also a notion that a cruel person (with 'a "bad" 
umphefumlo and without ubuntu) may be like this because "he 
has taken after a dead person who was cruel" . The connection 
between the shades and ubuntu is indicated also by Soga, who 
refers to a bride receiving ubulawu ("medicine of the home", 
the use of which procures ancestral favour) from her mother, 
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who says; "Hide it carefully, it is your ubuntu, [use it) so 
that you will be loved and have worth in your [new) 
30 
homestead" (1931; 230). 
Unlike Christian Xhosa speakers red Gcaleka do not 
conceive of umphefumlo as the soul, living on after death. 
The question of what happens < to the umphefumlo when a person 
dies does not much concern them. While the shades are 
bel ieved to have umphefumlo, a belief that some particular 
part of man becomes the ancestor is not found (cf Tempels, 
1959; 37). One informant held that according to isiXhosa no 
part of a person became an ancestor, that it was the act of 
thinking about the dead person that made him a shade. 
You always think that the umphefumlo of so and so 
[a dead person) is like this. He is dead but you 
know that he is there. It is because you think 
about him that he is a shade. It is the thinking. 
You think about him with your umphefumlo. 
Hammond- Tooke quotes a Bhaca informant as saying that an 
ancestral shade "lives in the brain" and is "like the wind" 
(1962 ; 235) . 
The ancestor cult forms ~ basis not only for the 
narrower morality associated with the lineage and the customs 
that mus t be performed for the shades but also for the wider 
morality based on ubuntu as outlined above, as Mayer (1961) 
has indicated . Folokhwe informants say that anything that is 
"bad " angers the shades, and anything that is not liked "by 
people" is bad. Actions that "make their hearts painful", 
that "spoil" (ukumosha) the efforts of others and make them 
un happy, are frowned upon by the community and the shades 
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alike. "If you do not love people the shades will not love 
you. You can see that a person loves people if he makes them 
happy, helps them and does not quarrel with thein." 
The shades frown on thieves, on witches and sorcerers, 
on deceipt and lack of respect. 
If you impregnate a girl or a married woman and 
then deny responsibility the izinyanya will 
not be well disposed towards you because you will 
be putting the other person in trouble although you 
did what you did by agreement. If she is a married 
woman she will be lowered, if it is a girl you will 
have spoilt her future. 
Informants say that "if you have no respect, assault old 
people or insult them, the shades will not be happy with you 
and you will eventually be injured." "You should not hate a 
human being. Even if you are wealthy and you do this you 
will get into difficulties - you will become .short of things 
even though you have many cattle." 
Ubuntu and the favour of the shades are associated with 
an adherence to Xhosa custom, norms and values (isiXhosa). 
The shades are said to be angered, for example, if a man 
sells all his livestock and buys a shop with the proceeds. 
"That is the day you lose your ubuntu because you will have 
discarded isiXhosa. A shop is for White people". "You must 
not fight with a knife for that is not isiXhosa, you must 
fight with a stick." 
Also strongly linked to ubuntu are the ritual 
observances of the ancestor cult. No one can have ubuntu and 
be a true person if his ritual obligations to the shades are 
not fulfilled. "You will not have brains. The brain will be 
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lacking [futshane] as if you have been drinking ••• " A man 
who does not think of the shades is said to have "no 
umphefumlo" and to be unable to think in terms of ubuntu in 
the wider sense . Disrespect of the shades is said to mean 
that one will not be able to respect the living nor be 
respected by one's fellows. Lack of ubuntu towards others 
may be seen as one of the consequences of failing to perform 
rituals for the shades. It is among the misfortunes that 
will be caused by the shades as a result of having been 
neglected. 
of the 
Moral failure can "be interpreted as the result 
ancestors' disfavour" (Pauw, 19751 149, 324). 
Folokhwe people say that if one does not "remember" the 
shades, one "might become a drunkard Another might 
become rough when talk ing to people, even if he is being 
asked a civil question". He loses his ubuntu (ibid1 149). 
Propitiation of the shades through ritual slaughtering 
remedies not only one's relationship with them, but also with 
the living. "It is only when the shades have been 
slaugh tel"ed for that you 
Reconciliation between man and 
reconciliation between man and man . 
become 
shades 
rehabilitated". 
is linked to 
To summarise, the "moral" man is conceived of as he who 
is in good standing with both shades and community, through 
the performance of ritual obligations towards the shades and 
the practice of ubuntu towards people . The man who is in good 
standing with the shades is said to be able to practice 
ubuntu towards people. He cannot "elicit respect and be of 
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consequence in society without the favour of his ancestors" 
(ibid ; 224). Neglect of ritual obligations leads to lack of 
humanity. But obligations towards the shades include the 
practice of ubuntu towards one's fellows. The shades are 
offended "not only by omission of sacrifice but by lapses 
from morality in daily behaviour" (Mayer, 1961; 151). Pauw 
has made the same point (1975; 324). 
The sanctions for ubuntu are wielded by both shades and 
community. Lack of ubuntu is thought to bring forth both the 
mystical anger and punishment of the shades and 
socio-economic action on the part of the community 
(wi thdr awal of r ec iproci ty, social ostr acism, accusation of 
witchcraft) . Finally, we need to note that umphefumlo (life 
force) and ultimately, ubuntu, are qualities bestowed upon 
individuals by their ancestors, who are seen as the source of 
all goodness, of all moral behaviour . 
It is clear that ubuntu as a general moral concept 
involves both shades and community. "Right behaviour" 
towards people cannot be seen in isolation from the ritual 
obligations towards the shades and vice versa. It is evident 
that the "narrow" morality of the kin group and shades has a 
direct and important influence on the wider "communal" 
morality, and that this influence also goes the other way -
moral behaviour towards people is relevant to the man/shades 
relationship. 
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Morality and the Homestead 
At this point it is necessary to return to the 
homestead, since it is here that morality and religiort are 
centered and where they intersect . In order to "build" his 
homestead, in all senses of the term, a man depends on both 
kin group (living and dead) and local community. It remains 
to be shown how non-kin contribute directly to the moral and 
religious building of each others homesteads. Although they 
contribute to the success of rituals, for example, they are 
not absolutely essential for these . And, in theory at least, 
a man may make an economic success of his homestead without 
relying on others . 
One of the major tenets of Gcaleka mor ali ty is that a 
man's umzi does not belong to him alone, that it is "for 
people" • Firstly, it is for the shades and the lineage 
living, but it is also for everybody, "it is for people" in 
general, to visit there and to receive food and beer. This 
moral duty is consciously related to one's dependence on the 
community. 
According to isiXhosa your homestead is not yours 
alone . I t also belongs to other people the 
people of the home [kin, particularly lineage, and 
shades] and even the people of the location 
[ilali] • Because I cannot do anything without 
calling them whether it be brewing or slaughtering. 
I f a beast is sick or lost I call them and they 
will help me. If my hut is burnt down I call them 
to come and see. Whatever goes wrong at home I 
call peopl e . At a beer drink , before the beer can 
be used the location must be present. You explain 
[the reason for] the beer to them and tell them how 
many casks there are for distribution. The ilali 
will s ay when the drinking should start . 
The pr i nciple that one's urnzi is also for others is well 
-- . 
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illustrated in the case of beer drinks and peoples' attitude 
towards beer . Soga, noting that beer is the "community food" 
of the Xhosa, says that: "An unwritten law requires that 
every · householder shall brew beer for the general community 
at fairly regula r intervals". This is a "recognized duty" 
(1931 ; 399 -400) . Gcaleka informants made this point quite 
explicitly . 
To brew beer is a Xhosa law . You must brew so that 
people will come to your homestead, so that they 
will point and say "the owner of that homestead is 
brewing" . They must come and spit in your 
homestead, where you will be making people happy. 
The nature of Gcaleka beer drinks will be more fully 
outlined in the next chapter, where it will be argued that 
they have a strong religious content. Suffice it to say here 
that beer drinks involve not only the wider communal 
morality, but also the morality based on the cult of the 
dead . The shades too are though t to be present at beer 
drinks held by their descendants and to be pleased when 
people come to one's homestead to dr ink beer. Beer dr inks 
are held for people, but in the knowledge that the shades 
will be pleased and send good fortune (ithamsanqa). 
For ubuntu, and in order to be a moral person it is said 
to be as necessary to brew beer "for people" as it is to 
perform the rituals and slaughterings more directly 
associated with the shades . Just as "a person is a person by 
other people" , so "a homestead is a homestead by other 
people ". An umzi that is not "known" by people, which does 
not receive visitors and which is not occasionally marked by 
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"the smell of beer", is not regarded as a true umzi. The 
corollary to this involvement of the wider community in the 
relationship between kinsmen and between living and dead, is 
that the shades, in sending blessings and good fortune, 
strengthen the umzi, allow it to prosper and turn it into a 
community asset. It is able to aSSist other homesteads and 
to benefit the community as a whole, which therefore has a 
direct interest in the maintenance of harmony within the kin 
group and between ancestors and their descendants. 
The umzi, in terms of its function in the worship of the 
shades, is a sacred place. It is sacred also insofar as the 
community is concerned. Anyone who comes to the umzi should 
not be "disturbed", angered or ill-treated in any way (cf 
Vilakazi, 1962: 24, 90). A person who asks for a place to 
rest or sleep should never be refused. Visitors bring honour 
and respectability and must themselves be honoured and made 
welcome with the slaughter of a sheep or fowl and possibly a 
gift of a bottle of brandy. The following address by a 
neighbour to a Cira man who had received visitors, who were 
about to depart, illustrates the above . 
The thing that I want to say to you, Cira, is this. 
You have done a good thing here. You did not ask 
that these people should come and 1 i ve here with 
you. It is they who arrived and asked you. You 
did not refuse. This homestead was given to you by 
the Creator [uDali). It is not yours alone, it is 
for people of the location, and for visitors. It 
is for all people. The Creator has given it to you 
and if you do bad things here he can take it away. 
Even the old people [the ancestors), they say so. 
The day you refuse to accept visitors here you lose 
your ubuntu. This is a good thing you have done 
and there have been no complaints here. Even 
tomorrow, it should be so. If people arrive and 
ask to stay here you should agree. 
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It is evident then that the practice of ubuntu is 
closely tied to the urnzi and its associated features. For a ' , 
man to reach the stage of a true social being he needs a 
homestead, and he must use it in the context of ubuntu. As 
Vilakazi has said of the Zulu: 
The chief glory of an umnumzane [homestead head) 
is to be able to provide beer for the men of 
the village, to give food to the travellers, and to 
take in the hungry and destitute . These things 
give as much prestige to the Zulu as a favourable 
bank balance does to a European (1962: 113). 
A man without a homestead may have ubuntu, but he is 
limited. Informants say that his ubuntu is not "complete" or 
that it will be difficult to achieve, because "he will not be 
known" - i.e. he will be known only as someone who lives at 
so and so's urnzi. 
The constant reference to the need "to build the 
homestead" (ukwakh' umzi) as the primary motive for labour 
migration is an interpretation of the economic necessity of 
migration in terms of the basic beliefs and values of red 
Gcaleka society. Migrant labour supports and is viewed in 
terms of traditional values . In order to marry, build a 
homestead, acquire stock, etc., one has to rely on migrant 
labour earnings and the maintenance of one's family and umzi 
depends on continued migration on the part of oneself or 
one ' s sons. 
In view of the significance of the umzi in 
moral-religious life, it is not surprising that migrant 
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labour takes on religious significance and has a moral 
referent . In order to retain the favour of the shades and be 
a good member of society one has to "build" the homestead and 
oscillating migration is, for most, the only way of doing 
this. Service for the white employer is therefore also seen 
and spoken of as being service for the umzi and for the 
shades . Yet labour migration is also a massive 
contradiction of traditional life and a very real threat. 
Morality and religion meet in the individual homestead, 
because a homestead is required in order to act as a moral 
man towards the shades and to have ubuntu towards poeple. 
Ritual directed at the shades "builds" the homestead, 
strengthens it, and this turns it into a community asset. It 
is through a stable homestead, achieved by virtue of the 
shades, that one can practice ubuntu towards others and 
contribute towards the welfare of the community as a whole. 
And ubuntu towards people, which requires the use of the 
homestead and its assets, pleases the shades and brings forth 
their approval and blessings. This in turn helps to ensure 
that the homestead will prosper and be successful. This is 
most evident in beer drinks, through which people are brought 
into the homestead and provided for , and which elicit good 
fortune from the shades. The important point is that a 
homestead relies to some extent upon people for it to be 
blessed by the shades. It would seem then that one cannot 
understand the cult of the shades as being a narrow, 
particular ist ic religion involving only an agnatic lineage. 
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The morality based on the religion of the kin group and the 
shades is integrated with the morality of neighbourhood. 
This would appear to be in accordance with the Durkheimian 
proposition that there is an intimate connection between 
religion and social life, and that moral rules are based on 
social reality. "Man is a moral being only because he lives 
• 31 in socl.ety" . 
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Footnotes to Chapter 2 
1. This admonition was delivered by N.C. Melane, the 
in51cibi ("surgeon " ), at a circumcision ritual held in 
JUJura location, Willowvale, on 16th July, 1976. Tahla 
is an alternative name for the Nyawuza clan. 
2. Personal communication. 
3. See Appendix C. 
4. Some examples of local clan group corporateness are 
given in Appendix D. 
5. An example of such reliance in the context of dispute 
settlement will be found in Appendix E. 
6. The der ivation of this term is puzzling. An usipathela 
might be translated as "he who holds for us", but the 
addi tion of the interrogative -ni indicates something 
different. Usir:atheleni literally translated would be 
"what is he ho ding for us?" A clue lies in the fact 
that some informants see this as a derogatory term 
invented by women, disgruntled with the fact that they 
continued to be subject to male control in their 
husbands' absence, or (an alternative argument from one 
informant), when the caretaker failed to do his job. 
7. Komkhulu means "at the great place" (in this case, the 
area associated with the Tshawe and the 
sub-headmanship). Cibi is named after a small dam 
around which many of its members live, and Ngingqi means 
a depression or low-lying area. 
8. The Ntshilibe lineage was formed when one of its 
founding ancestors, an illegitemate son of a Ntshilibe, 
born of the wife of a Bamba, broke away from the Bamba 
group (see notes in Appendix C). Although relationships 
between the two linages are good, their constitution as 
separate sub-sections serves to re-inforce the 
histor ical division between them. Between the Ntlane 
and the Ntshilibe, on the other hand, relationships are 
strained due to a history of conflict and witchcraft 
accusations. 
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9. Two cases illustrating the role of the ward section in 
dispute settlement are presented in Appendix F. 
10. Cattle dip is provided by the state. 
11. Appendi x G gives some examples of loans, gifts and 
credit sales of livestock both within and without the 
lineage . 
12. See Appendix H. 
13. Of the nine nqoma relationships through which N., a 
wealthy man, has put out seventy-eight of his cattle, 
for example, four are with unrelated people, two with 
classificatory maternal kin, two with affines and one 
with a classificatory affine . Only one of these people 
is with i n Folokhwe ward, though in another ward section. 
Three are in adjoining wards and five in more distant 
areas . 
14. See Appendix I. 
15. ' See Appendix J. 
16. See Appendix M • 
17 . See Appendices K and L • 
18. People who borrow a planter, for example, are expected 
to maintain the implement, replace parts which break 
while it is in their care, and to give to the owner the 
oil used for maintenance. Seed borrowed or received as a 
gi ft this year may be r·eciprocated with fertilizer or 
something else next year or the Year thereafter. 
19 . We were present on one occasion which demonstrated the 
pr inciple of reciprocity and its public nature very 
forcibly . Neighbours were called to a homestead where a 
number of people had already gathered. A number of 
prestations of brandy were made and the liquor consumed 
by all who were present. Three separate relationships 
were involve d . A gave to B from whom he had borrowed a 
plough . C gave to D, a lineage head , in recognition of 
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his status and of the fact that he had been adopted and 
cared for by members of this lineage. E gave to F, who 
had helped to deliver E's daughter's baby a few days 
previously. 
20. This is the term used by Callaway (1926) in discussing 
the ancestor cult. 
21. The terms "ancestors" and "shades" are used 
interchangeably. 
22. The equivalent ritual among the Xhosa of Keiskammahoek 
is ukucamagusha 'mzi (to "bless" the homestead) (Wilson, 
et aI, 1952; 253) and among the Ndlambe it appears to be 
ukuvula 'mzi (to open the homestead) (Bigalke, 1969). 
Among tne--Gcaleka there occurs an occasion termed 
ukuvula indlu (to open the hut), performed only among 
"school" people. This takes place when a square or 
oblong hut with an iron roof has been completed. The 
homestead head slaughters an ox and brews beer, and 
invites people to come and partake, charging them 25 or 
30 cents for entrance to the feast. This may take place 
irrespective of whether ukwazisa .'mzi (also termed 
isazisa 'mzi) has been performed or not. 
23. The "spear" referred to is the "spear of the home", with 
which the animal is stabbed at rituals. 
24. Appendix N gives details from some ritual killings to 
illustrate the above points. 
25. The prefix ama - is used to denote the group as a whole 
- an amakhaya (homeboy) group. But when one speaks of 
homeboys, the people in the group, the prefix is aba - • 
26. This translation of isuntu is a broad one. In everyday 
speech it means "the ways of black people" or even "the 
ways of the Xhosa" rather than "the human way". See 
also P.79 • 
27. One of the major problems in this respect is the 
difficulty of assessing the influence of Christianity 
and other external forces on traditional moral ideas. 
It is in fact not possible to reconstruct accurately 
what past interpretations of concepts such as ubuntu 
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were like , or to determine whether they have changed in 
meaning or elaborateness over the generations. The data 
presented here therefore do not take this question into 
account. 
28 . See Footnote 26, above. 
29 . The Zulu construct isithunzi (Berglund, 1976) is found 
also among the Gcaleka but it is not of great 
importance, nor is it considered by ordinary people to 
be a good thing for a man to have isi thunz i - i. e. to 
have great weight, power or influence. Such a person is 
held in awe, is said to be not easily approachable, and 
possibly feared . Umphefumlo and umoya are found among 
the Zulu also, but appear to be of little importance 
relative to isithunzi (ibid). 
30 . Bui'.tille " bubuntu b§l.ko. wotandwa ube nesidima emzin' ako 
(sic). Soga's translation is: "Keep it hidden, it has to 
do with the preservation of your character, by its help 
you will be beloved and have a place of honour in your 
house." 
31 . Durkheim, quoted by Giddens (1972;101) 
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III. THE RITUALS OF LABOUR MIGRATION 
Gcaleka Beer Drinks as Rituals 
One of the most striking features of red Gcaleka social 
life is the large number of beer drinks that occur, at 
certain times of the year almost daily, within walking 
• I dl.stance from one's homestead. It is imperative for U$ to 
examine the basic features of beer drinks for two reasons. 
Firstly, the rituals of labour migration include thiee beer 
drinks, and secondly (as was mentioned earlier), beer drinks 
illustrate well the argument presented in the previous 
section in that they are an important practical manifestation 
of the direct link between religion and morality and the role 
of the homestead in this link. 
Gcaleka beer drinks 2 are to quite a large extent 
religious phenomena. In order to demonstrate this we need to 
consider the features of rituals as religious acts and to 
look at beer drinks in these terms. Religion ("transcendental 
beliefs and values") is expressed and made manifest in 
ritual, religious action which symbolizes the relationship 
between men and ' transcendental reality (Wilson, 1971). 
Ritual is religious behaviour, which aims at propitiating or 
obtaining blessings from this transcendental reality. 
African ritual is often aimed at the achievement of the "good 
life" and is believed to be efficatious in obtaining 
"this-worldly" benefits for the actors, who are dependent on 
transcendental reality (the ancestors) for these 
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(Hammond-Tooke, 
similar aim 
(non-religious) 
1965). Other kinds of behaviour may have a 
to ritual, but they employ different 
means. There is a distinction between 
"instrumental", empirically based behaviour, 
behaviour, which uses ~on-empirical means 
1961) . 
and religious 
(ibid. Goody, 
Ritual in small scale African societies has a number of 
general characteristics and may express a number of things -
e.g. social structure, the solidarity of the group, 
dependence on kin and neighbours as well as on the ancestors, 
reconciliation between man and man and between man and 
ancestors, the value of mutual support and sympathy, 
transition or change in status, basic values such as health 
and fertility, mutual assistance and co-operation, and so on 
(Hammond-Tooke, 1965. wilson, 1971). Moral norms and values 
are manifested in ritual action, where they intersect with 
the "purely religious". The man/ancestors relati6nship 
(religion) occurs together with the relationship between men 
(morality) , with the former being expressed through the 
latter (Hammond-Tooke, 1965). The two aspects are 
inseparable in practice. Morality and religion are directly 
connected and we have tr ied to demonstrate this . with regard 
to the Gcaleka in the previous chapter. 
Rituals are often obligatory (some more so than others) 
and failure to perform them arouses the disapproval of the 
shades and brings possible misfortune . Also, they have to be 
performed in the correct manner, in the right and proper 
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customary way (ibid). 
-
Cape Nguni rituals involve actions and objects which 
indicate the religious nature of the occasion, separate it 
from profane reality, and bring the ancestors "into the 
foreground •• • so that they can be confronted and influenced" 
3 (Hammond- Tooke, 1978). This is done spatially - the killing 
takes place in the cattlebyre, the ox lies in a specific 
position; and by the use of certain objects and actions such 
as the spear of the home with which the beast is stabbed in 
order to make it bellow, ubalawu (medicine of the home), used 
in many ritual contexts: for example, to wash an ill person 
(at rituals aimed at propitiating the shades and removing the 
cause of the illness), and the branches of special trees 
(umtati, idwaba) on which the meat is placed and served. 
There is also a ritual tasting (ukushwama) of a special cut 
of meat and of beer, either by an individual or a group. 
These things are also the means by which communication with 
the shades takes place (ibid). 
Communication also occurs through words. The statements 
made at rituals indicate the religious nature of the occasion 
and also point to the attitudes, emotions and values of the 
participants . There may be a formal invocation (ungulo) or 
the calling out of the praises (izibongo) of the ancestors, 
although these are not absolutely necessary. Addressing the 
lineage or explaining the reason for the gathering to all 
present is at the same time a report and an explanation to 
the shades (ibid). 
In ritual there 
ancestors as well as 
is an element of 
between man and 
communion 
man. The 
with 
value 
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the 
of 
corporateness is given symbolic expression 
consumption of the meat and beer by all present, 
by common 
while the 
kin group ritually tastes special portions of these. 
In considering whether or not beer drinks are religious 
rituals we need, therefore, to ask the following questions: 
1. What is their aim? 
blessings and the 
benefits? 
Does this include the securing of 
achievement of "this-worldly" 
2. What are the means employed in order to achieve this 
aim? 
3. Do beer drinks express the dependence of men on and the 
power of the shades? 
4. Is there communication between man and shades? 
5. Is there a central element of communion between man and 
shades? 
6. Do they express reconciliation between man and 
ancestors? 
7. Are they obligatory? Does the failure to hold beer 
drinks result in ancestral displeasure? 
8. Do they express any of the following - reconciliation 
and communion between man and man, mutual support and 
sympathy, soc iety' s mor al norms and va lues, the soc ial 
structure, transition or change in status? 
9. Are there actions, objects, spatial features or verbal 
indications that set the beer drink situation apart and 
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proclaim it to be a religious, non-secular one? 
Of these questions, I to 6 are of crucial importance, 7 to 9 
perhaps less so. 
The beer drinks to be considered do not include beer 
brewed for a work party or an umqibelo ploughing group, beer 
brewed in conjunction with ritual killings, or to the large 
festive occasions (imigidi) accompanying rituals such as male 
initiation. There is another category of beer drinks which 
includes the following: Beer for the harvest, brewed "to 
praise the field and the hooves of my [dead] father's oxen": 
beer for releasing a widow (ukukhulula umhlolokazi) or a 
family from mourning, which marks the end of the restrictions 
of the mourning period and the return to normal life of those 
recently bereaved: beer brewed to mark the granting of 
seniority to a wife which, like ukukhulula umhlolokazi, marks 
a change in status and is accompanied by admonitions to the 
subject by senior men of the war<l. Umsindleko (a "provision") 
is brewed to mark the successful return of a migrant worker 
to society and also entails an element of transition. 
Ntwana nje or ntselo nje 
drink ") is brewed for no 
provide beer for people. 
"when one feels in one's 
("just a small thing" or "just a 
specific purpose other than to 
Informants say that this occurs 
heart that is should be done", 
though there is often a second aim. For example, it is 
sometimes brewed prior to embarking on a spell as a migrant 
worker or after having returned from work (instead of or in 
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addition to umsindleko), or to mark the establishment of a 
new homestead. There is also beer brewed in conjunction with 
an application for a homestead site or field , and imbara, 
held .in order to raise money for the homestead. At imbara a 
• large proportion of the beer is sold . 
Before discussing the specifically religious elements of 
beer drinks, it is necessary to provide a general description 
of . what they entail, how they are organized, and so on. 
Because some of the questions in our list will be answered 
here. 
Beer drinks in general serve many purposes aside from 
the specific aims mentioned above . Their organization and 
preparation allow for the exercise of reciprocal rights and 
obligations and the expression (and reinforcement) of ties of 
kinship, friendship and neighbourhood . In their spatial 
arrangements and in the distribution of beer they are "social 
dramas" in which many of the values and organizational 
principles of the society are acted out . Sex and age 
statuses, for example. Young men and junior wives are not 
allowed to attend, the elders of the host group sit next to 
the door of the hut and are entitled to a larger share of 
bee., men receive much more beer than women and emphasize the 
subordinate position of the latter by calling women over to 
receive sips. 
Seating positions reflect seniority and the relationship 
between izithebe (ward sections/ hospitality groups) and 
wards. The host isithebe sits on the right hand side (facing 
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out) next to the door, while the other s si t on the left, 
arranged according to their relationship with the host group. 
Neighbouring wards usually sit outside in the inkundla 
(courtyard), each man in his respective ward. The ward head 
and visiting ward heads are invariably invited to sit with 
the host isithebe, as are other distinguished or specially 
invited visitors including distant clansmen and lineage 
members, abayeni (lineage "sons-in-law") and members of the 
royal (Tshawe) clan. Women sit outside and are grouped in a 
way similar to that of their menfolk . 
Beer drinks allow a homestead to gain status and 
prestige, through providing beer for people. They provide a 
forum for discussion of ward affairs and an opportunity for 
members of different wards to make contact and discuss 
matters of common interest. At beer ddnks men ail: their 
gr ievances, inquire after lost property and of fer livestock 
for sale. In the discussions and debates common at beer 
drinks men thrash out their differences and lay bare their 
complaints against 5 . each other, partlcularly where these 
concern irregularities in the distribution and consumption of 
beer at previous beer drinks. On rare occasions a case is 
6 heard and judgement passed on the offenders. The isibonda 
(ward head) takes the opportunity provided by beer drinks to 
issue directions, announce dates for meetings of the ibandla 
(ward moot) and for the dipping of livestock. 
The distribution of the beer brewed is complicated, and 
may be divided into three stages - beer consumed on the day 
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before, beer distr ibuted at the beer dr ink itself, which is 
itself a three stage process and beer consumed after the beer 
drink proper has ended. In the first stage neighbours and 
nearby kinsmen as well as those from further afield who may 
have been asked to assist with the preparation, and the young 
men and girls who helped with the straining, are given beer. 
Included here are one or two beakers (iibhekile) allocated to 
men of the ward section within which the beer drink is to be 
held. 
The proceedings on the day of the beer drink are 
strictly regulated and follow a standardized, formal pattern. 
There are, firstly, the preliminary beakers, called amasiko 
(customs), which include imvuko (awakening or rising up) and 
isikhonkwane (a peg or a nail). Imvuko beakers go to the men 
and women of the host isi thebe (ward section) while 
isikhonkwane is for the men of the ward as a whole. Imvuko 
symbolizes the ideal of mutual assistance among neighbours. 
"Even if it is at night one can go and wake them" (i.e. to 
ask for help). And isikhonkwane (distributed only at imbara) 
is similar. It is "the beaker for fire", say informants. 
"I f anything happens at this homestead, I will shout, and 
people will come and put out the fire". "If a goat has been 
stolen I call on all the people [of Folokhwel to help find 
it. I t is the beaker for finding the spoor of the lost 
goa t. " 
The main distribution starts with a number of beakers 
called imicakulo ("the first sample"), one for each of the 
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ward sections. This is followed by the umlawulo beer (from 
ukulawula - to administer, govern or apportion). This goes 
to all who are present, each local ward section and outside 
(visiting) ward making up an isithebe group. At this stage 
the women are given a pot of beer and this is similarly 
distributed among them. The third and final phase of the 
beer drink proper is the distribution of beer made from the 
second straining, called i vanya. Ther e is also a beaker 
termed ivanya enendeva (ivanya with a beard) which goes to 
the senior men of the host isithebe. Some beer is always put 
aside t o be given to kin and neighbours that night and the 
next day. 
This is a simplified outline of the distribution of 
beakers, of which there are in fact at least sixteen 
different, named types. Furthermore, there are three sizes 
of beakers commonly used for beer (ranging in capacity from 
about five to ten litres each) and the injoli (divider), who 
shares out or apportions (ukujola) the beer, must know which 
size beaker is appropriate for which groups . 
Folokhwe ward sections must be informed beforehand when 
a beer drink is to be held and the proceedings cannot start 
until all three are represented. All Folokhwe men must be 
satisfied with the various allocations of beer and will take 
the host isithebe to task if there is something they 
disapprove of or do not understand. Everything must be 
explained to the Folokhwe group as a whole - the reason for 
holding the beer drink, the designation of every cask or pot, 
. ' . , 
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every beaker that is distributed, the amount of beer set 
aside for women, for prestations to individuals, etc. Strict 
reciprocity prevails between izithebe and between wards with 
regard to the seating position and the amount of beer they 
are allocated. Each group knows what its rights are in that 
particular ward or section. There is always discussion, 
argument and the citing of precedent about how the beakers 
should be distributed, which groups should get how many 
beaker s and of what size, etc. Frequen t consultation takes 
place between injoli, the host and members of his isithebe to 
ensure that no mistakes are made, that "the rights are 
satisfied". 
Superimposed on this formal pattern and distribution is 
a great amount of informal sharing. Both men and women are 
continually being called over by other men for a sip of beer, 
and no beaker is consumed entirely by the individual or group 
to which it is allocated. 
At large beer drinks the host, in consultation with kin 
and isithebe, makes public prestations (iminono) of beer to 
individuals and groups, 
be respected", and 
k in and fr iends. 
umnono literally 
Ukunona means "to 
means neatness, 
carefulness, or respectfulness. These prestations are also 
termed umahluko, from ukwahluka, to differ or separate. The 
receivers of iminono beer are being ' accorded respect and are 
"separated" from the others as men who have a special tie or 
a close relationship with the host and his group. 
Such prestations are made not only on the host' 5 own 
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behalf, but on behalf of his wife, lineage, clan, other kin 
and isithebe. As with all other beakers that are 
distributed, the decision who to nona is made in consultation 
with the injoli and senior isithebe men. If the prestation is 
on behalf of the lineage, other members of the lineage who 
are members of visiting izithe.be may also be consulted . It 
is misleading to speak of a beer drink as held by one person. 
It is the isithebe and the lineage or clan that are the 
hosts, it is their collective affair. 
Ties of kinship and friendship and the statuses of 
important men are recognized by means of iminono . A visiting 
ward head may be given a beaker of beer as umnono simply 
because of his high status and sometimes a group of two or 
three men of the Tshawe clan are given a beaker "because the 
amaTshawe are chiefs". A group of kin (e.g . abayeni) may be 
dealt with in the same way . But the majority of iminono are 
to individuals and here affinal kin of the host account for 
the greatest proportion. For example, at the five umsindleko 
beer drinks attended during fieldwork, fifty iminono beakers 
were distributed, twenty-seven of which went to affines. 
Maternal kin too were recognized in this way six beakers), 
but seldom other cognates (two beakers) . Only one case 
occurred where a man presented a member of his lineage with 
an urnnono beaker, though clansmen from distant areas are more 
frequent receivers of beer prestations (five beakers). Of 
these fifty iminono, five went to unrelated friends, one of 
whom was also a workmate. 
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Likewise, a man seldom presents beer to members of his 
own isithebe and to men of his own ward . More than half of 
the prestations at these umsindleko beer dr inks went to men 
from outside wards, while only nine beakers went to members 
of the same isithebe . 
As Mauss (1925) pointed out, it is not individuals but 
groups who are involved in exchange relationships, and these 
figures confirm the contention that a beer drink is not only 
the affair of an individual homestead, but of the lineage 
group and, on a different level, of the isithebe. A man does 
not as a rule make beer prestations to members of his lineage 
or to members of his isithebe, or to clansmen who live 
nearby. For in giving iminono to kin , be they affinal or 
maternal, a host does so on behalf of his lineage group, and 
in giving to "important" men or to visitors from afar, he is 
acting for his isithebe and his ward. Thus when such 
prestations are later reciprocated, the beaker may be given 
to any member of the lineage or the isithebe, not necessarily 
to the individual from whom the giver had received umnono in 
the past. On the other hand, when the host gives to friends 
or workmates he is acting as an individual and he himself 
will receive beer prestations from them when they hold beer 
drinks. 
It is evident from this descr iption that beer dr inks 
express or symbolize social structure and we have seen in the 
previous chapter that they express basic Gcaleka morality and 
values. They also involve communion between man and man, in 
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the distr ibution and common consumption of the beer. There 
is reconciliation too, in the airing of grievances and the 
settlement of differences and disputes. 
But let us return to aims and means, and to the more 
directly religious content of beer drinks . In addition to 
certain specific aims, beer drinks also have a more general 
one, and this is to secure good fortune (ithamsanqa) for the 
homestead involved and to drive out or prevent misfortune. 
This is most evident in the words spoken at beer drinks, 
which also indicate that in brewing beer for people one is 
brewing also for the shades, from whom protection and 
blessings will be obtained. The two speeches that follow are 
from separate ntwana nje beer drinks . In neither case is the 
speaker of the same lineage or clan as the holder of the beer 
drink. 
This occasion called "ntwana nje", my chiefs 
[people present], is a rarity. It is rare due to 
the fact that a person must think in his heart 
before he does it, he must think that "since I live 
in this homestead, ntwana nj~ is something that is 
required of me". In brewlng this beer he is 
soothing [uphululwe] his home . A home is not 
soothed by means of large occasions [r i tual 
killings], it is soothed by means of ntwana nje ••• 
In doing this one is ensuring that there will be no 
starvation at home, so that anyone who arrives here 
will be able to eat his fill. Even if he is a 
str anger, he should be able to find something to 
eat here in the home. You are secur ing blessings 
[ukusikelela] to enable this. No, we are thankful 
Tshezi [the host], for this occasion that you are 
having. You are indicating that you saw the need 
to brew a little beer, so that there should be 
spitting here in the hut, so that rats will be 
dr i ven out • • • You have done a good thing 
..• Ntwana gje •.• removes the dew from the home, so 
that llfe ecomes good ••• 
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The religious element is more explicit (as is the 
symbolism of spitting) in the next extract . 
if you brew this beer as i t h as been brewed 
here by Twalingubo, it is brewed so t hat i t should 
be given to all the people who died long ago. You 
see men, this beer ••• has no name. It is ntwana 
nai. One brews ntwane nje so that you should be 
a e to enter the home, to spit, in o r der to spit, 
so that misfortunes will be left behind [kushiywe 
amashwa) and to bring good fortune [kubuye 
amathamsanqa) ••• 
Some ntwana nje beer drinks also have a specific aim. The 
following speech is from one such beer drink, which the young 
homestead head held in order to make h i mself and his urnzi . 
"known" to the shades and the community alike. He had 
performed the ritual of ukwazisa 'mzi (see p.62- 3) shortly 
after establishing his umzi, and the ntwana nje was held (at 
least six months later) in addition to this. The following 
words are said by his dead father's younger brother. 
• •• My son wants to say that since he has been 
living here no one has entered into his homestead, 
into this hut, to indicate to his fathers 
[ancestors) that he lives here • •• Hi s grandfathers 
do not know that he has taken th i s site. I mean to 
say then, my chiefs, this child is saying: "This is 
the reason why you have been called to this home". 
He is saying: "Let it be known by my people that I 
li ve here, that I have left my elder brother's 
place ••• Let is be known by my grandfathers and 
grandmothers, by all the people of Fule [a lineage 
ancestor)". Let them instill health in him ••• 
Similarly, ntwana nje may include in its aims a 
thanksgiving for the harvest, even though "beer for harvest" 
has been brewed. One ntwana nje attended was said to have 
been held in order to thank the young men who had just 
ploughed the homestead's garden. The homestead's maize store 
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had become inedible due to moisture seeping into the storage 
pit, but it was still suitable for beer and the homestead 
head (Cira clan) had decided to brew ntwana nje. One of the 
speakers (Ntlane clan) at this occasion said: 
Now then, my chiefs, we have been asked to drink 
this beer that has been released by its owner ••• 
He was merely joking with regard to those children 
[having said that the beer was for those who had 
ploughed]. It was a joke, he is in fact invoking 
so that he will be able to enter his garden. He is 
invoking on behalf of you men of the Cira clan. He 
was being playful in saying that he has cooked 
[brewed] for those who ploughed. It was 
playfulness. He has done it for the old men of the 
homestead • • • 
Beer drinks are thought to be efficatious in securing future 
benefits. 
• •• this beer he has given us is from his garden. 
He is entreating [bongoza] the garden. May he be 
able in future to pluck a maize cob from this 
garden that he is entreating. We commend it 
[Si~ancoma]1 But it is not only us who commend it! 
It 1S also commended by those who are not present! 
It may be noted that in these speeches the ancestors are 
not directly refered to as izinyanya, but as "those who died 
long ago", "those who are not present", "fathers" or 
"grandfathers" and "the old men of the homestead". The 
action of brewing beer for people is directed at the shades, 
the beer is also for them, and they will ensure that the 
brewer does not go unrewarded. In the words of an informant, 
by brewing beer, 
you are giving yourself health, you are healing 
yourself by means of your home. When you brew even 
the old ones become happy - when they see some 
occasional drinking of beer at your home. Those 
Hl 
who are not here become happy. 
In brewing beer for people one is at the same time 
brewing for the shades, who are thought to be present and to 
partake of the beer, and who are said to want their 
descendants to brew beer. A casual remark recorded at a beer 
drink illustrated this well. "People who are not present are 
a heavy burden [bangunthwalo gqithal. They complain more 
than the living do. Even if a person did not drink while 
ali ve, when he goes under he wants beer very badly. " 
Informants often mentioned that when one brews beer "those 
who are absent [the ancestorsl will be present". In brewing, 
the shades are being thanked and are expected to bring good 
fortune (health, good harvests) because "you are still giving 
that person the same food that he used to eat". Some say 
that the shades partake of the beer "in spirit", others that 
the living drink it on behalf of the dead. Both viewpoints 
imply a degree of communion between man and shades. Beer 
drinks are likened to invocations. "When you brew people who 
are dead also get something, it is a way of invok ing" and 
beer itself is metaphorically spoken of as ubulawu (medicine 
of the horne). The holder of a beer drink such as urnsindleko 
is being symbolically washed with ubulawu, which draws the 
shades closer to him. This theme is dealt with more fully in 
the discussion of the umsindleko beer drink below. 
It is by means of the people who attend, and 
particularly by means of the words ,said by people (kin and 
non-kin alike) that the aims of beer drinks are achieved. It 
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is through the attendance of people that the umzi will be 
"known" by the shades, and beer brewed for people brings good 
fortune from the shades. A beer drink, in the words of one 
informant, "is medicine by means of words". Another said 
People must come and spit in one's umzi. It is the 
brew ing of beer and the words said by people that 
bring good fortune. The people speak and the 
ancestors are listening. It is from the ancestors 
that good fortune comes. 
Speaking is propitiation (camagusha), a term used because 
people come to a beer drink 
to drive away bad luck and replace it with good 
fortune. They are propitiating ••• It is said, 
"will you stir up the beaker of words?" Then 
[after the speeches] they will say: "Camagu, men, 
we are gr ateful for what has been said in this 
umz i". Our speeches refer to the shades '. When we 
say "camagu" [be appeased] we are pacifying the 
shades. 
Propitiation of the living is important too. In speaking at 
a beer dr ink: "I am invoking. I do so because people must 
not be angry wi th me. I am invok ing on my behalf, towards 
the people who are present". 
It is not only the formal speeches which, in conjunction 
with the beer, are the means by which communication with the 
shades takes place and which serve also to ensure harmony 
among the living. The general hub-bub and noisy informal 
conversation (ingxolo) at a beer drink is thought to setve a 
similar purpose. An informant said in relation to an 
umsindleko beer dr ink that "one is being washed [uyahlanjwa] 
so that misfortunes should come out people shout 
[ukungxola] in order to achieve this. They are driving out 
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misfortunes " Another man said that in brewing, "you are 
invoking for yourself, you who brews often. Those people up 
above become happy and say: 'Brewing has been done there, 
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noise is being made [kuyangxolwa) in my homestead'''. It is 
important that the "noise" made by people, their 
conversations and merry making, does not involve quarrels. 
There must be harmony and good spirit. 
They are making a noise then, without quarrelling. 
They do not want to fight, they are merely talking . 
The thing that is not wanted is that they should 
quarrel and want to fight. Oh, no! They are 
conversing, they have no problems •••• 
Not all Gcaleka beer drinks are as explicitly religious 
as beer for harvest, umsindleko or certain cases of ntwana 
nj e. Imbar a beer, for example, is possibly only indirectly 
religious in that it is held to raise money for the homestead 
and in working for the homestead one is also working for the 
shades. Informants say that one ought not to brew imbara too 
often and that such a brew ought to be preceded by a ntwana 
nje. Others point out that it is the speeches that bring 
blessings and that even at imbara there are speeches 
regarding the distribution of the amasiko (preliminary, 
"customary" beakers), which are not sold but given out in 
the usual manner. 
All beer drinks except imbara have something of an 
obI igato ry character, and failur e to per form them if the 
means are available may result in ancestral anger. The widow 
who starts moving about without being "released" is said to 
be 1 ikely to behave badly and to br ing herself and her 
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homestead into disrepute. Failure to brew beer for harvest 
might lead to poor harvests in the future . "It is not proper 
for beer to be continually absent, that many years should 
pass without you having brewed. If this is so it will worry 
you, your body will become painful in parts because you have 
not brewed for the ancestors." 
Beer drinks allow for communication between man and 
shades. The latter can be influenced and will send good 
fortune to the umzi. Thus for a successful umzi it is 
necessary to brew beer. 
A homestead that has no intsipho [sediment left 
after the straining of the beer) is no good 
You might say to yourself, "I will slaughter on the 
day that I become ill". NO, man, you are mistaken . 
I say slaughter [brew), slaughter on the day that 
you feel I ike doing so and say, "yes men, come here 
" ... 
A man who brews is said to be "soothing" his umzi. He 
is "working for the uprighteousness [inyaniso) of the home", 
for beer drinks "build" the umzi by allowing it to become 
known to people and to the shades, who will bless it. An 
umzi that is not "known" to others, which is not occasionally 
marked by the aroma of beer, and which does not receive 
visitors "to come and spit" and "to say words" is not a true 
umzi, it is not a social entity. 
Unlike other rituals, there are few actions, objects and 
spatial features which set the beer drink apart and indicate 
it to be a religious situation. The main objects involved 
are the beer, the barrels and pots , and the beakers. The 
beer is placed at the back (entIa) of the hut on a layer of 
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manure brought in from the cattlebyre (both entIa and the 
cattlebyre are closely associated with the shades) and at the 
vas t majority of beer dr inks the men of the ho~ t ward :;i t " 
inside this hut, distributed according to isithebe and other 
criteria as outlined above. An important point is that some 
beer r ema ins in the hut once the beer dr ink is over, to be 
consumed the next day, just as at certain ritual killings the 
meat and beer must stay at the back of the hut overnight. 
The reason for this is the sa~e in both cases - the shades 
are said to ·smell" or to partake of the beer (and meat, at 
ritual killings) during the night. "Those who we do not see 
are eating [drinking beerl all that time " 
There are many verbal indications that the beer drink 
situation is religious, as we have seen above. These start 
after the hut has been "put right" (ukulungiswa) by showing 
each isithebe where to sit, etc., an action that heralds the 
start of the amasiko distribution and the explanation for the 
beer. As at .rituals this explanation is usually directed at 
the people, but it includes the shades implicitly. Here are 
two examples. 
(Beer for releasing the widow) 
We are here due to the death of our elder brother 
at this home. Now, we say that we should release 
his wife from mourning, so that she may go about 
amongst people again, and not be seen at a beer 
drink [without it being known that she has been 
releasedl. That is the object, people of ours 
[umzi wakowethul. That is what I am asking for. 
(Beer for harvest) 
Here at home today we have brewed beer for harvest, 
and this beer is for the ox called Komdele! It is 
being brewed by Ntanyongo. He is praising this ox 
for having collected the maize from the fields, for 
ploughing and planting ••• We are praising it now. 
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Returning to the questions posed earlier, it would seem 
that there is some justification for regarding beer drinks as 
religious rituals. Their aims include the securing of 
blessings and good fortune from the shades, by means of 
brewing beer for them and for people in general, and through 
the words spoken by and overall participation of people in 
the beer drink. There is communication between man and 
shades and an element of communion, though the latter is a 
difficult concept and it cannot be said from the above 
evidence that man/ancestor communion is the central concern 
or feature of beer drinks. For the remaining questions (7, 8 
and 9), the evidence indicates a cautious affirmative. 
Some beer drinks (ntwana nje, beer for harvest, 
umsindleko) seem to have a greater and more directly 
religious content than others (imbara, releasing the widow, 
beer for a site or field). At the latter types there is 
often no mention of the ancestors, of the good fortune to be 
obtained by means of the beer drink, etc. Yet it seems that 
all are subject to the general principles and religious 
associations outlined above. 
Beer drinks do differ from ritual killings in some 
respects. Lineage members are not called to attend, though 
they usually play a prominent part in the speech making and 
organization. The izithebe form separate groups at beer 
drinks, unlike ritual killings where it is the kin group 
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which is the host and which sits together irrespective of 
ward and ward section membership. Beer drinks seem to 
emphas ize the impor tance of neighbourhood, though kinship 
remains important, while ritual killings emphasize kin group 
solidarity. Both involve the shades, ritual killings perhaps 
more intensely so than beer drinks, for they have more 
directly and specifically religious aims. But the expression 
of wider Gcaleka moral values and the link between morality 
and religion is more explicit at beer drinks, which involve 
an acting out of the important moral principle that one's 
homestead is "for people" and make explicit the values of 
neighbourliness and mutual co-operation. To brew is to use 
one's umzi and its assets in the context of ubuntu. 
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The Rites of Departure 
Some weeks or days prior to leaving for work a man 
should (ideally) brew beer. Word is sent out that there will 
be beer on an appointed day and people will come to the 
homestead. They are told that the beer is ntwana nje. It 
will not be publically announced that he will be leaving for 
work soon, since to do so would possibly bring his impending 
departure to the attention of witches and sorcerers. "He does 
not tell anyone because he is going to battle [emfazwenil. 
There are people who do not like him who might bewitch and 
kill him before he gets to work . " 
Usually the migrant tells his wife and/or parents that 
he is going to leave, and also his brothers or usipatheleni 
(caretaker), but no one else. According to informants the 
object of brewing ntwana nje on this, as on other occasions, 
is to bring people into one's homestead. People will be 
present physically, they will give forth words, and this will 
ensure that the migrant will be "spiritually" (ngomoya) 
accompanied to work "by many people. " The ancestors of the 
host will enter the umzi and become aware of their 
descendant's intention. They will therefore be ready to 
accompany him when he leaves. Other rites of departure also 
seek to ensure this, as we shall see. Ntwana nje is thought 
to ensure that the shades will send good fortune at work, for 
like other beer drinks it is an invocation to them, a plea. 
But the good fortune is conditional upon the presence of the 
community. 
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Furthermore, one might hypothesize that this ntwana nje 
is a demonstration of the migrant's acceptance of and 
dependence on the community and his role as part of it. The 
success of the occasion depends on the presence of its other 
members, both kin and neighbours. The community of the living 
and the community of the dead are dr awn together, united 
symbolically in the form of the individual migrant, and go 
forth with him to look over and guide his efforts, from which 
they will both reap a reward. 
In practice it is usually only men of standing and who 
are relatively wealthy who brew ntwana nje before setting off 
for work. It is not done for boys or young men by their 
fathers, nor by senior men who either lack the means or who 
do not have high status in the community. Even in the case 
of those who do hold ntwana nje , this does not occur each 
time they depart. A number of ntwana nje beer drinks were 
attended during fieldwork but none of these were directly 
associated with the departure of migrant workers and it would 
seem that this aspect of the rites of departure is fairly 
rare. since most migrant workers leave for work only when 
such a move has become absolutely necessary in the economic 
sense, it is not often that they are able to provide the 
maize for ntwana nje immediately or shortly before departure. 
Also, it appears that a man may brew ntwana nj e some months 
before he leaves for work and that it is not necessary to 
repeat this just before leaving. Such cases did occur during 
fieldwork but the association between actual departure and 
the beer drink cannot be made except in 
tha t a man leaves home having obtained 
holding a beer drink during his stay. 
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the general sense 
the benefits of 
Generally speaking 
then, this beer drink is not a regular fea t ure of the rites 
of departure, though it remains an important ideal that is 
attained by a few, and by larger numbers in terms of the more 
general association mentioned above . 
It is seen as being of the utmost importance, however, 
to secure the co-operation and assistance of the shades 
before starting the journey to work . The way in which this 
is done, whether one has brewed beer or not, is to ukunqula 
(invoke) the shades on the day of departure. This invocation 
and its associated actions, which vary in minor detail 
according to the customs of particular clans and lineages, is 
probably the most important aspect of the rites of departure. 
It is performed, as far as could be ascertained, by all 
departing migrant workers each time they leave home. The 
ukunqula rite starts on the day before departure, when the 
individual goes to the forest in search of iyeza lasekhaya 
(medicine of the home), also termed umthi wasekhaya (plant or 
herb of the home), iyeza lasemaNtshilibeni, or lasemaCireni 
or whatever the clan name, and known more generally under the 
name ubulawu. Among the Pondo it is called iyeza leminyanga 
(medicine of the ancestors) (Hunter, 1936). He goes to dig 
the medicine alone and secretly, unless he is a boy or young 
man who has not yet been to work, in which case the task is 
performed by his father (or the latter ' s representative) who 
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will sooner or later teach him where to find the right plant, 
what it looks like and what part of it to use. Of course, if 
the medicine is already available in the homestead, having 
been collected some time before, this first step is not 
necessary. 
The herb or plan.t is crushed and ground and an infusion 
made using water and, in some cases, the sap of a type of 
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aloe (intelezi). Apart from intelezi, other herbs or 
medicines may be added to the medicine of the home in making 
the ubulawu. This varies according to the custom of the 
home. The water used to make the infusion is, according to 
one informant, obtained from the Shixini river. "It must be 
running water", and the Shixini is the only nearby river that 
is open to the sea. The beaker containing this mixture is 
left next to the gate of the cattlebyre (or inside it) 
overnight. The migrant rises very early the next morning, 
places his luggage next to the cattlebyre, enters it, and 
using a stick or his hands stirs the mixture until it is 
frothy. He washes his entire body with the medicine and then, 
standing next to the gate, calls out the clan praises and 
invokes his shades. He informs them that he is about to 
leave and asks for their blessings and protection. 
Some informants maintain that they perform this ritual 
on the eve of departure, not in the morning. The words used 
vary between individuals. When Ndlebezenja (a senior man of 
the Cira clan) leaves, for example, he says the following: 
Cattle of Qhangqolo, of Hlomla. It is old, it has 
horns. Cattle of Nxibana, of the elephant's 
jawbone, of Gubela, of Sihabe, of the daughter of 
Mva's lover, who is from the place of the amaBamba. 
I hope I will travel and return again as before. lo 
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Masilingane, a young man of a different Cira lineage, says: 
Sons of Gobozane, of Mhlantla, of Qhangqolo, of 
Cangci, of Siyo. I hope that my people [ancestors] 
will look after me, so that I will arrive there 
where I am going to, and also that I will return. 
Let it be then, my people, that you will be 
watching me until I return and enter these 
[cattlebyre] gates of ours. IISons of Gobozane; of 
Siyo, of Mhlantla, of Cangci. 
In these invocations the migrant uses the praises (izibongo ) 
of the clan and lineage ancestors. He is addressing himself 
to the ancestral group as a whole, including the descendants 
of the clan ancestors, but the implication is that it is not 
the remote ancestors but their sons/descendants (spoken of as 
"cattle" by Ndlebezendja), 1. e. more immediate ancestors, who 
will protect the invoker on his journey to work and ensure a 
safe return . The empty beaker is left in the cattlebyre for a 
number of days - the period that the journey to work lasts -
after which it is taken out by a child. 
After washing and invoking, the man leaves without 
entering any hut, taking his luggage and the food provided by 
his wife (see below). Some of the medicine of the home is 
taken to work in herbal form so that the migrant is able to 
wash there when he arrives or at any time that he feels it 
necessary. Other medicines - protective as well as curative 
- are also taken along. 
Through the ukunqula rite a migrant tries to ensure the 
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success of his forthcoming spell at work , which depends upon 
the assistance and the protection received from the shades. 
Washing with ubulawu ("so that the ancestors will be able to 
follow him") and invoking the shades is the means by which 
their help is secured. The shades "give power" (amandla) to 
the medicine. Ubulawu brings the ancestors closer to one. 
"When you dream about the dead they instruct you to go and 
dig the medicine [of the homel." Washing with it ensures 
good luck, the favour of one's employer, and protection from 
accidents, assaults and other misfortunes. 
Ubulawu is closely associated with the ancestors and the 
lineage (Hunter, 1936; 246. 'Rilson, 1978; 159) and is used 
in a multitude of ritual contexts. It is an essential part 
of ukuthwasa , for example, tne initiation of the process by 
which one becomes a diviner. When a goat is sacrificed in 
order to make an intambo necklace for a sick person, the 
patient washes with ubulawu. Along with the slaughter of the 
goat the washing makes for greater efficiency in 
communicating with the shades and in receiving their 
assistance in curing the illness. 
The symbolic value of using aloe sap makes this clearer. 
The word for this, intelezi, shares a common root with the 
words itelezi (good fortune in escaping · danger), ubutelezi 
(slipperiness) and umtelezi (one who slips, a lame person) 
(Kropf; 1915; 407. McLaren, 1963; 159). The sap of an aloe 
leaf is a very slimy, slippery substance and its use in 
ubulawu will thus allow the migrant to slip away from danger. 
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Kropf notes that intelezi was used to treat the army prior to 
battle. It is significant that the Gcaleka frequently refer 
to an individual migrant as one who goes to war and speak of 
the ubulawu itself as "medicine for war" . This is in keeping 
with the nature of the migrant labour system in Southern 
Africa, which Wilson (1971) has likened to "a permanent 
situation of war". Intelezi is added to ubulawu only in cases 
where protection from danger is required. It is not added, 
for example, when an intambo is made for a sick person. If 
not mixed with the ubulawu for the ukunqula rite, intelezi 
leaves may be taken to work, and the migrant will crush and 
wash with the medicine at the work-place. 
The ukunqula rite involves both father and son when the 
latter is going out to work for the first time. Usually both 
of them invoke, though here again there is some difference 
among informants regarding the procedure. Some say that the 
father invokes the shades in the great hut with the son in 
attendance. The son then proceeds to the cattlebyre to wash 
and invoke by himself, taking his cue from what the father 
said. Others say that both invoke in the cattlebyre. 
variations may depend on whether the son is a boy or a young 
man, since one's relationship with the ancestors undergoes a 
radical change once one has been circumcised. A man of the 
Tshawe clan from Nompha said: 
BOyS do not invoke by themselves. When my eldest 
son [a boy] leaves I will be there with him to say 
a few words to the amaTshawe, so that they will 
look after him while he is in service. 
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A father continues to invoke on behalf of his son until he 
dies or until the son establishes his own umzi The 
father's place may be taken by an elder brother or father's 
brother, if the son still lives at his late father's umzi and 
is still relatively junior. 
Young migrants are usually admonished by their fathers 
before leaving for work, particularly the first time that 
they go. This takes place immediately before the washing and 
invocation or on the day or days immediately preceding the 
morning of departure. The father reminds his son of the 
latter's duty towards his parents and his home, advises him 
how to conduct himself at work, warns 
types of people and situations that 
trouble and thus spoil his efforts . 
him to avoid certain 
could get him into 
The sons are told to 
work hard, obey the employer, not to squander their money, 
not to "disturb" people at work but to respect them and to be 
friendly with everybody. Reference is made to the duty of the 
son to return home in the knowledge that men sometimes forget 
their responsibilities, abscond (ukutshipa and never come 
back. 
The invocation and washing are also thought to prevent 
the migrant from absconding - "If I have done this and he 
[the sonl absconds, I know that it is witchcraft". Related 
to this is the son's duty to build the father ' s homestead. 
Thus the Tshawe referred to above whose son was shortly to 
leave on his first contract, said: 
I will tell him one thing only . I will tell him 
that whatever he does in town, he must do in order 
to build this homestead. I have never borrowed 
oxen and he must be the same . I have worked hard 
and he must suppor t me now that I am old and have 
worked to bring him up. I wi ll tell him that he 
must carry the arm [ukuphatha ingalo ]12 and go to 
work and come back. I will say to him , "when the 
gate post of the cattlebyre [ixanthi ] is left with 
you, you must preserve [ukugcina] it. Don I t lose 
the stock that are inslde . · He is going to be 
responsible for my children. He is just like myself 
and will one day take over my homestead. 
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Since the primary object of going out to work is to earn 
money in 0 rder to bu ild up one I s homestead, anything that 
could distract the worker from this task and cause him to 
lose money or his job should be avoided (see p.70":'7l).These 
admonitions may be repeated when the father performs the 
ukunqula rite for his son . Just as men believe that they are 
accompanied to work by the shades, so they are spiritually 
accompanied by their living ancestors, particularly the 
father. A young man told us: 
The first time that you go you are admonished 
before you leave and your father says that when you 
arrive at work he will be there with you. This 
means that the old people at work must be respected 
as you respect [ukuhlOni1ha ] your father . The old people at work will tel you to do only good and 
not bad things. The ancestors are listening when 
the father admonishes, and they accompany the child 
to work, where they will protect and guard him. 
Young men say they feel that they are under their father's 
protection while at work, just as they are protected by the 
dead. "Your father is also an ancestor even if he is alive . " 
An important aspect of the rites of departure is the 
'role of women - the departing migrant I s wife, mother and 
paternal grandmother. Mothers and grandmothers admonish 
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their sons/grandsons and may also play a role in the ukunqula 
rite. When Masilingane was still living at his late father's 
homestead he used to invoke by himself when his elder brother 
was away. While he was doing so his mother would appear and 
say "Go well my son, and come back safely." According to 
Masilingane, she too was invoking the shades which included-
her dead husband. Zamhlati related how his mother usually has 
a lot to say when his son (a boy) leaves for work. While the 
boy's mother merely says to him "Go then, my son, go well", 
the paternal grandmother "says many words." This occurs on 
the morning of departure. As the boy is about to leave the 
hut to go to the cattlebyre to wash, his grandmother stops 
him, saying: 
Wait a bit, my son. Today you are going to a place 
where other men usually go. Today , here at this 
home there should be cattle, sheep and goatl'5' Go 
well, as you have done on previous occasions. 
zamhlathi added that this has to be done in the great hut, 
where the shades are present and "where people sleep" (i.e. 
where the shades visit them in dreams) and that she was also 
talking to the shades in speaking thus. She sometimes said 
"let your grandfathers go with you", but without calling the 
ancestor s by name according to the ukuhlonipha custom .14 The 
boy's mother and paternal grandmother then remain in the hut 
until the boy has left. Wives too may say similar words to 
their husbands. Indeed, it is considered important that they 
should do so, for it is through words, in conjunction with 
other actions, that the blessings of the ancestors and good 
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fortune are obtained. Speaking and doing complement each 
other. without either of them the rite is incomplete. 
The most important aspect of women's role in the rites 
of departure, however, involves the provision of food 
, . , 
(umphako) for the migrant to carry with him on his journey to 
work. This provision must be seen within the total context of 
the departure rituals, which form a coherent and logical body 
of ritual actions, each part related to the other wi thin an 
overall framework and objective - that of ensuring that the 
migrant worker goes forth with the blessings and protection 
of the shades, that his migratory venture will be a success, 
and that he will return to his home in good health. As with 
the other aspects of departure, umphako is incomplete without 
words being spoken, by the wife, who tells her husband to "go 
well" and return well, to remember his home and not to 
abscond. 
When a migrant leaves for work, be he a boy or a man, he 
carries with him some food prepared by his wife or mother. 
This food is termed umphako , which means "food for a 
journey". Umphako consists of bread or other food prepared 
by the wife. It is thought desirable that some animal (a 
goat, sheep, pig or fowl) should be slaughtered as well, but 
this is not always done . The provision is made on the 
initiative of the wife and even if it is the husband himself 
who decides to slaughter an animal, the meat that he takes 
along is spoken of as being the provision made by his wife. 
It is important that umphako consists of food from one's 
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home. Informants stressed this - the food comes from the 
umzi, is cooked/prepared by the woman of the urnzi and this is 
done at the umzi. The migrant takes the food with him and 
consumes it during the journey to work . As with other food 
at other times umphako is shared with others and not consumed 
alone, but this is a general norm and not one specifically 
associated with umphako. "The umthetho [law) is that I should 
not be stingy to someone else. If one is stingy one creates 
misfortune for oneself." If an animal is slaughtered part of 
it is left behind for those at home to eat on the day of 
departure. with a goat, for example, the departee takes only 
one side. The head, legs and other side are left behind. 
Umphako is associated with good fortune and serves to 
demonstrate the attachment between a man or boy and his home. 
The wife 
bakes bread even if she knows that he is able to 
buy food on the way. I t is the bread of the home, 
it is to give him good fortune •.• When a person 
goes to work he does not buy bread in town as if he 
is not from home. Even a boy does not do that, 
except for a child who has no home and who has not 
been well cared for by the person with whom he 
li ve s. 
The good fortune bestowed upon the migrant worker through the 
agency of his wife and umphako is thus clearly associated 
with the home and thus, ultimately, with the shades. Umphako 
is something "that was created long ago by the old people", 
and which "creates exper iences that work well". Just as one 
cannot wash with the ubulawu medicine of another home (Le. 
of another clan), so too, umphako provided by another home 
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would be inappropriate. 
When a goat is provided as umphako it is not slaughtered 
in the prescribed ritual fashion but merely has its throat 
cut. It is not a killing for the ancestors, though it may be 
announced to them. For example, if a man kills a goat for his 
son's umphako as zamhlathi once did, the shades may be 
addressed. On this occassion, Zamhlathi went to the gate of 
the goat enclosure after killing the goat in the courtyard 
(inkundla) and said to the shades: "1 am making umphako for 
this man. 1 want him to go to service in order to build the 
homestead. Therefore, accompany him, so that he should go 
we 11". 
Both the killing and the bread made by the wife br ing 
good fortune, both for the journey and for the time spent at 
work. But "its place", as informants say, "is here in the 
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homestead" - Le. the good fortune or luck (ilakhi) as it 
is sometimes termed, is firmly rooted in the homestead and is 
derived from the shades. 
An interesting point about umphako is that it is 
sometimes called umsindleko (a provision), particularly if an 
animal is slaughtered. This is the same name given to the 
ritual beer drink held by migrants upon their return (see 
below) . This beer drink too is spoken of as being held by 
the wif e, as a pro vis ion made by her, jus t as she provides 
for the husband when he leaves. At the umsindleko beer drink 
reference is made to the fact that the wife has "cooked" 
(brewed beer) for her husband, just as she cooked for him 
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when he left, and that this cooking (brewing) is in return 
for what he has done at work for the homestead. The food 
(and beer) thus symbolizes the migran~s efforts on behalf of 
his wife and homestead, provides the symbolic link ~ tljrough 
time, between his departure, his work and his return, and 
serves to remind him on his travels that it is his family and 
home that he is going to work for. 
One other important and relatively widespread practice 
needs to be discussed, and that is the visit to a herbalist 
(ixhwele) prior to leaving for work (cf. Wilson, et aI, 1952, 
187-189). The object of the visit is to purchase medicines 
to take to work and to be treated by the practitioner. The 
invocation is performed in order to ensure the help and 
protection of the shades and a consultation with a herbalist 
is primarily concerned with the other major aspect of Xhosa 
belief - witchcraft. "When you leave home you may already 
have been bewitched. You do not go [to a herbalist) if you 
have not been bew itched. You only wash wi th ubulawu". 
Others say that one may visit a herbalist whether or not 
one has been bewitched. The point is that a person does not 
know if he is being attached by witches until such attacks 
are manifested in misfortunes. Medicines and treatment are 
obtained in order to ensure that misfortunes sent by witches 
will not succeed and that one will be protected from such 
evil influences, which may manifest themselves in the form of 
assaults by "tsotsis" (urban thugs), accidents at work, the 
wrath of one's employer, etc. Zamhlathi told us: 
You know you are about to go and you say to 
yourself "well, I am about to leave", and you then 
go to a place known to you, ~ place that you can 
obtain help from when you are 1n trouble. Even if 
I am being bewitched, I can get help there. I go 
to these places and say "Well! I am about to go on 
a journey. I have promised myself that I will not 
leave without us meeting". Then I am given those 
things that help [amancelo - medicines] by that 
person [the herbalist] ••• He might give me 
iintlanga [incisions made on the body into which 
med1c1nes are rubbed] and another might give me a 
weapon for war [isixhobo - medicines] and tell me 
how to use it... so that when I am being chased 
by . a witch familiar it should know that it will not 
succeed. The herbalist tells you what to do when 
this familiar comes, in order to drive it back to 
its owner. These are the weapons of war that are 
given to me. 
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But there are also obtainable medicines which operate 
independently of ancestral and witch beliefs, and which help 
to ensure the success of the contract, for example, by making 
the employer favour one. 
You can obtain medicines .,. to protect you while 
you are at work, so that the mine does not collapse 
on you. You don't know these medicines, it is only 
the herbalist who knows them. You can get 
medicines to protect you from anything, to make 
your boss like you, to drive away evil things, to 
help you to build up your homestead. There are many 
different medicines. You do not go to a diviner, 
unless you want to find out who is kiling 
[bewitching] you. 
There are also curative (as well as protective and 
manipulative) medicines required for physical illnesses or 
for more mundane purposes, such as those used to wash with 
after a nightmare, those used as emetics or purgatives, and 
so on. Many older men do not need to obtain these from a 
herbalist, since they are knowledgeable enough and procure 
the relevant plants, roots and barks themselves. It is said 
that certain medicines (such as intolwana, a purgative) are 
often available at the work place. 
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The Rites of Return 
The return of a migrant to his home and community is an 
occasion for rejoicing, thanksgiving, and worship. After 
all, informants say, "we do not know if he is going to come 
back alive. People die there. He is like a person who has 
gone to war", and a man's return from work calls for certain 
standardized rites and symbolic action in order to give 
thanks for his safe return and through which his good 
standing in the community and with the dead are assured. 
Outward bound, a man's last act is to invoke the shades 
so that they will follow him to work, protect him and guide 
his efforts. The first thing he does when he returns is to 
thank them for br inging him back safely. Ar riving at his 
homestead and before entering any hut, the migrant puts down 
his luggage and stands in the inkundla facing the cattlebyre. 
He invokes the shades, praises them, informs them that he has 
returned and thanks them for their blessings. Even if he had 
bad luck at work, he thanks them for ensur ing that he has 
returned in good health. Here are some examples of the words 
spoken obtained from migrants shortly after their return. 
Modi (Ntshilibe clan): AmaNtshilibe, I have 
returned to your gate posts. I did not know if I 
would come back but you have looked after me. I 
have arrived. A man is not cast aside - do not 
abandon me. 
Modi, on behalf of his son, who returned home after 
having absconded for three years. 
Hini! Cattle of Bhango, of Ndize, of Nokhalala. 
You have done well. You fetched him [so that) he 
should come and rest here at home. 
Nontwaba 
Mqalamde, 
I am at 
entering 
(Tshezi): Dibandela, Mesini, Njilonjilo, 
Ngangenduku. My people, I have arrived. 
the gates of the cattlebyre. I am now 
into your midst. Look after me. 
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BOyS and young men who depend on their fathers for the 
invocation prior to departure usually invoke by themselves 
when they return home, though informants mentioned that this 
was not always the case . The ukunqula rite upon return is 
less elaborate than on departure. There is no washing with 
ubulawu, since the dangers of the workplace are now behind 
one rather than in the immediate future. It is simply an 
announcement to the shades, and an acknowledgement of the 
role they have played in ensur ing a safe return. Junod 
records an interestingly similar rite among the Thonga (1927, 
397-98). 
This initial part of the rites of return i s, like most 
of the actions associated with departure (where the emphasis 
is on protection), an intimate, private affair. Other 
aspects of the rites of return are more public. Having 
invoked the shades, the Gcaleka returnee then picks up his 
luggage, enters the great hut and greets those who are 
present. It is not long before people gather at the 
homestead to bid him welcome . Once nearby kin and neighbours 
have arrived the second phase of the rites of return starts 
in earnest. This consists of the formal presentation by the 
returnee of bottles of brandy or other liquor to specific 
individuals and groups, short speeches of welcome and thanks, 
and gifts of other articles to kin and friends. Thirty or 
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more adults may be present on such occasions and the ensuing 
festivities may last for up to three days, depending largely 
on the amount of liquor available, the status of the returned 
migrant and interruptions such as beer drinks, rituals or 
meetings that have to be attended. 
The presentation of the liquor is a formal process, very 
similar to the distribution of beer at beer drinks, and each 
bottle usually has a name. The number of bottles, the order 
in which tnel1 are presented and their names vary from 
individual to individual, though there is a general, fairly 
standardized pattern upon which minor variations are imposed. 
Once the visitors have been gathered in the hut for a short 
while and the initial conversation, inquiry and greetings 
concluded, the newly returned migrant is asked by one of the 
senior men present for "the thing that he has been eating on 
the journey" (ihambidlane). This bottle may be presented 
before many people have arrived, and certainly before 
ensur ing the presence of all who ought to be there for 
subsequent bottles. A man with his own homestead presents 
ihambidlane to his usipatheleni (caretaker) who, as we have 
seen, is often a brother or other close agnate. Boys and men 
without their own homesteads give ihambidlane to their father 
or his representative. It will not be given unless the 
rightful receiver or a man who can act in his place is 
present, but neighbours and other kin need not be called to 
partake of this bottle. 
After ihambidlane has been consumed, using a tot measure 
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(itoti) from which each person drinks in turn, one or more 
bottles are presented to the lineage or clan and the men and 
women of the isithebe. This may take place immediately after 
i hambidlane, or on the following day, if the returnee arrived 
at night. These bottles are called uswazi (literally, "a 
switch"), "bottles for the amawethu" (the lineage) or 
"bottles for the Tshawe", 'Cira , or whatever the clan name. 
The Tshezi refer to this presentation as umphako 
(provision for a journey) and some informants speak of it as 
the bottles for the "fathers" and the "mothers". 
There is a clear distinction between the ihambidlane, 
and bottles that may be added to it on the one hand, and the 
amalungelo (rights) liquor on the other. Uswazi is part of 
the amalungelo it is something that must rightfully be 
provided and to which certain people have a rightful claim. 
People often say "We are going to (so and SO's) to ask for 
our amalungelo". This distinction receives emphasis when the 
ihambidlane is consumed on the evening of arrival and the 
returnee tells the people to return in the morning for their 
lOr ights", and to call others to be present also. At other 
times returnees leave their luggage at the trading store or 
in town and bring only the ihambidlane and other preliminary 
bottles when they first arrive. The amalungelo are then 
distributed only once the luggage has been fetched. 
It is clear that uswazi is meant for both the lineage 
and for neighbours, but there is considerable variation among 
informants as to their relative importance, and in the 
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definition of neighbours in this regard. In some cases the 
entire isithebe is seen as the more important unit but it 
should be remembered that there is a high degree of 
correspondence between lineage and isithebe. In others, the 
lineage and/or clan is -emphasized but neighbours must be 
called too. Generally speaking, however, all the local 
members of the lineage and many or all of the senior men of 
the isithebe might be called to be present when uswazi is 
presented. Other men with whom one has a particularly close 
relationship and with whom uswazi is shared on a reciprocal 
basis are also called. 
Failure to ensure that all these people have been called 
or their absence accounted for may lead to strained 
relationships. We were present on one occasion when a 
lineage head, whose son had returned from work, decreed that 
the uswazi should be opened despite the absence of his (the 
head's) younger brother. The latter arrived shortly 
afterwards and the bottle was nearly empty. An extremely 
heated and protracted argument followed, the younger accusing 
the elder of a grave breach of custom in allowing the uswazi 
to be consumed before all who had a right to it were present. 
Failure to produce uswazi is punished by not allowing the 
offender to partake of the uswazi brought by other members of 
the lineage or isithebe. 
After ihambidlane the returnee may give out one or more 
bottles of ivanya (literally "the second straining of beer"), 
or ivanya may be produced after the uswazi. Often, the father 
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is presented with a bottle as a gift and the mother also. In 
the absence of a bottle specifically designated as uswazi the 
father's bottle fulfills the same function, because a 
presentation to one's father is at the same time a gift to 
all the "fathers" senior lineage and isithebe members. 
Other men and groups are also sometimes given a bottle in 
recognition of ties of kinship or friendship . A number of 
informants stated that uswazi should consist of two bottles -
one for men and one for women, and the presentation of a 
bottle to one's father (and by extension to lineage, clan and 
isithebe) and a bottle to one's mother (and by extension to 
isithebe women), even when such bottles are not named, 
clearly involves the same principle as the uswazi described 
above. 
There is little relationship between the individual or 
group honoured with a bottle and the amount of liquor 
consumed by the receivers. It is the prestation itself that 
matters, and all bottles are shared out more or less equally 
among those present. All senior men and women (the latter in 
practice if not in "law") have a right to a share from each 
bottle that is opened and the less senior receive a share by 
courtesy of their elders. Each bottle is placed on the floor 
of the hut in front of the individual or senior 
representative of the group to which it is given and returns 
to this spot once it is nearly empty so that the elders 
should be given the iqwele (the last portion) to dispose of 
as they see fi t. 
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On these homecoming occasions the proceedings take place 
in the great hut, where the shades are thought to be always 
present. The first few drops from the first bottle to be 
opened are not consumed but gently poured onto the hearth. 
This is done "because we should not be the first to dr ink. 
There are others above us [phezulu] who must drink before we 
do." Another informant, asked to explain this custom 
immediately after he had actually done it, replied : "This 
thing, it is camagusha [propitiation or appeasement], so that 
everything that is done in this homestead will be 
successful. " I t was explained to us that this small offer ing 
serves to bring to the attention of the shades that their 
descendant is back and to ensure their presence as part of 
the group that has gathered to welcome him. Vilakazi records 
a similar custom among the Zulu. Brandy is purchased with 
some of the cash earned at work and part of it "spilled on 
the floor as an offering to the ancestral spirits" (1962, 
115) • 
The pattern of prestations outlined above is a general 
one, with individual variations depending on factors such as 
the number of bottles available, the social circumstances of 
the migrant, his position within the lineage and his 
relationship with non-agnatic kin and unrelated people. 16 
Great importance is attached to this complex of liquor 
prestations, which appears to have evolved over the past 50 
or 60 years and is probably still in the process of 
formalization. Elderly men in 1976/ 77 said that when they 
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were young liquor prestations were not made upon their return 
from work. A man who does not follow this custom to-day, 
however, might be regarded as "not a proper person", and is 
subject to a degree of social ostracism. The bottles of 
brandy symbolize the individual's dependence on kin and 
neighbours and involvement in a community. Among other 
things they indicate his ubuntu, and show that he has not 
forgotten those whom he had left behind. 
The presentation of uswazi sometimes takes a different 
form. Instead of brandy given out on the first day at home, 
the returnee waits for an imbara beer drink to occur, at 
wh ich he buys a number of beakers of beer for the people 
present. Informants state that this is a relatively common 
form of uswazi, but only one such case was encountered during 
fieldwork. This occurred in August 1977, at an imbara held 
at Cibi, where a man of the Ngqosini clan who is from Velelo 
but who lives at Cibi with his mother's brother's son (a 
Ntlane) bought and presented beer as uswazi to Cibi isithebe. 
The injoli announced to the gathering that this beer had been 
bought for Cibi and that the returnee, who had long been 
going to and fro as an oscillating migrant without producing 
uswazi on . 17 hlS return, had taken the opportunity on this day 
to do so. Four beakers of beer were given to Cibi men, and 
four to C ibi women (at a total cost of R3, 20) . One of the 
C ibi elder s stood up to say a few words to the returnee 
(Helile, son of Bleki) and spoke as follows 
Listen! amaGcaleka! Bleki, a person has two homes -
that of his people [amawabo i.e. his agnatic homel 
and that of his mother. He has no other. I want 
to say that what you are doing here [giving out 
beer], you are doing because you have suffered 
bodily [having been to workl. You have been 
inspired by the old men [ancestors] who care for 
you - those of the Ngqosini clan and those of your 
mothers. Now, while they are not present, they are 
celebrating because of what you are doing here 
among us. We too are celebrating because of your 
goodwill. I would like to say that God should 
accompany those old men of yours. This thing that 
you have done indicates a homestead. You need to 
go out into the world and to return having done 
some thing for Blek i I S homestead, and for this one 
of your mother's. It is customary that a person 
cares for his mother's homestead. He builds it! 
He builds it! And he will then be well received by 
those of his mother's homestead. There is no 
stinginess towards you here, Ngqosini, we want you 
to feel free. You are not restricted here, though 
youhave come from Blecki's at Velelo, at Gxawu, to 
your mother's home here at J ingqi. I stop there, 
I, descendant of Tela. 1a 
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These prestations of 1 iquor and to a lesser extent of 
other items (foodstuffs, clothes) are obligatory. Even if a 
man has had an unsuccessful trip in that he has lost his job 
or failed to earn much money, he ought to bring at least one 
bottle. Informants say that the number of bottles depends on 
the state of one's purse. A large number will indicate to 
those a t home that he has worked well and returned wi th a 
fair sum of money. On these occasions it is often said: "You 
have wo rk ed, son of (so and so) as long as you have brough t us 
these bottles." The liquor demonstrates his success. "It 
does not help to bring so many bottles and then you don't buy 
cattle. people will laugh at you." 
Among the Zulu the importance attached to the money 
ear ned at work is subject to a more explicit symbolism. 
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Vilakazi records that money earned should be taken home "to 
be 'licked by the ancestors' and thus to receive a blessing 
before being used". This will ensure that the money is not 
wasted (1962; 115). A young man's first earnings are 
specially dedicated to the shades. He hands the money to his 
parents, by whom it is "consecrated " by them "asking the 
ancestral spirits to bless them [the earnings), to bless the 
boy, and to give him luck with it" (loc cit). 
There is a tendency for young red Gcaleka men to br ing 
more bottles than older, more senior men. Informants 
explained this by pointing to the responsibilities and 
expense of maintaining a wife and family, saying that younger 
unmarried men could afford to bring more liquor. It was 
acknowledged though that younger men brought more liquor even 
when they were married and had children. It may be added 
that even if unmarried, young men (and boys) are supposed to 
(and to a large extent do in practice) hand over the bulk of 
their savings to their fathers. They are regarded as being 
responsible for the homestead's maintenance, particularly if 
the father is a non-migrant. 
It is suggested that there is another reason why younger 
men bring many bottles. Young men, unlike their elders, have 
yet to establish themselves in the community. The statuses 
of older men, their personal networks and their standing in 
the community have been established and are well known. 
Younger men have to actively maintain and strengthen existing 
relationships, forge new links , and demonstrate that they are 
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responsible members of the community. They have yet to prove 
themselves within the kin group and isithebe, and to show 
that their seniority, once attained, has been well deserved. 
This hypothesis is strengthened by the fact that boys -
uncircumcised and not part of the adult world - do not bring 
many bottles when they return from work and are not expected 
to do so. Important too is the absence of a bottle brought 
by young men for their peers. A young man's peers are not 
specifically called to attend when the liquor prestations are 
made unless they are clansmen and/or close neighbours. The 
explanation given by the people for the fact that young men 
do not bring a bottle for their peers is that the senior men 
do not want this to be done because they feel that there will 
be less liquor for themselves. This is an inadequate reason 
since, as we have seen, the liquor is shared amongst all who 
are present and the young men present are given the right to 
a share by their seniors. 
More important is the notion that it is the older men 
who must be honoured. "He must give sweets to the old men -
he is according them respect". It is the young man's elders 
who will eventually grant him seniority and who must be 
recognised. At the same time, the young man demonstrates his 
ability to go out and work and his economic independence as 
well as importance, by returning with many bottles. The fact 
that he is required by the elders to present these bottles to 
them serves, perhaps, to symbolically state the continuing 
dependence of junior on senior - to remove the threat to the 
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elders that is implied in the juniors' economic independence. 
While boys too bring a bottle or bottles for their 
"fathers", it is not compulsory tha t they should produce 
uswaz i and it is accepted if a boy, retur n s with only one 
bot tle of ihambidlane, "because he is a boy" . But boys have 
to provide uswazi for their local age- mates, (£t . Wilson, et 
~l , 1952; 161) though this uswazi does not cons i st of brandy. 
Often it is a sum of money (R2 or R3) with which the group 
will buy a few beakers of Jabulani or maize beer . When a 
number of boys return from work at the same time their uswazi 
money may be combined and used to buy rna ize, from which the 
girls brew beer for them, under the supervision of the women 
of the homestead at which the beer drink is to be held. Men 
who attend the beer drink are allotted a portion of the beer, 
and drink it in a different hut from the one where the boys 
are gathered . 
Apart from the amalungelo (rights) bottles brought by 
the migrant and the occasional brewing of beer (see below), 
gi fts are brough t for a wide va riety of people - k in and 
friends. A man's usipatheleni is invariably presented with a 
fairly substantial gift - a pair of trousers, an overall, 
jacket or blanket. Often, a small cash gift is added. Boys 
and young men bring similar articles for their fathers. Gifts 
are also brought for people who have performed specific 
services for the migrant worker during his absence. If such 
gifts consist of liquor, the prestation may be made along 
with the other bottles given out in the "homecoming" rite. 
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Of the bottles distributed by Masilingane (a young married 
man), for example, one went to his classificatory umalume 
(mother's brother) at Ngingqi in whose care he had left his 
cattle while at work. Basic foodstuffs a r e provided for the 
homestead and clothes are often given to immediate kin. More 
distant kin, usually female, come to ask for and are given 
tinned food and other small gifts. Here again gift giving 
symbolizes the fact that the migrant has worked for the 
community and still accepts the moral authority of the rural 
home. It was found that if a migrant has run out of gifts 
bought at work he will give from his own stock of possessions 
when asked for something. 
Sometimes a newly returned migrant decides to brew beer 
to mark his homecoming. The ensuing beer drink, also known 
as ntwana nje, must be distinguished from the umsindleko beer 
drink held by migrants and which is fully discussed below. 
This ntwana nje is very simi l ar in meaning and function to 
the complex of liquor prestations deal t with above. It 
celebrates the migrant's safe r eturn and his return to the 
community in itself and involves the community in welcoming 
him back through common participation in the beer. The 
presentation of bottles of brandy may co-inc ide with this and 
i f it does not the recognition of people and groups and the 
r espec t accorded them is expressed i n t he distribution of 
bee r and gifts of beakers of beer handed out by the host. It 
i s not necessary t o give a ful l descript i on of this type of 
beer drink here, since it follow s the gener al pattern of 
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Gcaleka beer drinks discussed previously, but the comment of 
one informant in this regard is interesting. Indicating the 
imithombo (sprouted maize) being prepared on t he floor of the 
hut in which we were conversing soon af t er h i s arrival, he 
said: 
When I corne home I repor t to the ancestor s wi th a 
beaker of beer. This is isingulo beer [Le. beer 
for invocation] since I have worked well and 
there has been nothing bad . One may invoke by 
speaking or one may invoke by brewing beer. When I 
call people and they come to this homestead I tell 
them that this beer is for invocation because I 
have come back from service. People must come here 
and say a few words. 
This variety of ntwana nje is not uncommon and is 
practiced more regularly than ntwana nje prior to departure, 
usually by more senior men, who do not give out more than two 
or three bottles of brandy in the "homecoming" rite. 
Approximately one out of every five men who returned while 
we were in Folokwe held ntwana nje in association with their 
return or expressed the intention of doing so . It must be 
pointed out though that the greatest influx of returning 
migrants is in December, the festive mont h (even among red 
Xhosa), when much brewing takes place anyway to celebrate 
ikrisimisi and ntwana nje then co-incides with the Christmas 
brew that would probably occur whether the homestead head was 
a migrant worker or not. 
Liquor gifts made by newly returned migrant labourers 
are made also outside of the homecoming rite and outside of 
the immediate geographical and social unit . These may be in 
return for specific services or in recognition of ties of 
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kinship or friendship.19 Such prestations tend to take a fairly 
formal air, and usually occur during the migrant's first few 
weeks at home in the course of his visits to friends and kin 
in neighbouring areas, an activity that occupies much of the 
returned migrant's time. It is clearly morally obligatory to 
visit distant lineage members and other kin . Although men say 
that "nothing bad" would happen if one failed to visit these 
people, they indicate that this is something that must be 
done. "You are afraid when you meet them on the road, they 
will ask why you have not been to see them" . "If you ignore 
these people i t is a sig n that you r brai ns a r e not yet at 
home . You have not come back peacefully and you cannot get 
blessings from the ancestors". 
It is through a series of visits and contacts that the 
returnee demonstrates his goodwill and becomes an accepted 
part of the community once again. This process is 
com plemented by participation in everyday affairs, attendance 
at beer drinks and rituals, and so on. 
For example, visits to distant ar eas only made by 
Tsotsi, a young unmarried man, during his first few weeks at 
home, were to his father's sister at Velelo, his mother at 
Mahasana, his mother's sister, also at Mahasana and another 
mother's sister at Ncizele (Jujura location, see Figure 2). 
Some of the visits and visitors to and from distant places 
concerning Ndlebezenja over a period of about three weeks, 
we re as follows: 
A few days after the initial homecoming and 
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presentation of amalungelo he travelled to Kentani 
district to visit his lineage members and friends 
ther e. 
Visited by two men who had bought cattle and lamos 
for him while he 20was away at work . Brandy was 
presented to them. 
Left for Elliotdale district the following day to 
visit his mother's brother and other members of the 
Bamba clan (his mother's clan) and to place a 
pebble on his mother's grave (we were unable to 
determine the significance of this, beyond that it 
is regarded as a way of greeting the shade of a 
deceased) • 
The wi fe of a son of another mother's brother and 
her daughter came to see him. She asked for a 
skipper (t-shirt) and was given one. They too were 
presented with a bottle of brandy. 
His father's sister's daughter came from Jotelo and 
a brother of his wife arrived on the same day. A 
sheep was slaughtered for these two visitors. 
He visited a friend at Beecham Woods and presented 
him with a bottle and a half. 
Although this case is somewhat atypical, because 
Ndlebezenja is a man of high status with many links in other 
areas due to his reputation as a great dancer and because of 
hi s amatshawuza membership,21 it illustrates the 
reincorporation of migrants into the community at the level 
of individual relationships. Involvement in local and kinship 
affairs, contact with kin and friends in distant places and 
the distribution of gifts inside and outside the local 
community facilitate this. 
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The Umsindleko Beer Drink 
Umsindleko (a provision) is the name given to a large 
beer drink sometimes held for returned labour migrants. It 
conforms to the general pattern and characteristics of 
Gcaleka beer drinks outlined earlier, though it has its own 
specific features and aims. Like umpakho, umsindleko is 
spoken of as being done by the wife 01 mother, or by the 
father, and nO,t by the returned migrant himself, though if he 
is a senior man he may well be the initiator. The holding of 
an umsindleko expresses a variety of things - the return and 
reincorporation of a labour migrant, gratitude for his good 
health and for having overcome the difficulties and dangers 
of going out to work, and, sometimes, the financial success 
of the venture. He is seen to have been blessed and 
protected by the shades and asks that this should continue to 
be so in the future. The role of the community in this is 
acknowledged. Communication with the shades occurs by means 
of the community and he is introduced to the people of his 
area as a man who has returned from work and in so doing has 
contr ibuted mater ially to the "building up" of the homestead. 
On the one hand umsindleko serves, among other things, 
to demonstrate and give thanks for the success of the trip to 
work and to set up the successful migrant as an example to be 
followed by others. But it is also sometimes associated with 
the opposite, with a failure to work well and to earn much 
money. I n another context and in modi f ied form, umsindleko 
may be prescribed as a step to counter specific misfortunes 
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that occured at work (e.g. loss of money) and to prevent 
misfortune. Whatever the case, however, the same principles 
and beliefs are involved. Although somewhat contradictory at 
first glance, the different types of or occasions for 
umsind1eko are but variations of one theme . 
The umsindleko beer drink is of relatively recent 
origin. In Xhosa society, the traditionally appropriate way 
of honouring a guest or special friend is by means of a 
killing (j ust as the shades are honoured and worshipped by 
means of ritual killings) . Alternatively, beer may be brewed 
or a bottle of brandy presented . The slaughter of a goat or 
sheep in honour 0 f a gues tis known as umhl inzeko, from 
ukuh1 inza, to flay, sk in or slaugh ter. wi th the institution 
of labour migration it became customary to honour the 
returned migrant with a killing . "When you return from work 
there must be a smell of meat . It must be clear to everybody 
that you have corne back". This occur red also among the Pondo, 
where it was referred to as ukubu1ela to thank (the 
shades), the Xhosa of Keiskammahoek, "when people have been 
delivered from some danger ••• " such as safe return from work 
(Wilson, et a1, 1952; 197 ), and among the Bhaca as urnbuliso 
("a greeting"), also a thanksgiving for a safe return from 
work. This killing was also associated with safe return from 
war (Hunter, 1936; 251), from gaol (Wilson, 1978; 155) or 
from a journey (Hammond-Tooke, 1962;240) . Among the Gcaleka 
this practice still exists to a very limited extent, but has 
been largely replaced with the beer drink called urnsindleko, 
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at which no killing takes place. The two terms - umhlinzeko 
and umsindleko are used interchangeably, and by folk 
etymologizing either term may be used to refer to both a beer 
drink and a killing. This has probably been facilitated by 
the purer meaning of umsindleko - food prepared to await the 
arrival of one who is journeying home (Kropf, 19151 391). 
Opinions vary on whether umhlinzeko was a ritual killing 
in the prescribed sense or "merely meat" (inyama nje) to 
celebrate the migrant's return. It is possible that 
var iations took place among different homesteads and 
lineages, but the fact that a sheep sufficed as well as a 
goat indicates that umhlinzeko was not always directed 
primarily at the shades, because sheep do not cry out when 
stabbed and are not used for ritual killings. Whatever the 
case, the returnee was the first to eat of the meat, the 
isiphika being used for this ritual tasting.22 This elemen.t 
reoccurs in the umsindleko beer drink where the returnee 
ritually tastes the beer on the night before the beer drink, 
before anyone else partakes of it. But whatever the form of 
the killing the shades were to some extent involved. This is 
clear from the statements of informants - that the killing 
was in thanksgiving for safe return and success at work, and 
by analogy with umhlinzeko for a guest or visitor, in terms 
of the association between visitors, "building the home", and 
the ancestors. Slaughtering for a returned migrant is a rare 
event nowadays and the beer drink is the norm. 
By no means every returned migrant worker has umsindleko 
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done for him. For many informants, one of the consciously 
prescribed conditions is that his trip to town should have 
been successful. Success is gauged by his safe return, not 
having exper ienced any misfor tunes at work and, most 
importantly, by what he has to show for his efforts . On the 
other hand not everybody who has returned with a large sum of 
money or who has purchased cattle with his earnings will have 
umsindleko. Circumstances at home are important and other 
needs may preclude the brewing of such a large quantity of 
beer, for example, if the harvest has been poor and maize 
must be bought, or if capital equipment such as a plough is 
required. During our time in the field only five such beer 
drinks were held in Folokhwe, all of which were attended. 
Generally however, it is said that if a migrant has "worked 
well" - i. e. earned a good amount and spent his money wisely, 
his wife or mother ought to do umsindleko for him. One 
father explained it thus: 
If my son has been to work, has been obedient and 
loyal to me and has worked well in that he has sent 
money horne and asked me to buy cattle for him, and 
if he has brought money home when he returned, I 
will instruct his mother to br ew beer for him. 
People will come to partake of t he beer. It will 
be explained to them that this beer has been brewed 
because my son has been to work, has worked 
satisfactorily and has done great things. It will 
not be said openly that he bought cattle •. 23 At the 
beer drink the ancestors will be called upon and 
addressed .• , If there are people here drinking 
beer, then the ancestors will also be doing so. 
It is not possible to link umsindleko with any 
particular stage of life or point in the development of the 
homestead or family. Informants say that a man does 
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umsindleko for his son or fo r himself "when he feels in his 
hear t tha tit should be done" . Some labour migrants have 
never had it, others (aged sixty years or so) four or five 
times during their lives. Of the five that took place during 
fieldwork, one was for a boy, one for a young man (about 
twenty-eight years), two for prominent, senior men who had 
"worked well", and one for a less prominent man whose 
previous few workspells had not been too successful. The 
emphasis differs in all of these, as we shall see. Some men 
have umsindleko for the first time when they are already 
married, yet there are boys and unmarried men who have had it 
done for them two or three times. I n some case sit seems 
that it is held at the conclusion of a period of intensive 
oscillation, after a man has been out to work four or five 
times in close succession, has achieved an immediate goal, 
and is preparing for a fairly long stay at home . Ndlebezenja, 
for example, whose umsindleko shall be discussed below, had 
only had umsindleko once before about twelve year s 
previously, after which he stayed at home for a long time 
before going out to work again. 
Ndabanduna's Umsindleko 
Ndabanduna, who lives in Cibi, is a senior man and a 
very important member of the Ntshilibe lineage - the people 
of PonL According to him the umsindleko was initiated by 
his wife, "because my mother is dead " , who made the 
suggestion to Jija (his father's brother's son) . Jija agreed 
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and assisted with the organization . 
After the distribution of the preliminary beakers 
non-Folokhwe men were asked to leave the hut and Jija 
formally pointed out the positions allocated to Folokhwe 
izithebe. More beer was issued to those inside and after 
some discussion as to why the others had been sent out the 
formal speeches began. The first speaker was Jija, to 
explain the purpose of the beer drink, and he was followed by 
a number of others. 
This is what it is all about, people of my home! 
Here is the beer which the woman of t his homestead 
has decided to provide for her husband I She said to 
me, "Brother, I am going to brew some beer here at 
home for my husband's umsindleko." Master s I This 
is the same beer which you see here in this 
homestead. The woman of this homestead has 
provided for her husband. On all the other 
occasions [that he returned from work] she had 
nothing to complain about, it is she who has been 
lazy [in not brewing for him]. This time she 
dec ided to do something . This is his umsindleko. 
There in that cask is the man [beer for men]. In 
that pot is the woman, it is five beakers. I have 
stopped [talking]. 
Honono (Ntshilibe, Ndabanduna's brother ' s son in the right 
hand house). 
It is according to the law that when a dog goes out 
to hunt - not a person, a dog - the fi r st thing to 
be done is to cook for it here at home. Then it is 
sent into the forest. Again, when it returns from 
hunting, a pot is put on the fire and food is 
cooked for it. When this man went to wor k , when he 
took his contract and left, he had loaves of bread 
which he took with him. Today he is back. His 
wife is saying: "I have a small thing which I 
prepared for him. On all the other occasions I 
made only bread. This time I have made the bread 
of the men of this home I" We amaNtshilibe are 
grateful for her change of heart. She thought 
cor rectly, this woman. A person ' s blood is 
appeased [iyangxengxezwa] because he has been to 
work, having been working with his hands. If he is 
not appeased the body becomes flabby, because there 
is a part that has not been appeased. There is a 
dog called ingesi, 24 it is said that when it is 
hesitant, when its stomach is not hard [when 
hungry], it chases and gets to its prey but does 
not bring it down. I stop there my chiefs. 
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Modi (A Ntshilibe of another lineage) stood up to thank 
Honono for these words, and asked why this umsindleko was 
being held. He maintained that umsindleko is done when a man 
has worked well, but that they had not been told what the 
resul ts (in money or cattle) of Ndabanduna' s spell at work 
were. Another speaker supported Modi, saying: 
Here is a word Basmiti.[Modi] 1 ~I am going to stick 
to the words you have been speaking . Botliva 
[Ndabanduna]1 Regarding those words spoken by Modi 
about the beer brewed by you. It is you who has 
brewed · this beer even though it is spoken of as 
being done by your wife. I want to say this to 
you. Your wife is asking what you have come back 
with since she baked bread for you when you went up 
[to work]. She says she is still cooking today as 
she cooked for you when you went on your contract. 
You have returned. The amaNtshilibe [ancestors] 
have supported you and brought you back here. You 
then realized that you should brew this beer. The 
fact that your wife is cooking for you indicates 
the kind of bread you have brought with you. I 
support the word said by that man with many 
blankets [Modi]. A person who has returned with 
nothing is not provided for. A dog will not chew 
bones unless something has been slaughtered. 
As indicated in these three speeches, the role of the 
wife (or mother) is often stressed at umsindleko beer drinks. 
The beer is a provision by her - she brews "food for the men 
of the home" on her husband's (son's) return, as she earlier 
provided "food of the home" (umphako) on the migrant's 
departure. Her umsindleko is to welcome him home, to thank 
and praise him, and to ensure that he should continue to work 
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well and return home (and not abscond) in the future . The 
success of the migrant ' s efforts depends also on her. 
Without umphako he may fail to achieve his aim and if there 
is no recognition afterwards he may become discouraged. 
The latter point was made explicit later by Jija, who in 
another speech said: 
This beaker which we see, chiefs, this cask which 
we see is to plead with [ukubongoza] that man, so 
that he should go to work again in the same manner 
as he has done. He should not waste money and 
dr ink liquor out there at the place of the white 
man. 
The analogy of the hunting dog also illustrates this and 
"says" furthermore that the migran~ relies on others for good 
fortune at work. The dog must be fed by its owner in order 
to hunt well. If it fails to catch its prey it is brought 
home and slaughtered for, so that it will succeed the next 
day. An informant elaborated on this analogy after the beer 
dr ink, say ing that in slaughter ing for the dog an intambo 
necklace was made for it (see P.123), so that it should hunt 
well. The migrant worker too was being symbolically provided 
with an intambo, "so that he should be humble and know that 
next time he goes to work he should do likewise [work well]" 
By analogy with the making of an intambo, the migrant worker 
depends on the shades for a successful workspell. Other 
elements in the above speeches make this explicit. 
Umsindleko is "bread of the men of the home", it is brewed 
because "you have returned. The amaNtshilibe have supported 
you and brough t you home". 
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Modi' 5 query, supported by another speaker, regarding 
the results of the workspell, is a rhetorical one which was 
asked also at other umsindleko beer dr inks and to which no 
reply is given or expected. A man does not tel l the assembly 
how much money he has brough thorne. The question serves 
however, within the umsindleko context, as a statement 
emphasizing that the beer has been brewed to mark and to 
reinforce the ideal of a financially successful workspell. 
At the next umsindleko held in Folokhwe Modi spoke 
immediately after another speaker who had asked the same 
question but he did not refer to the matter at all, saying 
that the success of the workspell was evident enough from the 
fact that a lot of beer had been brewed. 
Another speaker at this beer brink pointed to the link 
between migrant labour, building the homestead and the 
shades. This was Dwetya, an old man of the Bamba clan, who 
said: 
Here is something Dombothi [Ndabanduna]! Modi has 
finished speaking You have r eturned from 
service, from the business of serving Poni's 
homestead. And with me , I was building Tela's 
homestead. It has been like that since I was born 
Child of my grandmother! Dombothil I say 
engrave these words in your mind. It is fine 
Dombothi, when they say this wife of yours is 
cook ing for you. I wish you good health always. 
Go back again to work for Poni's homestead . I say 
so, I, Mbambushe. I am going to speak the truth. 
She should cook [brew] for you again while you are 
back. We are happy because of your return . Even 
if you do not return with anything, you yourself in 
person are all right ••• 
Poni and Tela are the dead fathers of Ndabanduna and 
Dwetya respectively. Neither of the latter live in the 
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homesteads or on the same sites occupied by their fathers, 
but they are nevertheless seen to be working for their 
fathers as well as for themse l ves in building their 
homesteads. 
The sentiments expressed in Dwetya's last two sentences 
were re-iterated by a later speaker , who said : "We say that 
it should always be so, that Ntshilibe should come back. He 
should return home even if he has nothing " . While the 
importance of returning home with money is acknowledged, this 
is balanced by pointing out that return in itself is a moral 
good and that a migrant should return home even i f he has no 
money. He should not abscond because others depend on him 
and he may be more successful next time he goes to work . 
Ndabanduna himself spoke after Dwetya. 
I am going to refer to Basmiti. I say, Basmiti, 
when I left for Pretoria, apart from the time when 
the two of us went together, I travelled with the 
son of "what' s-his-name" from Ngoloza. He said 
that there was work over at Spilimayini)6 There he 
took us to a gate at which people were forbidden to 
enter, [we were] with th i s son of Mjelo. We were 
bitten by dogs. Have you ever seen a person 
reduced to rags by dogs? Have you ever seen that?! 
Now then men, I will stop talking. This is not the 
time for talking . The one in charge of this 
occasion is Jija. But do you remember now Basmiti? 
There was fighting there . I had just started 
working when a white man said, "come here you, you 
wi 11 be a cook". There was f igh t ing there and it 
was said that I was responsible. Hence I went to 
Mpuncu 's place, took a black castr ated goat, and 
slaughtered it here. I was invoking because of my 
escape from danger . I did not slaughter it for own 
use, I was invok ing because I was safe. I t was I 
who was known, and it was said that I was 
responsible. I myself said: "Kwenu/7 God makes an 
effort when he has done something like this". I 
associate myself with Basmiti's word. On my return 
I went to buy a goat at Mfunquli' s and slaughtered 
it here. I was propitiating [camagusha] because I 
had escaped .•. I arrived here at home, a ragged 
person without even a pair of trousers. In order 
to come back I had to use Malathi' s money. I 
arrived and paid him here at home . Chiefs! I am 
thankful. I hand over to the ibandla to speak. 
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Although this speech appears somewhat incoherent because 
Ndabanduna changes the subject so frequently and leaves much 
unexplained, it provides a picture of a violent, uncertain 
and unfr iendly work place, where one is "bitten by dogs", 
arbitrarily ordered about by whites and falsely accused. He 
is referring to a past work spell which, due to the 
circumstances he outlines, resulted in him returning home 
penniless. He says that he felt it necessary to propitiate 
and thank the shades (by slaughering a goat) for ensuring 
that he had returned safely from the dangers of the work 
place. Perhaps the implication is also that his more recent 
success at work was due to the fact that he had done this. 
Because he is referr ing to Modi's query as to why this 
umsindleko was being held. His reply, in effect, is that it 
is held to ensure a trouble free workspell and to give thanks 
for having been able to return safely. 
At this stage someone complained about the fact that 
non-Folokhwe men were still outside and suggested that they 
be called in. This was done and each ward was told where to 
sit. Six other wards were represented, though the more 
distant ones by only one or two men. Jija explained the 
purpose of the beer drink to the visiting wards, and these in 
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turn expressed their thanks to the amaNtshilibe for this 
explanation and added a few words of praise and encouragement 
to Ndabanduna and his wife. 
Ndlebezenja's Umsindleko 
This umsindleko started at midday due to the fact that 
there were other smaller beer drinks in prog r ess in the 
morning. Ndlebezenja is a man of high status and between 200 
and 250 people attended the beer drink , for which six barrels 
of beer had been prepared. Because of the large crowd the 
proceedings took place outside in the inkundla (courtyard). 
By mid-afternoon the preliminary and iminono beakers(see ~105) 
were empty and the speeches began . 
Ndlebezenja announced that the explanation would be 
given by his younger brother, Nqakama, "the person who I left 
behind to look after this home" . 
Nqakama: 
This is what it is about, people of Folokhwe and 
everybody who is present. It concerns my elder 
brother and I: We who are next to each other in 
order of birth. He often spends much time at work 
while I remain behind. This is the second time 
that he repeatedly goes up to work. During his 
absence it became clear that I should do something 
about brewing umhlinzeko for him . I am brewing in 
order to honour [bongoza] him, because he often 
goes out to work. He comes back nicely without 
having been troubled by anything, and without being 
shor t of anything. There is something painful in 
returning with a lack [of money]. You are brewed 
for without knowing how this is possible, because 
you had no means. We are gathered here for my 
elder brother's occasion ••• He is not sick and 
there is nothing amiss - it is being held because 
he persistently comes back so nicely . We realized 
then that we should cook something for him ••• 
Ndlebezenja: 
Yes, chiefs, this fellow is quite right. I can 
confirm this, that is, that it was realized that a 
small plan [icetywana] should be made. So that I 
should be washed with medicine of the home by my 
people, the amaCira, in order that I will return in 
good health in future, because I will be leaving 
again soon. This will enable me to find what I am 
searching for. I will find it if I am encouraged 
[khalitshiswa]. I am being encouraged today, and I 
will find it when I go up to work. 
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Here again it is clear that umsindleko is brewed in order to 
give thanks for successful and trouble free labour migration, 
and that the worker is being prepared for future workspells. 
Ndlebezenja is being symbolically washed with medicine of the 
home, by means of the amaCira, his "people", so that he will 
be encouraged and "made bold" in order to continue to work 
well, so that he will "find something" (Le. earn money) at 
work. The migrant is honoured, flattered or entreated 
(ukubongoza) and is given confidence, energy and courage 
(ukukhalitshisa), by means of the beer drink. 
The next speaker, Njembeyiya of the Qwathi clan from 
Jotelo, a man widely renowned as a forceful and amusing 
orator until his death in 1978, asked the rhetorical question 
posed by Modi at Ndabanduna I s umsindleko, and urged 
Ndlebezenja to make explicit what he meant by a "plan". 28 
Now then Mangono [Ndlebezenja], although the people 
of the location have not yet stood up to speak, 
there is something disgraceful with you. I am 
referring to you calling something a "plan". This 
confuses the people of your location. Mangono, you 
worked well yet you are still nervous. You spent a 
long time here without going to work, but you then 
worked for yourself until you had two wives. Do 
not be timid, Mangono, this is something you must 
avoid when you speak. Your courage should be 
evident, as when you fought as a boy and danced as 
a young man. You will be teaching people who are 
dissatisfied. I do not want umhlinzeko to be held 
for one who goes to work and returns with a guitar 
and a concertina, arr i ving home with nothing to 
show for his efforts. Why does he not buy maize? 
He does not buy anything to indicate [that he has] 
a home. Do not say that your work is a plan, this 
will confuse the people you live with. In brewing 
for you your younger brother has in mi nd that you 
have found something that resembles a kid. This 
question has never been answered before the end of 
the beer drink ••• Mangono, do not avoid the issue 
and talk about a "plan". You are having 
umsindleko. 
l.b~ 
He was followed by spokesmen for the other two Folokhwe ward 
sections (the beer drink took place in Komkhulu ward 
section). Modi, as spokesman for Cibi section, concluded by 
saying that the "plan" referred to by the previous speaker 
was evident from the amount of beer brewed, and he was 
followed by Toto. 
Toto (a Ntlane elder, spokesman for Ngingqi): 
Now then, descendant of Mangono. The way in which 
you have been thinking is brought about by the 
people you associate with. It was said: "Do this 
thing! You are being provided for wi th all this 
beer and we are thankful to those who have brewed 
it. We say that even tomorrow you should take your 
knapsack and gOl even tomorrow, come back safely. 
A bar reI of beer had been brough t out of the hut and 
Ndlebezenja and Nqakama remained standing next to it 
throughout the speeches. Nqakama (the injoli) then pointed 
out the seating positions of the izithebe and wards. After 
the d.istr ibution of the umlawulo beer a man from Ndlelibanzi 
stood up to thank Komkhulu and Thekwane (Ntlane) of Komkhulu 
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gave a reply. A speech was made by one of the visiting eira 
clansmen in asking for permission to leave, which included 
the following: 
Here is something beautiful that I have seen at 
this home. It is the brewing of beer by the 
younger brother of this man . They complement 
[agree with) each other completely . Secondly he 
saw [the result of) the work and made a plan, such 
as is made by anybody in a homestead when people 
think alike. This is it Ndzongo, I am leaving, 
with this young man of Nxele's and with Baxelo . 
You would not want me to sneak away secretly, 
having seen what has been done at this home to 
invoke on behalf of a person who has returned from 
a contract, so that even tomorrow he will become 
zealous [active, industrious) and will have 
strength, so that he will not leave [work) saying: 
"NO, I want to go home now". You have heard that 
now because it is fitting to take off your hat and 
say the appropriate words whenever a man arrives at 
an occasion like this. 
Beer distr ibution continued dur ing the afternoon and well 
into the night, and there was so much beer that it was 
decided to keep the ivanya (second straining) till the 
following morning. 
Umsindleko for a Young Man 
Umsindleko for a boy or young man is often spoken of as 
being done by the father and takes a slightly different form. 
The youth and his companions " are allocated a large share of 
the beer and drink it in a separate hut . The beer drink 
proper is attended only by senior men. After the preliminary 
beakers the youth is called into the men's hut and seated at 
the back (entla) next to the beer. The speakers then address 
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themselves to him, after which he tastes (ukuncamla) a little 
of the beer from the men's cask. It is considered important 
for fathers to brew umsindleko for their migrant sons so that 
they should continue to work well. 
I f you have a son and he has been to work twice, 
and you have not done umsindleko for him, the 
ancestors will no longer be with him. He needs to 
be praised. 
The following are some of the speeches or extracts from 
speeches made at an umsindleko for a young man, 
Mbuntshuntshu, son of Bokhwe of the Ntshilibe clan and which 
was organized by his father's elder brother ' s son, Gamalakhe. 
Gamalakhe was the first to speak to the youth, soon 
after he had been called into the men's hut. 
Now that you are all seated and listening, as I 
have already said this beer has been brewed for 
this young man of Bokhwe' s who is called 
Mbuntshuntshu. It is his umhlinzeko because he has 
returned from work. He has come back having done 
well at work, since at this home no ploughing was 
done. Ploughing was done on him, on his shoulders. 
with this beer with which we are doing umhlinzeko 
for him, we are flattering him, because we have 
ploughed on his shoulders. Even tomorrow, let him 
have strength. A person who lives at a homestead 
provides for it. Secondly, I was going to say 
this. This is not the first time that you are 
having umhlinzeko. Your father had umhlinzeko, 
[and] he did umhlinzeko for you at the time when he 
went to Showini.~ He said that when you return you 
must have umhlinzeko done for you . Truly, I have 
done this, and you had umhlinzeko. Now your mother 
has done umhl inzeko for you. Let me say that you 
should not be foolIsh at work and waste your money 
on prostitutes and coloured women, and not pay 
regard to your homestead, so that there is 
starvation here and people leave. A homestead 
never disappears when it has a man in it. This 
[beer drink] is being done in order to strengthen 
you. I stop at that point. 
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Ndabanduna (Ntshilibe, Mbuntshuntshu ' s father's brother in a 
different house): 
. .• Wi th regard to the words spoken by your older 
brother [Gamalakhe], try to associate yourself with 
them. Why? Because you cannot stand alone without 
looking to Gamalakhe. Should it happen like that 
and you discard Gamalakhe, you will marry wi th 
difficulty. [YoU will say] "My senior brother, I 
want to find a wife. I long for a woman". And 
Gamalakhe will say "I too have no cattle, they are 
finished". NO, as far as I see this will confuse 
me. "That young man", says Gamalakhe, "he says he 
desires a woman, that son of Bokhwe". Then we will 
know that so and so and so and so and so and so in 
these houses ought to do something [to provide 
bridewealth] according to the law of people who 
live together •.• This word that has been spoken by 
Gamalakhe, teach yourself to heed it, as a living 
person ••• 
A number of other speakers also referred to the need for 
the youth to look to Gamalakhe, as his dead father's 
representative, to obey him and to rely on him. One of these 
was Modi (Basmiti), also a Ntshilibe but of a different 
lineage, who pointed out that Mbuntshuntshu's ubuntu was not 
an individual achievement. 
Gamalakhe, this point you must take, Ntshilibe. A 
person ' s humanity [ubuntu] is the result of his 
brother. It is not something independent. Even if 
it is punctured, or he goes astray, one should 
rescue him. A sheep is brought into the fold even 
though it has no brains. You, Mbuntshuntshu, pay 
regard to Gamalakhe, and pay regard to Honono 
[Gamalakhe's brother]. Those are your junior 
fathers. Whatever is worrying you , do not hide it 
from them, tell them. I leave you with this. 
Never smoke this thing that is called a zol,30smoke 
a pipe Mbuntshuntshu, if you do not respect 
Gamalakhe you will not respect yourself. If you do 
not respect Honono, you will not respect yourself . 
They will discard you. If you respect them you 
will be a man and be their son. Ca r e for a person 
who has begotten you . You will be a person then. 
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The subject of ubuntu cropped up again later when 
Ndabanduna explained to a latecomer the purpose of the beer 
drink. "This ubuntu which is being eaten here , it is to do 
with the son of Bokhwe". The imp.lication of this statement is 
that the brewing of beer and its associated spell at work are 
indicative of Mbuntshuntshu's humanity. 
Great emphasis is placed on Mbuntshuntshu's dependence 
on the members of the lineage, on the respect and obedience 
due to his father's elder brother's sons, who are the senior 
members of his lineage segment. Their jural authority is 
stressed. Although they are his classificatory elder 
brothers, they are his "fathers" now that his father is dead, 
and the filial piety due to a father is due to them. This 
must be seen against the economic independence of the young 
man, who has been out to work and has been responsible for 
supporting the umzi. Implicit in this role is a degree of 
individualism and independence, and the speeches try to 
counter this threat 'by emphasizing the authority of the 
elders (particularly his classificatory elder brothers) and 
the young man's social dependence on them. 
Umsindleko for Unsuccessful Migrants 
Umsindleko may be held also for a labour migrant who has 
failed to return with much money and whose workspell has been 
a failure, but this involves the same principles as any other 
umsindleko. Whether it is as a result of having worked well 
or having worked badly, umsindleko in an invocation to the 
shade s. 
oneself". 
elements 
I t is spoken of as 
This invocation 
of request in both 
ukuzinqulela, "to 
has elements of 
cases. After a 
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invoke for 
thanks and 
successful 
contract the worker (or his wife , mother or father) thanks 
the shades through umsindleko, for his safe return, health 
and good fortune and asks that it should continue to be so . 
When the contract has been financially unsuccessful, he still 
has something to be thankful for. He has returned safely and 
has not absconded, and he is in good health. And he is 
asking not only that should this continue in future, but that 
he should be able to have something substantial to show for 
his efforts next time . 
Whether successful or not, the migrant needs to be 
"flattered", "coaxed" and "pleaded with" (ukubongoza) by the 
community and his kin. They want him to continue to go to 
work and to return as he does, in the one case to keep up the 
success, in the other to try and improve it so that he may 
have better luck with money. In both types of umsindleko the 
migrant is appealing to the shades and to the community 
through brewing beer for them, for he relies on both of them 
for the success of the beer dr ink and thus for success (or 
continued success) at work. "1 bind them both [ancestors and 
community] with one rope". 
In having umsindleko the unsuccessful migrant is being 
symbolically washed so that misfortune will be driven out and 
so that his future workspells will be fruitful, with the help 
of the shades. The successful worker, too, is washed, to 
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ensure that his good fortune will not leave him, that the 
shades will continue to bless him and that he will be 
protected against misfortune. In both, people must come "to 
speak words", which goes together with the washing, the 
appeal and the thanks and gives substance and support to 
these. It is through the words spoken by others that the 
migr ant communicates wi th the shades, that the ritual is 
effective. 
The following are some of the words spoken at 
Ntanyongo's umsindleko, which was held because he was 
persistently unsuccessful at work . 
Dlathu (Cira clan, Ntanyango's FBSS): 
Chiefs, this is what my father's younger brother 
wishes to say. My chief& he has this beer here, 
which is this amount [pointing to the casks]. 
Secondly, he wants to say that his wings [iminono 
beer] are finished. Completely finished! He has 
been fluttering about for a long while 
[distributing beer]. The point that he is trying 
to make, my people [amawethu], people of ours 
[impi s:akuthi], is that he was cooked for in the 
past y his fathers and mothers. He has been 
thinking about that, because he has been working 
for a long time. He comes back from work without 
having achieved anything. He is cooking for 
himself, then, in rememberance of what used to be 
done by his fathers and mothers. I want to say 
this chiefs, and I will be quick about it. There 
are two casks. The one on this side is his [beer 
for men], the person who has cooked for himself. 
The one on the other side is for the old woman, the 
person who made the fire [to brew the beer], who 
keeps the homestead in order. That is what he 
asked me to say. Let me stop there. 31 
Sonkebese (Tshez i lineage head, rna ternal kinsman 
Ntanyongo) : 
to 
The thing that we are grateful for, son of 
Mhlakaza, is good health! Because since you have 
been going ou t to work, we have heard of nothing 
that has troubled you. Today then, since you say 
you are cook ing for yourself, the thing that we 
give thanks for is your health. The thing that is 
a bull [important] is health. Nothing else! In 
doing this umhlinzeko you are invoking on your 
behalf. I have stopped. 
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Mahlathini (Ntlane lineage head and classificatory affine to 
Ntanyongo. ) 
No, Cira, brother-in-law, this is fine. A man does 
umhlinzeko for himself. This means that tomorrow 
you will come back to this home of yours with 
something. Search for that thing, even if it is 
something small. There should be protection here. 
Impund ul u [a wi tch f ami liar] will no t be able to 
enter you. They [familiars] will stay away, 
outside. Even if they want to enter, your people 
[shades] should be with you. The words are 
finished. 
After the distribution and consumption of the beer 
spokesmen for each of the visiting wards and izithebe are 
expected to say a few words before leaving. These speeches 
mark the end of the beer drink. 
up to now we have omitted to mention that each speaker 
ought to be "agreed with" (ukuvumisa) from the floor. One of 
the men present performs this task with frequent 
inter ject ions of "Mmhl", flHeke! II, "Qubal" , etc. The 
following is an example. The speaker is Songxodo, Kwayi clan, 
spokesman for Jotelo ward. The ukuvumisa (in parenthesis) is 
done by Dayidayi, Cira clan, of Komkhubu isithebe. 
We are here because of the goodwill of this 
homestead of the Cira clan (Chief!). 
We are here because they are living happily 
(Chief l) • 
Here is what I am going to say, son of Mhalakaza 
(Chief l) • 
Nobody thought for you (Goodl). 
You thought for yourself that you should do this 
thing today (Rightl). 
That whatever the case is, there should be so many 
people (That's it!). 
Who know that you have been to work (Say it 
freely!). 
And that you have come back naked (Ahl). 
Now then, you say that they should come and say 
words in deprecation, that this is not the usual 
thing (Right!). 
Wh ich occur red dur ing the time of your mother and 
father (Awu l) . 
You said that after they had spoken to you, you 
brought something [from workl (You say so!). 
It is our wish today (Mhh!). 
That after this work spell for which you have 
cooked for yourself (Rightl). 
You should be able to buy something, even if it is 
a chicken (Right!). 
And not come back merely being alive (That's it!). 
We leave it there. (He says he has left it!) 
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As in Dlathu's speech, the implication here is that the 
umsindleko will rectify matter s, that Ntanyongo will once 
again be successful at work, as he had been in the past after 
being "cooked for" by his parents. 
Spokesman for Fumbatha ward (an elder of the Dlamini clan who 
is Fumbatha's sub-headman): 
• .. The young man of this home is pleading for 
himself on this occasion, so that he will come to 
know how to build his home. And he is praising it 
[the homel, so that it will be built up to a 
greater extent than it is now. Return home again, 
and when you arrive at this homestead it will be 
greater than it is at present. I stop there, 
chiefs! 
Modi, Ntshilibe clan, and spokesman for Cibi isithebe spoke 
l7l 
and was followed by Toto (Ntlane) spokesman for Ngingqi 
isithebe 
Toto: 
All right, here it is then son of my father, son of 
Mhlakaza who is the last born! It is not us who 
are thankful, it is your father who is thankful, 
since you have approached matters in this way. 
Bend down [humble yourself] my brother. It is said 
that something thought of by a living person is put 
right by his father. It is our wish that even 
tomorrow you should think properly. You are made 
to think by that old man who begot you, so that we 
should be many in this homestead of Mhlakaza. I 
have stepped down. 
These words indicate that the beer drink has been inspired by 
the shades, that they are pleased that beer has been brewed, 
and that this will result in the urnzi being built up. 
Julay i, spokesman for Ndlelibanz i, also spoke and was 
followed by Sonkebese of Komkhulu, who spoke again, and 
Stokwana, Mvulane clan, a neighbour of Ntanyango's who 
emphasized Ntanyongo's dependence on and recognition of the 
community. 
All the great councillors have stood up [to 
speak) • Folokhwe has concluded after those 
councillors who have corne to Mhlakaza. Even though 
I am just Stokwana, Mhlakaza, take heed of this. If 
you are a person, here at Mhlakaza's homestead, you 
are not alone. You have a location! You called 
the location to announce that you are here at 
Mhlakaza's. You have made it known that you are 
present. I t has been said that when you go to work 
you should be able to return with a lamb. Be 
informed that even the fever [influenza] will not 
return. So say these men. I too have stepped down. 
Ntanyango himself delivered the final speech, since all 
those who wanted to speak had done so. Here Ntanyango 
apologised to latecomers for the fact that there was little 
beer lef t. 
Pardon, my people. Here is the point . According 
to what is said regarding Xhosa custom, when people 
give forth words they must be well appeased 
[bacanyagushwe]. You will take it in good spirit, 
my people. This chief [referring to himself] did 
not take it [maize] from just anywhere. He took it 
from what he had bought at the shop, and brewed 
beer from it. I received nothing from the land 
because of the drought . You will take it 
peacefully my people, and all of you here in this 
hut, regarding the words you have spoken here in 
this home. Do not worry, my peoplel Do pardon me! 
One of these days things will improve. 
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After the second and third last sentences spoken by 
Ntanyango a number of men in the hut called out "Camagul" 
("Be appeased"). This is always done after the invocation at 
ritual kill ings and after the animal has cr ied ou t, having 
been stabbed with the spear of the home. But this was the 
only occasion that we ever heard it formally used at a beer 
drink in this way. 
In these speeches it is evident that although Ntanyango 
has "come back naked" (1. e. without anything to show for his 
time at work), he is nevertheless thanking the shades, 
through the words spoken by people, for his safe return and 
continued good health. He is praising (ukubonga) the 
homestead for what it is and at the same time trying to 
ensure that he will be able to contribute substantially 
towards it in future. Umsindleko will keep him in good 
heal th and protect the umz i from wi tchcr aft, because the 
shades are thankful for the fact that he has brewed and are 
pleased that people have come to the umzi to drink beer. 
Therefore, as was said by Ntanyango, the people too must 
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be appeased (with beer), because they have come "to give 
words", the words that ensure the success of the beer drink. 
The invocation is directed both at the people present and at 
the shades, and the response of the people, "Camagu!" (be 
appeased) indicates that they accept what Ntanyango has said. 
They have received beer and are happy with that. But their 
"Camagu!" is directed also at Ntanyango's ancestors. 
Ntanyango told us later that although he had not been 
addressing the shades directly in his speech, "the ancestors 
are present even though we cannot see them. Our speeches 
refer to them. When we say "Camagul" we are propitiating the 
ancestor s. If "Camagu I" is said, it is your ancestor s who 
are referred to." 
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Some Umsindleko Themes 
In certain respects the themes that emerge from these 
speeches are fairly obvious. Building the homestead involves 
socio-religious and moral principles and men depend on their 
earnings as labour migrants to enable them to do this. In 
all the cases the re.turnees are continually reminded that 
they must work for and build their homesteads, that those at 
horne depend on this ("ploughing was done on his shoulders") 
and that without the cash sent horne the umzi would be 
abandoned and die. 
In three of the cases umsindleko marks the success of 
the man' s efforts to achieve · this aim, and holds up the 
successful migrant as the "good" and "moral" man. The 
community pays tribute to him and, by implication, views him 
as an example for others to follow: "You will be teaching 
people "He is exhorted to continue in this vein, not 
to waste money at work and not to buy items that add nothing 
to his homestead ("a guitar and a concertina"), and he is 
"strengthened" so as to be able to do this. In 
Mbuntshuntshu's case this is particularly marked, for he is a 
young, unmarried man, and some of the speeches read as if 
they are admonitions being delivered to a newly circumcised 
youth during the male initiation ritual. 
Umsindleko serves as a forum for the norms and values of 
the community regarding the correct and expected behaviour of 
a labour migrant. 
return with the 
He should go out to work for his home and 
fruits of his labour expressed with 
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characteristic understatement as a lamb, a kid or a chicken. 
Umsindleko is a vehicle for socialization and resocialization 
and the speeches, representing the author i ty of the 
communi ty, consti tute a form of social control, they have a 
certain power. Speech "is not merely communication but also 
power and wisdom" (Turner, 1969: 89) . Bloch (1975) points out 
that this characteristic of oratory is in accordance with 
Weber's conception of traditional authority - in this case 
the authority of the community elders and, through the 
elders, the ancestors. 
The authority of the elders and of the community in 
general is aimed at ensuring that labour migration does not 
threaten or disrupt their accepted lifestyle. In their 
speeches they continually interpret labour migration in terms 
of the values of society and thereby make it meaningful to 
themselves, the listeners and the migrant . The speeches are 
made only by elders and senior men - the leaders of the 
community, and the audience's awareness of who is speaking is 
probably as important as what is being said (Turton, 1975). 
The ancestor cult supports the power of the elders, and 
umsindleko interprets migrant labour in terms of its meaning 
for the umzi and the shades, thereby reinforcing the elders 
control and author i ty. Although clearest in Mbuntshuntshu' s 
case, the element of control occurs in all umsindleko beer 
drinks. The emphasis on return as a moral good in itself, 
for example, serves to highlight not only the danger of 
absconding but also the fact that the rural horne is primary, 
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to be served by means of occasional forays into the 
mining-industrial world. Going out to work for the umzi is 
morally good and right, not to return to the rural structure 
and to accept its authority is morally wrong. 
Along with witchcraft and the dangers of the workplace, 
absconding is one of the things that umsindleko combats by 
ensuring the blessings of the shades. In invoking his 
ancestors through the beer drink, and in the metaphorical 
washing, the migrant at once gives thanks for having escaped 
these dangers and strengthens himself against them for the 
future, for he knows he will have to go to work again and he 
seeks to ensure safe return from the "bad" to the "good", 
from the foreign work place to the familiar and safe 
environment of law and community. 
The speeches are patterned according 
criteria, and include both normative and 
statements. In Comaroff's (1975) terminology 
to certain 
evaluative 
(based on 
Bernstein's restricted/elaborated code taxonomy), there is a 
"formal code", in which the speaker refers to common 
knowledge, values and expectations, to shared ideals and 
basic cultural forms, backed by the authority of tradition;' 
and an "evaluative code", where reference is made to the 
subject of the beer drink, his actions, and to the actions of 
those closely associated with him. Most speeches at 
umsindleko 
separated, 
judgement 
include both these elements, sometimes clearly 
sometimes intermingled. There is an implied 
of the migrant and his close kin against the 
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normative background of ' ~hat is expected of a migrant worker, 
of the place of migrant labour in society, and of the 
expected response of kin to a migrant's return. 
Thus the umsindleko speeches are both "homiletic" for 
they refer to accepted .behaviour patterns and valUes, and 
"reinforce what is already known, often in moral terms", and 
"persuasive" in that they aim to induce action and to mould 
it to the homiletic, ideological background (Firth, 1975; 
42). Speech has the power to refashion the subject of the 
ritual, power which is mystical, since it induces the shades 
to act, and which is "invoked and channelled by the 
representatives of the community" (Turner, 1969; 92). This 
is why the Gcaleka place so much emphasis on the words spoken 
at beer drinks, and say than when people come to speak in the 
umzi, the shades are listening. Communication with the 
shades depends on the speeches made by k in, neighbours and 
those from further afield. The other types of oratory 
referred to by Firth, that is the "informative", "expressive" 
and "manipulative", are present in some degree but are of 
lesser importance. They are more in evidence in the speeches 
made not in the specific context of umsindleko, but in the 
general context of the beer drink. Such oratory is also often 
"experimental" (~) and thus also involves the normative or 
helps to shape it. 
It is made clear that the migrant worker cannot hope to 
succeed on his own accord. Past and future success depends 
on kin, the community and the shades. Success "is brought 
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about by the people you mix with", for ubuntu one depends on 
others on their advice, guidance, admoni tions and 
acknowledgement. The co-operation of the shades is 
recognized and secured for the future, by means of people. 
The shades are thanked and praised and the returnee is 
metaphorically washed with medicine of the home, here in the 
form of beer, which has been brewed for both shades and 
community. This, along with the notion that umsindleko is an 
invocation, will ensure that the recent good fortune as a 
migrant will be repeated. 
The Historical Development ofUmsind1eko 
It is interesting that umsindleko is imbued with the 
sancti ty of tradi tion , as a thing of old, "an old custom of 
Hintsa" (as was said in one of the speeches not recorded 
above), despite its relatively recent or igin. Mbuntshuntshu 
is reminded that his umsindleko is not a new thing, that it 
had been held for him before by his father and that his 
father too had had umsindleko done for himself. And 
Ntanyongo is said to be bringing to mind the fact that 
umsindleko used to be done by his "mothers and fathers". As 
Ntanyongo explained after his umsindleko, 
these things we do are examples which were set by 
our fathers and grandmothers and great 
g r andfathers. They were things that were done long 
ago. It is Xhosa custom. You are supposed to brew 
beer, as a person, so that people must drink •• • 
In this respect, "specific events are merged to events 
which are thought of as always pre-existing " , the present is 
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transformed into "the fixed eternal and orderly past" (Bloch, 
1975;15), and the "homiletic" aspect of the speeches is given 
force. The general view of umsindleko is that it is a 
"traditional custom", and since the shades are associated 
with all things traditional (Mayer, 1961) , umsindleko is 
approved of by them. 
Yet it is in fact not a thing of old . The following 
words are from Dwetya's speech at Ndabanduna's umsindleko. 
Dombothi [Ndabanduna], when I grew up it was said 
that when one comes back from service a 
slaughtering was done. Again, this was changed. 
I t was said: "Thyinfhhis person has come home with 
a snake," and this custom was discarded. I myself 
was slaughtered for by Tela, and you were 
slaugh tered for by Poni I am speak ing to say 
we fell down [changed]. It was said "HaXi bol~ He 
has bought it!" We came to this Dombothl, to this 
that has been done by your wife in cooking for you, 
child of my gr andmother ••• this thing, Dombothi, 
that is being done by your wife, I commend it, 
notwithstanding that it was not so at the 
beginning. It was a goat slaughtered by your 
father. He used to say, "my child, I am 
slaughtering for you because you are from service". 
The significance of these references to a !'make will become 
clear below. 
Some of the important wider theoretical aspects of the 
umsindleko beer drink emerge in considering its development 
from the umhlinzeko killing mentioned earlier and referred to 
by Dwetya above. The Gcaleka explanation for the change from 
a killing to a beer drink is rooted in witchcraft belief. 
This is an important factor to bear in mind, for witch 
beliefs provide insight into structural ambivalence and strain 
into conflict, and into morality (Mayer, 1954) . The accused, 
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typically, is one who occupies a position "that brings him 
II into conflict with the accuser , or one who behaves in a 
socially unacceptable manner (Hammond-Tooke, 1974a , 358). An 
elderly man from Ndlelibanzi explained the transition from a 
killing to a beer drink in this way: 
This change came about because people used their 
money to buy wisdom [ubulumko). This wisdom lives 
on blood, and father s, in slaughter ing for their 
sons, did not know if they were providing blood for 
wisdom or not, since they did not know if their 
sons had bought it or not. 
Asked for clarification, our informant said that "wisdom" was 
a snake. 
A son goes ou t to work and he buys a snake there . 
If you slaughter here for your son you are 
slaughtering for a snake that is going to ruin your 
homestead • • • They say that this snake is a 
medicine. You put it in your pocket and keep it 
there while you move around. At night it becomes a 
beautiful girl and the owner must lie with her. 
There are seven vaginas and you have to use them 
all that night. The next thing people hear is that 
your son is a witch and that he kills people. They 
will then go and burn down your homestead. 
Since the father is not certain if the son has returned 
with a snake or not, he refrains from slaughtering for his 
son, because, as another informant put it, the umhlinzeko 
killing would be "marrying the snake to the son". 
It is believed that labour migrants are able to purchase 
the snake at work from herbalists or amaIsilamisi 
(Mohammadens). It may be bought in herbal (medicinal) form 
and this medicine has the power to take on various guises. 
Possession gives the owner certain powers, enabling him to 
become wealthy, but at the expense of others . Once a man 
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owns a snake he has to ensure that it is slaughtered for 
regularly, because it lives on blood . The usual motivation 
attributed to those who are thought to buy the snake is a 
desire for wealth, and this is achieved through killing those 
who stand in one's way. It is sons who buy the snake in 
order to remove their fathers and inherit the father's 
status, authority and livestock. However, informants 
maintain that it will be evident also from the son's 
behaviour if he has indeed "taken a snake" 
(ukuthwala inyoka). "We will see it from his behaviour. He 
will demand that there should be a killing . 
confront each other". 
Then we will 
It is not only sons, however, who are said to be able to 
buy a snake. Older men may do so too, though this belief is 
usually assoc iated with young, unmarr ied men . Whatever the 
case - a man demonstrates that he is not a witch, that he 
does not have a snake, by not slaughter ing on return from 
work. This belief has also affected the ritual of 
ukwazisa 'mzi and men say that in slaughtering for the 
homestead it might be believed that one is slaughtering for a 
snake, obtained for the purpose of becoming rich. This is 
important, for both migrant labour and the establishment of a 
new homestead involve greater independence for the son and a 
slackening of parental control. 
It is obvious that this "snake" is umamlambo, a familiar 
associated with male witches. Although informants never used 
the word umamlambo, but always spoke of "a snake", "a thing", 
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or "a medicine", they confirmed when directly asked that it 
was umamlambo, and its characteristics are unmistakably those 
of umamlambo as descr ibed by Hunter (1936; 286-7) ; 
Hammond-Tooke (1962;285, 1970;29, 1974;129) and Wilson, et al 
(1952; 190) . Bhaca, Pondo and Xhosa ideas on the subject are 
remarkably alike . Gcaleka informants say that the snake 
issues instructions to and has control over the owner . If 
the owner fails to comply with its demands for regular 
slaughterings, he will become insane . The snake can "eat" 
him just as it is able to "eat" (kill or injure) others. 
Having become an "owner" of the umamlambo snake, it is 
thought to be exceedingly difficult to get rid of it. Some 
men are believed to obtain the snake unwittingly, having 
bought what they thought were purely "medicines" which would 
enable them to become wealthy, attract women, or whatever 
(cL Wilson, et aI, 1952; 189) . A man is said to purchase 
these medicines in the form of herbs or bark, and to discover 
later that he has acquired umamlambo . If one tries to throw 
the medicine away, it is believed to miraculously re-appear. 
It remains with the owner "because it has become used to 
him". It is not seen as possible to combat the snake with 
other medicines, and one has to call in a herbalist to rid 
onese If of it. 
herbalist has 
Even here, however, informants state that the 
to take over ownership and cannot drive 
umamlambo away completely. But he at least has the means to 
control the snake. 
There are a number of possible reasons underlying the 
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folk explanation for the decline of the umhlinzeko (killing) 
custom. It may have had something to do with a decrease in 
stock holdings or increased yield~making a slaughtering less 
attractive and beer brewing more 50, or with the accumulation 
of wealth by migrants. Although wealth is likely to attract 
the envy and attacks of witches at home, the wealthy may also 
be suspected of being witches themselves. 
cattle are at times thought to achieve 
Men with many 
this by socially 
unacceptable means (e.g. by keeping a snake hidden in the 
manure of the cattlebtre) . A growing dependence on migratory 
earnings may be another factor, coupled with a need to hold 
up as good examples men who did well on their trip to town. 
umsindleko is able to do this and to attract attendance from 
far and wide. Umhlinzeko on the other hand was a small, 
family affair, involving only the local lineage and clan 
members and perhaps close neighbours. Comparable rituals that 
are still performed such as ukubingelela (see p. 66) are 
seldom attended by people from outside the host isithebe. 
They are not community affairs. 
The change from a killing involving primarily a group of 
kinsmen, to a large beer drink that attracts attendance from 
the entire ward and beyond, might be viewed also in terms of 
the technological and other changes in "the social 
organization of production" (Meillassoux, 1972, 1973) and 
features associated with this, of which labour migration is 
but one. We are concerned here with the relationship between 
social structure, particularly economics , and religious 
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belief and ritual. More specifically , we want to know why a 
particular ritual becomes transformed into one with different 
characteristics, and it is necessary to try and relate both 
these rituals to structure, in determining what they "say" or 
"said" (Wilson, 1978), and to relate the transformation to 
histor ical and structural changes. Implici t in this 
attempted explanation (it is really more of an hypothesis) 
will be Horton's view that religion is not merely symbolic of 
social structure, but an instrument which assists with the 
achievement of goals, which are pursued at various structural 
levels (the individual, the kinship structure) , and which 
complements structure. Citing Worsley's work on cargo cults, 
Horton points out that changes in social structure and goals 
lead to changes or developments in relig ious relationships 
(Horton, 1960-61). 
Since 1900 or before, the size and composition of the 
homestead have changed fairly radically. Formerly homesteads 
were larger (10 to 40 huts each) and consisted of an extended 
family - man and wives, unmarried sons and daughters, married 
sons and their wives and children, and often other kin 
(Wilson, 19691 Ill). Each homestead had enough stock and had 
access to enough land and labour to make it a relatively 
self-sufficient productive unit and to enable it to reproduce 
itself. The available resources were under the control of 
the paterfamilias, 
their subsistence 
cattle holdings . 
and his 
and for 
sons were dependent on him 
wives, since he contolled 
for 
the 
Sons remained at the father's homestead 
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until he died or until they were already senior men. Hunter 
says that "old [Pondo] men lament the days when 'grey-headed 
men lived in the umzi of their father, obeying him in all 
things , as if they were children'" (1936 ;25). 
Due to a numbe r of related factor s, homesteads became 
smaller and closer together than they were in the past 
(Wilson, 1971b; 63). Land shortage and increased population 
pressure as a result of the appropriation of Xhosa land 
contributed to this trend. The decline in the power of 
chiefs meant that there was no longer any need to concentrate 
for defensive purposes a funct ion fulfilled by the 
traditionally large umzi (Hunter, 1936; 59) . Hammond-Tooke 
suggests that the reduction in ch iefly power and the 
introduction of the concept of individual property along with 
increased independence as a r esult of migratory labou r 
opportunities , al l owed for greater individualism (1975. 
1962). He quotes Canon Mullins to indicate that the change 
in homestead size and distribution was already marked as 
early as 1883 (Hammond-Tooke, 1975; 82-83) but the proces s 
has continued until the present day, as the figures for 
homestead composition from various parts of the Transkei over 
the period 1934-1963 indicate (~, 1975; Ill). 
The institution of labour migratioQ provided sons with 
an alternative source of cattle (through wages) and they 
became less economically dependent on their fathers, allowing 
them to es tablish independent homesteads earlier in life 
(Hunter, 1936 . Wilson , et aI, 1952 . Hammond-Tooke, 1962, 
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1975) . In this they were probably encouraged by their wives, 
who wanted to be freed from control by their mothers - in-law, 
and who desired a greater claim to their husbands' cash 
earnings . Important also is the possibly that as homes teads 
became more numerous and as population increased, land became 
scarcer . A man with his own homestead wOLlld have had a 
greater cla im to a fi eld than one living with his father. 
This is certainly the case today in Folokhwe. 
I t is also possible, however, that the tendency for 
young people to move into their own homesteads earlier than 
before is e xaggerated by a change in the age of marriage. 
Wilson, et aI , (19527 89) state that the age of marr iage for 
males has increased from 24 years in the pre 1890' s to 30 
years in the period 1940-1 950 . Obviously , the older the son 
is when he marr ies, the less time he will spend in his 
father's homestead as a married man . There was also a decline 
in polygyny , which was related to land shortage and increased 
population and also to a decline in cattle holdings (e.g . 
through rinde rpes t and other diseases). Generally, people 
became poorer but more numerous and the umzi became smaller 
because a head had fewer wives and ch ildren and because his 
sons were able to establish their own homs teads. 
The decl ining level of subsis tence led to greater 
reliance on labour migration . Along with the above factor s 
there was a change in the organ ization of rural production. 
The smaller homestead became associated with only one field, 
in which it grew maize rather than sorghum (previously both 
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these c r op s were raised). Beinart (forthcoming) argues that 
t his suited the smaller homestead. Maize plants, unlike 
sorghum , al low for the cultivation of subsidiary crops at the 
same time , and maize cultivation is less labour intensive . 
Cultivat i on "was oriented towards intensive inputs of labour 
at wi de ly spaced intervals". Except for weeding and 
harves ting , day to day labour in the fields was not required. 
The succes s of the system depe nded on the availability of 
ploughs a nd oxen, which in turn were purchased with migrant 
earnings ( ~). 
The switch to maize r esulted in a period of greater 
output (~. Hunte r, 1936 135 7) but th'is was soon neutralized 
by rap i d l y increasing population and other factors. Departing 
from Be inart's work at this stage, the important point as far 
as the present argume nt i s concerned is that the success of 
the new sys tem depended on t hese occasional "intensive inputs 
of labour", and on mi grant labour , as this became 
prog r ess i vely more important, though it aggravated the rural 
labour sho rtage. Individual home s teads pooled their resources 
in orde r to perform the r equired tasks and work parties and 
co-opera tive ploughing gr oups bec ame very important. Both the 
genera l decline in umzi size and the reduction in cattle 
holdings meant that each individual umzi depended on the 
labou r powe r and oxen of others. 
The increasing importance of labour migration had two 
important implications. Fir s tly, the cash earned at work was 
importan t t o the agriculture of the home area, because it 
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allowed people to buy ploughs , fertilizer, and other inputs. 
Purchase of oxen provided the homestead with bargaining power 
in its co-operative relationship with other homesteads and 
also contribut ed to the welfare of the community as a whole. 
Secondly , as homestead heads became increasingly involved as 
migrants , dependence on neighbours grew . The head's absence 
meant that someone had to be delegated to act in his plac e 
(if he had no grown sons), 
and look after the affairs 
to make decisions on his behalf 
of the homestead. This task 
usually fell to a neighbouring lineage member, but any good 
neighbour would do . 
The general dependence on occasional intensive 
co-operative inputs and the importance of labour migration in 
both contributing to the rural mode and increasing dependence 
on ne ighbour s may explain the emphasis among conse rvat i ve 
Gcaleka on good neighbourliness, the increasing importance 
of this principle in social organization (as we have tried to 
illustrate in this study), and the specific ritual change 
from umhlinzeko to umsindleko . It can be seen that the above 
process invo lved a paradox. The fragmentation of the 
homestead and the growth of individualism, and increased 
economic independence from the immediate kin group, including 
the weakened authority of fathers ove r sons, along with 
increased 
product ion, 
labour migr ation and the 
led to a greater dependence 
change in rural 
on other homesteads 
and neighbours , on the community as a whole. 
Whether neighbours were/are in fact kin or not is 
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immaterial, for the change that took place was both 
structural and ideological. The ideology associated with a 
closely knit economically independent extended family based 
in one homestead gave way to one of greater individualism, of 
smaller autonomous homesteads which are dependent on one 
another . Adjoining homesteads, now closer together than when 
homesteads were larger provided the basis of socio-economic 
interaction . Those congregated within a particular 
geographical area became important as such, as neighbours, 
other like homesteads which were involved with each other in 
the productive process, rather than as kinsmen. It was 
evident among the Pondo that "the more imizi subdivide the 
more kinship bonds tend to be replaced by ties binding 
neighbours" (Hunter, 1936; 60. cf Meillassoux, 1972, 1973). 
This is why Folokhwe informants say that ploughing, for 
example, has nothing to do with kinship, although in practice 
ploughing companies are largely lineage based. Our argume nt 
is not that neighbourliness arose as a new social principle. 
I t was probably always a feature of Cape Nguni society, bu t 
one that became more important as the kinship system weakened 
with the decline in umzi size and other related factors. 
It is suggested then that the ritual change from 
umhlinzeko to umsindleko co-incided with, reflected and 
provided normative or ideological support for the process 
ou tl ined above . From a ritual wh ich cor related return from 
work with the unity and independence of the lineage segment 
or extended family, a similar but essent ially different 
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ritual emerged - one where the importance of the ward section 
and the community as a whole is recognized. 
We must consider the decline of the umhlinzeko killing 
from another angle also that of the father/son 
34 
relationship , which was subjected to strain and underwent 
certain changes with the son's increased independence and 
access to wage earnings. To be sure, the son's growing 
independence was tempered by the fact that cattle were 
regarded as belonging to the father (as is still largely the 
case in Folokhwe today), and he still depended on his father 
and lineage in the marriage process and in ritual. But his 
bargaining power was improved. F rom a pos i t ion of tot'al 
dependence on the father, the son became someone upon whom 
the father depended for the cash inputs needed to enable his 
homestead to survive. This change in the "relations of 
production" (Meillassoux, 1972, 1973), weakened the father's 
authority and the political power of the elders in general. 
Access to wealth that could be had without their agency was a 
threat which, it is suggested, was manifested in the belief 
that sons could become witches at work. Sons could buy a 
snake with their earnings as labour migrants . 
It is suggested that the umhlinzeko killing was stopped 
due to the change in the father/son relationship, that its 
cessation was symbolic of an attempt by fathers to retain 
control over their sons, and to guard against the possibility 
of suspected witchcraft. But the father's homestead remained 
dependent on the son's earnings in order to retain its place 
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in the organization of production. The umhlinzeko killing 
emphas ized the bond between fathe r and son and the son's 
status within the lineage. Father slaughtered for son, 
emphas iz ing the son's dependence on the f ather and on the 
lineage group as a whole. By brewing umsindleko beer, on the 
other hand,the father avoids the possibility of "feeding" the 
"snake" but still acknowledges the son's role in 
contributing to the homestead and, through this, to the 
community. Brewing beer for the community as a whole 
indicates that the father is still the head of the homestead, 
and that his homestead, through the efforts of the son, is 
being "built up" and is a good one to co-operate with. The 
power of the son is thereby channelled and made relevant to a 
wider pr inc iple, that of ne ighbourhood, r a the r than that of 
the jural relationship between father and son. Umhlinzeko 
involved the direct father/son relationship, umsindleko the 
relationship between homestead head and other homesteads, 
through the son's efforts. The son as independent wage-earner 
was essentially disorderly a threat to structure. By 
relating his role as migrant more strongly to the emerging 
principle of community or neighbourhood a clearer definition 
of the son's role in structure developed, and his potential 
• 
disorderliness controlled (Douglas, 1966). 
Each time a ritual killing occurs in a patrilineal 
society such as the Gcaleka the basic structural principles 
of filial piety and the jural authority of the father is 
symbolicall y reaffirmed (Fortes, 1965.Hammond-Tooke, 
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1974a ; 360) . But religion and ritual, at the same time, as 
Durkheim first showed , are· firmly grounded in social action. 
Ritual forms "the articulation point between the belief 
system and t he network of day today interactions between men 
which is society" (~; 1974a;344). Not only did the 
umhlinzeko killing, with its emphasis on the patrilineage, 
become inappropriate in the context of migrant labour and the 
co-operation of neighbours, but it stated a principle that 
was being challenged and contradicted by the very subject of 
the ritual. The switch to umsindleko accomodated both these 
contradictions. It realigned the father/son relationship in 
terms of the nature of the relationship between homesteads, 
and it related migrant labour to the changed organization of 
production. 
Our analysis of the umsindleko beer drink has indicated 
the cor respondence between the verbal statements made there 
and the social facts presented in the first part of this 
study (Parkin, 1975) . The "model" constructed in umsindleko 
is not a normative one, despite the fact that it is 
constructed by and in the interests of the elders. Little 
evidence was found during fieldwork to suggest that juniors 
have a different view of reality. Rather, they too see the 
work situation purely as a means to an end, want to establish 
and "build" homesteads, and so on. If there is latent 
conflict and divergence of interests between the generations, 
it has been successfully suppressed . The formal structure, 
with its legitimate power positions held and supported by the 
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elders and the shades, has up till now triumphed over the 
dangerous and potentially uncontrollable power of migrant 
workers/sons (Douglas, 1966) . 
Returning to the more general question Of increased 
maize yields and a decrease in stock holdings, it should be 
mentioned that it is possible that beer dr inks became more 
common during the first part of the twentieth century and 
ritual killings, particularly those of lesser importange, 
less common. Coupled with this may have been a degree of 
ritualization of beer drinks, a transfer of the religious 
element of ritual killings to beer drinks. As we have seen 
earlier, Gcaleka beer drinks today have a markedly religious 
content and the religious element in the umhlinzeko killing 
for a returned migrant appears to have been transferred to 
the umsindleko beer drink which replaced it. Whether this 
sort of transference has occurred in other spheres of 
religious life is difficult to say. The ritual of 
ukwazisa 'mzi (to make known the homestead) may nowadays take 
the form of a beer drink without there being a goat 
slaughtered, and similar processes may have been at work in 
the development of other beer drinks that exist today . 
Available data does not allow for an adequate examination of 
the problem. 
There is certainly evidence that beer drinks were 
becoming more common during the years 1900 - 1915. There are 
at least two references to this increase in the minutes of 
the Proceedings of the United Transkeian Territories General 
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council (in HOB and 1914) . In 1914, for example Councillor 
Mamba (who was from the district of Idutywa, which adjoings 
Willowvale and is inhabited partly by Gcaleka), in proposing 
a motion for stricter legal control over the holding of b eer 
drinks, r efer red 
to the barrels of beer which were being made in the 
locations. This was practically a new custom ••• 
but it was a growing one. Their mothers and 
ancestors made their beer in small clay pots 
Nowadays it was beer everywhere .•• [This] was not 
according to the state of. things in days gone by 
[and there were] new kinds of beer drinks now 
~.~.' .. _-- . 
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Footnotes to Chapter 3 
1 . See Appendix O. 
2. Almost characteristically, there is no specific term for 
"beer dr ink" among the Gcaleka. The word for beer, 
utlwala, is used in its locative form to denote a beer 
drlnk - i.e. etywaleni (lit : "at the beer" or "at the 
place of the beer") . 
3. On the idea of "focussing" or " framing" in ritual 
situations see also Douglas (1966). 
4. Our ing fieldwork . . 33 beer · ~r tnks . including all of the 
.above · typ·es were attended and recorded, some more fully 
than others . 
5. Mr. Percy Qayiso informs me that it is common to hear a 
Xhosa man who has a grievance against another say "I 
will tell him at a beer drink", though this saying was 
never recorded during f i eldwork . 
6 . One such case is presented in Appendix P. 
7. I n this respect it is worth noting that in times of 
illness or misfortune lineage members may be called to 
the afflicted homestead, where they stand at the gate of 
the cattlebyre while the lineage head or any senior 
member invokes the shades. This is spoken of as coming 
"to shout" (ukungxola) on behalf of a member of the 
group. 
8. Komdele, according to the speaker -of these words, is a 
lead ox and is symbolically associated with the host's 
grandfather . In praising the ox then, it seems that the 
shades too are being praised. 
9 . Possibly bulbine asphodeloides (Soga, 1931; 216) or 
wilde capive asphodeloides (Kropf, . 1915; 407). 
10 . "It is 
dispute 
38-42). 
old, it has 
between Cira 
The reference 
horns " refers to 
and Tshawe (see 
to the amaBamba is 
the legendary 
peries, 1976; 
significant i n 
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tha t this is the clan of Ndlebezenja's mother. Gubela 
is Ndlebezenja's GGF. 
11 . Cangci and Gobozana are Masilingane's GGF and GGGF 
respectively . I am unable to account for the fact that 
only one of the other names (apparently remoter clan 
ancestors) , Le . that of Qhangqolo, is called by both 
men . Perhaps this is because the two lineages are 
associated with different lines of the descendants of 
Cira , the founding clan ancestor. Siyo is not Sihabe and 
Nhlantla not Hlomla (the latter is a general praise name 
of the Cira clan - see Peries, 1976; 10). 
12 . Figura t ively meaning to help or render assistance. 
13 . Note that the boy is accorded the status of a man in the 
context of migrant labour. 
14 . Ukuhlonipha here refers to the rules of avoidance and 
"respect" that must be adhered to by a woman in her 
husband ' s homestead, not to the more general value of 
respect . 
15 . Despi te the use of the English word "luck" to denote 
good fortune, there is no connotation among red Gcaleka 
of good fortune being due to chance. It is rather 
something sent by the shades, something accruing to man 
out of his relationship with the shades. 
16 . These variations are evident in the case studies 
presented in Appendix Q. 
17 . something he had been able to get away with probably due 
to his status as temporary resident in Folokhwe. 
18 . The reference to the duty to build one's mother's home 
is probably made because of Helile's residence with his 
mother ' s brother's son , to whom he sends money when he 
is at work . 
19 . Two cases illustrating this :are given in Appendix R. 
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20 . See Appendix R. 
21. Umtshawuzo is a social occassion attended primarily by 
senior adult men and unattached women (amankazana). It 
lasts for 2- 3 days and is marked by much beer drinking, 
dancing (both men and women being resplendent in their 
finest clothes and beadwork) and general revelry. Those 
who participate are termed amatshawuza, and they make 
substantial cash contributions to the host. 
22. The isiphika in a goat is equivalent to the instonyama 
cut from an ox, which is used for the ritual tasting. 
23. For fear that this might arouse the envy and attention 
of witches and sorcerers. 
24. A highly prized greyhound-type hunting dog (see Soga, 
1931, 378). Ingesi also means "Englishman". 
25. Modi's nickname, Basmiti, is derived from the name of a 
former employer or white supervisor at work ("BOSS" 
Smith) . Modi was a good stick-fighter in his youth, and 
his style reminded his friends of "Boss" Smith who was 
renowned for his aggressiveness. 
26. This is possibly a Pretoria diamond mine . 
27. An expression of trust or confidence in God. 
28 . Both Nqakama and Ndlebezenja had spoken of the beer 
drink as a plan (icebo), though th~s is not evident in 
the , tra~slation of the former's speech. Njembeyiya, 
tak 109 1 t to mean that Ndlebezenja has returned with 
much money, asked them to explain it. 
29 . Possibly Eshowe in Natal. 
30 . A hand rolled cigarette made of pipe tobacco and brown 
paper. Male initiates are commonly exhorted not to 
smoke " zols" but to adhere to custom and smoke a Xhosa 
pipe. 
31. Note that Dlathu 
is an umsindleko. 
task by another 
should be openly 
drink. 
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does not mention that this beer drink 
For this he was immediately taken to 
lineage member, who insisted that it 
said that it was an umsindleko beer 
32. ~n expression of surprise or amazement. 
33. Possibly best translated as "Oh ohIo or "Oh no!". 
34. In this respect I am indebted to suggestions made by 
Mr Kent McNamara (personal communication). 
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IV LABOUR MIGRATION AS RITE OF PASSAGE 
The ritual complex outlined above conforms closely to 
what social scientists, following Van Gennep, term rites of 
passage . Such rites are characterized by three phases 
separation (the pre1imina1), transition or limen (the 
liminal) and incorporation or reaggregation (the postliminal) 
(Van Gennep, 1909. Turner, 1974). Life-crises rituals, those 
accompanying birth, marriage, death, etc., are typical rites 
of passage . They proclaim a change from one state to another 
and at the same time effect the transition (Leach, 1976;77. 
Turner, 1967;93). In the first phase the subject is detached 
from an existing state, removed from the social structure and 
made to enter into a second phase, that of 1 imen. The 
culmination of the passage through phase two is marked by 
rites of incorporation, where the subject re-enters society 
as a new, different social person. The change is a 
processual one. Rites of passage are social processes 
involving a progression through various states of being. 
Similar processes or phases may be identified outside of 
particular life crises, in other rituals, such as those 
designed to meet a particular contingency (Turner, 1975;121). 
Van Gennep notes that rites of passage are commonly applied 
to journeys and that rites of incorporation on the 
traveller's return sometimes include the three phases of a 
rite of passage in themselves, so that incorporation becomes 
a gradual process. "Such rites are especially prevalent 
where absences - of the husband, for instance - are regular" 
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(1909;37) • 
The approach here will be not to claim that the migrant 
labour process and the rites accompanying it constitute a 
rite of passage, but merely that they may be fruitfully 
analysed as such, drawing on the principles of passage ritual 
in general. In this respect Turner's analysis of pilgrimage 
will serve as a guideline, including his comparison of 
pilgrimage and "tribal initiation" (Turner, 1974, 1975).1 He 
points out that there are many differences between these two 
processes, including the fact that pilgrimage "does not 
ensure a major change in religious state - and seldom in 
secular status - though it may make one a better person" 
(1975; 116). Likewise, migrant labour among conservative 
Gcaleka differs from both these processes but is similar to 
both in many respects, and the rite of passage model seems to 
be useful in the analysis of the rites accompanying it. 
If we are to analyse labour migration among the Gcaleka 
as a rite of passage we need to interpret the symbols that 
occur and reoccur in the rituals descr ibed above. Unlike 
some central African peoples such as the Ndembu and Nyakyusa, 
the Cape Nguni do not exhibit a high level of ritual and 
cosmological exegesis and tend to fall back on that standard 
ph.ase, "lisiko" ("it is the custom"), in response to many 
inquiries of this nature. Although not able to directly 
explain much of their symbolism, the Gcaleka are able to make 
definite statements about many of the things they do and use 
in ritual contexts . Some of these statements have been 
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recorded above and we can use them insofar as they convey 
meaning, in conjunction with what is known of Gcaleka 
structure and culture, to provide fairly systematic accounts 
of their symbolism and cosmology or distinct parts thereof. 
It is necessary also to draw on the symbolism of other 
rituals, the meaning of symbolic acts and objects in other, 
non-religious contexts, and to relate various aspects of the 
rituals of migrant labour to each other. By examining 
symbolic behaviour in the light of concrete actions and 
even,ts in other spheres of life, inclllding social structure 
and historical processes, a contextual interpretation of the 
rituals of labour migration is possible . 
Separation - The Rites of Departure 
In preparing for his departure to work the migrant 
performs and is involved in various ritual actions which may 
be viewed as serving to separate him from his home community, 
to prepare him for his absence, and to give meaning to the 
state that he is about to enter. If ntwana nje is brewed 
specifically for departure, the subject's entry into the 
liminal state is accomanied by the goodwill and moral support 
of the community. He will be symbolically accompanied "by 
many people", say informants, and the presence of the 
community at the beer drink is thought to ensure that the 
shade swill become awar e of the i r descendant I s impending 
departure. Even where ntwana nje is not brewed specifically 
for departure and immediately before leaving, it is said that 
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a man should brew while at home between work spells and such 
a beer drink has a similar effect. 
The invocation to the shades, washing with medicine of 
the home (ubulawu) and the provision of umphako, "food of the 
home", are the most explicit and universally practised of the 
separation rites. All of these separate the individual from 
his homestead and at the same time stress his continued link 
wi th it, by emphas iz ing that he is leaving in order to work 
for it. They reinforce the relationship between going 
out to work and building the umzi, by making the separation 
with reference to the umzi. And here the umzi is perhaps 
synonymous with social structure. As we have seen, it is a 
basic unit of Gcaleka society and separation from it implies 
detachment from structure. 
The boundary between the pre-liminal state and the first 
phase of limen, the journey, is the hut, which may. not be 
re-entered after washing. It's doorway is a threshold (Van 
Gennep, 1909;20). 
In the invocation (ungulo) the migrant (or his father) 
informs the shades that he is leaving and asks for their 
protection and goodwill so that he may work successfully and 
overcome the dangers of work. Washing with ubulawu, the 
medicine of the ancestors and of the home, is thought to 
strengthen the invocation and to bring the shades closer to 
him. This may also be seen as a symbolic washing off of the 
pre-separation state . Although this latter symbolism is not 
expl ic i tly stated by informants, it is clear from the use of 
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ubulawu in other Cape Nguni rituals of transition - marriage, 
the initiation of a diviner, the first fruits ceremony (now 
extinct) and in ritual killings for a sick person, where the 
object is transition from sickness to health, that the 
washing symbolizes a separation from a previous state. That 
this symbolism is conciously held in some cases was indicated 
by an informant who said that washing a sick person with 
ubalawu at a ritual killing for the making of an intambo was 
done so that the illness would fall to the ground with the 
medicine as it was used. The addition of intelezi (aloe sap) 
to the ubulawu further symbolizes the danger of the liminal 
state. It is imperative that the subject receives mystical 
and magical protection. 
In the case of young migrant workers we 
dramatization of the ideal nature of the 
see too a 
father/son 
relationship and of the son I s dependence on the father, who 
collects the ubulawu medicine, prepares it, washes the son 
with it, invokes the shades on behalf of his son and, like 
the shades, accompanies the son to work "in spirit" and 
protects him. The relationship between man and ancestors is 
portrayed as an extension of that between father and son, for 
it is made clear also that the son is going out to work for 
the father's homestead. The admonitions delivered by the 
father might be viewed in this context also. 
The ubulawu and the washing, along with the other rites, 
seem not only to separate the subject from society but to 
effect entry into the liminal, by symbolizing his detachment 
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from society and preparing him for his departure, by 
providing him with support and protection, by indicating that 
he is entering a new state and thereby easing the transition. 
The ubulawu remains in the cattleby:re for .t.pe .. periOd thil;t , th,e ' 
, . 
journey to work lasts. Similarly; ' if 'In animCill is killed for 
umphako, part of it remains at home (see below). 
The symbolism of umphako is similar. It symbolizes the 
homestead and complements the "medicine of the home". The 
journey to work is linked with the homestead through the food 
that is eaten on the journey. When an animal is slaughtered 
for umphako it is divided between the one who leaves and 
those who stay. The latter eat their share on the day after 
the killing, while the migrant is travelling. This indicates 
that despite the physical separation of the migrant, he is 
linked to the people of his homestead who spiritually 
accompany him on his journey. 
The transition is thereby drawn out, and the journey is 
the phase between preliminal and liminal, which is part of 
both and which, along wi th umphako, allows the move from one 
to the other to be gradual. As Van Gennep said, "rites 
observing departure on a trip are intended to make the break 
gradual rather than abrupt " (1909: 36). Food is always ... 
shared with one's fellows and the sharing of umphako with 
others on the journey may be seen as part of the transition, 
for those wi th whom he shares it will usually be fellow 
migrants, wherever they be from, men encountered on the 
journey. The same animal provides the food by means of which 
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the migrant remains associated with those at home and comes 
into new associations with other liminal persons through the 
commensali ty tha t is character istic of liminali ty (Turner, 
1974; 204), though it is also a characteristic of red Gcaleka 
social life. Separation ends with arrival at work, the 
consumption of the umphako both at home and on the journey 
and the removal of the ubulawu from the cattlebyre at home. 
Limen - The Migrant at Work 
The state of being a migrant worker can be construed as 
one of 1 iminali ty and ambigui ty, two properties that are 
usually closely associated in the transition phase of rites 
of passage. The worker goes out poor and comes back to some 
degree changed. He has survived the rigours of the work 
place, improved his economic circumstances, and thus has the 
means to transform the familiar that he earlier had left, by 
virture of his passage through the unfamiliar (the extent 
to which . there is a change in status is dealt with below). 
He moves from safe to dangerous and back to safe. While away 
he is "at war", and requires protection. He asks for 
"weapons of war" from the herbalist, because going out to 
work is to undergo an ordeal. The danger is symbolized by 
many of the actions and things in the rites of separation. 
He does not tell people that he is about to leave, he gathers 
ubulawu secretly and alone, he washes and invokes before dawn 
so that his departure will be unobserved. It is at the 
workplace where witches "can easily eat one", where he might 
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be turned into an itshipa (absconder), and the migrant 
therefore requires "helpers". This very "badness" of the work 
situation indicates the "goodness" of entering it. 
The "danger·". theme .. is .£.ol.lnd also - among other: ,; Southern 
, , . ". . .. : 
African migrants. Sotho miners crossing t!'le Caledon river 
into the Republic of South Africa sing a song which 
illustrates this vividly, and which contains also the 
symbolism of washing and purification (Agency for Industrial 
2 
Mission , 1976). 
The danger of liminality compounds its ambiguity. From 
the perspective of his home the absent worker is real and yet 
not " really" real . To his home community he is physically 
invisible yet socially present, reversing the paradox of 
liminality in life crises rituals such as male initiation, 
where the subject of the ritual is socially invisible but 
phys ically real (Turner, 1967; 98). The worker is symbolized 
by his homestead and his usipatheleni (caretaker). He is, 
theoretically at least, socially real, though physically 
outside of structure . The institution of the caretaker is 
perhaps partly a means of resolving this ambiguity, while 
minimizing the disruptiveness of migrant labour by 
facilitating entry into the liminal through the help of an 
intermediary (Van Gennep, 1909;48). Declassification and 
structural invisibility are avoided, perhaps because of the 
great dependence on migrant labour earnings. One cannot deny 
the social reality of one who sends money home, who 
contributes to structure while being liminal. Since society 
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depends on him he must be socially present. In initiation 
into manhood the novice is physically secluded, is not 
"really" there as well as not socially real, because his 
liminal period has no direct link with structure and its 
maintenance. But the paradox remains, even if i n reversed 
form. The very dependence of the worker on those at horne for 
his social visibility illustrates his liminality. 
While away, the worker is personally outside of 
structure and not subjected to most of the structural 
constraints of his society . There is evidence for this in the 
South African situation (Vilakazi, 1962. Anglo American 
Corporation, 1976). He is physically not part of the horne 
situation and structure but of a ' class of workers. Yet it is 
through his earnings that' structure continues. But he is 
also a threat to structure. He is subject to new ideas, to 
"foreign" influences. His position is uncertain as far as 
those at horne are concerned. Because of poor communications, 
those at horne are never certain if he will return or if he 
will become an absconder. And if he returns, will he still 
accept the moral paramountcy of the rural horne and its red 
Xhosa values? Thus the representatives of structure try to 
impose certain conditions and normative sanctions on the 
migrant when he leaves and the ambiguity of liminality is to 
some extent resolved at this time and when he returns horne, 
in the rites of incorporation, by making his migration 
relevant to the umzi and to horne structure in general. 
I lack data on the transition phase of migrant labour, 
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particularly with regard to the rituals of transition, which 
do exist. Gcaleka say that men wash with ubulawu when they 
get to work and after experiencing misfortunes or near 
misfortunes at work. Invocations to the shades may be made 
too in such situations (£1. Mayer, 1961). The journey to and 
from work may be seen as phases of the transition period. 
Migrants state that they invoke before leaving work and that 
this i nvol ves the purchase of beer, a call ing together of 
homeboys, dancing (on the part of youths) and the "speaking 
of words" by elders and fellow workers. This would appear to 
be a rite of separation from the work situation and the 
homeboy group. 
Limen in the migrant labour context has several other 
features which are relatively well known and 
with the limen of other rites of passage. 
in accordance 
There is a 
levelling process. Conventional structural divisions, 
statuses and hierarchies fall away (Turner, 1969). Boys and 
men, for example, rigidly separated in all contexts in the 
home structure, are in the work situation all equal as 
workers . This we have seen explicitly stated in parts of the 
rites of separation and also in incorporation. The departing 
boy is going to a place "where other men usually go" - the 
boy is a man in the context of migrant labour. And when he 
returns and has umsindleko, he drinks from the umlawulo beer, 
from the men's cask, and is again identified as a man. At the 
recruiting offices and centres in the Transvaal and Orange 
Free State men and uncircumcised boys are required to strip 
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naked in each others presence (for medical examination), 
something that would be inconceivable at home (Anglo American 
Corporation, 1976) . Men and boys eat and drink together, 
sleep in the same room, work together at the same tasks, etc. 
They are all subject to the sallle dangers, to a degree of 
humility and to a lack of priv~cy (McNamara, 1978). Yet this 
is not an absolute equality and age differences may be 
important in the structure of social relations at work (see 
below) • 
The liminal (work) situation contrasts with the home 
situation most markedly. The migrant moves from structure to 
class, from complexi ty to a system of simple relations and 
formlessness (though form arisesas time progresses). He goes 
from interconnectedness and interdependence to similar i ty, 
independence and anonymity, in contrast to his fixed and 
known status-role in structure (Turner, 1975). This 
simplicity is seen also at the level of language. Workers 
converse with each other and with their employers in 
Fanakalo , a hybrid of Zulu, English and Afrikaans, which is 
primarily a work language, characterized by great simplicity, 
very limited vocabulary and the inability to provide for 
abstract formulation (Cole, 1953). Fanakalo has to be learnt 
by workers, as a new language, and there is a parallel here 
with the learning of new (hlonipha) words and terms by Xhosa 
male initiates in their seclusion lodge . The contrast between 
st r ucture and limen is not absolute but a matter of degree, 
as we shall see below. 
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Hardships and abuse must be accepted in the pursuance of 
a goal and one may identify also a degree of sexual 
continence and other forms of voluntary (and involuntary) 
deprivation. The conservative red Xhosa migrant ought not to 
waste his money on anything but the bare necessities, he is 
secluded in an all male hostel or compound, and he must not 
get involved with town women . There are "taboos" which 
govern his behaviour (see p. 70-72). 
All migrant workers are subject and have to submit to 
the authority of the workplace, that of the employer and that 
of the state, since they have neither industrial (bargaining) 
nor political (voting) rights in so-called "white" South 
Africa. This is similar to the position in the initiation 
lodge, where there is submission to the absolute authority of 
tradition and equality among those who submit (Turner, 
1967;99), though there is some ranking among Xhosa male 
ini tiates, as between the son of the "master of ceremonies" 
and the others in the lodge. Of course, the essential 
difference between these two situations lies in the fact that 
the conditions for liminality at work and for the whole 
system of migrant labour are imposed by the South African 
legislation. The migrant labour system lacks moral 
legitimacy, while the liminality of the initiation lodge is 
an i ndigenous cultural construction and is morally 
a c ceptable. 
At work, the Gcaleka migrant is peripheral to the wider 
social situation- within which the workplace is situated. He 
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has no rights in "white" South Africa, he lives in a hostel 
or compound on the periphery of the city. The contract 
nature of his work emphasises his legal status as a temporary 
resident in the industrial world. As far as the capitalist 
sector is concerned he is there solely to work for a period 
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and to return to his "homeland". Legal and social 
restrictions make it impossible for him to see it otherwise. 
It is difficult enough for him even to become marginal, i.e. 
to enter the Black urban townships on a semi-permanent basis 
and to identify with the townships (Peskin and Spiegel, 
1976) . His liminality thus has a dual perspective. He is 
outside of the mainstream of urban-industrial life, 
peripheral to it, as well as being liminal to his home 
structure. Liminal phenomena in general, says Turner, "(1) 
fall in the interstices of social structures, (2) are on its 
margins or (3) occupy its lowest rungs" (1969, 112). In fact 
his inability to identify with the workplace even if he 
wanted to is probably the major determining feature of his 
liminality. If it were not so, labour migration would not 
take the form of a rite of passage (see concluding remarks). 
Hostel life has many of the characteristics of total 
institutions (Pearson, 1975) and hostels and compounds 
clearly fall into Goffman's fourth type of such institutions, 
those established "to pursue some worklike task and 
justifying themselves only on these instrumental grounds" 
(1961 ; 16). Such institutions, as Turner - points out, are 
fraught with liminality (1969,94). 
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Liminality in general also has positive aspects which 
derive from its antistructural nature (Turner, 197!:\). There 
are two ' positive aspects, which are interrelated the 
movement into what Turner calls "communi tas", which involves 
also a communion with the mystical, and the positive 
influence of liminality on structure. 
of migrant labour on structure has 
The positive influence 
already been noted. 
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Liminality and Communitas In Migrant Labour 
Our discussion of the liminal situation has been mainly 
from the perspective of the home community, though we have 
also mentioned that the migrant at work is subject to a 
levelling processt that he is not subject to the usual 
statuses, hierarchies and conventions of the home structure. 
In other words, the migrant experiences a degree of 
"destructur ing" in the work si tuation. This factor needs to 
be examined more carefully, since it may assist our 
understanding of the rituals of labour migration and allow us 
to consider the applicability to migrants in Southern Africa 
of what Turner calls "communitas", a concept that is used to 
illuminate certain characteristic features of liminal 
situations. In order to do this we consider the position of 
the migrant at work with regard to the organizational 
principles that pertain there, particularly insofar as these 
represent a redefinition or a breakdown of the principles 
governing the home structure. Communi tas as descr ibed . by 
Turner involves a sense of "brotherness· or "brotherhood" of 
mankind , free association on the basis of shared common 
values rather than in terms of ascribed status and lack of 
structural constraints (Turner, 1969. 1974). 
To start with let us take as an example of social 
relationships at work a case discussed by McNamara (1978) 
involving Xhosa mineworkers. 
shared a room with eight men. 
"tribal" induna or headman 
Eleven uncircumcised boys 
The boys appealed to their 
(essentially a management 
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representative) that they were receiving a lesser share of 
the room's beer ration than the men . The men claimed that 
they had already made a concession (traditionally boys do not 
drink with men at all). The induna supported the boys but 
tried to compromise by ruling that the men could draw 
fractionally more beer than the boys, but in effect everyone 
ended up receiving "roughly the same amount of beer". The 
following features emerge from this case. (1) Only Xhosa 
speakers lived in the room. (2) The room was socially divided 
on the basis of adult men and uncircumcised boys. (3) Boys 
and men lived together. (4) Men and boys drank from the same 
beer ration. (5) The boys staked a claim for an equal share 
as workers. (6) All were subject to and accepted the 
authority of the employer, represented by the Xhosa induna. 
(7) The men's appeal to traditional norms failed. 
This example illustrates that the liminality of migrant 
labour is complex and involves a number of aspects, including 
the extent to which work and social life interpenetrate, the 
degree of transference of structural pr inciples, norms and 
values from the home society into the liminal situation and 
the distinction between association on the basis of broad 
regional or cultural groups and association in terms of a 
specific home-based social structure . The first two points in 
this example indicate a degree of correspondence with the 
home structure, but the remainder all indicate a redefinition 
or br eakdown of it. Among red Xhosa, at least, boys and men 
are usually rigidly separated, the men being in authority 
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over the boys. They do not drink together, nor do boys 
receive a share from the men's cask at a beer drink. 
The place of tribal princ iples of behaviour (i. e. those 
based on the rural structure) in urban situations in Africa, 
a question that has received considerable attention from 
scholars such as Gluckman, Epstein and Mitchell, is one 
aspect of the problem, and here the evidence is conflicting 
and contradictory. In some situations black migrants unite 
as workers, in others they are divided according to ethnic 
origin. But a situational selection model does not cope with 
this adequately, since the various situations and principles 
interpenetrate and overlap (McNamara, 1978). The evidence we 
have for South Africa stresses the association between 
migrants in terms of ethno-regional origin (Mayer, 1961. 
Wilson and Mafeje, 1963. McNamara, 1978). 
But it is evident that there is a degree of 
destructur ing in the hostel or compound and in the urban 
townships. There is no straight transference of the 
structural principles of the country to the town. Where this 
does occur to a relatively high degree, as is the case in 
East London, it is evident that the migrant situation is not 
truly liminal. Migrants in East London do not make an 
absolute break from their homes in going out to work, because 
they are able to visit home over weekends, to partake in 
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rituals and beer drinks, etc. (Mayer, 1961, 1964). Xhosa 
homeboy groups are based on rural location or distr ict of 
origin and this involves a rather wider definition of 
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"neighbour " than exists in the country, even in East London. 
And ther e are links uniting var ious amakhaya groups which 
indicate an identification with a wider community. Mayer 
says that all red Xhosa in East London "constitute a moral 
community" (Mayer, 1961, 99), and Wilson and Mafeje (1963) 
state that different homeboy groups from one district or from 
a wider area such as Pondoland on occasion are called 
together or combine for certain purposes. 
In Cape Town all migrant workers form a category, 
undifferentiated as far as townspeople are concerned but 
divided among themselves into homeboy groups (ibid). Between 
these groups there is no hierarchy and they are structured 
only insofar as they sometimes cluster into groups from one 
district. Where there are a few men from Zululand or 
Lesotho. each of these forms a homeboy group, involving an 
even wider definition of "homeboy", since such groups are 
based on a broad geographical region or independent state and 
not necessarily on previously existing social ties, as is 
often the case with homeboy groups that are location based. 
Furthe rmore , homeboy loyalties "override tribal cleavages" 
(ibid ;49 ) . Xhosa and Mfengu from a common village (location) 
may be members of the same homeboy group despite the 
tradi tional enmity between them. And non-Bhaca from Mount 
Fre re would not be excluded 
common residence 
from the 
in that 
Bhaca homeboy group 
district. based on 
red/school division is sometimes overridden by 
Even 
bonds 
the 
of 
common locality, though this does not occur in East London. 
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The boundar ies in terms of which homeboy groups are 
fo r med depends largely on the available numbers of men from a 
pa r t i cu l a r a r ea . Where there is a large number from a 
pa r t i cula r distr ict there may be a number of homeboy groups 
f r om this district, based on common locality . The boundaries 
a r e defined more widely when the numbers are smaller. 
In Cape Town, where two or more amakhaya groups from one 
d i st r ict are housed in one room , food contributions are 
equal , " i r respective of age and status" (ibid;53). Yet there 
is an age division in other respects . Older men are toe 
a r bit r ato r s in disputes and the juniors ought to respect them 
and heed their advice . Boys and young men perform tasks such 
as cooking and washing up and eat separately from the men. 
Even this is a redefinition of the traditional mode, for at 
home boys and young men form separate and distinct categories 
(Mayer and Mayer, 1970). Sports clubs and church 
congregations in town and mine may have a broader regional 
basis , a man joining a club that is identified with the 
Ciskei , No r thern Transkei, and so on, depending on the 
numbe r s available (Wilson and Mafeje, 1963. McNamara, 1978). 
Tr aditional relig i ous activities in town, primarily the 
affai r of the lineage at home, involve all members of the 
c lan who a r e present , or simply friends and homeboys in 
ge ne r a I , who are called by a man when he wants to brew beer 
fo r the shades. The lineage is replaced by the clan or, if 
there are few clan members , by people from the same locality. 
In conflict situations among black migrant workers 
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people are united on a relatively broad basis and homebased 
social ties 
involving an 
are subordinate 
identification 
to 
of 
wider, regional ones, 
the "widest cultural 
communi ty" . Conflict between migrants on the mines, for 
example, usually involves large ethno-regional groups - Xhosa 
speakers (men drawn from the Transkei, Ciskei and Eastern 
Cape) against Basotho (men from Lesotho), Rhodesians against 
Xhosa speakers, etc. (McNamara, 1978). The 1976 disturbances 
in the Cape and in Soweto, Johannesburg, included open 
clashes between black migrant. workers as a group and black 
township dwellers . In these situations then, cleavages based 
on home neighbourhood or district are subordinated to a wider 
principle of association. 
Migrant workers become exposed to industrial (working 
class) values and occupational interests, though conflict 
between management and workers indicates that such values and 
interests overlap with broad regional or ethnic groups, 
possibly because such groups 
occupational or structural 
industrial setting (ibid). 
are identified with common 
positions in the mine or 
Othe r evidence from the mining industry indicates the 
existence of a "miners' culture", little influenced by the 
home structure but determined largely by the dangerous nature 
of the work which instills in men both pride and fear (Anglo 
American Corporation, 1976). The need for close co-operation 
undergr ound creates an ega1atar ian atmosphere, "a warm team 
spirit and camarader ie" . Here there are "no obvious 
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signs of ethnic conciousness " (ibid113) . On surface the 
position is slightly different and informal networks are 
largely linguistically homogenous (ibid . McNamara, 1978 ) , but 
people associate on the basis of common interests rather than 
ethnic affiliation and it is known that the majority of 
friendship links are forged on the mine rather than 
"imported" from home (Pearson, 1975 . Mc Namara , 1978, 1978a) . 
Liminal situations are characterized by "individual cho ice of 
friends" rather than a fellowship based on kinship and 
neighbourhood (Turner, 19741 201 - 202) . 
There is therefore some evidence to indicate that the 
social world of the migrant in town or mine involves a 
"re-structuring", utilizing certain 
organizational p r inciples and social ties, 
pre-existing 
based largely on 
common locality and historical experience . McNamara (1978) 
has argued that different recreational interests among 
different groups of migrants are the product of particular 
historical influences affecting their regions of origin. 
Such interests provide the basis of personal networks among 
mine hostel residents. In some s ituations, then, rural 
structural pr inciples are diluted, in others they remain 
strong. In the actual job envi ronment they seem to disappear 
altogether. 
To what extent does the concep t of "communitas" apply to 
migrants at work? Communitas is seen by Turner as 
anti-structure, characterized by brotherhood , a one-ness with 
otherS1 by shared values, contractual relations, and so on. 
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uGene r ic rather than particularistic relationships are 
stressed" (1974 1 196). In the context of a rite of passage 
communitas negates structure (the preliminal) and "affirms 
another orde r of things and relations"(loc cit) . Communitas 
"puts all str uctural rules in quest i on and suggests new , 
possibilities It strains towards universalism and 
openness ". It exists within the liminal group, is induced by 
the i r limi n a l ity , and is extended to include "the widest 
accepted cultu r al community" (ibid, 191, 202). 
The answer to our question depends on how we define 
communitas . It is not necessarily a one-ness or brotherhood 
only in a r eligious or metaphysical sense . The bond uniting 
people in the liminal situation is not necessarily a sacred 
or joyous one. One may find communitas also in situations of 
common suffering and discomfort , in adverse or vexatious 
conditions . The sharing of hardships among Samburu moran, for 
example , serves "to bring them together" (Spencer, 19701 
149) . The kind of communitas evident in the following quote 
r egarding Basotho as they leave for the South African mines 
is r a t he r different from the sacred and pleasurable 
commun i tas f ound among religious pilgrims, though the 
characteristics may be similar in other respects. 
Al r eady in the NRC 5 dormitory [in Lesotho], the 
attitud es of the men have begun to alter . "The 
wild ness and uneasiness of the migrants begin just 
he r e" . L ike soldiers en route to battle they seem 
both e xu ltant and fearful . Their language becomes 
coa r ser and more boisterous . They shout lewd 
invitat i ons to women walking along the railway line 
and regale one another with horrific accounts of 
the cruelty of the white man and work underground. 
They chant in song form about how they left their 
children starving in miserable conditions, about 
going in a cage 1 ike rats underground har r ied 
and trapped. They also sing of the Basuto with 
pride and how they are strong and good, not 
needing training because they are naturally 
skilled, and how they clash with others in figths. 
They sing of the mountains with a fatalistic 
certainty that they will never see them again: 
Lesotho, now I leave you with your 
mountains 
Where I used to run 
I am going to the White man's place - the 
tableland '" 
(Anglo American Corporation, 1976; 7-8). 
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Secondly, we have so far spoken of what Turner calls 
"existential" communitas. This is a purely analytical concept 
which, if it exists in real life at all, exists only in some 
historical past, at the beginning of t .he first steps into 
liminality. In real life communitas is defined and acted out 
only in relation to the structure that it is in opposition 
to. There is a "dynamic interdependence" between the two. 
Communi tas itself develops a structure, and what exists or 
comes to exist in liminal situations is IInorrnativell 
communitas, which is structural and utilarian (Turner, 1969; 
120. 1974; 169). 
The temporary experience of liminality and communitas 
does not eliminate the structural divisions of society but 
occurs with reference to them and "removes the sting" from 
them. In liminality there is a restructuring "of old 
elements into new patterns" (Turner, 1967; 99). Thus the 
social organization of migrant workers draws on the 
principles of their horne structure and modifies these. This 
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provides the basis for "normative" communitas, along with 
specific adaptations to the particular situation in which 
workers find themselves. 
There exists on gold mines, for example, a workers' 
"mteto", "unwritten but well established rules developed by 
the workers themselves underground and in the hostel" (Anglo 
Amer ican Corporation, 1976; 36). Pearson speaks of a "high 
degree of cohesion and unity of purpose which characterize 
many [hostel] rooms" (1975; 16), and mentions as examples of 
room organization communal purchase of utensils, communal 
fund raising, election of isibonda (room prefect), a division 
of labour, and common participation in solving problems and 
disputes. Normative communitas arises because of the need 
"to mobilize and organize resources [including people], and 
the necessity for social control ... " (Turner, 1969; 120). 
It should be noted that communitas occurs also within 
the home structure and is not conditional upon liminality. 
Turner illustrates this with the guild system of Tizimin and 
with what Fortes has termed "complementary filiation" in 
unilineal societies. Matrilaterality in a patrilineal society 
is, in the idiom of kinship, a manifestation of communitas 
(Turner, 1969;101,1974;221). ·Weak" structure, structural 
principles that co-exist with but are subordinate to the 
dominant 
evidence 
principle, 
for this 
represent a wider community. 
among the Gcaleka where 
There is 
affinity, 
matrilaterality and geographical grouping are at once outside 
of the lineage structure, to some degree co-terminous with it 
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and, in the case of the first two, help to define it. And 
links through women are also dangerous to the patrilineage, 
for in defining the points of lineage segmentation women 
provide the reference by means of which lineages split. 
Matrilineal and affinal ties are in a sense potentially 
disruptive and associated with communitas because it is 
through them that a wider society is recognized. 
Relationships with maternal kin such as mother's brother are 
much "warmer" and relaxed than within the lineage with its 
rigid structural hierarchy and potential for friction. 
There is a "balancing" of structure and communitas 
(whether injected from an external source or evident within 
the community) in society. Each needs and benefits the 
other. Existential communitas is operationalized and made 
effective with reference to structure, and the latter is 
subjected to "new energies" with the introduction of an 
element of communitas . The two go together, with each 
individual's experiences including exposure to both, giving 
social life a markedly dialectical character (Turner, 1969). 
The "good neighbourliness" of the Gcaleka, in that it is 
an existential mode which has received structuring into a 
normative framework (ward section organization, for example) 
and wtlich operates largely independently of the ideology of 
kinship, might be viewed a a form of normative communitas. 
Communitas and the limen of transition rituals are often 
closely associated with the dead (Turner, 1975). The 
sympolism of death is often marked, expressing separation 
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from one state and entry into tbe liminal, and liminality is 
associated with the world of the sacred, the subject having 
being separated from the profane (Van Gennep, 1909). A man 
"moves into the realm of the sacred when he goes on a journey 
and finds himself a foreigner near a camp of strangers" 
(ibid;12). In the liminality of pilgrimage or initiation, 
people are "in communion with the dead" (Turner, 1975; 126). 
Does the migrant worker move into the realm of the 
sacred, to communion with his ancestors? There is some 
evidence for this, without implying that migrant labour in 
itself is a religious phenomenon and obscuring its 
utilitarian function as a means to an end (the homestead) 
which has a significant religious content. The workplace has 
a certain air of unreality and mysticism about it. A man or 
boy never simply goes to work but has always "gone up" 
(unyukile) , "gone to warn (emfazweni) , is Ilin service" 
(enkhonzweni), or "on an expedition" (etorweni, from the 
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Dutch "tocht"), at the "place of gold" (eGoli, i. e. the 
Witwatersrand), or the "place of the white man" (emlungweni). 
Both the rituals we have been analysing and the 
statements of informants make it evident that the shades are 
directly concerned with labour migration and the migrant at 
work. They are required to protect and guide him, and they 
help him to be successful in earning money. This is 
particularly so when a man promises a beast to the shades, 
who have been seen to demand a ritual killing, and has to go 
out and work for it, making migration similar to a visit to a 
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pilgrim shrine in fulfilment of a promise to the deity or a 
saint (Turner, 1974;212).7 But this does not happen often. 
And the shades, along with the homestead with which they are 
identified, provide the means by which the liminality of 
migrant labour is made meaningful to the home situation, 
through providing a point of reference for both dominant 
structure (1 ineage and kinship) and weak structure 
(neighbourliness), linking the two in general terms and in 
the context of the returned migrant. However, it would be 
stretching the data too far to view the workplace as the 
realm of the sacred and to speak of a closer communion 
between man and shades while the migrant is away. 
Incorporation - The Rites of Return 
In the rites of return the migrant is reaggregated to 
society, while there is an attempt at resolving the ambiguity 
of liminality by relating it to and interpreting it in terms 
of its meaning for structure. 
As with separation, incorporation is carried out in 
stages. In the invocation rite the returnee thanks the 
shades, informs them of his return and asks them to continue 
to look after him as they have done while he was away. The 
journey home and the invocation separate him from the limen 
and it is only after he has invoked that he may enter his 
hut, thereby reversing the procedure on departure. 
The ritual presentation of liquor to people of the 
homestead, the 1 ineage and the communi ty, follows. He 
symbolically completes the journey with ihambidlane, the 
"thing that he has been eating on the way" . This is always 
the first bottle, presented shortly after the invocation and 
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before all the representatives of structure have arrived. It 
is not associated with a group or with a specific structural 
position. It is significant that this bottle goes to 
usipatheleni (caretaker) or to father, in the case of a boy 
or young man without his own homestead, to the person who has 
been filling the role of the migrant's social self. The 
usipatheleni is evidently both rewarded for this and relieved 
of his role as caretaker in the same action . Usipatheleni 
and the ihambidlane bottle seem to be associated with the 
migrant's work place and journey home, with his liminality. 
This bottle is therefore conceptually separate from the 
amal ungelo (r ights) bottles, a separation that receives 
emphasis when the ihambidlane is consumed at night and the 
people told to return the next morning, or when the 
ihambidlane is carried by the migrant while the amalungelo 
are kept with his luggage, to be consumed the next day. 
Amalungelo are associated with the incorporation proper 
and delayed until certain people have arrived. All who have 
"rights" must be present (isithebe and lineage members), and 
the distribution takes place in terms of specific structural 
principles. The first of these bottles, uswazi (a switch), 
also called "bottles for my people" or "bottles for fathers 
and mothers" is divided between men and women and emphasizes 
the solidar i ty of the neighbourhood uni t and of kin.8 The 
migrant's uswazi is a sign of good things to come, a symbol 
of the results of his work effort, and is similar to a bottle 
(also called uswaz i and referred to among the Gcaleka as 
"hooves of our cattle") presented to a wife's kin in 
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bridewealth negotiations, which symbolizes the ikhazi 
(bridewealth) cattle, which will be driven with a switch. The 
association between · the liquor prestations in general and 
success at work is explicitly stated by informants. 
Statements by seniors, such as "you have done well my 
son, as long as you have brought us this bottle", indicate 
that the bottles also represent the returned migrant's 
acceptance of the community and its norms and values, 
including the power and authority of the elders and the 
shade s. The shades are accorded the first few drops from 
each bot tIe. They are, part of the community that welcomes 
him back. 
The dominant symbolic action of the rites of return is 
sharing of liquor brought home, of beer, and of other 
possessions. This takes place in the homestead and the moral 
principle that one's homestead is "for people" is acted out. 
Sharing, in that it represents an acceptance of the community 
and a return to structure may be viewed also as a shedding of 
the liminal state. And it is also, perhaps, an acting out of 
< 
the positive side of liminality, of "communitas", and of the 
beneficial role of the shades in the liminal situation. 
The shar ing of food is a common feature of rites of 
incorporation. It is a .z; i te of "physical union", a 
"sacrament of communion", which affirms the bonds between 
people (particularly where sharing is reciprocal) and 
proclaims a sense of unity (Van Gennep, 1909;21-31). 
"Washing" with beer at umsindleko is similar to the 
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actual washing with ubulawu. It is spoken of as an 
invocation. Both liquids are termed medicine of the 
ancestors, both actions ensure their protection and blessing. 
In the context of umsindleko, the shades are thanked and 
acknowledged and, as in the invocation on return, are 
symbolically asked to stay close to their descendant and to 
continue to look over him while he is at home and next time 
he goes to work. This is evident in the speeches made on 
these occasions. Thus the migrant on his return already 
starts to prepare for his next workspell. Incorporation 
contains elements of the forthcoming separation. There is a 
degree of circular i ty in the rites in accordance wi th the 
oscillating nature of labour migration. This implies that 
incorporation can only be final once he stops migrating and 
this may take many years. 
Beer is the "communal food" ~ excellance among 
Gcaleka and we have earlier noted the moral-religious 
social significance of beer drinks. In provid ing beer 
the 
and 
the 
migrant is recognizing his membership of the community and 
his dependence on it. By attending the beer drink the 
community symbolically accepts the migrant back into their 
midst. The distribution of beer (and of bottled liquor) is 
done in terms of the divisions (political, kinship, 
age-bllsed, etc.) of society, symbolizes these divisions and 
the structural position of the returnee vis a vis the 
receivers of beer. On the one hand all those present are 
unit~d in their common participation of the beer and in their 
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welcoming of the migrant, but within this framework there is 
a highly structured distribution and spatial pattern. 
A few other relevant points regarding umsindleko may be 
mentioned. Firstly, it is spoken of as being done for the 
returnee, usually by his wife, mother or father. His 
incorporation is dependent on others, 
his homestead. Where it is done 
particularly those of 
by his father, this 
illustrates the son's continuing obedience to and dependence 
on the father. Secondly, umsindleko places high value on 
return and illustrates the negative value of absconding, 
which involves the complete loss of control over a migrant 
worker and to the community represents the negative aspects 
of liminality at its worst. Thirdly, there is an element of 
communitas in the beer drink itself, in accordance with the 
general emphasis on community and communal harmony that we 
have shown to be characteristic of Gcaleka beer drinks. In 
umsindleko this communitas relates directly to the value of 
migrant labour. A man is called "brother" by a non-brother 
(real or classificatory), or "father", when he is not a 
father. A boy or young man ritually tastes the beer from the 
mens' cask. He is being accorded the status of a man and is 
being praised by other men on the day of his umsindleko. 
Incorporation is also marked by "ceremonial visiting" 
(Vqn Gennep, 1909;24,45). This is often accompanied by 
liquor gifts or by gifts of foodstuffs, clothes, etc. The 
element of sharing and gift giving occurs here too. Visiting 
others, particularly kin, is part of the returned migrant's 
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obligations and is an important part of reaggregation. 
One question here, and one which has already been partly 
answered in our discussion of the change from a killing to an 
umsindleko beer drink, concerns the relationship of the rural 
communal ethic to the liminality and communitas of migrant 
labour. There is an identifiable relationship, as we have 
seen. Social and physical existence depends on the home 
community and on the communal ethic, as well as on labour 
migration. The successful migrant is an advantage to the 
local community - he leaves for work wi th the moral support 
of the community, obtains the protection of the shades partly 
through the community, and returns to be praised, thanked and 
incorporated back into the community, since it is through his 
passage that it is regenerated and its continued relevance 
made possible. Therefore the incorporation rites stress the 
migrant's return to the community. But the community or the 
communitas that he is returning to is a normative, structured 
one and his liminal experience must be interpreted in terms 
of the structure of the rural society in general - both its 
kinship and its extra-kinship aspects. 
Douglas' analysis of pollution behaviour, "the reaction 
which condemns any object or idea likely to confuse or 
contradict cherished classifications" (1966;48), appears to 
be of relevance to our analysis of the incorporation rites 
and, mo r e widely, to an understanding of the ritualization of 
migrant lilbour. Having been to work the migrant may be seen 
as somehow polluting and impure, one who has left structure, 
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experienced liminality, and who is returning to structure. 
For the home community to maintain its integrity the rural 
structure must be kept separate from the work situation and 
not confused with it. The returning migrant worker 
represents a mixture of the two and this is essentially 
disorderly and polluting. He is potentially dangerous . 
The danger is removed by casting off the elements of 
liminality that threaten the home structure . He must show 
that he has not been permanently affected by his experiences, 
that he rejects the urban lifestyle and accepts the basic 
norms, values and institutions of rural society . The home 
reality must be affirmed as paramount, not only to him, but 
to the communi ty as a whole, many of whose member shave 
experienced the work situation, and which stands to gain from 
migratory labour. Disorder "has potentiality. It symbolizes 
both danger and power" (ibid. 114). This power is 
recognized in ritual, where it is harnessed, and the 
dangerous elements neutralized. 
The liminality of migrant labour is ambiguous - both 
dangerous and supportive, undefinable and defining, and this 
ambiguity is resolved by keeping home and work apart, by 
rejecting the negative side of liminality and emphasizing the 
positive. The positive elements are interpreted in terms of 
rural structure and migrant labour is thus controlled, by 
using it to focus on home reality. Migrant labour is thus 
interpreted in terms of the fixed, known and orderly . 
Our "rites of return" would seem to make sense in terms 
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of this. As Van Gennep said, "rites on • •• the traveller's 
return include the removal of impurities acquired on the 
voyage (1909;36) . By performing certain ritual actions, 
the returning migrant is separated from the liminal state and 
incorporated back into structure. The symbolism of washing 
noted in the umsindleko beer drink might be interpreted as a 
washing off of the impurities of the workplace in addition to 
its other functions. In the Gcaleka male initiation ritual 
the boys wash in a stream immediately before cicumcision and 
entry into the seclusion hut and again after leaving the hut 
on the day of their coming out. Later on coming out day they 
wash again, squatting naked in the stream and scooping water 
onto their backs. Informants say that this is to ensure that 
all the impurities of the liminal state will be carried 
downstream. 
The community plays a prominent part in making migrant 
labour relevant to the home structure and separating the 
migr an t f rom work. They help him to exper ience structure 
afresh, as it were. His sharing with and giving gifts to 
others, the speeches and the structure of the umsindleko beer 
drink all help to achieve this. The community strives to 
ensure that the migrant accepts the mOral authority of the 
rural home . 
the only 
The formal oratory of umsindleko makes explicit 
"right" and true" 
disagreement (Bloch, 1975. 
way and 
Comaroff, 
offers 
1975) . 
no scope for 
The spec i fic 
m,igrap.t and his behaviour are related to the general, to 
ultimate reality. 
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The incorporation rites attempt to bridge the gap 
between the two states, that of work situation , liminality , 
ambiguity and communitas, and that of home structure , kinship 
and communal ,orgal\ization . To some extent the structuring of 
communitas in the work situation has already done this, as we 
have seen , tying liminality to the home structure . 
Incorporation rites such as umsindleko seek to ensure that 
the liminal process is made meaningful to the home situation . 
It symbolically unites the two as well as separates them, 
resolves the migrant's ambiguity and removes him from the 
ambiguous state . It seems also to serve to integrate the two 
principles of social action upon which the society is based 
i.e. patrilineality and neighbourhood. By using the umzi as 
its central reference point and as a beer drink , it is able 
to do this, in common with other Gcaleka beer drinks. 
However , umsindleko contains a contradiction within 
itself, for it encourages men to go out and work. It is a 
"model for" social action (Geertz, 1973), action that 
invol ves vacating structure in order to benef i tit. Wh ile 
making this action culturally meaningful in providing , a model 
of the ideal nature of labour migration, it produces the 
conditions for the very ambiguity that it is trying to 
resolve. 
Migrant Labour and Status Change 
Our view of labour migration as being similar to a rite 
of passage has so far ignored an important question , that of 
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the change in social status associated with going out to 
work . Is 
positions" 
there such a change? Are there "well defined 
associated with the pre- and post-l iminal stat es 
(Van Gennep; 1909;3)? There is no straightforward answer to 
this question . Migrant labour is more like a rite of passage 
under certain circumstances than others. For e xample , the 
first time that a boy or man goes out to work ma r ks a 
definite change in his relationship with his ki n and soc iety . 
He assumes a new role - that of wage-earne r and p r ov i der as 
distinct from dependant. The r i tes that accompany h i s 
migratory process can be seen to mark , effect a nd def ine t he 
status change, encourage him to feel that he has changed, 
provide him with the moral-religious backing r equ i red to deal 
with the change and outline his new r esponsibilities 
(Pickering, 1974). 
To some extent gOing out to work supplements or replaces 
the male initiation ritual. This mayor may not coincide 
wi th the youth I s first spell at work . Among the Gcaleka it 
usually does not , boys going out to work up to 
prior to initiation into adulthood . Among 
four times 
the Tswana 
however, labour migration was "widely regarded as a form of 
initiation" (Schapera, 1947; 116) . Ashton recorded a 
similar finding among the Basotho (1952) and Houghton and 
Walton (1952;12) say that labour migration f r om the Cis kei is 
associated with " the desire of young men to prove their 
manhood" • 
Among the Gca1eka and other Xhosa a youth of t he status 
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of ikrwala (newly circumcised young man) goes out to work "to 
change (ukutshintsha) the khakhi" . A-makrwala wear khakhi 
clothes and smear themsel yes wi th red ochee foe a pee iod 
after theie "coming out" but discaed these aftee their fiest 
spell at work as men. Wilson et al (1952:112) say that this 
workspell completes the initiation process. Howevee, labour 
migeation is not necessarily associated with male initiation 
and is certainly not an integeal and indispensable part of 
the initiation ritual. Furthermore, the writers cited above 
stress the economic necessity of migration as the primacy 
motivating factor. Any other reasons for migrating must be 
regarded as secondary. 
One important change associated with labour migration is 
the economic one. The returned migrant ' s financial 
circumstances are usually rather different from those of the 
migrant about to leave home. These changed circumstances do 
impose on him a new temorary status of a kind, in terms of 
which he has certain well defined obligations to his home 
structure, to umzi, kin and community, and is expected to 
behave in accordance with certain specified norms (Turner , 
1967:94) . The compulsory distribution of liquor prestations, 
the gift giving and brewing of beer, especially umsindleko, 
illustrate this. In addition to their other functions, these 
rites describe and establish that B is different from A- and 
imply a progress from lesser to higher (La Fontaine, 1977). 
One cannot argue from this, however, that the migrant 
undergoes a change in state. Once his eaenings have been 
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used, his pre- and post-migratory statuses will not be 
greatly different, despite the fact that he may have added a 
few beasts to his herd or another hut to his homestead. On 
the other hand, 
breadwinner. He 
he has again proved his 
has successfully endured 
competence as a 
the dangers of 
liminality . He has passed a test. 
/\. rit e of passage is not only or me rely a change in 
status but also a test which if passed indicates a change, a 
growth or a maturity (Richards , 1975 ; 9-10). In the case of 
a boy or a young man, passing the test indicates that he will 
continue to work well and save money . He has demonstrated a 
willingness to accept responsibility and shown himself to be 
a successfu l migrant. Each time he repeats his success at 
work he reinforces these qualities. 
Our analysis of migrant labour as a r ite of passage may 
perhaps benefit from insights derived f r om an examination of 
the period of moranhood among the Samburu (Spencer, 1970). 
Here there is a gradual transition from moranhood to 
elderhood , with no precise point marking the stage at which 
moran become elders. Moran undergo a long period (up to 14 
years) of "marginality" "a state of social suspension 
between boyhood and elderhood, during which in a sense their 
social development is arrested". The limina l situation 
constitutes an "extended per iod of transition between 
circumcision ... and 
(ibid; l31 ,154). Transition to 
eventual incorporation 
elderhood is staggered 
" 
and 
discontinuous , marked by six or more ilmugit ceremonies, 
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within each of which rites of separation , transition and 
incorporation are present to some degree. Spencer says that 
passage , though in 
values instilled at 
some of 
general 
these 
they 
ceremonies are rites of 
serve to re-instill the 
circumcision and do not involve "a fundamental adjustment of 
social relationships" (ibid , 148). The ilmugit ceremonies 
are used by the elders to maintain their power, and involve 
reinforcemen t of "t he notion of a sense of respect" . They 
are "rites of intens ification " (see below),in which existing 
relationships are reinforced but remain unchanged. The 
Gcaleka migrant worker may, by analogy, be viewed as passing 
through a number of stages, each marking an incremental 
growth, one step nearer to eventual senior status in the 
community . Labour migration is a r ecur ring cyclical 
phenomenon in which the developmental cycle of the homestead 
is intimately bound up. In a sense the migrant is liminal to 
society throughout his migratory career , because he is 
continually moving into and out of stcucture , until he has 
reached a stage where he no longer needs to migrate or is 
physically incapable of going out to work . 
Chapple and Coon (1942) distinguish rites of 
intensificat ion from rites of passage. Whereas the former 
are associated with regular, periodic , recurring changes , the 
latter tend to occur only with non-periodic changes . That 
is, as far as the individual or the individual/society 
relationship is concerned, rites of passage are relatively 
unique, unlikely to be repeated rituals accompanying specific 
events such as birth 
intens if icat ion may occur 
and death , while 
a number of times 
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rites of 
at fixed 
intervals , in response to the same events or environmental 
stimuli. Spencer's application of this idea to the Samburu 
moran also takes in the role of the elders and appears to be 
of particular relevance to our analysis . Spencer argues that 
since power lies with the elders , it is in their interests to 
prolong the period of transition. Moran are prevented from 
acquiring knowledge of society and thus power. Drawing on 
Pavlovian conditioning theory Spencer maintains that the 
elders seek to ensure acceptance of this on the part of moran 
in the ilmugit ceremonies, by means of ritual devices which 
serve to increase moran anxiety and thus suggestibility. 
These ceremonies not only transmit and maintain sentiments, 
or facilitate change in status, but also maintain power and 
control (Spencer , 1970; 156). 
In the Gcaleka rituals of labour migration the elders 
impose and re-inforce their authority . Successful 
performance of the rituals depends on them, and they 
symbolically state the dependence of the migrant on the 
elders who, in their speeches and admonitions , address the 
migrant with a number of imperatives . The migrants 
behaviour at work is subject to control by his seniors. The 
elders manipulate and interpret migrant labour in such a way 
as to counter the threat that it poses and so reinfo rce their 
power. We have previously examined the social and histor ical 
conditions that gave rise to this in the analysis of how 
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umsindleko might have originated. 
The association between rites of passage and the 
acquisition of knowledge and power mentioned by Spencer has 
recently been discussed by La Fontaine (1977). Here too the 
transformation aspect is given little analytical importance, 
for La Fontaine points out that if the manifest purpose of 
initiation rituals 
transformation cannot 
is social 
logically be 
transformation, 
used to explain 
then 
such 
rites. Rather, the critical factor marking the distinction 
between the two states is the demonstration and transmission 
of knowledge . In Gisu male initiation ritual passage is 
accompanied and facilitated by increased knowledge, which is 
provided by the elders. The ritual establishes the supremacy 
of authority and knowledge, which is possessed by the elders 
and legitimizes the gerontocracy . Once again, as with the 
Samburu, ritual serves to legit imate the elders' rule . It 
seems evident then that status change need not be the pr imary 
focus of an analysis of passage ritual. 
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Footnotes to Chapter IV 
1. I am grateful to Dr. J. Perry, formerly of Rhodes 
Universi ty , Grahamstown, for the suggestion that the 
process of labour migration might be fruitfully compared 
with Victor Turner ' s treatment of pilgrimage. 
2. The words of this song are reproduced in Append ix J . 
3 • There is 
Africa , 
support 
quoting 
evidence in the history of capitalism in South 
particularly the development of mining , to 
this (see for example Schapera , 19 4 7 ; 204 
the Mine Natives ' Wages Commission). 
4. Although the present tense is used here the East London 
situation has changed since the establishment of 
Mdantsane, a township on the outskirts of the city, 
which is part of the Ciskeian homeland (see "Postcript" 
in Mayer, 1961 - 2nd edition, 1971) . 
5. NRC = Native Recruiting Corporation. Recruiting for the 
South African gold mines was done by the NRC and WNLA 
(Witwatersrand Native Labour Association) , both part of 
Mine Labour Organizations, the Chamber of Mines of South 
Africa's recruiting body. Recently the MLO has become 
the Employment Bureau of Africa, and the NRC and WNLA no 
longer exist as separate organizations or under these 
names. 
6. See Kropf (1915) where itoro is said to mean "a wagon 
expedition" 
7. A demand for a killing (as indicated in dreams, etc) 
may be temporarily satisfied by brewing beer for the 
shades, invoking and informing them that their demand 
has been heard and that it will complied with once a 
beast is available . This is termed ukung!engx~~ (to 
beg pardon or appease) . It may happen that a man then 
has to leave for work in order to earn money for a 
beast. Informants were able to recall a number of such 
cases. 
8. ~wazi crops up in many other contexts also. It is 
commonly used as a name for a bottle of brandy or 
other "gift" given to a chief or headman when asking 
for some favour, applying for a homestead site or 
field , etc . 
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V. CONCLUSION 
This study has been concerned with the ritual iz ation of 
labour migration ag~inst a backgroun~ . of heavy economic 
reliance on migratory earnings which, coupled with the fact 
that large numbers of men go out to worlt for long spells on a 
regular basis, both supports and threatens the existence of 
red Gcaleka society . An attempt has been made to analyse the 
rituals of migrant labour in terms of the moral, religious and 
social importance of building the homestead . The shades have 
been seen to be directly concerned with migration on the part 
of their descendants. Social standing in the community and 
the goodwill of the shades is largely dependent on building 
the umzi, and labour migration is therefore of some religious 
s ignificance. 
The importance of both kin and wider community in 
socia-economic and religious life is, lie have argued, 
directly linked to the development of migrant labour and the 
abse nce of men as workers. The wider community, like kinsmen, 
has a direct interest in the homestead of any individual and 
in his relationship with his ancestors . This is therefore 
e xpressed in the rituals of labour migration, as it is in 
moral thought, along with the importance of kinship and the 
homestead. 
This, along with the real physical dange r of going out 
to work in mine or industry, and the consequent perceived 
need for mystical protection, to lijome extent explains why 
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migrant labour has been subject to religious ritual . We have 
noted also that ritual may serve as a device to ma i nt ain 
soc ial control, the power and author i ty of the elder s, and 
thereby to reinforce structure. 
Our explanation for the ritualization of migran t labour 
must include also Gluckman's view of ritua l as be i ng a 
"role-demarcating" or "role-segregating" 
to ensure that individuals conform to 
device which helps 
the moral norms 
governing a (sometimes new) role and social relationships in 
general, and thereby helps ensure social harmony, through the 
public. acting-out and mystical sanctioning of these norms 
(Gluckman, 1962). The fact that the returned Gcaleka migrant 
symbolically redistributes his wealth is an enactment of the 
responsibilities of his status as returned migrant. 
out this important aspect of his new role in 
situations which symbolize social structure. Much 
analysis of the rituals has been along these lines . 
He acts 
ritual 
of our 
As Horton has shown, however, Gluckman's argument in 
this respect does not fully account for the question of why 
it is religious ritual that is used as a role- segregating 
device and that makes for social harmony . Horton ' s view of 
African religion as being "the outcome of a model - building 
process" (19641 99), with social life serving as the basis of 
the religious model (an esentially Durkheimian postulate) 
leads him to explain the ritual accompaniment to rites of 
passage in terms of the association between mystical beings 
and social groups. Role changes involve "incorporation into 
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a new group or a new set of relationships; and • •. a 
corporate group is apt to be defined in terms of the personal 
beings who are "behind" the co-ordinated activities of its 
members" (~; 101). Becoming a member of the group 
involves being put under the control of the spiritual beings 
associated with it. The reason why there is in the ritual an 
emphasis on the acting-out of behaviour patterns appropriate 
in social life is because the well-being of the group is 
"seen as intimately bound up with their members ' close 
observance of their moral norms" (ibid; 102). Therefore the 
spir its assoc iated with the group suppor tits moral norms, 
and the beneficence of the spirits depends on the observation 
of these norms. 
We have tr ied to show that although different Gcaleka 
lineages are associated with different sets of ancestors, 
lineages are linked to each other in various ways and the 
recognition of a wider community has a parallel in religious 
thought and morality. Horton's thesis as outlined above may 
therefore be said to hold in general terms. 
The overall emphasis in our analysis of the rituals of 
labour migration however, has perhaps been a more general 
one, in terms of making labour migration meaningful to the 
rural society. Here the function of ritual in keeping work 
and home separate, seen in the close parallels between the 
rituals of labour migration and rites of passage in general, 
has been of some use. We have argued that the rituals 
provide men with a meaningful context in which to interpret 
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their experiences as migrant workers. The role of the 
migrant is rationalized, understood and given value in terms 
of the familiar structural world, by viewing migrant labour 
as entry into a liminal, 
irrelevant world similar to 
dangerous and 
that portrayed 
structurally 
in the more 
familiar indigenous life-crises rites . But because of the 
reliance on the earnings of migrants the experience of 
liminality at work is seen as a rewarding one which leads to 
growth and ma tur i ty. The energy of the non-structure is 
harnessed and made relevant to the home society (Douglas, 
1966) • 
The rituals provide meaning 
interpretation of exper ience, and at 
actions and experiences yet to be lived . 
by allowing for 
the same time shape 
They provide both a 
"model of" and a "model for" the social role of a migrant 
worker (Geertz, 1973) The symbols employed shape themselves 
to reality, express and duplicate structure, by formulating 
conceptions of the world and inducing acceptance of this 
formulation, thereby affecting future action. Symbols 
provide information, and this is brought to bear on social 
life after the enactment of a particular rite (ibid). 
Basic to this is the ability of symbols to condense in a 
single form a number of facets of everyday life, different 
bel iefs, values and pr inciples, and to order these. "That 
which in secular life is diffuse, scattered and fragmentary, 
is in the ritual situation assembled , interfused and ordered" 
(Fortes and Dieterlen, 1965;11. Turner, 1967). This property 
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of ritual symbols is essential for the symbolic fo r mulation 
of the experienced world (Turner, 1967;28-29), 
Tur ner ,like Geertz , notes that symbols are both 
backward and forward looking, that their points of reference 
are both in the past and in the future, that they "typify", 
"represent" or "recall" and also become associated with 
interests and goals (ibid) . In bringing the ideological 
(normative) into contact with the emotive, the two "poles" 
evoked by ritual symbols (ibid), the desirable becomes 
obligatory , the interpretation of experience is turned into a 
model for experience. Thinking about the world as lived in 
terms of the basic values and principles inculcated by ritual 
symbols provides standards which guide the future. 
Rites such as umsindleko replicate structure and the 
nature of the individual's relation to structure. Migrant 
labour is interpreted in terms of this relationship, by 
relating it to the homestead, the shades , morali t y and the 
community . The rites of labour migration outline and idealize 
the 1 ink between man and society in terms of his role as 
migrant worker, and provide a "model for" . Both the backward 
and forward looking nature of the rituals of labour migration 
are, as we have seen, quite explicit. 
We have suggested also that as society changed , so did 
the incorporation rite and the meaning of migrant labour. 
The old symbols (the ritual killing) became redundant, for 
they were tied to an economy that had changed. The basic 
beliefs and values that were being expressed and moulded in 
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the umhlinzeko rite were, in the context of migrant labour, 
no longer appropr iate. New situations require new symbols 
(wilson, 1971), or rather, a reinterpretation of old symbols. 
Two things were involved here - the function of ritual as a 
phase in social process, whereby "groups become adjusted to 
internal changes and adapted to their external environment" 
(Turner, 1967;20), and the function of ritual in resolving or 
attempting to resolve conflict and ideological inconsistency 
in this case the conflict between father and son, and 
between the need to go out to work and the need for social 
coherence. The net result was, we suggested, a new 
definition of the place of the individual in society and a 
rearrangement of old principles, together with the 
introduction of new elements in such a way that the nature of 
society was somewhat changed. 
One cannot argue from this however, that the emphasis on 
good neighbourliness is a recent innovation among the Xhosa. 
Alberti shows that this was a feature of Xhosa society in 
1807 (1810;77-79) and Wilson (1969;129) points out that: 
Certain of the values and customs of contemporary 
Nguni society, most conspicuously the stress on 
ubuntu - humanity - have roots which can be traced 
back three centur ies, and which doubtless extend 
much further. 
This feature of Gcaleka society has perhaps become more 
emphasized and acquired new meaning in the context of labour 
migration and other social changes, but the logical 
relationship between homestead, shades and community does not 
hinge on the role of migrant labour or any other social 
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change. It is possible that this relationship too has become 
more emphasized and that the range of moral obligations has 
become wider, as Wilson argues, as relationships extended 
with increase in scale (1971;90). But the evidence suggests 
that the increase in scale occurred within the local 
community, as an intensification of relationships previously 
or potentially existing. For conservative Gcaleka society is 
still relatively isolated from the wider world of the migrant 
worker, who is himself peripheral to that world. Thus 
instead of a "growth of individual freedom from immediate kin 
and neighbours" as scale increases and moral obligations 
extend (ibid;92), the opposite may be said to have occurred. 
Despite the changes that have taken place in the past 
two centur ies certain sections of the Cape Nguni are 
generally very conservative and some chiefdoms, including the 
Xhosa, "have resisted change to a degree unprecedented in 
Bantu Africa" (Hammond-Tooke, 1975; 19). This is 
particularly so along the T~aneke1 coast where this study was 
conducted. Any attempt to answer the question of why migrant 
labour has been ritualized must also address itself to the 
question of the persistence of Xhosa conservatism. Since 
migrant labour is the major source of contact with a wider 
world, the most evident and widespread indication of (or 
potential for) increase in scale, we have to ask why this 
potential has not been realized, why migrant labour has 
instead become tied directly to rural society and continually 
interpreted in terms of the customary value~ of that society. 
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We have, to paraphrase Geertz (1973), to some extent 
dismantled the webs of significance that the Gcaleka have 
spun around the phenomenon of labour migration. We have 
considered their structure and the relationship of var ious 
strands to one another, but we have yet to fully answer the 
question of why they were constructed in the first place. 
Many writers on the Nguni have associated conservatism 
with the ancestor cult. The shades, being opposed to change, 
act as a "conservative force". They are seen as being 
angered by departure from tradition and custom (Hammond-Tooke 
1962;165), for they are opposed to non-Xhosa institutions 
(Mayer, 1961;41). Custom and tradition are the ways of the 
ancestors and one should thus not depart from them (Hunter, 
, 
1936;267. wilson, 1971;9). Respect for tradition is resp,ect 
for the shades, and to turn one's back on custom is to turn 
against the shades. social structure and religion thus 
support and reinforce each other, and Radcliffe-Brown noted 
that "the disintergration of the social structure and the 
decay of the ancestral cult proceed together" (1945;6). 
There is plenty of evidence among the Gcaleka for the 
argument that the cult of the shades maintains conservatism, 
but this would be to offer an explanation of something in 
terms of i tsel f. 
One can look at conservatism in another way. It is 
possible that people cling to a familiar, traditional 
lifestyle in a situation of rapid and radical change, in the 
face of disorder and the unknown (Hunter, 1936;xii-xiii). 
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Tradition is stressed "when a remnant is standing against the 
tide of change" (Wilson, 1971;32), and it is perhaps 
inevitable in such a situation that tradition in general is 
related to the shades, who are the dominant feature of life 
and belief, and to view departure from tradition as angering 
the shades. Yet much change has taken place in certain 
spheres of Gcaleka life, partly of necessity and partly 
through selection. Wilson (1969a;271) points out that the 
Xhosa "wanted both the goods of civilization and to maintain 
traditional custom". Much of what is seen as traditional 
today is 
the use 
in fact of relatively recent origin - the plough, 
of oxen for ploughing, the role of men in 
agriculture, the mud-brick hut, etc. Even labour migration 
is viewed as traditional, since it was done by men's 
forefathers. Conservative Gcaleka accept that new 
circumstances require adaptation and say that the shades 
allow for a degree of change. Informants say that, in theory 
at least, a man may even move his homestead to town subject 
to certain conditions, or that he may become a "school" 
person, without necessarily angering the shades. 
The Gcaleka response to these changes seems to have been 
a continual adjustment and redefinition of social structure, 
and this has proceeded, among certain sections of the 
population, along with a continual adherence to the ancestor 
cul t. Rel igious and moral change has adapted accordingly, 
despi te the eros ion of many aspects of the "traditional" 
lifestyle. Opposition to change, conservatism and the appeal 
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to "tradition" is selective. Certain things have been 
accepted as beneficial and necessary, others have been 
rejected. 
and the 
The identification of the shades with tradition 
perceived opposition of the shades to foreign 
elements is therefore also selective. 
Philip Mayer has indicated that red Xhosa conservatism 
is perhaps best understood as a nationalism that rejects 
White domination and things associated with Whites. "Red" 
Xhosa view themselves "as nationalist resisters" and see 
school people as "collaborators" (Mayer, 1961; 31) . 
Opposition to whites is opposition to white ways "and 
apprec iation of 'tr ibal' ones" (ibid). Al though this is 
h istor ically determined, Mayer points out that "reds" 
(correctly) see no advantage in becoming "school". It would 
bring them neither economic, moral nor political gain. 
has many advantages. 
at people such as the 
This may be 
conservative 
Remaining red, however, 
illustrated by looking 
Gcalek a wi thin the wider South Afican socio-poli tical 
framework. And it is in this context that the ritualization 
of migrant labour makes sense. 
As was stated in the analysis of these rites as 
transition rituals, if there was no liminality there would 
probably be no rites of separation or incorporation. And the 
fact that the Gcaleka migrant at work is liminal is only 
partly of his own making. It is predominantly a function of 
the socio-economic and legal position of rural blacks in the 
South African context. The details of this are well-known -
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legal entrenchment of a system of oscillating migrant labour, 
retardation of the urbanization process , the "pass laws", the 
segregation of black migrant workers in hostels or compounds, 
the official encouragement of various "ethnic identities", 
the Bantu Authorities system, the general insecurity and 
impoverishment of life in the urban townships and so on. The 
Gcaleka migrant worker is legally condemmed to a life of 
frequent immersion into liminality. He is continually 
between the wage economy and his r ural home, he is a "man of 
two worlds " (Houghton, 1960). Migrant labour is legally 
prevented from functioning as a "bridge" beteen urban wage 
economy and rural home. Instead of crossing it, the worker 
is continually walking from one end to the other (Houghton, 
1974, quoting the Fagan Commission). But he has to have some 
place to regard as home, and since he is unable to identify 
with the work place and urban life, he looks to his rural 
home and structure for a sense of belonging. 
A migratory labour economy ensures that the worker 
maintains relations with the rural community, which fulfills 
"functions that capitalism prefers not to assume The 
functions of social security" (Meillassoux, 1972; 102). 
Therefore the "t raditional mode of production" must be 
conser ved, "as the only one capable of ensur ing survival" 
(ibid , 102-103). The worker is periodically forced to return 
to his rural home, where it is absolutely necessary , 
the refore, to maintain an economy and a structure that 
pro vi des for his security . The rural economy and structure 
is absorbed into the capitalist 
perpetuates and undermines it at the 
system, which 
same time 
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both 
(ibid). 
Migrant labour is to the Gca1eka both a serious threat to 
their way of life and one of the primary means of maintaining 
it. 
People such as the Gca1eka have had to look to their 
rural homes for their ultimate security, and to the rural 
structure and ideology (Le . to "tradition") for meaning in 
life. A man going out to work knows that he is legally 
obliged to return home at the end of his contract, that he 
cannot obtain permanent residential rights in town, that he 
cannot legally be accompanied by his family. And even if he 
wanted to stay in town under such circumstances, he would 
have to face a multitude of laws that govern virtually every 
facet of his work, home and social life, many of which 
discriminate against him. In terms of the policy of "separate 
development" he has rights only in his "homeland" and is in 
the "white" areas solely, in the words of the Stallard 
Commission, to "minister to the needs of the white man". 
Obviously labour migration can only be made meaningful 
in terms of his rural structure and horne and one can only 
agree with Mafeje when he comes to the "inescapable" 
conclusion that rural pagans "by their militant conservatism 
have saved themelves from self-alienation" (1975,178). A 
man's rural horne and community provide him with status and 
d ignity not obtainable elsewhere, with full human 
relationships unlike the fragmented and uncertain links in 
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town or mine, and · the ancestor cult affords him a sense of 
continuity, belonging and moral satisfaction. His 
"conservatism" then, is an ideology, a response to domination 
and subordination, an ideology which has "tradition" or 
"custom" as its point of reference, but which is not itself 
wholly "traditional". 
Labour migration is ritualized because this is the only 
way in which men can come to terms with it in its present 
form, under existing conditions. And it is evident that in 
ritualizing it, migrant labour to some extent reinforces 
conservatism . The "model of" being closely tied to 
tradition, the "model for" thus supporting and strengthening 
tradition. Linked to this is the practical support in the 
form of cash for food, implements and other goods, that 
migrant labour provides, and the great dependence of 
individuals on one another in a st ructure that is without 
most of its active males at anyone time. Involvement in the 
wider South African political economy produces the 
ideologi cal and the material support for the continuation of 
conservative values and lifestyle, and for continued local 
autonomy. It is suggested that for this to be made possible 
there must be some degree of already existing autonomy, 
particularly economic. Otherwise the dissonance would be too 
great. Folokhwe people rely greatly on migrant labour, but 
they have some local subsistence products, and many are able 
to view migrant labour as supplementary, while for a sizable 
minority migrant earnings are in fact suplementary (those men 
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who are relatively wealthy, and those who are occasional 
migrants). 
Migrant labour is, of course, also a threat to the 
community. A man goes out to build his homestead, yet while 
away it might be neglected. His migran t earnings benefit the 
community, but his labour. power is lost to it for a long 
period. Some men abscond and are lost to the community for 
many years or permanently. Others acquire new ideas at work, 
ideas that might thr.eaten or disrupt the home structure and 
ideology. As we have seen, this basic ambiguity is ritually 
resolved to some extent, both on the level of values and 
belief, and in the practical sense . 
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ApPENDI X A 
FIELDWORK AND METHODOLOGY 
The fieldwork for this study was conducted dur ing the 
per iods June - December 1976 and July - August 1977. A 
shorter (two week) visit was made in October 19 78 in order to 
clarify a few of the earlier findings. In total, 
approximately six months were spent in the field. I was 
accompanied (except for the October 1978 visit) by a 
Xhosa-speaking assistant/interpreter , and at times I had two 
such assistants. Unfortunately I was not able to have the 
same person as assistant throughout the fieldwork period . 
The first two months were spent in Ndlelibanzi and the 
remaining time in Folokhwe, where the most intensive 
fieldwork was conducted. We lived with local families - my 
assistants in their homesteads and myself in a caravan 
(except for short periods in 1977 and for the 1978 visit, 
after Transkei's independence and the lifting of permit 
restrictions on White visitors that followed made it possible 
to live in a Folokhwe homestead). 
Apart from fieldwork in Ndlelibanzi and Folokhwe, two of 
Shixini location's eleven wards, we attended events in many 
other areas Jotelo, Fumbatha, Nompha and other Shixini 
wards (see Figure 3), Jujura, Ntlahlane, Mhlanhlane and 
Ngxutyana locations (see Figure 2) - and obtained information 
from people in these and other areas. 
From an earlier study during which I spent two months of 
1975 in three Transkeian districts (Elliotdale, Umtata and 
Ngqeleni) investigating various aspects of migral)t labour, I 
knew that conservative ("red") Xhosa-speakers adopted a 
di fferent att i tude and pos i tion towards migr ant labour from 
more progressive and educated ("school") people. I therefore 
set out to study one of these sections of the population in 
relation to migrant labour in more depth. More specifically, 
I was interested in the effects of migrant labour on ritual 
life and vice versa. Nevertheless, it was only after about 
six weeks---rn Ndlelibanzi that the direction for this study 
became apparent, when someone held an umsindleko beer drink 
and I di scovered that there we re rituals di rectly 1 inked to 
labour migration . 
The methods used were the standard, well known 
"anthropological" ones observaion and , as far as was 
possible, participant-observation, continual (daily) mingling 
and interaction with the people, attendance at beer drinks, 
rituals, feasts, meetings of the ward ibandla (moot), and so 
on. Visits were made to the local school, the trading store 
and the dipping tank, to chiefs and headmen, to reputedly 
knowledgeable men, and to the magistrate's office for 
statistical data. 
Other statistics for Folokhwe ward 
means of a homestead to homestead census . 
were obtained by 
This was conducted 
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in October/November 1976 , after I had bee n in the field for 
some time, and although some people remained suspicious of my 
motives I consider most of the data obtained to be fairly 
reliable. 
Use was made of a tape recorder to r ecord speeches and 
interviews for later transcription and translation , though I 
became aware of the need to preserve recordings only half-way 
trough fieldwork , and many of the ear lier ones are now lsot. 
Those that remain are in my possess i on and are available for 
consultation by or loan to any interested party . 
In polokhwe I gained at least some acceptance among the 
people. That it was never complete was due less to my white 
skin than to my inability to speak or understand Xhosa 
adequately, though after some months in the field I was able 
to understand the drift of much that was said, hold simple 
conversations, and ask questions . The greatest acceptance 
was in Komkhulu ward section, where we lived for the greater 
per iod, and where the Cira clan is numerically dominant. 
This clan group involved us in their affairs, called us to 
their rituals and to rituals that they had been called to , 
invited us to attend their meetings a nd so on. Our status 
became that of temporary fictive amaCira . 
Acceptance by Komkhulu and the amaCira had certain 
advantages and we became fully acquainted with this section 
of Polokhwe. The disadvantage, of course , was that we were 
to some extent regarded as Komkhulu and Cira members by other 
ward sections and lineages. Thus we were never able, for 
example, to get to the bottom of certain issues such as the 
history of the dispute between the great and right hand house 
sections of the Ntshilibe lineage, which is concentrated at 
Cibi, and which has had certain interesting implications 
regarding the position of the lineage head and the holding of 
rituals. Our status among other lineages and ward sections 
was similar to that of the people with whom we were 
identified - Komkhulu and the amaCira. This was indicated, 
for example, at one beer drink held in Cibi ward section, 
where my assistant and I were the only Komkhulu 
representatives present, and it was accepted that "Komkhulu" 
was present and that the umlawulo beer could therefore be 
distributed. Incidents such as these provided some measure 
against which to judge the degree to which we were 
"accepted", and thereby to help assess the reliability of 
information obtained. 
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APPENDIX B 
EDUCATION IN FOLOKHWE 
(i) Education of homestead heads and wives 
Of fifty-nine male homestead heads i nterviewed, two had 
no formal education at all. Five had spen t up to three years 
at school, while two had from fou r to six years of schooling. 
These men ranged in age from twenty-one to sixty-one years 
and over, and there was no correlation between age and amount 
of education. 
Women displayed a similar pattern . Of the seventy-three 
wo men interviewed (including widows) sixty had no formal 
education, four had spent up to three years at school, five 
up to six years and four, seven or more years . 
(ii) Ngadla schoo l 
Ngadla primary school is situated in the northern part 
of Ndlelibanzi ward and serves five wards Ndlelibanzi, 
Folokhwe, Jotelo, Fumbatha and Nompha (see Figure 3). Of 
these, Folokhwe is the most distant . The school is situated 
on a church site and was established in 1932 as a Methodist 
missionary institution. Church services are still held in 
the original schoolhouse-cum-church by a lay preach, and the 
willowvale Methodist minister visits the school once a 
quarter. The school is staffed by three female teacher s one 
of whom is also the principal . In 1977 there was an 
enrolment of 218 pupils, of which 73 were in sub-A, 64 in 
sub-B, 30 in Std. 1, 20 in Std . 2, 19 in Std. 3 and two in 
S td. 4. 
Attendance is ve ry poor, particularly in the higher 
standards, and at times less than half the enrolment is 
present for lessons. There are days , particularly dipping 
days when boys are required to drive cattle to the dippng 
tank, when not a single pupil arrives at school before 10.30 
or 11 am (classes start officially at 9 am) . It is likely 
that the position has improved in 1978 because the fine for 
not sending children to school has been increased by the 
Tribal Authority from Rl to R5, and attendance is being more 
strictly enforced. 
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!llENDIX C 
FOLOKHWE LINEAGES 
GH = Great House 
RH = Right Hand House 
IQ = [qadi ('supporter ') of the 
also indicated by IQGH) 
great house 
IQRH = Igadi of the right hand house 
IN = Born of an inkazana (unattatched woman) and not 
of a legal wife. 
Only male members of the lineage are shown in these 
figures. 
&. denotes deceased members 
~denotes members living in 1976/77 
Boys are included. 
.. 
a) Nggunu 
A 
~r 
5-z:,. C>. 
1 - 6 and their descendants live in Folokhwe 
The descendants of 7 l i ve near Umtata 
The descendants of 8 - 12 live in Idut~~a district 
It is possible that the clan name Ngqunu is an 
abbreviation of Ngqunukhwebe, the name of the ciani 
chiefdom founded by Khwane. 
b) !llg 
lUI R!l tB GH t Et A 1-
x J\ 
IQ IQ 
"7 
All living members of this lineage segment live 
in Folokh ...... e 
c) .l!!!!!!lll! 
1 " " iii A ... f Do 
M Lx "" Ci t z:s h 
This group represents all the descendants of the 
pr'e-apical ancestor, whose Bon was an only ch1ld . 
All live i n FOlokhwe. 
I\.l 
\Jl 
\.D 
d) KwaYi 
l 
Ii 1 A lit fl3 A A .... A ... 
A A" A )( ) 
"i '1" I 7~5 t6 ~~ Zi D. 
2,4,5 and 6, and their sonB, live ~ Folokhwe 
7 and 8 left with their mother for her natal home 
when the father died 
1. end 3 live 1n Fumbatha, a nearby ward 
e) Ntshil.ibe 
This lineage was founded by 1 after he diBcovered 
that he was an 11legit1m8te child, born of the 
wife of a Bamba but fathered by a Ntsh111be. The 
close relationship between this group and the 
3amba lineage (aee c above) still receives social 
and ritual expression. Both ritually taste 
(ukushwama) the meat at ritual killinge held ~ 
either group. All the living Ntshilibe live in 
Folokhwe. 
" 
'" 
'" o 
f) Tshez1 
6 
6 a nd 80ns live in Butterworth district 
3 lives in the north-eastern part of Wl110wvale 
district . 
1 i ~2 IQ J:t.3 
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g)~ 
All members of this group live in Folokt.we 
though 2. 3 and 6 are abaconders, and are 
de jure residents only. 
h) £m 
This 109 a large and widely distributed lineage. The descendants of 1,2,3 and 4 live in 
Jotelo and Fumbatha warde, in other parts of W1110wvale district, 1n Kentani district 
and in Pond oland . Those living in FolokhwB are 5,6,7,8,9,11,14,15,16 and 17, along 
with their sons. Number 10 liveo eluewhere in the district while 12 and 13 are in 
Ndlellban7.1 ward . 
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10 
19 
Those who live in Folokhwe are 6,12 , 13,17 and 18 
The descendants of land 2 live in Kentani district, as does 11 
Others live in nearby wards - Ndlclibanzi (7,8,1.0), Kulomali (19) - and locations e.g.Ntlahlane(14,1.5) 
No.9 is in Idutywa district, 16 in Pond oland 
There arc three absconders, 3,4 and 5, who are de jure residenta of FolokhwB 
j)~ 
All the descendant~ of 1. with tho exception of 8, who lives elsewhere in Willowvale district, 
arc Folokhwe res1dents, as are the descendant s of 4,5 and 7, except for 7' s GGS who is in Natal . 
The sedments composed of the descendunts of 2 and 3 live in Idutywa district, while those of 
6 are in Jotelo ward . 
This lineage is in the process of splitting into two units baaed on the diVision into the great 
and right ha nd houseD of the apical ancestor. The genealogically senior male in the right hand 
house has ' become the ~lli..Q head of his group, though the right of the senior member of the 
great house to wield the sacrificial spear at ritual killinen held by any member of the lineage 
as a whole is still acknowledged. 
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APPENDIX D 
LO CAL CLAN GROUP CORPORATENESS 
(i) The best e xamp l e of this i n Folokhwe is the Cira clan 
which is divided into three lineages, between which there is 
no blood relationship. All male members of the clan group 
are called to rituals held by anyone member and to meetings 
of anyone of the lineage groups. During fieldwork, for 
example , a member of Cira lineage A proceeded without 
consulting other members with bridewealth negotiations 
concerning a girl who had been thwala-ed ("forcibly" taken 
as a bride) by a young man from Nompha. The girl was the 
daughter of one of the deceased members of his lineage. He 
not only agreed on the bridewealth figure, but consumed two 
bottles of brandy that he had received from the groom's kin. 
When other members of his lineage found out about this they 
called a meeting of the clan group, at which members of Cira 
lineages A,B and C were present. 
At this meeting it was in fact the senior member of lineage B 
who managed to keep tempers even and who stressed the need 
for reconciliation between the errant member of A and other 
members of his lineage and clan as a whole. The errant member 
was severely reprimanded and made to purchase two bottles of 
brandy, and these were later consumed by the clan group. The 
agreemen t tha t he had reached with t h e groom's kin was, 
however, left to stand, for there was nothing that could be 
done about it at that stage. 
A few weeks later another Cira girl was taken as a bride, and 
the groom's people announced that they would be coming to the 
Cira homestead involved to discuss bridewealth. The amaCira 
who assembled at this homestead on the day included members 
of all three lineage groups. All participated in the 
proceedings and drank of the uswazi bottle presented by the 
groom's kin. 
(Ii) Dayidayi, a Cira of lineage A, had an elder brother who 
became an i tshipa (absconder) . Ndlebezenja (Dayidayi' s 
father's brother), wanted the field that Dayidayi's brother 
had used, and which he had inher i ted from hi s father. This 
had to be sanctioned by the Cira group as a whole and by the 
sub-headman. The Cira who spoke in support of the transfer of 
the field to Ndlebezenja was Ziwele, who is of a different 
Cira lineage . Ndlebezenja was away in Cape Town at the time, 
but he was given the field, according to Dayidayi, because of 
Z iwele' s suppor t . at t he sub-headman I s court. 
APPENDIX E 
THE ROLE OF NEIGHBOURS AND FRIENDS IN 
THE SETTLEMEMT OF A DISPUTE 
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Qamela and Vile are brothers and the only representatives of 
the Ndaba clan in Folokhwe. Un like most other Folokhwe 
residents they have few kinship links with other members of 
the ward, their father having immigrated into the ward from 
another area. The brothers trake turns in going out to wor k 
as migrants to help ensure that their interests at home will 
be looked after. Their homesteads are very close to each 
other. 
One day during fieldwork when Vile was away at work, two 
letters were handed to his wife at the trading store, the one 
addressed to her, the other to Qamela. She opened both and 
later handed one to Qamela saying that she had mistaken ly 
opened i t. He read the letter and noticed that the wr iter (a 
friend) said that he had included R16 for him. Only R10 was 
iri the envelope however, and Qamela asked his sister i n law 
about the missing R6. She denied any knowledge of the money 
and Qamela, s uspecting her of theft, called a meeting to try 
and solve the matter. 
The following Folokhwe people were called: Thr ee immediate 
neighbours of the Tshezi, Bamba and Cira clans; two senior 
members of the Ngqunu lineage, with whom Qamela ploughs and 
whose father s had been good friends of his father; and a 
young Qinebe man, matrilateral kinsman to the amaNgqunu and 
part of the same ploughing company. The Ngqunu lineage head 
presided at the meeting, heard the evidence and dissuaded 
Qamela from taking the matter to the sub-headman. It was 
decided that Vile's wife had acted wrongly in opening a 
letter not addressed to her and that she would have to pay 
the missing R6 to Qamela. She did so within a few days. 
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APPENDIX F 
DISPUTES WITHIN WARD SECTIONS 
(i) Mzilikazi (Cira) and Kolindawo (Ntlane) are members of 
Komkhulu ward section. In December 1976 Kolindawo 
speared one of Mzilikazi's pigs, which was found eating 
the young maize plants in Kolindawo' s father's garden, 
which is very close to Mzilikazi's homestead. On 
discovering the dead pig Mzilikazi sent boys to call all 
the Komkhulu men to come to his homestead. When the 
boys got to Kolindawo' s homestead Kolindawo told them 
that he would not corne because it was he who had killed 
the pig. Mzilikazi sent the pig to Koli.ndawo' s 
homstead, saying that he did not want a dead pig , and 
took the case to the ward head . At the next meeting of 
the ward moot the case was heard and Kolindawo was found 
to have been justified in killing the pig, which had 
been seen in his father's garden on previous occasions 
and which d id not have a "yoke" around its neck to 
prevent it from entering gardens. Mzilikazi was 
criticized, firstly, for his failure to put a yoke on 
the pig and, secondly, for not rna king a greater effor t 
to settle the matter within the ward section. 
(ii) In October/November 1976 Cibi ward section organized a 
beer drink in order to raise money for section funds. 
Each Cibi homestead was required to contribute maize and 
did so, but six homesteads were accused of providing 
inferior quality maize. The cib i ibandla fined these 
homesteads 30 cents each, but they refused to pay. Some 
denied that the ma i ze they gave had been inferior and 
others said that they would pay the fine once their 
maize was returned (though of course it had been used to 
brew the beer) . The matter was taken before the 
sub-headman and the ward ibandla, and after hearin~ the 
evidence and the arguments the fines were upheld. 
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APPENDIX G 
LOANS AND GIFTS OF LIVESTOCK 
Many people in Folokhwe have been assisted wi th 
livestock by the Ngqunu lineage head, a wealthy and 
influential man. Mgilimbane, for example, the son of one 
of the Ngqunu women, recalled that he had in the past 
been given a beast for bridewealth, a sheep as a gift, 
another sheep to slaughter for a visitor, and a goat to 
slaughter for a ritual. Other people who have been 
helped by the Ngqunu head are Elias (Ntshilibe clan) who 
was given a sheep to kill for his wife's kin; Kobole, 
the Ngqunu head's brother in the right hand house, who 
was given a beast for bridewealth , and Xaketwana, a 
former sub-headman, who had been provided with a beast 
for his daughter's wedding party. During fieldwork 
Mzilikaz i (Cira) borrowed two cattle from the Ngqunu 
head to add to the bridewealth for his son's wife. These 
were to be paid for in cash when Mzilikazi's son 
returned from work. 
Nqokeleba (Jola clan) once borrowed a beast from Mzizi 
(Cira clan) to kill for his son's ukubingelela . 
Although the son was about nineteen years of age during 
fieldwork in Folokhwe this beast had not yet been repaid 
to Mzizi. Loans for bridewealth obtained from 
non-agnates have to be repaid as soon as possible or by 
an agreed date, and often amount to credit sales, the 
cattle being paid for in cash . Among lineage members 
however, the standard agreement is that a beast is 
returned to the lender once the daughter of the wife for 
whom that beast was given marries and brings cattle into 
the group. Thus Pongwana from Ndlelibanzi, for example, 
had been lent a beast for bridewealth by his elder 
brother Mgewu, and a beast was returned to Mgewu when 
Pongwana's daughter married. 
If one uses cattle to marry a second (right hand) wife, 
an equivalent number of beasts must return to the heir 
in the great house when the eldest daughter of the right 
hand wife marries. For example, in the right hand house 
of Balile there are three daughters and a son, Ncedile. 
When the eldest daughter married the cattle received for 
her went to Kenneth, the eldest son in the great house. 
The br ideweal th fo r the othe r two daughter s, however, 
went to their brother Ncedile. Assistance with 
br ideweal th among clansmen is goverened by the same 
rule. Ziwele (Cira) gave a beast to Dyasolo, a Cira of 
a different lineage, to use for bridewealth. In 1976 
Dyasolo's eldest daughter married and it was anticipated 
that one of the cattle received for her would go to 
Ziwele. 
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APpl:: NDIX H 
FOLOKHWEJJ;§k.D-:fNG COMPANIES 1976/77 
No. of homesteads Clan/lineage Ward section ~o. of lineages 
per company affiliation affiliation represented 
1 2 2 Cira 2 Komkhulu 2 
2 7 2 Cira 7 Komkhulu 5 
3 Tshezi 
1 Ndaba 
1 Qocwa 
:3 6 5 Bamba 6 Cibi 2 
1 Ntshilibe 
4 7 3 Ntlane 5 Komkhulu 5 
1 Vulane 2 Ngingqi 
1 Cira 
1 Kwayi 
1 Nyawuza 
5 5 4 Ntshilibe 5 Cibi 2 
1 Nt lane 
6 4 4 Ntshilibe 4 Cibi 1 
7 3 3 Nt lane 3 Cibi 1 
Total 
homesteads 34 34 34 
Notes: 
(i) The two Cira in Company 1 are of different lineages. 
(ii) In two cases all the cattle held by a lineage or lineage 
segment are in the same company. These involve the Tshezi in 
Company 2 and the Bamba in Company 3. The association 
between lineage cattle and ancestors is strongest in the case 
of the Bamba group. Here two younger brothers keep their 
cattle in the elder's cattlebyre at their late father's 
hometead. The only brother in the right hand house as we l l 
as the elder brother's father's brother also have some of 
their cattle at the elder brother's nomestead. Here the 
elder brother is also the lineage head. 
(iii)In Company 4 the members are of di fferent ward sections 
but this is the result of an arrangement whereby two Ngingqi 
homesteads keep their three cattle in the cattlebyre of one 
of the Komkhulu men, who is a close neighbour to them. The 
Komkhulu man involved is affinally related to one of these 
Ngingqi homesteads, but he has no kinship link with the 
othe ~. 
(i) The Nggunu company 
~ler.lb~ rsh2~ Cla:1 
Mb ambaza ~1gq:.mu 
Nga ngethole Ngq'Jnu 
Kobole Ngqunu 
Tandui<uma Ngqunu 
Kezana's Ngql..:!":U 
· .... idow*'" 
Kose Ngqunu 
Mjanji* KW'ayi 
N tlek iso* K ..... ayi 
Mgi 1 imbane Qinebe 
Phela* Yalo 
Qamela Ndaba 
(ii) Nqakama's co~pany 
Membership Clan 
Nqakama Cira 
(head) 
Nontwaba Tshezi 
Sonic;ebese Tshe'Zi 
Rxat1ti Tshezi 
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Relation to 
head 
BS 
B 
B 
FFBSW 
B 
None 
None 
Matrilateral 
Affine 
None 
Relation to 
head 
Matr ilateral 
Matrilateral 
Matrilateral 
Ward section 
Ngingqi 
Nqi ngq i 
Cibi 
cibi 
Ngingqi 
Ngingqi 
Ngingqi 
Ngingqi 
Ngingqi 
Ngingqi 
Komkhulu 
Ward section 
Komkhulu 
Komkhulu 
* 
Komkhulu 
*. 
Komkhulu 
(iii) Ndlebezenia's companv 
Membership 
Ndlebezenja 
(head) 
:1zilil<azi 
Mafukufuku'" 
Gulakulinywa 
Tnyobeka's 
widow* ito" 
Stokwana 
Clan 
C i r a 
Cira 
Cira 
Qocwa 
Ntlane 
Mvulane 
Relation to Ward section 
~ 
Komkhulu 
Clans:na.n Komkhulu 
Fr BSS Jotelo ward 
Classifactory Komkhulu 
Matrilateral 
Affine Cibi 
None Komkhulu 
(iv) Ndingindawo's company 
Me:nbership 
Ndingindawo 
(head) 
Ndabanduna 
Photose 
Gubukile 
Zonkwenkwels 
widow·'" 
Jija 
Xanjana* 
Claro 
N tsh il ibe 
Ntshilibe 
Ntshilibe 
Ntshilibe 
Ntshilibe 
Ntshilibe 
Kwayi 
"Affiliated" members 
Relation to 
head 
PB 
FBS 
PBS 
PBW 
FFBS 
None 
ward section 
Cibi 
C!bi 
Cibi 
Cibi 
Cibi 
Cibi 
Ngingqi 
The clan names g i ven for widows are those of their dead 
husbands. 
F=Pather, B=Brother, S=Son, W=W1fe, M=Mother. 
"-o 
o 
(v) zi",ele's comoany (viii ) Kenneth's company 
Membership Clan Relation to Ward section Membersh 12 Clan Relation to Ward section 
head head 
Z iwe:e (head) eira Komkhulu Kenneth eica Komkhulu (head) 
Walatha's Ci!'a Clansman's Komkhulu 
',.dd0W* ... wife Masilingane Cira B Komkhulu 
Ntanyongo Ciea Clansman Komkhulu 
Vile Ndaba None Komkhulu 
!'Io:':':athu's Bamba None Komkhulu 
..... ::..:.0 .... - .. * 
Ntsompha's Nyawuza. WM Ngingqi 
(vi) Ggwetha'S co~oany widow** 
Membershio ~ Relation to Ward section (ix) Gamalakhe's company head 
Membership Clan Relation to Ward section 
Gq· ... ·-=:ha (head) Ntlane Komkhulu ~ 
Kolinda .... o Ntlane S Komkhulu Gamalakhe Ntshilibe Cibi 
Thek.·..,ane Ntlane PBS Itomkhulu Honono Ntshilibe B C ibi 
Toto Ntlane ' Clansman Ngingqi Bhokhwe's Ntshilibe FBW Cibi 
widow** 
Nkihlana Ntlane FBSS Cibi 
Nomtsoy i Ntshilibe FB Cibi 
Tshakmane* Yalo None Ngingqi 
Hlath i Ntshilibe Clansman cibi 
(vii) The Bamba company Ntoninje* Ntlane None Cibi 
Membership Clan Relation to Ward section (x) Gavan's company 
head 
Membership Clan Relation to Ward section 
head 
Kenneth (head) B amba Cibi 
Gavan Ntlane Cibi 
Twalingubo Samba B Cibi 
Kabilawo N tlane S Cibi 
Govuza Samba B Cibi 
Dwetya Samba FB Cibi Mahlathini Ntlane FFFFFBSSSS Cibi 
tllkeni Samba FB Cibi Khul ile N tlane Clansman Jote!o ward 
Ncedile Samba B Cibi Bonakele* Qinebe None Cibi 
Modi Ntshilibe MSS Cibi f\.) 
CJ\ 
Di'ubcni* Kway i None C ibi ~ 
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APPENDIX J 
UMQIBELO PLOUGHING GROUPS 
An umqibelo ploughing group is a combination of two or 
more ploughing companies which come together in order to 
plough and plant a man I s field in one day of intensive 
work. Although umqibelo means Saturday, this 
co-operative endeavour may take place on any day except 
Sunday (on which day there is a Tribal Authority 
prohibition against working). Between some companies 
there is a standing umqibelo agreement - i. e. two or 
more specific companies form an umqibelo group, while 
other umgibelo groups are ad hoc formations which meet 
in response to a specific appeal for assistance. A man 
may ask for an umgibelo whether he is a member of a 
ploughing company or not. If he is a member, then one of 
the companies involved will be his own. The usual 
procedure is for the entire job to be completed in a 
day, followed by a beer drink. The brewing is done by 
the one who requested the umgibelo and the beer is 
spoken of as "belonging" to the companies involved. 
Others are free to attend the beer drink and the beer is 
distributed by its "owners" among all who are present. 
The umgibelo company heads sit with the host section 
while the young men who laboured are given a generous 
share in an adjoining hut or homestead. 
The umgibelo group is recognized again six or eight 
months later at the harvest beer drink in the same 
homestead, when the men who made up the group are given 
an extra portion of beer and the heads of the 
constituent companies again sit with the host ward 
section. with a single ploughing company no beer is 
brewed during the ploughing season, but all its members, 
if there are members from different ward sections, sit 
with the host section at the harvest beer drink given by 
each of the members and receive an extra allocation of 
beer. Where a standing umgibelo arrangement exists 
(usually between only two companies) beer is not brewed 
for ploughing unless the task performed is very large, 
or if these companies are called for an umgibelo by a 
homestead that is not a member of either of them. A man 
may appeal to local companies for an umgibelo or go 
further afield to companies in other areas headed by his 
kin. Molusweni (Kwayi clan) for example, called five 
groups from Jotelo for umgibelo , headed by the 
following kin~ (i) His mothers' brother (ii) His elder 
brother I s wife's brothe r (iii) His wife ' s brother (iv) 
His brother's daughter's husband (v) His father's 
brother's son. Each brought one span of six oxen and 
labour to man these spans. Beer was brewed and the beer 
drink attended by many other people ,aside from the 
workers, 
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LENDING AND SHARING OF FIELDS 
Fields, like cattle, are subject to ukun<;oma in the 
broader sense of the word. A man might lend hlS field or 
part thereof to another or enter into a share-cropping 
arrangement of some kind. There is no set pattern of rewards 
and obligations in this respect: arrangements are much 
"looser" than those regarding cattle and ploughing. The only 
benefit accruing to the lender of a field, apart from a 
possible status gain and the creation of an obligation to 
reciprocate, may lie in the field not remaining fallow for 
too long, being kept clear of weeds and undergrowth, etc. A 
general rule is that the harvest goes to the person who 
ploughed, planted and tilled the land, no matter whose name 
it is registered in. But agreements between individuals may 
deviate from this rule, as some of the following cases 
illustrate. 
(i) 
( i i) 
( iii) 
(iv) 
Nqakama has a field too large for his requirements 
and for his labour resources. In 1976 he lent part 
of it to a non-k insman f rom an au tside ward, and 
another part to his sister's married daughter, also 
from another ward. Each of these people saw to the 
ploughing and cultivation of these sections and were 
entitled to the harvest, none of which went to 
Nqakama. 
Noamblese, a widow" has a field that is shared 
between two other women, the wives of Manqina (Giqwa 
clan) and Kobole (Ngqunu clan). Manqina's widow uses 
a tractor to plough her half, while the Ngqunu 
company ploughs Kobole's half. None of the harvest 
is given to Noamblese. 
Kolindawo (Ntlane) and Edward (Cira) share the 
latter's field at Jotelo. Kolindawo ploughs the 
entire field, each tills his own half and Kolindawo 
helps to transport Edward's harvest. The arrangement 
was entered into because Edward has no oxen while 
Kolindawo has no field. Here, in return for his use 
of half of the field, Kolindawo assists Edward in 
ploughing and harvesting. 
Kezana's widow uses half of Mjanji' s field . The 
whole field is ploughed by Mbambaza (Kenzana's FBSS, 
Ngqunu clan) but Mjanji (Kwayi clan) retains the 
harvest from his half. Both Mjanji and Kezana's widow 
are members of the Ngqunu ploughing company. 
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APPENDIX L 
MAIZE STORAGE IN NEIGHBOURS' CATTLE BYRES 
Although many homesteads today use shop-bought 
galvanized iron grain tanks, the traditional underground 
storage pit in the cattlebyre is retained by others. One of 
the prolems associated with these pits is that the grain 
absorbs moisture from the soil and may be spoilt if there is 
too much dampness. At the same time the soil must be hard 
enough to prevent the sides of the pit from collapsing. The 
combination of solid yet relatively dry soil is hard to find 
and not everybody's homestead includes ground suited for a 
storage pit . Accordingly, some men ask permission to 
establish storage pits in other men's cattlebyres or simply 
to store their maize in other men's pits. In terms of Xhosa 
etiquette a man does not enter another's cattlebyre without 
permi ssion and, preferably, wi thou t being accompanied by a 
member of the homestead or lineage associated with that 
cattlebyre. This is related to the association between 
cattle and the ancestors, who the "stranger" must respect, 
and to sorcery beliefs. A sorcerer might put his "medicines" 
in the cattlebyre of the intended victim and cause cattle to 
die. 
When a man takes maize from his pit in another's 
cattlebyre or from another's pit that has been made available 
to him he must ask permission to do so and be accompanied by 
someone from the "host" homestead. Having taken the quantity 
needed the host is given a dishful of the maize. It is not 
clear whether this is always done, . as a condition of the 
arrangement. As with other types of economic co-operation and 
re~iprocity in gen~ral, it is difficult to isolate a 
transactional element, and informants often took pains to 
stress that services were not "paid" for in any way, that 
reciproity was not obligatory. It seems, however, that the 
gift of a dish of maize is a fairly regular occurrence, 
particularly when a man uses a pit belonging to another (as 
distinct from having his own pi t in another's cattlebyre.) 
This is indicated by the statement of one informant that this 
dish should be a nophakathi (medium sized) bigger than 
notiki ("tickey") but smaller than nosikisipeni ("sixpenny"). 
Eight cases of maize storage in another's cattlebyre 
were recorded in Folokhwe (involving only five "hosts"). All 
of these took place - wi thin the ward section and only three 
involved agnates. 
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APPENDIX M 
WORK PARTIES 
Examples of work parties recorded during fieldwork. 
{il 
( i i) 
(i ii) 
(iv) 
(v) 
Collectin$! firewood. This was called by Nontulupece, 
the married daughter of a Cira who lives with her 
parents in Komkhulu. A lot of wood was needed in 
order to brew for a large beer drink. Since there is 
a shortage of firewood in Folokhwe Nontulupece asked 
the sister of a neighouring woman to arrange for girls 
from her home at Nompha to collect the wood. Nineteen 
Nompha girls collected the wood and brought it to 
Folokhwe, where they were rewarded with 
marewu{fermented maize porridge), samp and beans, 
bread and coffee. 
Fetchin~ soil. Nomfuxuse, a Cira woman of Komkhulu 
asked SiX women to assist her in fetching soil for the 
purpose of hut plastering. The helpers included both 
Komkhulu and Ngingqi women. Two were the wives of 
neighour ing Cira men (one a classificatory brother to 
Nomfuxuse, the other her elder brother's son) and the 
remaining four were also neighbours but not kin. 
Plastering. Four women were asked by the wife of 
Thekwane (Ntlane) to assis t he r in plaster in g a new 
hut. Two were wives of her husband's neighbouring 
lineage members, one an unrelated friend from another 
ward section and one the daughter of a Ntlane of 
another lineage, also from another ward section. 
Hoeing. Nine women took part in an ilima for the 
hoeing of Nowinile's field. Nowinile is the widow of 
a Cira and lives in Komkhulu, and the helpers included 
both Komkhulu and Ngingqi residents. Only one was an 
immediate neighbour and this woman was also the only 
close kinswoman (Nowinile's husband's brother's wife). 
Fencing. Jija and Honono along with three other young 
men were asked to fence the garden at Zonkwenkwe' s 
homestead. Jija, Honono and Zonkwenkwe are of the 
same Ntshilibe lineage and live at Cibi. Beer was 
brewed for the workers and the beer drink was attended 
by a number of other men, mainly from cibi. The five 
workers, as "owners" of the beer, allocated the major 
portion of it to non-workers, of whom there were more 
than twenty-five. One of the senior men thanked the 
workers, but the sub-headman was, interestingly, not 
happy about this, saying that it was not necessary to 
thank the young men. He added "When a man works does 
he work for himself? Does he not work so that 
everybody can eat?" 
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RITUAL INVOLVEMENT OF EXTRA-LINEAGE KIN AND NEI GHOURS 
The following examples may illustra t e some of 
made in the discussion of the involvement in 
extra-lineage kin and neighbours. 
(i) Gift to father at Velelo 
the points 
ritual of 
Mhlope, a man of the Gatyeni clan, brewed beer and 
slaughtered a goat as a g if t to his dead father. He 
called local members of his lineage and clan, and 
"lineage daughters" and their children, to be present. 
Also called were members of a Cira lineage and the 
Tshezi lineage from Folokhwe, who were represented at 
the ritual by Ndlebezenja (Cira) and Nontwaba (Tshezi). 
Mhlope, Ndlebezebja and Nontwaba were all born of 
mothers of the Bamba clan, who were full sisters. 
We accompanied Ndlebezenja to Mhlope ' s homestead at 
Velelo (Nontwaba arrived later). Ndlebezenda 
participated and spoke at the ibhunga , the meeting of 
the Gatyeni lineage prior to the commencement of the 
r.i tual, and he danced and spoke a t the intlombe which 
took place in a hut before the invocation and killing at 
the cattlebyre. 
Both Ndlebezenja and Nontwaba ritually tasted the meat 
and beer in the cattlebyre, along with the host lineage, 
"lineage daughters " and their children . Since most of 
the beer and meat was to be consumed the following day 
Ndlebezenja and Nontwaba were required to spend the 
night at the Gatyeni homestead, which they did. 
(ii) The making of an intambo necklace for Nkihlana (Ntlane) 
The amaNtlane met in a hut for their ibhunga , towards 
the end of which they decided to go out and call the 
ibandla into the hut for the dance and in order to 
explain the reason for the gathering. At this stage 
Nkihlana said that "we should not start too late because 
it is necessary that the men of this location [Folokhwel 
be present". Before the ibandla could be called however, 
two more Ntlane men (from Jotelo) arrived and had to be 
given an explanation, thereby delaying the calling of 
the ibandla . After the latecomers had been informed of 
the reason for calling them the Ntlane lineage head 
said: "Let us go outside to the ibandla. They 
should have had an explanation by this time, but we can 
still spend a moment with them. They could wait because 
we were still discussing this thing . The kin group 
[amalow~l have been preparing the matter. It is said 
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that when something is poured out, it is poured out once 
the owner already knows what the contents are [i.e . the 
kin group should know what the occasion is aboat before 
informing the others]". 
The amaNtlane then went out and announced to the other 
men present (the ibandla) that the time had come to 
start, and asked them to enter the hut. The intlombe 
started, the women clapping and singing, the Ntlane men 
dancing round the fire that had been kindled in the 
hearth, and stopping now and then to explain to all what 
the occision was for. After this the group went to the 
cattlebyre where the invocation and killing proceeded as 
usual. The Ntlane men, Ntlane women ("daughters of the 
lineage") and men born of Ntlane women ritually tasted 
the meat and beer. T.he goat's intestines and internal 
organs were cooked and distributed to all present. 
Three beakers of beer were also distributed. 
It appears that this consumption of the intestines and a 
few beakers of beer by the wider community may 
tentatively be construed as a ritual tasting. ThlS was 
indicated by the announcement, made after the intestines 
and beer had been consumed, and after the remaining meat 
had been placed in the hut with the beer, that: "We have 
finished the ritual tasting". This was said to all 
present. As everybody was leaving, one of the Ntlane's 
said: "Come back tomorrow [for the meat and beer], we 
are not filling our stomachs today, we are only making 
medicine" • 
This case study gives an indication of the importance of 
neighbours in ritual. 
(iii)Intambo for a Bamba woman 
On this occasion the men who participated in the ibhunga 
along with the Bamba men were a nearby Ntshilibe 
lineage, who share a common maternal ancestor with the 
amaBamba (see Appendix C, (e». Also present at the 
meeting was Nqakama, a Cira born of a Bamba mother. 
All these people were also involved in the initial phase 
of the ritual, which consisted of the preparation of the 
ubulawu medicine in the cattlebyre and the plucking of 
the tail-hairs of a cow (for the intambo) by the subject 
of the ritual. This took place after the ibhun~a, while 
other men who had attended remained waitlng some 
distance away. 
After this everybody went into the hut for the intlombe, 
and the "location people" were given an explanation 
there. The ritual then proceeded as normal, though only 
bhe subject of the ritual and her elder brother, who was 
conduc t ing it on her behalf, ritually tasted the me at 
and beer. 
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APPENDIX 0 
]§~R DRI NKS TAKING PLACE IN JULY/AUGUST 1977 
The following beer drinks took place in Folokhwe and its 
vicinity over the 22 day period 23rd July - 13th August 1977. 
There were undoubtedly others that took place in neighbouring 
wards and which did not come to our notice. :1any ritual killings 
also tack place during this period but these are not recorded 
here. 
July 
23rd ~ana nje in KOmkhulu 
Beer drink (variety unknown) in Jotelo ward 
24th Beer for harvest in Komkhulu 
25th Umsindleko in Cibi 
26th Umsi~dleko in Komkhulu 
Ntwa~n;e in Ngingqi 
27th Beer for group of visiting diviners in Cibi 
28th Beer for work party in Ngingqi 
29til Ntwana nj e in Komkhulu 
30th Ntwana nje in Ngingqi 
August 
1st Inkaz~ in Ndlelibanzi ward 
2nd Imtara in Ngingqi 
3rd Imbill:§; in Komkhulu (x 2) 
4t h Imbara in Cibi (x 2) 
7th Umsindleko in Komkhulu 
Beer for work party in Cibi 
Beer for work party in Ndlelibanzi ward 
9th Inkazathi in Nompha ward 
10th Umsinaleko in Nompha ward 
12th Imbara in Ndlelibanzi ward 
13th Beer for work party in Ndlelibanzi ward 
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APPENDIX P 
THE SETTLEMENT OF A DISPUTE AT A BEER DRINK 
At a beer drink held in conjunct i on wi th unqibelo 
ploughing on 13/11/1976, Nomtsoyi (Ntshilibe clan) raised a 
matter before the men present concerning an irregularity in 
the consumption of beer at a beer drink in Jotelo on the 
previous day. Nomtsoyi alleged that t he umlawu l o beaker 
allocated to Folokhwe by the Jotelo ward sectlon ln which the 
beer drink had been held, had been placed in front of a group 
of three men from Ngingqi (one of Folokhwe' s ward sections) 
who were sitting slightly apart from other Folokhwe men. The 
Ngingqi men, including two members of the Kwayi clan, 
Ntlekiso and Molusweni, had nearly emptied the beaker before 
it was passed to the other Folokhwe men, including Dlathu 
(Cira) and Nomtsoyi himself. Dlathu sent the beaker back 
saying "we do not know this beaker", because it was virtually 
empty. Nomtsoyi said that he now wanted to lay a charge with 
the ibandla (senior Folokhwe men) against the Ngingqi men 
involved. 
The matter was not pursued any further at this umqibelo 
beer drink due to the absence of many senior men, but it was 
raised again the following day at an imbara beer drink . Here 
Nomtsoyi repeated the allegations that he made the previous 
day. At this stage Ndlebezenja (Cira), who was directing the 
proceedings as host at the beer drink and as a senior, highly 
regarded man (the ward head not being present), decided that 
the matter should wait until other Ngingqi men arrived, since 
it was, he said, a difficult and delicate ma t ter. Shor tly 
afterwards Molusweni arrived and was called upon to give his 
version of what had happened. Molusweni claimed that he had 
not seen Dlathu and Nomtsoyi until after the Folokhwe beaker 
had been allocated, and that he had then informed them of the 
beaker. He had returned to the other Ngingqi men and said 
that the beaker should start with one of them , Ntlekiso, who 
called a Ngingqi woman for a sip, and she brought other 
Ngingqi women to drink with her . Soon there was little beer 
left. Molusweni said that he had told his companions that 
they would have to answer for the fact that there was no beer 
left for other Folokhwe men . He sent the bea ker across to 
Dlathu, who r etur ned it. Molusweni told the other s "that 
they had served women instead of the "owners of the beaker". 
:~tlekiso himself then arrived and was called upon by the 
i bandla to explain. He put the blame on the women, but was 
immediately aSked by one of the ibandla if he had told the 
women to go away, to which he answered "no". Ndlebezenja 
commented that the case seemed clearly to be against the 
Ngingqi men, and the discussion then turned to why Dlathu and 
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Nomtsoyi had not been sitting with the others, and why 
Nomtsoyi had said that he and Dlathu had not been informed of 
the beaker. Molusweni claimed that he had informed them and 
Nomtsoyi now agreed that this was so . However, Molusweni had 
not informed them of where the beake r would start and how it 
would be passed around . Ntlekiso, still putting the blame on 
the women, admitted his guilt and asked for pardon . 
~fter further discussion it was decided that the accuser 
and the accused should go outside while the ibandla discussed 
what sentence to pass . Nomtsoyi, Molusweni and Ntlekiso left 
the hut (Dlathu was not present, nor were the other Kwayi men 
involved). The ibandla decided that the accused be fined an 
inxithi (a large beaker of beer), but that the sentence 
should be suspended in view of the fact that these men had 
not previously been found guilty of such an offence. It was 
also decided that Nomtsoyi should be admonished for failing 
to give a true account of what had happened, and that 
Ntlekiso and Molusweni should be admonished in order to 
prevent a reoccurrence of the offence . The Ngingqi women 
were also to be admonished. 
It was decided that Gavan (a Ntlane elder) should 
address the men and they were then called back into the hut, 
amid much laughter and teasing. Ndlebezenja asked Gavan to 
stand, and the three who had returned also stood, hats held 
in their hands in front of them. 
Gavan spoke: 
People of Folokhwe. Here are the findings of the 
ibandla. Firstly , Nomtsoyi, the complainant . What 
you said yesterday was accepted by the ibandla . 
Today you say something different . You did not 
give US a full report yesterday. Be very careful 
of this. [Nomtsoyi then sat down . ] 
[Addressing the other two] We all grew up in this 
area. It was the th r ee groups. At Ngingqi it was 
called Somuleka , it was called Finize . Now that we 
are old the things you do there are not in 
accordance wi th what we are doing. You used to 
call the chief yourselves in the old days - now you 
are tired of doing that . The ibandla says you have 
been spoiling for a long time , but we are being 
lenient and are suspending your sentence. If you 
had records we would have let the sentence stand. 
Be careful of the umlawulo beaker, you cannot 
simply pass it around. I also thank the Folokhwe 
men for not fining you. Move away from this side, 
it is cold I [Change your ways ! ] 
Ndlebezenja and Pemba (Ntshilibe elder) also spoke, Molusweni 
replied s aying that they had heard the words of the ibandla 
and the beer drink continued as normal . 
(1) 
APPENDIX Q 
DISTRIBUTION OF LIQUOR BY LABOUR MIGRANTS 
ON THEIR HOMECOMING 
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A young unmarried man, the illegitimate son of a Tshezi 
woman, who regards himself as a Tshezi and lives with 
his mother's brother, returned home prematurely after 
four months at work, having lost his job in the Cape as 
a result of a quarrel with his employer. A number of 
people were at his residence when he arrived, including 
the homestead head's usipatheleni, a neighbour and 
matrilateral kinsman of the Cira clan. Thus the 
ihambidlane was taken out and consumed without calling 
other men, having been presented to the usipatheleni. 
Neighbours and Komkhulu were then called and a second 
bot tIe, termed "bot tIe for the amawethu" (au r people) 
was produced. In normal circumstances, the amawethu 
would have included the following: 
(a) The Tshezi lineage 
(b) The related Cira lineage 
(c) Other Cira lineages 
(d) Other men of Komkhulu isithebe. 
Since the Tshezi men were all at work at the time their 
place was taken by the Cira lineage to whom the 
amaTshezi are related by virtue of the fact that the 
head's of these two lineages were born of sisters of the 
Bamba clan. The second bottle was thus placed in front 
of the head of this 1 ineage, who is also one of the 
leaders of Komkhulu ward section. This man then 
addressed the returnee, saying: "No, you have acted 
correctly by coming back when it was necessary that you 
should come back. The thing that we want is that a man 
who has been to work should return in this manner, 
without any marks on his body [without injury] and in 
'load health." 
There were no other bottles due to the circumstances 
under which he had returned. 
(ii) Madzudzu, son of Gavan, a senior member of the Ntlane 
lineage, returned home after a year at Saldanha Bay. He 
was accompanied by his elder brother's son, a boy who 
had been working at the same factory. The ihambidlane 
was followed by a "bottle for the amaNtlane. Ii This was 
presented to his father as senior representative of the 
Ntlane lineage. A bottle for his mother was given out 
at the same time. All the amaNtlane men resident in 
Cibi ward section were there but not those from Ngingqi 
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and Komkhulu. A number of Cibi men of other clans were 
also absent. The reason for the absence of part of the 
Ntlane group was that there were two other similar 
occasions taking place at the same time, both in 
Komkhulu, and the amaNtlane who live at Komkhulu were at 
one of these, rather than wi th the ir lineage mates at 
Cibi. No other reason could be found for this (such as 
disputes between members of the lineage) other than the 
fact of geographical separation and differing ward 
section affiliation. 
Two more bottles followed the amaNtlane bottle and 
these were designated as being for neighbours (i.e. Cibi 
men) and visitors. One bottle was given to Mzilikazi 
(Cira) since his wife and Gavan's mother were of the 
same (Ngwevu) clan, and because Gavan and Mzilikazi were 
friends and peers. Although not explicitly stated, this 
gift was also in reciprocation for a bottle given to 
Gavan by Mzilikazi' s son when the latter had returned 
from work some time previously. Mzilikazi and his wife 
(who are of Komkhulu) had been specifically invited to 
attend Madzudzu's homecoming. 
The seventh bottle provided by Madzudzu went to the 
young men of his intlombe group - his peers and near 
peers of Folokhwe ward. This was unusual and is not 
normally done. Madzudzu also provided gifts of sweets 
and tinned food for the children and women; flour, tea 
and other basic foodstuffs for his mother; and a pair of 
trousers for his father. The boy, Madzudzu's elder 
brother's son, brought only two bottles, one for his 
father and the amaNtlane, and one for all the men 
present. 
30th fathers addressed their sons , praising them for 
having worked well and for returning in good health, and 
indicating that the gifts of brandy symbolized a 
successful spell at work. "You have worked well as long 
as you have brought me this bottle . " "A man who has 
been to the force [umkosil must do just as you hvae 
done ." 
(iii)This account of Mzilikazi's return from a Rustenburg 
platinum mine (in May, 1976) is given by his wife 
Nothusile. 
"On his arrival he slept and early the following morning 
sen t children to call the amaC ir a to come to this 
homestead. When they arrived he said to them ; "I have 
called you here, this is what I have got." The first 
bottle was for the amaCira and it was compulsory that 
they be called. The second bottle was for women, and it 
(iV) 
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was given to me as the mother of the home 
[umama wekhaya). After this they [the amaCira) thanked 
him, using all the praise names [izibongo). They ngula 
[invoke in using the praises) the ancestors so that he 
should be protected from any dangers. He has been to war 
and they have looked after him . The amaCira thanked him 
and said that even tomorrow he should come back with at 
least one ithole [calf). They were grateful to him 
since he has worked well and they said he should bring 
back at least one head of cattle in the future. The 
amaCira then spoke to me as the mother of the home and 
said: "Continue to look after him as you have been doing 
every day. Even if you have impundulu [the 1 igh tning 
bird, a witch familiar) you must respect your husband as 
you have been doing before." They also thanked me for 
providing a pig for him when he went to work. These 
words were said by Dlathu, Ziwele and Mzizi" 
[representatives of each of the three Cira lineages in 
Komkhulu) • 
Mzilikazi's son, Kwedinana, returned a few weeks later. 
In contrast to his father, he brought eight bottles of 
spirit. Ihambidlane was followed by a bottle for his 
"fathers" (1. e. the amaCira and other Komkhulu men), and 
after this, the fathers ' ivanya . One bottle was 
allocated to the women, and the remaining four were 
gifts to certain individuals. The first went to Gavan, 
head of the amaNtlane (see case 2), the second to an 
unrelated neighbour who had been Kwedinana's ikhankatha 
(guardian) during his initiation into manhood. The 
Ngqunu lineage head received the third bottle . He is 
one of the wealthiest men in the area, councillor to the 
amaTshawe, in t anga (peer) to Mzilikazi, and, like the 
latter born of a Tshawe mother and married to an 
uffiNgwevu. All these bottles were opened and consumed 
there and then, but the eighth Kwedinan a gave to his 
sister to take to her herbalist across the Shixini, 
under whose treatment she was at the time . 
( i) 
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APPENDIX R 
LIQUOR PRESTATIONS BY RECENTLY RETURNED MIGRANTS 
One day in November 1976 local Komkhulu Cira men were 
called to the homestead of one of their clansmen, 
Walatha. The reason for this was the appearance at 
Walatha's homestead of a young man of the Jola clan, who 
had returned from work two weeks previously. He had 
asked that the Cira be summoned, and those who were 
available duly arrived (five men and seven women). Once 
in the hut, young Jola took a bottle of brandy from 
under his blanket and placed it in the middle of the 
floor saying, "this is what I have come to see you 
wi tho " Now this young man's parents had died when he 
was a young boy. Since his mother had been a Cira he 
came to live with her kin, and was accommodated at 
Walatha's homestead. He had little contact with the 
amaJola and became accepted as one of the amaCira, 
though retaining his father's clan name. About a year 
previously he had quarreled with walatha'swife and went 
to live at Ngingqi with Molusweni (his father's sister's 
son, Kwayi clan) without consulting the amaCira or 
informing them of his intent ions. I t was the Kway i 
homestead from which he left for work, to which he sent 
money, and where the ihambidlane and uswazi were used. 
He had not informed the amaClra that he was leaving for 
work, and they had been puzzled by his behaviour. 
No word passed between Jola and the amaCira until 
the former placed the bottle on the floor. Ndlebezenja 
responded on behalf of those present, saying: "It is 
pleasant that you have come to see us. It is fine that 
you have come. We amaCira gave birth to you and you 
grew up here. We fed you and circumcised you here in 
this homestead. It has been a long time since you left 
and we did not know where you were. You just 
disappeared and did not tell us what was wrong. But we 
will not talk about that now. We thank you for this 
bottle." Tandabantu (Ndlebezenja's son) handed out tots 
all round until only the igwele (last portion) remained. 
This was pI aced in front of Ndlebezenja, who asked 
Dlathu to share it out on behalf of himself and Ziwele, 
an old man. 
The latter also had a few words to say once the 
bottle was empty. He repeated what Ndlebezenja had said 
and added: "You must bear these words [of Ndlebezenja'sl 
in mind. You are the son of a Cira, though you are 
living at Molusweni's place. When your homestead died 
out you came to live here. You left without saying 
anything. Think about what has been said here today. 
It is good that you have given us this bottle. We 
amaCira never gave that homestead [that died outl to 
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anybody. It is still there. It is only the people who 
have died." Both Ziwele and Dlathu then urged Jola to 
"come closer" to the amaCira so that they could work 
together on the matter of his sister ' s bridewealth . His 
sister had also been adopted by the amaCira , and she had 
been "forcibly" taken as a bride (ukuthwala) the week 
before . As the guardians and kinsmen of the girl , the 
amaCira expected the lobola to come to them , as indeed 
it eventually did . The beginnings of the reconciliation 
having been completed, everybody returned to what they 
had been doing before being summoned . 
(ii) Before leaving the mines Ndlebe zenja sent money to a 
brother of his wife in order to buy cattle, and to a 
friend for the purchase of lambs . Having arrived home, 
he went to town in order tObuy "things " (bottles) for 
these two men. A few days late r he sent a message to 
them, asking them to come and vis i t him . They arrived , 
accompanied by their wives and two or three close 
kinsmen, and as visitors were given the honour of being 
seated next to the door of the hut the position 
usually reserved for the most senior men present. 
Ndlebezenja explained that he had called them to thank 
them for what they had done , and presented each with a 
gift of a bottle of brandy . These were followed up by a 
third bottle (ivanya) for both of them . All three 
bottles were opened ·.and consumed on the spot, by all 
present (eight men and six women) . The visitors made long 
speeches thanking Ndlebezenja, praising him for his 
generosity and welcoming him back from work. Perhaps 
the most significant words, however, emanated from 
Ndlebezenja himself, and from his younger brother, 
Nqakama. The former, in thanking the visitors for what 
they had said noted that: "When one is at work one 
cannot spend money on bottles . One will have no money 
if one buys bottles for other people [at work]. This is 
something that must be done at home, for people at 
home." After the visitors were served with Jabulani 
beer and marewu (thin fermented maize por r idge) , Nqakama 
had this to say: "There is one th i ng I like, and that 
is that" when a bull calf [ithol' iduna] comes home there 
must be a lot of people at his homestead . These are our 
ancestors [izinyanya zakawethu] . Even if one has a 
single visitor there must be five people who have come 
to witness what is happening . That is a Cira custom . " 
The numbe r of people present received favourable comment 
from others also , including the visitors •. In asking for 
permission to leave one of them said : "You have called 
us here and now the hut is full of people . We must look 
after each other, since we do no t know what the future 
holds . " 
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APPENDIX S 
Extract from Another Blanket: Report on an investigation into 
the migrant situation. Agency for Industrial Mission, June 
1976. (p.12). 
Crossing the Caledon River (Mohokare) they sing a 
powerful song full of symbolism: the age-old symbols of 
cleansing water and the crossing of rivers . (One can 
speculate about the interpretation: a biblical reference 
about the crossing of the Red Sea - from the "slavery" of 
economic poverty to the "desert" of compound life; or 
crossing the Jordan: from poverty to the promised land of 
riches where, however, the dreams of comfort are in fact 
delusions of consumerism.) 
A change of identify takes place: "Another blanket" . 
The song has elements of men going to war, even death. They 
sing something like this: 
Mohokare, now I assume another blanket, 
Now that I have crossed you. 
wash me from the profanations I have had 
with woman at home. 
Here I cross to the other side 
And I do not know what dangers may face me. 
Perhaps this is the last time I cross you here. 
And if ever I have the chance of crossing you again 
Wash me clean, Mohokare, and make me a pure man. 
Make me a man who is fit to go to heaven . 
Cleanse me from my sins because I am going to 
The dangerous place where I may lose my life. 
Now if ever I do not come back it wi 11 be just 
unfortunate. 
But now that I have crossed you, 
All the evil things I have done 
May they move with you and go down. 
In crossing the river I become a new man, 
Different from the one I was at home . 
At home I was secure 
But now that I am on this side 
I am in a place of danger, 
Where I may lose my life at any time. 
So prepare me for death. 
Now that I am this side 
I assume a different attitude from the one 
Where . they are soft with other men. 
This side they have to be tough and assume manhood 
Not be soft like the women at home. 
APPENDIX T 
SELECT~D XHOSA ORIGINALS OF ENGLISH TRANSLATIONS 
I~ TnE: TE:XT 
(i) Cornpasi song - see 0.26-7 
Ili~enemene incoda e~genadow.pasi 
Ili~ener.ene indoca engena~o~pasi 
Ndi;.ge~ka ndit~anda ~gecc~9asi 
Ndingem~a ncithanda ngedompasi 
Li::-.ene~ene indoda engenadompasi 
Yenjenjalo la ndoda ngendigcduka 
Kenjenjal0 10 ~fazi ongena compasi 
N1inge~ka ndithanda ngedompasi 
Manya!a n:esigocuka 
Ma~y~:a ngesigoduka 
Manyaia Ie ~doda ingena do~pasi 
wenjenjalo umfazi ongena dompasi 
Bee ha, Dompasi! Dompasi! Heee, Oompasi! 
(i i) 
-\d:;,onitior'! to ne ..... ly circumcised youth - see p. 36 
Nali [igame] ke Veneveti, 'mnta kaNgqwala, "mtana 
wak ..... aThahla, kuba ndivile ukuba 'unguNyawuza. Kulo 
l :nzi na!'i\;,lanje, nguwo 10, owaphiwa nguyihlo, 
uyakusikelela, uze ubeyindoda ekwaziyo ukuzakhela 
umzi. Indoda ayikho kupheia komzi oyiphiweyo, 
e:':"layibena''''o emhlabeni. Ifana nendla 'mafa eshiywe 
nenkomo ezininzi nguyise . Ayikhokupheia kwa 100 
'nto, lithi ukuze lingapheli, ithi yona ngokwayo, 
iyakwazi ukuzenza inkomo . Ngoko ke, ekupha 10 ' mzi 
uyihlo, ~funa ukuba uzuthi wakuphuma apha ke 
uyokusebenza, uzakhele owakho umzi. Indoda 
iyazakhela . 'M fondini, uzubeyindoda enenceba 
ngoyihlo nangonyoko, nangabantakwenu, 
nangodadewenu, nasisizwe siphela. 
(iii) On the importance of ntwana nje - see p~08 
Kukho Ie 'nto ka "ntwana nje". Loo ' nto inqabile 
zinkosi ngoba Ie nto inqabe ngayo umntu ~hambi 
kokuba makayenze uqale acinge ngentIiziyo yakhe, 
ukuba xa ndihleli kweli khaya, ndimelwe ukukhe 
ndenze ntwana nje . Uphuluic ikhaya lakhe. Ikhaya 
zinkosi aliphululwa ngamicimbi emikhulu. 
Liphululwa nangontwana nje Xa wenza tntwana 
nje, ulungisela u~uba rna ungabikho ndlaleni. 
Kuhluth",e ngumntu othe wangena ekhayeni. Nol(;uba 
nguT!'lham~i makafi~e ku!<ho into edliwayo ekhayeni. 
Osikelela 100 'nto ke. Bayi siyabulela, Tshezi, 
okukuba rna ube nOr:lcimbi. Uthi wakubona uthi 
makhendenze isichenene , khe kuzo kutshicwa apha 
endlini apha, kuphume impuku Wenze into entle 
• •• Ntwana nje uvuthulula umbethe ekhayeni, 
kuhlaleke kakhuhle ekhayeni ... 
(iv) On ntwana nje - see p . 1C9 
ukuba ngaba usile obu tywala busilwe 
nguTwalingubo, uphe bonke abantu ababhubayo. 
Uyabonake, obu tywala •.. abunagama. Yintwana nje. 
Ndisile ntwana ~je ngoba nawe uzokungena ekhaya 
kutshicwe, kushiywe amashv8 kubuye amathamsanqa ••• 
(v) On beer drinks and the ancesto~s -see p.109 
••• Uthi umntwana wam, oko wena kweli 'khaya zange 
kungenwe kulo 'mzi, kule 'ndlu yakhe, ngooyise apho 
ahleli khona Nooyise mkhulu abamazi ukuba 
ukweli 'nxiwa. Ndithetha 'kuthi ke zinkosi zam, 
uthi 10 'mtanam, yiyole Into anibizele yon a kweli 
khaya. Uthi mandaziwe ngamawethu ukuba ndihleli 
apha ndiphumil.e kwamkhuluwa Uthi makaziwe 
ngooyise nooninakhulu, yonke into yakwaFule kuba 
uhleli apha kengoku. Bafake impilo kuye 
(vi) On beer drinks and the ancestors -see p.110 
Ngoku ke zinkosi be kumelwe ukuba sisele utywala xa 
bukhululwa ngumnikazi wabo . Ngoba la nto ayenzayo 
ehesenza isiteketiso kwaba bantwana. 
Ibisisi teketiso, enqulela ukungena edizeni lakhe, 
legadi. Unqulo lukuni nina maCira unquiela nina 
maCira . Sisiteketiso esi sokuthi - ndiphekele 100 
mntwana ". Sisiteketiso, wenzele amaxhego 
asekhapha. 
(vi i ) On beer drinks ~nd the ancestors -see p.110 
obu tywala esinikwa kule gadi yakhe , ebongoza 
N (Xl 
V1 
legadi. 
'gad i. 
Kuncoma 
Azathi nangomso axhonts' ikhwebu kule 
Hathi sitsho siyancoma! Akuncomi thina! 
aba aba!'\gekhoyo! 
(viii) ~w~tya to Helile -se~ o. lll 
Yirr:ani '~aGcaleka! Amakhay' omntu,. Bleki, mabini. 
Lelakowabo lelakulonina. Alikh 'elinye . Nditsho 
ndisithi ker Bl eki. Le nto uyenzayo mtanam, uyenza 
ns e entlungu. Uyayithuny .... a nga:naxhego aphethe wena, 
awase:r.aN;qosi!1i:li, r.awa~u10:>lyoko. Na:"lgoku nje 
no;okub' engekho nje, ayadloba nje ngoba usenza Ie 
nto a?h~ kuthi . Nathi, nathi, nje ngokuba sidloba, 
ngob~~ele . Ke nditheth ukuthi be ngath' uThixo 100 
rnax~ego aha~be nowe ku .... • apha. Kuba le nt' ingumzi 
ithi izibekho, uhambe uphum' ilizwe uze nomzi ka 
aleki, 10 wakuloo nyoko. Lisiko umntu ukubheka 
kuloo nina. Akhel >.khe! Anikwe nga:nawabo 10 mzi 
waicJlo nina. (l.kukho mntu onomunyo apha Ngqosini, 
ngob" ulapha. Singa ngothina ungangakhululeka. 
Akukho m:'ltu 'if~saya ngob' u1apha uphuma kuSlek! 
k'./aVe1elo k'"",a(;.xa:1u weza kuloo nyoko kuloo Jingqi. 
Ndi~ile. NdingokaTela. 
(ix) Jija, at NdabandunJs umsindleko -see p.154 
Nantsi Ie nto 'mzi wakuthi. Nabu 'tywala athe 10 
mfazi walapha ekhaya makakhe asindleke indoda yakhe 
ngebo. Uthe ku:n; "Bhuthil Ndinotywala 
endl%a~ubenza phaya ekhaya ukuainoleka !ndoda yam.~ 
Bubo obu tywala bulapha ekhaya. Umt'azi walapha 
ekhaya usindleke indoda yakhe. Zonke ezi gem 
akukho oto ayikrokrelayo kodwa ku10va vena . Noko 
ke ~ule gem uthe makhe esuke. Ngurnsind1eko wayo ke 
10 . Phaya kulaa fatyi yindoda. Phaya kulaa ngxawu 
. ngumfazi - iibhekile zintlanu. Ndisabekile ke . 
(x) Honono, at Ndabanduna's umsindleko -see p . 154-5 
Kungumthetho ukuthi inja xa iyokuzlngela 
ingengomntu iyinja iqala ngokuphekelwa apha 
ekhaya, ifakwe ehlathini. Kuphinde ithi xa ibuya 
engqina ibekelwe imbiza iphekelwe. Le ndoda mhla 
yakhwe la yathatha Ie j~yini yaylnezonka eyemka nazo 
apha. Namhlanje ibuyile . Uthi umfazi ndinentwana 
endiyenzayo. Iigem ezi zonke zizonka zodwa. 
Makhe ndenze lizonka zamadoda asekhapha ngok u. 
Thina ke amaNtshilibe siyayibulela 100 ndawo. 
Ucinge raY1t1 10 nkosikazi. Igazi lorontu 
liyangxengxezwa ngentsebenzo yakhe, esebenza 
ngezandla. Ngoba uthi xa engangxengxezwayo, 
u~zirnba ube xekexeke . Kanti ~ukho indawo 
engangxengxez,.,anga. Kukho inja ekuthiwa lingesi. 
Ukuthiwa ingenazigqibo, ingenasisu siqinileyo, 
inyamakazi r iyisuke1a iyifumane kodwa ingayibambi. 
Ndiyema · apho zinkosi zam. 
(ix) Speaker supporting Modi, Ndabanduna's 
ums1ndleko-see P"55 
Nali ' lizwi easmiti. Ndiza kweyama kweli lizwi 
ubulithetha. Botlival E1a lizw! 1ithethwa yi1aa 
ndoda nqotyVa1a obu busilwe nguwe. Nguwe 10 usile 
obu tywla, naxa kuthiwa ngumfa~i. Loo nto ndifuna 
ukukuxelela ~na. Ubuza ukuba umfazi ubuye nan toni 
na nje ngamaxa ekubhakele isooka wen a ukunyuka 
kwakho. Uthi ke yena usapheka nanamhlanje nje 
ngoko wayekuphekele ukunyuka kw-akho ukubheka 
etorhweni. Ubuyile, amaNtshilibe akuphatha eza 
nawe apha. Wabona ke ukuba mawusile obu tywala. 
Ngumfazi ke uyakuphekela . Kanti ke 100 nto 
ifundisa into yokuba ingaba uze nesonka esinjani na 
vena nje ngokuba ekupbekela nje umfazi. Ndingqina 
ela lizwi lithethwa yilaa ndoda inqubo zininzi. 
Akazange asindlekwe umntu nje kanti akezanga na 
nto. lngasoze inja itye amathombo kungaxhelwanga. 
(x i 1) 
Dwetya, at Ndabanduna's umsindleko. This speech 
18 spIlt into t:,wo ._In. the text - see p.157 
and p . 179 
Nantsi into Dombothi. Uwagqibile uHodi 1a mazwl 
ebewathe tha . Dombothi ndi ve usi thi xa uve1a 
enkonzweni kuxhe1we. Kwaphinda kwajikwa , kwathiwa 
- Thyini ! Lo mntu uze nenyoka, ukuze ilahlwe 100 
nto. Ndixhelelwa nguTela mna. Wayilahla 100 oto, 
nawe uxhelelwa nguPoni. uvela enkonzweni emcimbini 
wenkonzo yokwakh' umzi kaPoni. Nakum ngokwak ' umzi 
kaTela. Ndivcle kunjalo ke mna. Ndithetha ukuthi 
saqungxuka . !(wathiwa Hayi eo! Uthengi1e 10. 
Se za kule nto, Dombothi , kule yenziwe ngulo mkakho 
yokokuba mak akuphekele, mtakamakhulu, xa uvela 
cnkonzwcni. T,oo nto oombothi, yen~iwc ngulo mkakho 
ntliyayincoma Inn,'!, ~ anti kwak ungenjalo ekuqalekeni, 
'" (Xl 0'\ 
yayiyibhokhwe oyixhelelwa nguyihlo. Athi mtanan 
ndU< 'Jxhelela kuba uvel' enkonzweni. Yayikwa 100 
nto hathi, hayi, utheng' inyoka. Mtakamakhulu! 
Do~bothi! ~ldingathi mna ezi nC',o/adi ungozibhala 
'Zihlale k~Ne enqqond .... eni. Kuhle Dombothi, xa athi 
10 j,l'<akho akuphekele . ungangophila yonk ' imihla. 
u?h i~de uphinoele uye kuphangelela umzi kaPoni. 
Nditsho mna ~bam~ushe. Ndiza k~thetha inyaniso 
futhi. Aphinde akuphekele futhi wakubuya. Sibahle 
thina ngokub'.Jya oku kwakho. Nokuba akubuyanga 
nan to na, isiqu esi sakho silungile. Ndimile. 
(ziii) Ndabanduna, at his urnsindleko see p.158-9 
Ndiza kubhekisa kuBasmiti . Ndithi Basmiti, 
ndi~hwele ndabheka ePitoli (ngaphandle koko 
sasi!<hwele sobabini). Ndihamba nonyara kanantsika 
phaya kwaNgoloza . Wathi nangu umsebenzi ngaphaya 
eSpil i~ayin 1. Phaya kanti us isa kwisango 
elingangenwa ngabantu, 5inalo kaMjelo. Sityiwe 
zizlnja. ;·lena wakha wamhona umntu edlakadlaka 
zizinja? Ni'/ahona? Ngoku nje madoda ndiza 
itugqibe l isa ukuthetha. Akungomzuzu wakuthetha 10. 
Umn i kaz i . ....a lomsebenz i hguJ ija. Uyakhutlbula ke 
ngoku 9asmiti, kwaliwa ngaphaya. Ndisemsebenzini 
nna kuba ndathi ndisaqala. Wathi umlungu "yiza 
":rapha wena . Uza kuba ngukuka t " K ..... aliwa phaya 
kwathiwa nguwe, ngum.'Ttshilibe. Ukuze ndibheke 
ph3ya kwa"l?'Jncu ndithathe inkabi emnyama yebhokhwe, 
zendiyixhele apha . Ndinqula ukusinda kwam . 
Ndingazihlinzeli. Ndinqulela laa nto yokokuba 
ndisindile. Ndim owaziwayo. Kuthiwa 
ngu;n~tshilibe . Ndathi mnai Kwenul UThixo uya'Zama 
Xa enje. £la lizwi ke lika Baamiti ndiyayama kulo. 
Ukuba into yenzekile kok:wenu abantu bayakwoyoni s a 
nj~ kulo mgadagada ngekhe baphumelele. Kwafa 
abantu ababin1. Ukubuya kwam ndaya kuthenga 
ibhok· .... e ngapha kwaMfunquli ndiza kuyixhelela apha. 
Ndicamagusha kuba ndisindile. Kanti eli tyala 
ay ilolam kangangokuba kunokuthiwa nguBasmi ti 
owabulala laa mntu kanti ubuchama ngaphaya. 
Zinkosi! Le nto ingumlorno wabantu yiqabukeleni. 
Kungathi Ie nto engumntu usisibhanxa . Akasiso 
sibhanxa umntu . Unobuchopho apha entloko. Ndafika 
ndidlakadlaka ndingenayo nebhulukhwe apha ekhaya . 
Nokwehla ndehla ngemali ka J>lalahle. Ndafika 
ndombhatala apha ekhaya. Imali iphi? Ndiyi3hiye 
ngapha emsebenzini . Zinkosi! Ndiyabulela. 
Kufuneka ndivulele umbandla uthethe. 
(xiv) 
Sqakaona, at Ndlebezenia's umsin.d1eko - see p . 160 
Uxolo. Nali icebo impi yakuthi, yakuloFolokhwe, 
wonke umntu olapha. Ndim nonkhuluwa warn 10, 
sisalekelana njalo, ke ngoku unentsuku emane 
ekhwela, yigem yesibini er.'lane ekhwela emane 
endishiya ke mna. Ke ngoku uthe ngezi ntsuku emane 
enyuka kwacaca ukuba noko mandenze eli cebo 
lomhlinzeko wakhe . Ndimhlinzeka ngokumbongoza 
njenqokuba emane enyuka . Ebuya kakuhle 
engakhathazangwa nto. Ebuya namaceho ebewanyukele 
angabikho nto ashothi kUyo. Ngoba ke kukho into 
ebuhlungu ubuye ushoti , uphinde usilelwe. Akuyazi 
ukuba ungasilelwa nqantonina kuba ubushoti kakade 
Engaguli engathangani, into kunayo kukubuya 
kakuhle gho • • • Sabone ke ukuba masimpheke1e Ie 
nto ••• 
(xv) Ndlebezenja, at his urnsindleko - see p.161 
Ewe zinkosi unyanisile 10 mfo utshoyo ndim 10, 
okuthi kwabonakala ukuba rna kwenziwe icetyana noko 
elakwenza ukuba ibe liyeza lasekhaya . Ndivaswe 
ngamawethu ngamaCira . Ukuba ndiphinda ndibuye 
ndikwanjalo . Ngoba ndizakuphinda kwangoku. Kodwa 
akukho nto ndiyibhaqayo iske ingathi ndingayibhaqa. 
Yiloo nto mawethu, i5ke ingathi ndingayibhaga, 
ubekhe ndakhalitshiswa, ndikhalitshisiwe namhlanje. 
Kufuneka ndiyibhaqe ndakunyuka . Ndimile . 
(xv!) 
Njembeylya r a t Ndlebezenja's umsindleko - see p.161-2 
Hayi ke Mangono. Nokuba ezi zalapha elalini 
azikaphakami , kukho into elihlazo kuwe. Le nto 
into umane uyibiza ngokuba licebo . Batsho abantu 
belali yakho babe zizidom. Mangono, usebenze se 
usoyika . Ube ne xe5ha elikhulu ungakhweli apha, 
wawusebenzile ke kodwa wade wanabafazi ababini . 
Abufuneki ubugwala Mangono, xa ubuthethayo 
ubuhloniphe . 8uyafuneka ubukroti bakho buvele 
nanje ngokuba wawubetha uyinkwenkwe waxhentsa 
unqumfana, buvele. Uzokufundisa abantu 
abanganeliyo . Andinakumhlinzeka umntu athi umntu 
akaya emlungwini afike athenge . ikatala nekostina. 
Athi ilkllfil(;, a~har a(ike ngoku nje yena . Kuthen i 
kungckho zingxow3 ~ombona nje? Kanti asoze 
I\J ()) 
--J 
ayithenge into ebonisa ikhaya. Uyabona Ie nto 
ni!r.ane nihlonipha intsebenzo nithi licebo. 
S'J.ic.uyenza icebo bazakuba dom abantu ohleli nabo. 
U~~inawe wak~o njengo~uba ekuhlinzeka nje 
:Jltuhlinzeka ngengqondo yokoit;uba uyabona umkhulu'",a 
'",a~ 10 unento ayibhaqileyo efana netakane lebhokwe. 
La :nagama ndiwathethayo ke awazange abuyiswe 
utywala bunga?helanga M.angono, ndithetha 
ukuthi sukuhlonipha uthi Iicebo. Uhlinzekiwe ••. 
(xvii) Toto, at Ndlebeze~ja's umsindleko -see D~62 
Hayi ke mfo ka Mangono. Le nto uyicingileyo 
ucingiswe ngabantu ongene kubo. Kvathiwa yenza Ie 
nto. Bonke obu tywala uhlinzekwe ngabo sibulela 
aba bantu babenzileyo. 5ithi nangomso uthathe 
ihabusaka uhambe, ubuye ngoroso kakuhle. 
(xviii) Visitini Cira at Ndlebezenja"s umsindleko 
-see p. 63 
Nabuke ubuhle er.dibubone kvell khaya. Kukusi!a 
utywala ngumninawa wale ndoda. Bedibene ngengqondo 
ezalisekileyo. Okwesibini ke nentsebenzo wayibona, 
wenza icebo elenziwa nanguba~ina emzini xa abantu 
bedibene ngengqondo. Nali Ndzongo, ndiyaphuma na10 
mfana kaNxele nokaGaxelo. Akufuni ukuba 
mandinyebelezele, kanti bendiyibonile into isenziwa 
kweli khaya kunqu1elwa umntu xa ebesetorweni, ukuze 
nangomso akhuthale abe namandla, kungasukwe kuthiwe 
hayi ngoku ndifuna ukugoduka ngoku. Kuba niyivile 
. laa nto ukuba kufanele ukuba wothule umnqwazi, 
uthethe amazwi afaneleyo nayiphina indoda xa ifike 
kumcimbi of ana nalo . 
(x ix) Garnalakhe, at Mbuntshuntshu' 9 umsindleko 
see p.164 
Nje ngokuba nihleli senimamele, apha bendithe obu 
tywala, nje ngokuba busilwe nje, busilwe ngulo 
mEana kaBhokhwe kuthiwa nguMbuntshuntshu. 
Ngumhlinzeko wakhe ngoba evela etorhweni. Ubuye 
kllkuhle etorhweni kuba ke kweli khaya khange 
kulinywe. Kulinywe kwakuye emagxeni. Nobu tywala 
simhlinzeka ngabo siyambongoza ngenxa yokuba, sithi 
noko silim' apha kuye ~magy.eni. Hayi, nangomso 
kufun~k' uba aze abe namandla. Umntu xa uhleli 
emzini womntu uyawondla 100 mzi. Okwesibini ke 
bendiza kuthetha Ie nto ithi awukuqali kuhlinzekwa. 
Uyihlo wayehlinzekiwe. Wahlinzekwa ngela xhesha 
sasiye5howini. Wazi wathi u'<'Jfika kwakho uze 
uhlinzekwe. Sangoku zange ikhO!1.1akale 100 ndawo. 
Wahlinzelwa kwangol'J hlobo. Ngol(u size r.go:r.lo!:'lo. 
Mandithi ke ndifun' ungabi buthuntu entsebenzweni 
phaya, uyitye nee~okhwe namalawukazi, ungaliboni 
ikhaya lakho, kulanjwe apha, bafuduk' abantu. umzi 
zange ufuduke kUkhw' indoda. Xa kunjalo sisenza Ie 
nto, mandithi ke siqinisa wena. Ndimile kuloo 
ndawo. 
(xx) Ndabanduna, at Mbuntshuntshu's um~indleko 
-see p.165 
Kveli zwi libekwa ngumkhuluwa wakho uzame 
ukulayama. Ngantoni? Akufuneki ukuzimela wedwa 
ngaphandle kokokuba uyame kuGamalakhe. Ukuba 
akunokwenzeka "go10 hlobo, uGamalakhe 10 umlahle 
uyawuzeka nz ima. Mkhuluwa warn, ndi funa ukuba 
ndifun' umfazL Ndibatyiwe. uGamalakhe uthi 
andinankomo nam. Ndiphelelwe. Bayil Ndiya bon' 
uba ke Ie nto iyakundibhida. Laa mfana utsh' 
uGamalakhe uthi ubatyiwe, laa mfana kaBhokhwe. 
Sikwazi ukuba ubani nobani nobani nobani kwezi 
zindiu kufanel' ukuba abe nento ayenzayo ngomthetho 
wabantu xabehleli ••• Sli liz",i uthi kuGamalakhe 
apha, ubanje, kufuneka uzisebenzise ukwayoma xa 
ungumntu uhleli • •• 
(xxi) Modi, at Mbuntshuntshu's umsindleko -see p.165 
Gamalakhe Ie ndawo uze uyigcine, Ntshilibe. 
Obuntu bomntu ngumntakwabo. Abubu~yang" ubona nje 
10 wakho. Noba uyaphantsha nob I ubheka ngaph i, 
uqokelele wena. Igusha iyaqokelelwa kodwa 
ayinangqondo. Wen a Mbuntshuntshu mhoye uGamalakhe. 
Hhoye uHonono. Ngoyihlo mncinci abo . Nob l uxinwe 
yintonina ungabafihleli, ubaxelele. Intshiyo yam 
ke. Uzungakhe uyitshaye Ie nto kuthiwa yiz01i. 
Tshaya Ie nqawa Mbuntshuntshu ukuba 
awuhlonipanga uGamalakhe nawe awuzihloniphanga . 
Ukuba awuhloniphanga uHonono nawe awuzihloniphanga. 
Sazakukulahla. Ukuba uyabahlonipha uyakuba 
yindoda, ube ngunyanil wabo. Khathalel' umntu 
okuzeleyo. Uyawuba ngumntu ke ngoko. 
I\) 
CO 
CO 
(xxii) Dlathtu, at Ntanyon90's umsindleko -see p.~68 
Nantsi Ie Nda· .... o zinkosi ethethwa ngutat' omncinci 
10. 'Zinkosi unobutywala apha. Unobutywala. Obu 
tY',</ala ke bungaka. Ok .... esibini ke ueel' into~ yokuba 
ana?hii<o am~helele. 1".11 Kt:dala ebhabhazela . Apba 
ke yona Y::lOa yona nda' ... o ke aya ;(,.1yo yiyole mawethu~ 
m9i yakuthi . Apha nje ngoba wayekad' ephekelwa 
ngabantu abebekho kuqaIa, oovise noonina. Ngoi<u 
ke, uyakh~mbuza kuba kudal' emane ecel' itorho. 
AcuVe, abuye ahiale. Uvakht:mbuza ke uthi uzakukh' 
azi?hekele. A.khu~buze kulaa nto yayisenziwa 
ngooyise noonina. ~di theth' int' ethi ke zinkosi, 
ndiza .... ·~k!":awuIezisa. Nje ngokuba ezaa fatyi zimbini, 
Ie engeneno 'leyakhe, 10 mntu uziphekeleyo. Le 
ingaphaya yekakhehlekazi. Yena mntu ukhwezele 
iinkuni.. Eman' ekhwezela kula mzl. Yiloo nto, 
uthi ke mandithi mandim apho. 
(xxiii) Sonkebese, at Ntanyonqo's umsindleko-see p.169 
Kube into esiyibulelayo, nto ka Mhlakaza thina, 
sibuieia impilo! Kuba oko wakhwelayo~ akukho nto 
sakha sayiva kuwe kuthiwa iyakukhathaza. Namhlanje 
nje ngokuba usithi uyaziphekela nje. Int' 
esiyibuielayo yimpilo. Inkunzi .emntvini yimpilo. 
Qha! Nxa wenza 10 'mhlinzeko uyazinqulela.~dimile. 
(xxiv) Mahlathini, at Ntanyongo's umsindleko 
-see p. lb9 
Hayi , Ciea, slbali, kumnandi. Indoda 
iyazihlinzeka. Ke naku, kuba ngomso, uze nento 
kweli khaya lakho. Funa nantonina ekhapba nokuba 
oguntW'ana. Kubhek ' impunde elapha. Impundulu 
zingangeni, kuwe. Ziphumele ngaphandle. Noba 
zifun' ukungena amawenu abe nawe . Aphelile 
amagama. 
(xxv) Songxodo, at Ntanyonqo's umsindleko -see p.169-
Ukuba Iapha kukuthanda kwalo mzi wasemaCieeni, 
okuba masibe lapha ngenxa yezenzo zokuhIala 
kukonwaba kwawo. Naliyake endiza kulithetha 
mfondini ka Mhlakaza. Awucingiswanga, uzicingele 
okok llba uze wenze Ie nto ngale mini. Yokokuba ze 
uthi nokuba kuyintoni nokuba kuyintoni na, kubekho 
abantu abangako. Abakwaziyo ukuba ubukhe "'aya 
kwamlungu, wabuya wabuy' uhamba ze. Ngoku ke 
usithi ke wena rnabazoshwabula, into yokuba noko 
akuko siqhelo sinjalo. Isiqhelo esasikhona ngalaa 
~ihla kwakungunyoko noyihlo. Wathi 
basakukuthethela noko ube nento oza nayo. 
Ingangathi ke ngoku ke xa kunamhlanje, uze Ie nto 
ke ernveni kwali tocho uthe mawuziphekele ngokwakho~ 
uthi usawakhwela uthenge nokuba lintshontsho 
lenkuku, ungabuyi nje uhlale bhaxa. Sibekile ke 
apha 
(xxvi) Olamini, at Ntanyon90's ulUsindleko-see p.170 
Kulo mcimbi walo mfana wasekhapha wokuzibongoza 
kuba akwazi ukwakh' eli khaya~ nawo uyayibonqa 100 
nto uba lakheke "gaphezu koko. Uphinde uz' ekhapha 
uthi xawuze khapha, ufike 10 mzi ungaphezu koku. 
Ndimile ke Zinkosi. 
(xxvii) Toto, at Ntanyongo's umsindleko -see p.171 
Heke, na10 ke mfo kabawo, nto kaMhlakaza 
yokugqibela. Akubuleli thina, kubulela uyihlo uza 
ke n901u hlobo. Goba !'fltakwethu, ithi into 
yakucingwa ngumntu ehleli ilungiswa nguyise. 
Kungangathi nangomso ucinge kakuhIe. Ocingiswe lelo 
khehie lalikuzele. Sibe ngoka kulo mzi kaMhlakaza. 
Ndibekile . 
(xxviii) Stokwana, at Ntanyongo ' s unsindieko 
-see p.l72 
Zime zonke izidwangube . uFolokhwe nave waqqibezela 
izidwangube ezo bezize kwaMhlakaza. Ke noFolokhwe 
nje bendithi ugqibile ke. Futhi nam ngokwam ndingu 
Stokwana nje Hhlakaza, eli· gama linyamezele elithi 
xa ungumn tu a?ha kwaMhlakaza, awuwedwanga. 
Unelali! Ubiz· ilali nje ubufun l uba uzixele ukuba 
ukho apha kwaMhlakaza. Uzixelile ke ngoku nje ke 
aba namhlanje ukhona . Ukwazi xa ubhek' etorhweni 
bekutshiwo ke phofu~ uze netakane. Ukwazi uba 
unefika ingaphind' ibekho atsho la madoda 
ebesitsho . Ndihlile nam. '" (» \D 
(xxix)Ntanyongo, at his umsindleko-see p.l?3 
Uxolo ke mawethu. Nantsi indawo. Kudla ngokuthiwa 
ngesiXhosa aban tu xa ba~hupha arnazwi bacanyagushwe 
lcakuhle. Nawuthatha ogexolo rnawethu. tokosi Ie 
noko ibingathathi 'ntweni. Ithe kwakulaa nto ibize 
nayo kwangaph' evenkeleni, yaphinde yenza yona 
yasiia yona. Akukho nto ndiyithathileyo kweli 
<Hza, ilanc;a kaloku libalele. ~awuthatha ogexolo 
mawethu, nonk' apht endlini, kula mazwi 
niwathethayo apha kweli khaya. Ningakhathazeki 
mawethu, nindixolele! Ngeny' imini kwawulunga. 
N 
~ 
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